
INTRODUCTION 

This study is an approach toward a history of the trade and industrial connections 
of the British Isles with Northern Europe during the Bronze Age. 

The work is divided into three parts. In Part I the types of tools, weapons and 
ornaments involved in exchanges between the British Isles and Northern Europe 

are discussed individually. In Part II a period-by-period trade history is attempted. 
Comparative chronology is discussed in Part I II .  

The term 'Northern Europe' as here employed includes all the territory from 
the mouths of the Scheldte and the Rhine to the Vistula ;  and from the foot af the 

Central German highlands (baunded approximately by the 6oo-foot contour, which 
is shown on our distribution maps) to Denmark and South Sweden. The archaeo

logi cal boundary of Northern Europe does not, of course, really include the 'Vestern 
and Southern provinces of the Netherlands (it would be interesting to lmow why 
the cultures of the North European plain so often fade out between the Hunze and 
the Ussel) . Norway and Central and Northern Sweden were included within the 
intended scope of this study, but search of the museums failed to reveal any evid
ence af British Ol' I rish connections with those areas, until at the very end of the 
Bronze Age a few links appear with Central Sweden and Gotland. Our North 
European area has thus a certain geographical unit y; it comprehends the low-lying 
lands facing the North and Baltic Seas, with belts of peat bog alternating with 

heaths and moraines. 
The entire area is completely barren of natura l metal resources, except on its 

southern fringe in Saxo-Thur ingia. Only the fine flint from the chalk of Denmark 
and Scania and the amber washed up on the Baltic and North Sea shores con

stituted mineral reSOlIrces of recognizable trade significance. East-west trade cuts 
across the main natural l ines of transport in Northern Europe. The principal rivers 
flow from south to north. Only the Lower Rhine and its tributaries, the Lawer 
Elbe, and the seas provide east-west water routes. The base of the J utland penin
sula can be crossed with only short portages bet'vveen the heads of rivers; farther 
north, the Limfjord provides a way of avoiding the terrors of the Skagerrak. East

west trade and migration routes certainly crossed North Germany, but it is well 
to remember how much easier it is to float down the Rhine, Ems, Weser, Elbe or 
Vistula than to strike out cross-country. 

No single definite date defines the beginning of the Bronze Age throughout our 
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entire area. The exact dates at which copper and, later, bronze technology were 
introduced to Saxo-Thuringia and to I reland are still really unknown ; our study 
begins some centuries before 1 500 B.C.  Certain regions and cultures remained 
firmly Neolithic, Ol' knew metal goods only through i mportations of finished pro
duets, for centuries af ter the most favoured areas had developed exporting metal 
industries. 'vVe diseuss ' Neolithie' trade in amber, flint, gold and copper produets, 
as ,vell as that of the Bronze Age proper. Our study ends at c. 700 B. C. ; it covers 
more than a milleniUlTI of Northern Europe's earliest industrial histOl-y. 

The study is based in the first instance upon material examined in the museums 
(a list of those visited on the Continent is given), except for the territory east of 
the border of the Federal German Republie, which passport restrietions made it  
impossible to visit. I n  Britain, extensive use has been made of the British Associa
tion Cat'd-Catalogue of Bronze Implements, formerly housed in the British Mu
seum ; but wherever possibie the original objeets have been examined. I nevitably, 
some types, periods and areas have been studied more intensively than others ; 
depending partly on the existing state of research and publication, partIy o n  the 
volume and aecessibility of the material concerned. It is regretted that circum
stances did not allow the study to be extended to include full examinat ion of the 
Belgian and especially the Northwest French material, which must contain tht> 
keys to many of the problems discussed in the folIowing pages. 

Prehistorie relations between Scandinavia and Western Europe, including those 
of the Bronze Age, were first surveyed by Oscar Montelius ( 1 89 1 , 1 9 1 0) ,  who ad
vaneed many ideas sllbsequently developed by others. The Irish connections with 
Scandinavia long oeeupied the centre of the stage, Britain, the Netherlands and 

orth Germany remaining obscurely in  the background except in  connection with 

Beaker and Deverel invasions. I rish relations with the North were reviewed from 
time to time, as by Bremer ( 1 927) and Mahr ( 1 937) ; Heneken ( 1 95 1 )  summarized 
I reland's contacts with the orth with special reference to the problems of com
parative chronology raised by pollen zonation and GTenzhorizont correlations (cf. 
Mitchell ,  1 944-5, 1 95 1 , 1 956). Studies of individllal types of partieular i mportance 

for I reland's relations with Northern Europe included those by Coffey ( I 909) and 
Hardy ( 1 937) on lllnulae, O Riordain ( 1 937) on halberds, Megaw and Hardy ( 1 938) 
on decorated axes, J aeob-Friesen ( 193 1 )  011  sun dises, Sprockhoff ( 1 934a) an looped 
spearheads and ( 1 930) on shields, and MacWhite ( 1 944a) on Late Bronze Age 

amber and ( 1 945) trumpets. 
In Britain, Stuart Piggott ( 1 938) set forth the r iehness of the Wessex Early 

Bronze Age amber trade, liste,d and mapped finds of Scandinavian flints in Britain, 
and ealled attention to the \iVessex connections with Saxo-Thuringia. De Navarro 
( 1 95 1 )  drew together the evidence for relations between the British Isles and 
Torthern Europe during the Early Bronze Age. Hawkes ( 1 942) had meanwhile 
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drawn attention to certain Northcrn influences in Britain in connection with 'The 
Deverel Urn and the Picardy Pin ' ,  and C . M. Piggott ( 1 949) studied the North 
European connections of the Bladuock hoard and related finds. Cowen ( 1 952) 
discussed British sword-exports to Northern Europe (simultaneously withdrawing 
some dubious Northern sword-exports to Britain from the record). 

Undoubtedly the greatest contribution, however, has been made by Ernst Sprock
hoff, who in a series of monumental works has put the North German Bronze Age 
on the archaeological map. His three works on the North German Late Bronze 
Age hoards ( 1 932a, 1 937, 1 956) ,  his study of shields and other hammered bronze 
work ( 1 930) and of swords ( 193 1 ,  1 934b), and a flood of greater and lesser papers, 
provided the background for, among other things, his volume ( 1 94 1 )  devoted to 
the relations between Niedersachsen and Western Europe. This transformed the 
entire problem, and made it possible to see for the first time the continuity of rnany 
Bronze Age phenomena across the entire North European plain. This study owes 
much to Sprockhoff's publications, and much of it is inevitably a commentary 011 
his material and his vicws. 

One further work must be mentioned: the typescript dissertation on the Bronze 
Age of the Netherlands by P. Felix ( 1 945), which, despite its dubious orientation 
and its many inadequacies, provided useful lists and illustrations to work with. 

How much we owe to the numerous works, published and unpublished, of V. G.  
Childe and C .  F .  C .  Hawkes, will be  obvious to  all "vho have been concerned with 

the problems discussed in the following pages. 
This study was originally suggested by, and was carried out under the super

vision of, the la te Professor V. Gordon Childe. About two-thirds of the tex t was 

read by Professor Childe before his last departure from England and his subsequent 
tragic death. Responsibility for the opinions expressed, for mistakes, omissions and 

inadequacies, is of course the writer's own. 
The work was sublllitted to the University of London as my Ph. D .  dissertation 

in 1 958 .  Subsequently, my continued employment with the Biologisch-Archaeo

logisch Instituut in Groningen, and with the Netherlands Organisation for the 
Advancement of Pure Research (Z. ·W.O. ) ,  has made possible a detailed study of 

the Bronze Age material in Dutch museums. This incidentally brought to light 
some addition al material relevant to the present study, which has accordingly been 
incorporated. Newly published material which became available in books or major 
archaeological journals up to the end of 1 96 1  has, as far d S  possible, been integrated 

into the text. In the meantime, also, the article of M. A. Smith ( 1 959) appeared.  
This confirmed independently, and indeed made official doctrine, the re-dating of 
the Taunton-Barton Bendish phase in Britain (Miss Smith's 'ornament horizon') 
which was one of the chronological conclusions of the present work . Further, the 
Hilversum Culture migration from southern England to the Netherlands at the 
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end of the Early or the beginning of the Middle Bronze Age, originally i dentified 
by Glasbergen ( 1 954), has been given greater precision, and is shown to have ori

ginated from the Wessex area. by Dr. r. F. Smith ( 1 96 1 ) .  Lastly, the major work 
by Junghans, Sangmeister and Schroder ( 1 960), with its definition of Aeneolithic 
and Early Bronze Age metal groups on the basis of spectro-analysis, has made its 

appearance. Although i t  appeared as yet premature, at the time these lines were 
written, to accept the distribution of metal of a particular JSS gro up as representing 
ipso facto a pattern of trade, we have taken the opportunity to include references 
to their metallurgical classification of objects which figure in the present study. 

Discussion of the possibie implications of the JSS study for the problem of trade 
between the British Isles and the Central German area, North Germany and Scan

dinavia (the areas ""ith which the present study is concerned) had, however, to be 
reserved for another context (Butler and Van eler Waals, i n  Helinium 1 964) . 

References to a number of nev" and relevant works that came to our attention in 
the course of 1 962-3 have been inserted where ever this could be done without 
necessitating major alterations. 

The two relevant and important articles in Cu/tute and Environ1/lellt,' Essays in 

h01l01lT of Sir Cytil Fox ( 1 963) - S . Piggott, 'Abercromby and Af ter : the Beaker 
cultures of Britain reexamined', and C. F. C. Hawkes and the late R. R. Clarke, 
'Gahlstorf and Caister-on-Sea' - arrived too late to influence our presentation. 

Several chapters of our original text dealing with much-discussed connections be
tween Northem Europe und certain types of Irish gold work - pennanular rings, 
gorgets, vessels, 'fibulae' - have been excised. Though they 'belong' for the sake 
of completeness, the connections are vague and difficult to date, and we had littie 
new to say about them. What new is to be said, Professor Hawkes has said eloquently 
in his new study. 
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PART ONE 

THE TYPES 
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Bronze ornaments (Chapters XI to XV). 

Gold ornaments (Chapters XVI to XVIII ) .  





CHAPTER I 

HALBERDS 

(List, p. 25-6;  PI .  I; fig. 1-3 ;  Map I )  

The halberd, a clumsy and inefficient weapon, enjoyed a surprising popularity 
over a wide area during an early phase of the European Metal Age ; perhaps more 
as a parade object than as an implement with which ane really tried to smite one's 
enemies. Copper and bronze halberds have been found in a territory extending 
from Ireland and Portugal in the West to Poland and Italy in the East, with occa
sional examples occurring even beyond these limits. Main centres af manufacture, 
producing readily distinguishable varieties, included the British Isles (where close 
to 200 examples have been found, the overwhelming majority in I reland), the 
Iberian peninsula (especially in the El Argar culture), the Central European area 
dominated in the Early Bronze Age by the Unetice culture, and an East German
Polish centre. The two last-mentioned areas are included in the halberd list and 
maps recently published for the broadly 'Central European' area by Von Brunn 
( 1 959, 25 ff. , with Karte I and 2 list P.73-S). He lists 87 finds, containing over 100 
specimens (ej. our fig. 3 ) .  

The origin of  this European halberd fashion has been attributed by various 
authorities to I taly, the Iberian peninsula, Central Germany and Ireland. The 
question was dealt with most extensively in a well-known monograph by O Rior
dain ( 1 936) .  He demonstrated that typologically the Argaric halberds could not be 
taken as the prototypes for the rest, but that there was a close and evident relation
ship between the halberds of I reland and those of Central and Northern Europe. 

If  Central and North Germany had the most advanced and elaborately made hal
berds, the splendid series of parade implements with hollow-cast metal hilts, Ire
land could boast not only the largest number but also the most primitive, and there
fore the most original of the European halberds. Improving on a typological scheme 
of Coffey, O Riordain distinguished six types of Irish halberds. His Types I , 2 

and 3 were primitive and early, and occurred in Ireland only. His Type 4 was, 
however, represented not only in Ireland but in Britain, Denmark and South Swe
den, and Continental Europe.  O Riordain saw this halberd type as an Irish inven

tion, an improvement of his Type 3, which was spread first to Northern and then 
to Central Europe by actual trade and imitation. His Types 5 and 6 were later, 
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lasting into the Middle and even perhaps the Late Bronze Age, and al most exclu
sively confined to the British Isles. Types 1-3 are, therefore, the critical types for 
the question of origins (we must reconsider whether O Riordain's Eirocentric view 
may be still adopted as valid), and Type 4 the key type for the problem of trade. 
In considering the trade pattern we must review the finds in three regions within 
the broadly North European area where halberds have been found :  first, Denmark 
and South Sweden ; second, a small group in the Netherlands and Westphalia; and 
third, the halberds of Central and Northeast Germany. 

The reader will recall that halberd blades of O Riordain's Type 4, the only type 
involved in the trade between the British Isles and Northern Europe, is character
ised by three stout rivets, a midrib, and a straight or very slightly ogival outline. 
Some 34 examples of this type had been found in I reland itself (some further exam
ples have since become kno,""n), 8 in Scotland, 3 or 4 in England, and 5 in Wales. 
In South Scandinavia (i.e . ,  Denmark and southern Sweden) there were 1 5  exam
ples (9 in Denmark, 6 in Sweden) which were 'remarkably I rish in character' .  In 
the other two regions mentioned there were no halberds so remarkably Irish that 
O Riordain wished to claim them as being of actual I rish manufacture, yet he could 
cite two examples in the Netherlands, Olle in Northwestern Germany, and one in 
Central Germany which stood ve ry close to the I rish series. In addition, there 
were seven others in Central Germany and the Rhineland, 3 in Denmark and 
South Sweden, one in Switzerland, and a few elsewhere which O Riordain classi
fied as 'Type 4', but with the explicit qualification that they diverged distinctly 
from the I rish type. 

In the following we accept unreservedly O Riordain's judgment as to the degree 
of resemblance of individual specimens to the I rish halberds of Type 4; but in the 
light of experience in the quarter-century since he wrote, certain interpretations 
seem inevitably to call for revision. Af ter discussing the three geographical groups 
aiready mentioned, we consider whether the halberd is to be regarded as an I rish 
influence in Northern Europe, Ol' a Central Ol' North European influence on the 
British Isles. 

r. The Northem Group 

In  Denmark and South Sweden, a total of 26 halberds have been found. Of these, 
1 5  are, in O Riordain's words, 'so homogeneous in type and so similar to the I rish 
ones (of Type 4) in character that one is constrained to think of them as undoub
tedly the work of I rish craftsmen, whether made in this country (i.e. , I reland) or 
made - and the suggestion does not seem too far-fetched for the facts - by a group 
of metallurgists from Ireland who had settled in Scandinavia' (O Riordain, 1 936,  
p .  299)· 
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I n  considering the trans-British route by which halberds may have reached Den
mark and Sweden from I reland, i t  seems evident that the distribution only of Type 
4 halberds ought to be taken into account, and we have plotted these on Map I .  
Finds o f  Type 4 halberds in Britain occur neal' the Aberdeenshire coast, the Firth 
of Forth, the Yorkshire coast, and the Thames estuary ; any of these could con
ceivably make a jumping off point for the voyage to Denmarlc Use of the Great 
Glen and Clyde-Forth routes across Scotland and a route from vVales to the 
Thames valley is suggested by the map. Scottish routes have been stressed by 
O'Riordain, Megaw and Hardy, Scott and de Navarro ; the latter also suggests the 
more southerly route, proceeding up the English Channel to Denmark, but here, 
as de Navarro points out, the absence of halberd finds in the Wessex area creates 

a difficulty. The Scottish route, then, is the most likely on the existing evidencc. 

The often repeated suggestion that a number of Scottish hal berd hoards are relics of the 
transit trade to Scandinavia is attraetive. But the Anehingoul hoard (Banffs. : PSAS LXXV, 
208 ff, PI. XLIX) consists of four hal berds of Type 6; none of the Seandinavian hal berds 
are of this type. The hoat'ds from Kingorth (Bute; O Riordain Seot 1 0- 1 2) and New Maehar 
(Aberdeens; O RiOl'dain Seot 7 -a) eonsist of Type 4 halberds; but five of the six halberds 
in these two hom'ds are heavily damaged. Both these hoards were found in peat and may 
represent votive deposits or serap ; but it is hard to see them as merehants' hoards ! 

Various British writers - Megaw and Hardy, de Navarro, Sir Lindsay Scott - have 
endorsed the idea of a settlement of Irish (or, as Sir Lindsay Scott alternatively 
suggested, 195  I ,  P . 33 ,  Scottish) smiths in the Danish islands. Four of the Ir ish
type halberds have been found in the Danish islands, four in Scania, one in Vester
gotland (in the area in which porthole-stone cists of Skogsbo type are concen
trated : map Montelius, 1 9 10 ,  259 Abb. 6) and two in East Jutland; there are also 

a number of specimens without exact provenance. In general, the area in which 
the halberds occur is that occupied by the Funnel-beaker (TRB) culture ; there are 
no finds on the western coast of J utland to suggest a landfall there, and the hal
berds are absent from the territory of the Single Grave culture .  But whether these 
two Danish Middle Neolithic cultures still actually existed as entities at the time 
of the halberd importation is not entirely clear. 

The question of whether the Danish and Swedish halberds of I rish form were 
actually made in Scotland, I reland or Northern Europe is one that may eventually 
be answered satisfactori ly by metallurgical analysis ; but to date ( 1 963)  no analyses 
of Northern halberd finds of Irish type have yet been published. 

Thus far we have considered only the halberds of purely I rish type found in 

Denmark and South Sweden ; but vvhat of the remainder of the Northern halberd 
finds (O Riordain's Scandinavia No. 1 6-26) ? Two of these from Scania (Nos. 25-6) 

are metal-shafted halberds of Kossinna's Type I I ,  and clearly imports from the 
Brandenburg-Mecklenburg area. O Riordain regarded most of the remainder as 
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local derivatives of the Irish halberds ; but another view is possible, and I think 
more probable. Two (Nos. 21 and 23) have blades which in form are strongly re
miniscent of the blades of metal-hilted daggers of Uenze's Oder-Elbe type ; the 
incised decoration of NO. 2 1  from Denmark (without exact provenance) recalls 
that of the halberds from Hitzdorf (Uenze, 1 938,  Tal 48 : 1 22) as well as the dagger 
blades ; No. 23 from Kogtved Mose with its grooved edges, six rivets in a shallow 
are, and narrow midrib expanding at the hilt end, evidently belongs to the same 
dass. These also are likely to be imports to Denmark from Jorth Germany. No. 2 1  

has on its otherwise flat blade two narrow cunred converging ribs, a highly un
common feature ; it is, however, paralleled dosely on a Central German halberd 
from Gross Schwechten, Kr. Stendal (Von Brunn, 1 959, 58, Taj. 36 :  6) and on 
the blade from Ford, Northumberland (which is probably itself an import into 
Britain from the Northe1l1 Unetice area ;  see belm.v, p .  20). 

Several other Northern halberds (O'Riordain's Scandinavia NO. 3 ,  1 8, 20, 22) 
have what O'Riordain terms an 'outsplaying midrib', with marked ly concave sides. 
This type of midrib oceurs on many wooden-shafted hal berds from Germany (i .e . ,  

O'Riordain's Germany No. 2 ,  3 ,  1 5 ,  1 6 ,  1 8, 24, 2 5 ,  72, 7 5 )  and i s  employed ex
tensively on metal-shafted halberds as well. Most of these are in Central Germany, 
but exported examples may be noted in Schleswig-Holstein (Bossee, Gcrmany 24) ; 
on the Rhine (neal' Homburg, Germany 1 6) and in North Hanover (Suderburg, 
Kr. Uelzen : Zettler, 1 94 1 ,  1 1 6  ff. , Taj. IX). One example with a midrib of this type 
was found in Etruria (Italy 3 ) .  This form of midrib does not occur at all in Ire
land, but is found on two specimens from "Vaies (Wales 2, 4). These appear to 
have been locally made ; one has a slender rib down the centre of the vV;.de midrib, 
a feature oceurring only in the British Isles (similar narrow ribs occur on many 
loope d spear-heads). It seems most likely that the 'outsplaying midrib' is of Cen
tral German origin, and that the halberds bearing it in Denmark, Italy and Wales 

are derived from that quarter, by importation and imitation. 
On the whole it  is probable that most Ol' all of the Danish and South Swedish 

halberds of O'Riordain's 1 6-26 group are imports from Central and North Ger
many. 

All the hal berds found in Denmark and South Sweden are stray finds, and there
fore not directly datable. They are conventionally assigned to the Passage Grave 
period (NOl·thern Middle eolithie), but without substantial grounds. 

Flint halberds occur in  Denmark in  the Middle eolithic period, and Broholm regards 
these as imitations of the imported metal ones (DB I I ,  P. 1 9) ;  but Glob has since shown 
that the flint halberds were aiready in existence in the Danish Early Neolithic, occurring 
in the early settlement sites such as Barkaer (DO I I ,  Nos. I I  8-2 1 ;  references cited P . 23) .  
Thus we must admit with Glob the possibility that the ancestry of the Danish flint hal berd 
is to be sOllght in the Mesolithic flint picks, or place the beginning of the Irish halberd 
export at an improbably em'ly date. 
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The distribution of Type 4 halberds i n  Northern Europe however, suggests very 
strongly that they were brought there in exactly the same manner as the flat or 
low-flanged axes of Irish type ;  and this assumption from the practical identity of 
our Maps I and II is supported by the evidence of the hoards to be discussed be
low. It would therefore seem probable that the halberds as a group belong to the 
Northern Late Neolithic, along "vith the axes (cf. Chapter I I ) .  

2 .  The Northwest COlltinental Group 

Halberds of Type 4 found in the Northwestern Continental area inc1uded, according 
to O Riordain, three from the Netherlands (two, allegedly, from Wageningen, one 
from Nijmegen) and one from Westphalia (Upsprunge, Kr. Buren ; republished by 
Sprockhoff, 1 94 1 ,  Taj. 32 :  2) . These were, in O Riordain's view, very much alike, 
and differed from Irish Type 4 halberd in that they had notches instead of holes 
for the rivets. Notches were not entirely unknown on Irish halberds, but were more 
characteristic of the Central German ones. O Riordain thus regarded the Wage
ningen, N ij megen and Upsprunge halberds as being very c10sely related to the 
Irish series, but probably not of Irish manufacture. He did not venture to suggest 
where they might actually have been made, but believed that they represented at 
any rate an I rish influence, coming by way of southern Britain, and that they could 
be taken to represent links along the route from Ireland to the Elbe-Saale region, 
by way of the lower Rhine. 

Of these four halberds, only two seem to exist in actuality. The alleged Nijmegen 
halberd (O Riordain's Netherlands 3) appears to be quite unknown to the Leiden 
museum ( information from Prof. H. Brunsting) ; it is not actually mentioned in the 
J anssen catalogue cited by O Riordain ,  nor in the Holwerda catalogue of 1 908 ; nor 
could any Dutch prehistorian be found who had ever heard of it. 

In the Zeitschrift des Vereins ZIlI' Eljol'schung der Rheinischen Geschichte ulld Altertiimel' in 

Mainz IV, 1 893- 1 9°5,  P . 342, we find under the signature of P. Reinecke :  

' 1m Riimisch-Germanischen Centl'almuseum wird ferner e in  Abguss einer . . .  unsym
metrischen Schwertstabsklinge aus Holland (wohl von Nymwegen) aufbewahrt (Original 
im lVluseum zu Leiden) . '  

No further details are given. One is inclined to  suppose that the halberd cast in  ques
tion must, if deri ved from Leiden, be a copy of the vVageningen halberd discussed below, 
which is the only specimen which is known to have been available in Leiden for copying, 
and with which the drawing given by O Riordain as the 'Nij megen' halberd agrees well 
enough in  outline. 

Again, of the two halberds allegedly present in the hoard from Wageningen 
(O Riordain's Netherlands I and 2) , one specimen (fig. I :  I ) is certainly not a hal
berd at all, but a triangular dagger , with a hilt-plate admittedly shaped deceptively 
like those of some halberds. 
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The second is equally certainly a genuine halberd. This find we must discuss in 
detail below. Two halberds are therefore to be deducted from O Riordain's list. 
Happily, they can be replaced by two other specimens : one a recent find at Roer
mond, Limburg, in the Netherlands (fig. z) and the other an older find recently 

illustrated, from Wichelen, Provo Antwerp, Belgium (PI . la) 1 .  
The Roermond hal berd (fig. z) is  a fine Type 4 specimen, a foot long (z9 .4 cm), 

and ve ry similar to O Riordain's Scotland 5 ,  and to the Irish-type halberd in the 

Dieskau hoard (PI .  Ic). It  was dredged from the River Maas in 1 957.  
The Wichelen hal berd is also a large one (present length 3 I cm) ; the hilt-plate 

is damaged, and it was originally slightly longer. It has a broad midrib. There were 
four rivet-holes, arranged as a trapeze, on 'what was apparently a slightly narrowed 
hilt-plate. This rivet arrangement, if original, would relate the Wichelen halberd 
to the larger examples of O Riordain's Type z ( 1 936,  z45 , fig. 4Z) ; yet in size the 
halberd is comparable to those af Types 4 and 6. It is the only hal berd of I rish 
type on the Continent which is not assignable to Type 4-

'iVichelen , on the Scheldte, has been productive in finds of bronze implements 

dredged from the river there ; a British basal-Iooped spearhead is also attributed 
to this find-spot (see Chap. V). 

The Wichelen halberd and the I rish decorated Class I axe found near Ghent 
(see p. 37) constitute a little ' Scheldte group' of I rish Early Bronze Age exports. 

The Wageningen halberd comes from the hoard (fig. l ) which is discussed and 
i llustrated by O'Riordain ( 1 936,  z39, fig. 37). Unfortunately he did not see the 
original objects, and his illustrations are redrawn from ve ry poor drawings in the 
original publication (Pleyte, 1 889, PI. IX) ; some of the objects have quite altered 
their character in this process. In view of the unusual character of the find and the 
rar ity of halberd associations in vVestern Europe it is worth describing in some 

detail. 2 
The objects were discovered in 1 84 1  by a man digging trenches for planting trees 

in a fieid .  The account explicitly states that they were found together ;  and their 

uniform patina and the rarity of the types in the area, plus the chronological homo
geneity of the find, make it extremely unlikely that the find could represent any
thing but a single deposit .  A stone axe of plump cross-section is included in the 
find. But the 'beaker-shaped small vesse!' mentioned by Pleyte and O Riordain is 

unknown in the Leiden Museum, not mentioned in its register, and indeed nowhere 
shown by any record whatsoever to have formed part of the find in question. 

l 'vVe are grateful to Professor C.  F. C. Hawkes for details of this find, and for a copy of 
the drawing given to him by lVIme. Faider, Curator of the lVlariemont Museum, in  1 948. 

2 I am greatly indebted to Prof. Brunsting and to Dr. \iV. C.  Braat of the Rijksmuseum 
van Oudheden in Leiden for information regarding this find. 
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Fig. 2 .  Halberd from Roermond, 
Limburg. I : 2.  Af ter Glasber
gen and Butler. 
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The ' bronzes' (the metal has not yet been teste d) are as follows : 

I .  A small triangular flat dagger, thinning by steps toward the cutting edge ; 
with a semi-circular hilt-plate not quite so large as the base of the blade, with three 
small rivets. It resembles an unpublished specimen from Singen. 

A similar hilt form occurs on some I rish-type halberds ; which no doubt ac
counts for O Riordain having erroneously described the Wageningen dagger, from 
the poor i llustration, as a second halberd. The edges are double-outlined, a feature 
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seen on many halberds. e.g. that from Roermond, and on the tanged dagger from 

Faversham. 
2. A small halberd of O Riordain's Type 4; the flat central portion, steps echoing 

the cutting edge, and three large notches for rivets being its main features. 
3. A small broad flat axe, with slightly convex faces and a medial ridge down the 

sides. It belongs to the I rish ' thin-butted' faceted type (cf. Coghlan and Case, 1 957, 
91 ff., fig. 2 ,  nO . 25 ,  which is of CC Group I-JSS Group E I I  copper). 

4. A thick, faceted halberd-rivet, resembling those found on some I rish-type 
halberds ; only one head has been formed. 

5. Blank for a similar halberd-rivet ; neither head has been formed. 
6. A narrow punch or tracer, with square section. Parallels are difficult to find in  

om region ; similar objects seem, however, to  be  common in the Iberian peninsula 
and in southern France (cf. Junghans, Sangmeister and Schroder, 1 960, Taj. 1 9, 

20, 25 ,  26, 27, 28, 29)· 
7, I O. Two simple thi n penannular bracelets with square section. Simple bracelets 

in Scottish Early Bronze Age finds (Inventaria, GB. 26, 27, 3 1 ,  34) are thicker, and 
of D, oval or round section, and thus not directly comparable. But similar brace
lets seem to be known in Iberia and South France (cf. J unghans, Sangmeister and 

Schroder, 1 960, nos. 508, 8 1 1 ) .  
Fmther, there are several smalI fragments o f  bar and sheet bronze ; among these 

is one roughcast bar, bent into the form of an irregular spiral. 
The peculiar importance of the vVageningen hoat'd is that it combines objects 

certainly of Ir ish type (axe, hal berd) with unfinished rivets, at least one tool (the 
punch), an ingot bar, and scraps of sheet and bar metal. This combination strongly 
suggests that the owner was a metal-worker ;  he could well have been one of those 

itinerant I rish smiths postulated by O Riordain and by Megaw and Hardy. 
If such smiths were working in the Lower Rhine area, along the route of con

tact between Ireland and Saxo-Thuringia, i t  would be natura l to suppose that 

some of the other halberds found along the route were made by them. 

Mention must also be made of the halberd found at Apeldorn, Kr. lVIeppen, in the Ems
land, whieh is typologieal!y diffieult to assoeiate direetly with the I rish series. It  has five 
smal! rivets arranged in  a shal!O\v are; its outline relates i t  to those Danish and German 
speeimens whieh are related in turn to metal-hilted daggers . I ts eurved ribs in trident form 
are rather to be related to those oeeurring on Central German hal berds like Gross Sehweeh
ten and Burk than to the straight-multiple-ribbed British (Arreton Down, ABI  fig. 306) or 
Italian (e.g. Loreto Aprunito, Venze, 1 938 ,  Taj. I I  : 37b) Early Bronze Age daggers. The 
lVIeppen halberd is to be reekoned as a Vn�tiee export, not an Irish one. It is assigned to 
JSS metal group A. A related blade from Northumberland is eited below (p. 20-1 ) .  
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3 .  The Central aud North German Halberds aud their British-Irish cOlluectiolls 

The only halberd found in the area of the Saxo-Tl1Uringian Early Bronze Age 
which O Riordain identified as being very close to his Irish Type 4 is the one in the 
Dieskau II hoard discussed below (p. 34-5 ; PI. Ic). O Riordain thought it  an imi
tation rather than an actual I rish export, for reasons not clearly stated. To the 
present writer it  seems no less l rish in appearance than the Scandinavian halberds 
which O Riordain accepted as I rish exports. Its metal analysis suggested Central 
European copper to Otto and "Vitter (OW 303) ; but it  is assigned to JSS Group 
E O l ; to the same group, oddly enough, as the Ir ish axe present in the same hoard 
(three hal berds of purely Central German form (OW zoo-z) also present are like
"vise of Group E O l .  There is also a halberd present in the Dieskau hoard which 
is of the ' Irish' Group E I I , but this (OW 385)  is a metal-shafted German spe
cimen l ) .  Although other halberds of purely I rish form are unknown in Central 
Germany, there are further specimens (O Riordain's Germany z to 18 plus others 
in neighbouring lands) which are broadly similar to the I rish type 4- These include 
specimens from the Rhineland (Rhine neal' Mainz ; neal' Hamburg ; Bacharach ; 
the first af these is af JSS Group E O l  metal ,  the second af JSS Group C3) ,  but 
genera Ily similar blades are to be found, if somewhat rarely, throughout the Central 

European area. 
O Riordain knew no evidence for the exportation of Central German halberds 

to the British Isles. Soon af ter publication of his halberd paper, Piggott ( 1 938,  
84-5 , PI .  IX :  z ,  fig.  8 :  1 8) called attention to the occurrence in no less than three 

�Tessex Clilture graves af pendants made in the form of miniature halberds ; two 
of them possessing ribbed shafts (cf. Stone, 1 958,  PI. 54 and 57) .  Piggott specific
aI ly compared them with the metal-shafted halberds of Saxo-Thuringian type, and 
cited them as evidence of connections between the "Vessex Culture and the Saxo
Thuringian area. Ap Simon ( 1 954, 48 ff. ) dated the graves in which the hal berd 
pendants occur to his Wessex I l .  I t  has lately been suggested (Grinsell, cited by 

Ashbee, 1 960, 1 09) that the 'very large weapon of twenty pounds weight, like a 
pole-axe' described by Stukeley as having been found in a tumulus neal' Amesbury, 
"Vilts . ,  may have been metal-shafted halberd. The weight seems rather excessive, 
and the description toa vague to be relied upon as evidence for an actually im
ported metal-shafted halberd. Yet one example is knowl1 in Britain of a blade which 
may well repl'esent a Central German halberd. This is an unpublished specimen 
from the Greenwell collection in the British Museum (inventory number W"G z064) 

from 'Vest Field Farm, Ford, Northumberland (mentioned by Evans, ABI p. Z44) .  
Evans grouped it  with daggers, but the blade is sufficiently asymmetri cal ,  with a 
slight curve, to show that it was a halberd" I t  possesses two curved ribs an the 
blade, in the mannel' of the Central German specimens from Gross Schwechten, 
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Burk and 'Denmark' .  The hilt-plate i s  unfortunately damaged, and s::Jme notches 
toward the top are certainly secondary. The Ford blade may well be an actual im

port. The ribs appeal' to have been outlined in pointille, as with some British mul
tiple-ribbed daggers ; the latter have, however, straight ribs. 

Though the Ford blade stands alone, there are a number of native-Iooking hal
berds in the British Isles which have features evidently borrowed from Central 
Europe. \iVell known are the two Irish specimens (Breaghwry, Co. Mayo : O Rior
dain, 1 936,  p . 3 2 1 ,  fig. 70; Coghlan and Case, 1 957,  no. 63 ; of Type 6 ;  metal, CC 
Group I-JSS Group E I I ) and 'Ireland', O Riordain's No.  1 09, of  Type 5 )  with 
capped rivets - a type of rivet othen�'ise practically unknown in the British Isles, 
but commonly used on the Continent. Further, there are three halberds, two in 
Wales (mentioned ab ove, p. 1 4), of Type 4, and one from Scotland (Falkland, Fifes . ,  

O Riordain's Scotland 2 ,  a lso o f  Type 4 )  which have 'outsplaying' midribf, as do 
many Central German hal berds. From these we ean be sure that at the time that 

o Stray find ; • grave find ; o hoard. 

Fig. 3 .  Distribution of halberds without metal shafts in the broadly Central European area. 
Adapted from von Brunn, 1 959 .  

Palaeohistoria Vol. I X ;  Butler. 
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halberds of Type 4, 5 and 6 were being made in the British Isles the smiths were 
familiar with the appearance of Continental specimens. The halberd connections 
between the British Isles and Saxo-Thuringia were certainly not entirely a one
way affair ;  one may reasonably conclude that there was a halberd exchange be
tween the two provinces, even though it is difficult to find any significant number 
of actually traded specimens. 

Various writers (Ap Simon, 1 954, 40 ; Raftery, 1 95 1 ,  1 43 ff. ; Coghlan and Case, 
1 957, 1 02-3)  have expressed doubt that I reland was the original home of the 
hal berd family here discussed, preferring a Saxo-Thuringian or I talian origin ; yet 
Central German writers continue to speak of the a ' Western European' origin of 
the halberd. Formally, O Riordain made out a case for an Irish origin which the 
opponents of the idea have not refuted in detail .  The chief strength of the O Rior
dain theOl'y is that there are six types of halberds in Ireland, of which types I to 5 
can be viewed as a sequence of development, three of which are allegedly em'lier 
than the period of contact with Northern and Central Europe ;  whereas in Central 
Europe all haJ berds are thought to belong to one horizon, that of the developed 
Unetice culture, and local prototypes have not been claimed. 

It is interesting to notice, in this respect, that Hajek ( 1 953 ,  202, 2 1 0-1 1 ,  2 14,  
fig. 2 :  1 0-1 I ) ca l is attention to the occurrence in a Unetice grave in Moravia (Horn i 
Hunajovice, Grave XIX; NO. 3 5  in the list of Von Brunn, 1 959, 74) of a halberd, 
small and without a midrib, which is every bit as primitive-Iooking as the halberds 
of O Riordain's type I ;  i t  is nothing more or less than a simple triangular dagger 
which has gone asymmetri cal. Such a find might well be used to support the idea 
of a Danubian origin for the entire European halberd development. 

And it  must be admitted that there is not one single association of any kind to 
con firm the early dating of the thrte 'primitive' types of O Riordain ; so that one 
is theoretically free to regard them as debased products of all inferior technology 
rather than as prototypes. Halberds of I rish type 4 "vould then be the loca l type 
(some of which were exported) directly derived from the simpier of the Unetice 
types of halberds ; type 3 simply smaller versions af the same ; and types I and 2 
(which are rather rare) the crude local prodllcts of poorly trained 01' eqll ipped 
smiths. Type 5 is an obvious development from Type 4, being only more elongated 
and curved. The existence of a hybrid specimen of types 2 and 5 (O Riordain's 
no. 1 2) is in itself a warning against accepting O Riordain's typology as a chrono
logical series ! The metallurgical evidence, as marshalIed and analysed by J ung
hans, Sangmeister and Schroder ( 1 960), shows that the metal of which many I rish 
hal berds of Types 2 and 4 are made is indistinguishable from Central European 
metal of their Group B 2 ;  some British Beaker daggers are also of thi s metal, 
whereas thick-butted axes are not, and neither are halberds of Type 5. In Central 
Europe, B 2 metal had a limited period of use, and this appears also to be true in 
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the British Isles ; the contemporaneity of Types 2 and 4 hal berds is therefore 

evident. 
At Faversham in Kent, an Irish halberd of Type 4 may possibly have been asso

ciated with a 'yVest European' tanged dagger ; (the tang on this dagger is comparat

ively small and the blade large and well made, while its shoulders are rather 
angular ; so that one might think of this specimen as being some distance along 
the way of development toward a Breton-Bush Barrow dagger). Both these Favers

ham objects are assigned to CC Group I I I  (Coghlan and Case, 1 957, no. 97-8 ; 
O Riordain, England 2, 3 )  and JSS group F I (Alpine metal), as are many other 
objects from Brittany, southem England and the Netherlands. Apart from this, 
all known hal berd associations iu the British Isles point to a date of yVessex I 

or later. 
The best Irish association is the hoard from Killaha East, Co. Kerry (O Riordain, 

1 946, 1 53 ,  PI. XII ) .  This hom'd contained a halberd assigned to O Riordain's Type 
6 ;  flat axes of Raftery's narrow-butted type ;  and a dagger with two rivets, blood 
gro oves and a languette. The dagger is related by its grooves and languette to the 
Breton and Bush Barro"" daggers which characterize Wessex L Since these daggers 
are in tum derived from Uenze's Oder-Elbe daggers, which belong chronologically 
to the Leubingen-Dieskau phase, the Killaha hoard cannot be earlier than that phase. 
That flat axes of tbe Killaha type can be contemporary with de cora ted axes of the 
type found in the Dieskau board is confirmed by the Willerby Wold deposit (Megaw 
and Hardy, 1 938, 283-4) . We have therefore an effectual cross-dating between 

the Killaha stage in Ireland, yVessex I in Britain and the Leubingen-Dieskau 
FiiTstellgriiber stage in Saxo-Thuringia. Halberds of Types 6 and 4 may be con
temporary, as is shown by a find of one halberd of each type at Towyn in Merio
neths. (O'Riordain, Wales 5-6 ; Grimes, Guide, 1 95 1 ,  No. 526,  fig. 57 :  3 , 4) .  Other 

halberd associations in the British Isles provide no support for a pre-Wessex dating. 
The often-illustrated find from Birr, Offaly ( I reland 84) was treated by O'Riordain 
as an unreliable association ; and even if it  were a genuine hoard, it is clear that 
the halberd itself (Type 5) is not all early one, and the flat axes are also developed 
types (Cf. Migdale hoard, Inventaria GB. 26 ;  Butterwick, w ith Food Vessel, BM 

LPA fig. 1 5 ) .  The same is  true of the uncertain hoard from Sluie, Morays . ,  with a 
Type 6 halberd and two flat axes (Scot 1 7) ;  a Wessex I date is suggested by 
Piggott and Stewart (Illvental'ia GB. 30). The Islay, Argylle and Stoke Ferry, Nor
folk hoards with Type 4 halberds contained Late Bronze Age objects. The grave 

finds are not likely to be pre-Wessex. At Moylough, Co. Sligo, ( Ireland 92) a Type 
5 halberd of bronze (CC Group I I-JSS Group E oo ! )  was found in a stone cist 
with a decorated cover-slab, accompanied by a cremation. In Scotland damaged 
probable halberds of unidentifiable type were found in cist graves at Bishopsmill, 
EIgins (Scot 20), presumably with an extended skeleton in a boat-shaped cist, body 
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covered with oxhide, and Craigsgorrie near Beauly, with an extended skeletan, 
barbed and tange d arrowheads and a flint knife. Childe ( 1 946, 1 1 9, i and ii) assigns 
both the Scottish burials to his Period IV an the basis af the grave form. 

The case for an Italian origin for the halberd rests an finds belonging to the 
Remedello horizon. Forssander has emphasized the grave from Villafranca near 
Verona (Ghislanzoni 9 ff. ; Forssander, 1 936 , 44 ff. ) with its copper halberd, silver 
crutch-headed pin, and silver lunula, which he regarded as contemporary with the 
Northern Passage Grave period. O'Riordain also cites the grave from Rinaldone 
(p. 235 ,  fig. 34) which belongs to the same horizon as Remedello. One might sup

pose that the halberds north af the Alps are ultimately derived from these ; but 
same would reverse the process and derive the Italian halberds from Central 

Europe. The hom'd from lVIontemerano (O'Riordain 234, fig. 33 )  with its more 
developed halberd which O'Riordain thought 'presents a very I rish appearance' 
(and indeed is af JSS Group E I I metal, their No. 6 1 7) ,  includes a full Bronze Age 
flanged axe and the fragment af a three-ribbed dagger blade (also af E I I metal, 
JSS 6 1 6) which Uenze claims as belonging to his Italian type af metal-hilted dag
gers (Uellze, 1 938, Taj. 9 :  34) . The hoard therefore belongs to the same period 
as D ieskau ; its three-ribbed dagger may well have influenced the Arreton Dawn 

type af British three-ribbed dagger. 
Taking all these factors into account, ane could conclude that :  
a.  the earliest I rish halberds are not demonstrably a product af the Chalcolithic 

wave af contacts along the Atlantic route ; an present evidence we should regard 

them rather as being copies and derivatives af the Central European halberd blade ; 

b .  the Unetice halberds may be derived from, ar parental to, those af Northern 

Italy ; 
c. the 'primitive' I rish halberds (Types I and 2 and same af Type 3 ,  which have 

in common the four-riveted rectangular hilt-plate which is not found an other 
European halberds) are probably a lo cal debasement ar improvisation by not fully 
competent smiths, rather than prototypes ; 

d. development af the Irish industry under the stimulus af Unetician models, 
and perhaps metal imports, led to the attainl1lent af an exporting stage, during 
which migratory smiths and traders brought modified halberds and Irish axes 

which could compete with the Central German products to the etherlands and 
South Scandinavia. This trade perhaps lasted into vVessex I I ,  as we suggest below 
in connection with the axes. 

vVhether there were two distinct phases af contact between the British Isles and 
Saxo-Thuringia, the earlier phase just preceding the rise af the 'iVessex Culture, 
the later during its developed stage is not clear from closed finds but continuous 
contact throughout the period seems to be implied by the metallurgical evidence. 

What does seem clear is that the I rish bronzesmith af the Early Bronze Age had 
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nothing to teach to the high ly accomplished metallurgists of the Saale Valley, 
except possibly the proper use of tin ; but othen�Tise had a great deal to lea m from 
them. I t  is easy to imagine I rish, vVessex or Breton smiths making a pilgrim
age to the Saxo-Thuringian workshops to leam some of their technical secrets. 
Bearing in mind that the ordinary wooden-shafted halberd is a simple implement, 
it  is hard to believe that the smith who could make a metal-hilted dagger needed 
to be taught to make halberds by the West ! 

LIST OF HALBERDS OF I R ISH TYPE IN NORTHERN EUROPE 

lt:f Map I )  

This list i s  based o n  that o f  O 'Riordain ( 1 936,  3 1 3 ,  ff; cf. also Forssander, 1 936, 95  n .  3 ,  
and Broholm D B  I ,  206), with additions for the Low Countries, and more recent references. 
SpeIling of Scandinavian place-names follows Broholm and Forssander. The number of the 
hal berd in O 'Riordain's catalogue is given in brackets folIowing the serial number. 

Dellll/arh 

r .  (Scand. 6) Asperup s . ,  Vends H . ,  Odense Amt, Fyn. Bog find. MC B .  1 93 8 ;  S.  M uller, 
Ordning fig. 1 5 5 ;  DO II 273 .  

2 .  (Scand. 9) Norre Esterbolle, Sandager, Gislev s . ,  Gudme H. ,  Svendborg Amt (Fyn). 
NMC B. 6676. 

3. (Scand. 4) Pederslrup, Ballerup s., Smørum H. ,  Copenhagen Amt, Zealand. l IVIC B .  
S 1 I 8 . 

4. (Scand. 5) SOl/th Zea/alld (no exact provenance). NMC B. 56 14 .  
5 .  (Scand. 1 3) Ska/saada/en, Hvornum s . ,  Onsild H . ,  Randers Amt, Jutland. NMC B .  6469. 
6. (Scand. 8) SOlIder Aldw/I, Stenderup s., Hatting H. ,  Vejle Amt, Jutland. Mus. Aarhus, 

I 08 r .  Am·b. 1 909, fig. r .  
7 .  (Scand. 3 )  DenmarIe 
8. (Scand. 2) DenmarIe NMC. Montelius, Chron . ,  fig. 208. 
9 .  (Scand. I O) DenmarIe NMC. 

Swedel/. 

I O. (Scand. I )  Dagslorp, Harjagers H . ,  Skåne. SHIVI 1 2608. IVlontelius, JVlilll/.ell 824. 
I I .  (Scand.  1 4) Gessie, Skåne. IVlus. Lund, 2 1 027. Forssander, 1 936,  Taj. X I X : 2.  
12 .  (Scand. I S) Slallgby NIosse, Skåne. Mus. Lund, 4463 .  Forssander, 1 936, Taj. X I X : r .  
1 3 . (Scand. 7 )  Stalwgårdell, Uinshem, Kinds H . ,  Vastergotland. Mus. Goteborg, 45°42. 
14. (Scand. I I ) near NIalmo, Skåne. SHM 2 1 09 : 567. Montelius, NIillllell 826. 

GerlIWIlY 

I S · (Germany 5) DieskalI (hoard I I ) ,  Saalkr . ,  Saxony. PI. Ic. Fortsch, 1 9°5, 25 ,  Taj. 4 :  I ;  
O 'Riordain, 1 936, 2 1 1 -1 4, fig. 1 3 ;  Jahn, 1 950, 82 ff. , with further references (there 
Hoard I ) ;  Von Brunn, 1 959, 5 5-6, Taf. 1 7 ;  2 .  OW 303 (JSS Group EO I ) .  

1 6 . (Germany 2 )  Upsprullge, K r .  Buren (Westphalia). O 'Riordain, 1 936,  fig. 63 : l ;  Sprocl<
hoff, 1 94 1 ,  Taj. 32 : 2 (photo). 
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Netlterlallds 

1 7 .  (Neth. I )  Wagellingen, GelderIand. Hoard (see p. 1 7) .  Fig. I .  RMOL. Pleyte, 1 889, 49, 
PI. X I :  5-9 ; O'Riordain, 1 936, 2,39, fig. 37; Butler, 1 959,  1 26 ff. , fig. I ;  de Laet and Glas
bergen, 1 959,  PI. 26 (photo) ; Invelltaria NL. 1 I.  Length 21 cm. 

1 8 . Roer1l1olld, Limburg. Pvt possession. Fig. 2 .  Glasbergen and Butler, 1 96 1 ,  5 5-7, fig. I .  
Length 29.4 cm. 

Belgill'/ll 

1 9 .  Wichelell, Provo Antwerp. iVlus. iVIariemont. PI .  la. De Laet and Glasbergen, 1 959,  
PI.  30.  (Not of Type IV; not mapped). 



CHAPTER II  

FLAT AND FLANGED AXES 

( List, P . 45-7 ; PI .  I-IV;  fig. 4-8 ; Map I I )  

I n  the earlier part of  the Bronze Age, the axe was the most important article in
volved in the trade in metal-wares between the British Isles and the northern part 
of Europe. The axe was not onl)' a basic tool, but often also a weapon, and not 
infrequentl)' an object of magical or religious significance besides. For the men of 
the Earl)' Bronze Age, an axe was surel)' the most useful form into which a half 
pound or a pound of metal could be converted ;  and i t  is not surprising that it 
should have been the most important trade item. 

A widespread trade in axes of flint and stone originated in the Neolithic period, 
and certaini)' continued through the Copper Age. Thiclc-butted copper axes were 
widel)' if uneveni)' disseminated throughout Europe in the firs t half of the second 
millenium ;  mainl)', it s'eems, from centres in southeastern and southwestern Europe 
(Junghans, Sangmeister and Schroder, 1 960). At precisely which point Ireland (cf. 
Coghlan and Case, 1 957) and Saxo-Thuringia became producers of copper axes, 
and what part these two centres pla)'ed in the supply of such axes to other areas 
within Northern Europe, remain to be clarified. The typological insensitivity of 
earl)' copper axe forms tends to pass the problem on to the spectro-analyst. Thus 
a few of the thiclcbutted flat copper axes from I reland which have been analysed 
(CC 28, CC 4 1 -2) have been assigned to JSS Group B 2,  which should imply a 
Un etice origin (whether Saxo-Thuringian or farther south not being specified) for 
the metal in these specimens. These incline to support the Coghlan and Case hypo
thesis ( 1 957, 1 00 ff.) that Irish metallurgy was derived from the Saxo-Thuringian 
area ; for the axes had hitherto been the weakest link in this hypothesis. Yet two 
flat axes from the Rhineland (Rhine-Hessen, OVV 1 078, and Mombach near Mainz, 
OW 1 084) are assigned to the Irish JSS Group E I I ,  so that there may aiso have 
been early copper exportation in the other direction.  It is interesting to notice, in  
this connection, that two of the narrow-perforated copper double axes found in 
the Rhine region - Kocllem (Mosel), OW 1077, and Zimmern in Baden-Wilrttem
berg, JSS 479, are also assigned to Group E I I .  Such metal double-axes (cf. Haw
kes, 1 942) may in the Rhine region bear ornament (fig. 7 :  I ) not entirely dissimilar 
from that found so commonly on Irish axes ; so that the idea of influence one way 
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Ol' the other is perhaps to be entertained seriously. The double-axes in questioll 
are a link between the Rhine and Saxo-Thuringia ; unfortunately they are not ex
actly dated, though an Aeneolithic or Early Bronze Age date, at any rate earlier 

than the Saxo-Thuringian hoard-horizon, is presumed (Von Brunn, 1 959) .  
Apart from the Rhenish specimens mentioned above, I rish thiclc-butted axes 

have not been identified in the Jorth German area, where a comparatively high 
proportion of the available specimens have aiready been tested spectrographically; 
nor in the South Scandinavian region, where comparatively few analyses are yet 
available. There is thus little evidence for an I rish copper axe export trade across 

the North Sea in the period when thick-butted axes were in use. 
In the Early Bronze Age proper, there is evidence for a west-to-east trade of 

variable importance in five basic types : 
a. developed fiat axes (i.e . ,  the I rish thin-butted type) ; 

b. axes with low side-fiallges. The flanges are generally only a millimetre Ol' two 
high, and could easily have been made by hammering. We prefer to call these low

fiallged axes rather than hammer-flanged axes, because the height is easily verifiable, 
whereas the technique actually employed is often far from obvious . Decorated axes 
of lVIegaw and Hardy's Class I may be flat or lowflanged. 

c. a.ws with high sidefiallges, norma11y made in the casting; hereinafter called, in  
any case, highflanged a:;.,:es. lVIegaw and Hardy's decorated axes of  Class I I  and I I I  
are contained vvithin this group ; which proves, however, t o  be o f  littie importance 
for our present study. 

d. highfianged axes with stopridge. What Evans ca11ed a 'doubly tapering' axe, Ol' 
with what is sometimes ca11ed an ' incipient stopridge' ,  is not here intended, but 
only axes with a distinctly raised transverse rib in the centre. The German term 
for these, Stegbeil, might lIsefu11y be render ed into English as stopTidge axe. The 
term 'palstave' should be reserved for axes which are distinctly thicker below than 
above the stopridge. 

e. haft-fianged a:'Ces have recently been distinguished by NI. A. Smith ( 1 959, 1 7 1-2 
fig. 6 :  1-4) . These are high-flanged axes with the flanges extending only part way 
down the blade. (Her fig. 6 :  2 we should ca11 a haft-flanged stopridge axe ; but it is 
difficult to see whl' one should not retain the term 'palstave' for her fig. 6: 3 and 6: 4) .  

A .  DEVELOPED FLAT AXES 

Forssander ( 1 93 6, 5 1 ) claimed four flat axes of distinctivell' I rish form in South 
Scandinavia. Two are from Denmarlc Fredsø on the island of Nlors in the Lim
fjord and lVIosgaard (Taarup s., Fjends H . )  on an arm of the Limfjord (Hjarbek 
Fjord), and two from Scania, neither with exact provenance. Thel' have a modera
tely expanding blade and gentil' curved sides. 
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The most convincing of these is the axe from Fredsø (PI .  I la) , wlth its grace
fully curving sides, slightly rounded butt and cOIl\'ex faces ; it certainly stands out 
as a unique specimen in the Copenhagen collection, and is very similar to the small 
I rish axes such as that from Clonoe, Co. Roscommon (NJ\I! Ireland A1l1ntal Re

port, 1 93 1-2, PI. 5 :  7) .  Anothcr axe of very similar form, but slightly larger and 
with faceted sides, is known from the Netherlands, in the hoard from \iVageningen, 
neal' the Rhine at the edge of the Veluwe (fig. I ) ,  which was described in Chap
ter I (p. 1 8) .  It also rather dosely resembles the CC Group I-JSS Group E I I 
copper 'thin-butted faceted' axe from Icklingham, Suffolk (Coghlan and Case, 1 957, 

no. 25,  fig. 2) .  An axe of very similar outline was found at Di.isseldorf in the Rhine
land, if the illustration by Osborne ( 1 887, 64, Taj. VII I :  I I ) is to be relied upon . 

These flat axes are a variant of the thin-butted type represented in Scottish and 
I rish Early Bronze Age hom'ds (Migdale, luvental'ia GB. 26 : I ,  2; Auchnacree, 
Jnvelltaria GB.  27 : 1-5 ; Colleonard, Inventaria GB.  29 ; Sluie, lnvelltaria GB. 30 ;  

2, 3 ;  Port Murray, luventaria GB. 3 1 :  2, 4, 5 ;  Birr, Coffey, 1 9 1 3 , 7-8). Associa
tions include halberds, flat riveted daggers, and penannular rings (types also re
presented in the vVageningen hom'd, though the rings at \iVageningen are thinner 
and of square section) . The Colleonard hoard includes decorated axes with ' rain' 
pattern , which show that whole group can be contemporary with the Willerby 
Wold-Dieskau group of Class I decorated axes discussed below (p. 30 ff. ) .  

The Mosgaard axe is almost squarish, with very sl ight blade expansion ; i ts  sides 
are faceted (Broholm, DB I I ,  P I .  2 :  3). Although both it  and the Fredsø axe are 
stray finds, their location along the Limfjord route, in the amber district of North 
J utland, is a valuable indication for the use of this route for trade with the British 
Isles. The two Scanian finds are according to Forssander ( 1 936, S I ,  Taj'. I I :  5) 

related typologically to the Mosgaard axe, but lack the faceting (Forssander, 1 936, 

Taj. I I :  5) .  The dating evidence for these axes is to be derived from Wageningen, 
Migdale and Colleonard, none of which suggest a date earlier than the decorated
axe-and-halberd trade to be discussed below. 

A different form of flat axe, more elongated and comparable in outline with some 
decorated axes of Megaw and Hardy's Class I, but in this case having neither 
flanges nor decoration, is represented in the Pile hoard in Scania. This axe ,vas 
long ago claimed by Montelius ( I 90o, 56, Abb. 54) as an import from Ireland;  
basing his judgment not  only on the form but on the metal analysis, which 
showed high tin ( 1 0 .8 %), whereas the local imitations, the axes now called the 
Pile type, were of copper rather than bronze. (This is presumably the axe identified 
in SAM I ( 1 42, 1 54) as O 5 5/9, Stockholm Museum 33 I I , which is assigned to 
metal group F 2, 'Alpine copper' ) .  

The Pile hoard is the well-known one,  containing imported Unetice objects 
from Bohemia Ol' Saxo-Thuringia together with locally made Pile axes, and forming 
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a key find for comparative chronology in Northern Europe. Since Forssander ( 1 936) 
it has been dated to the Northern Stone Cist period, ar as we should now say, the 
Northern Late Neolithic. 

Decorated fiat axes may Gest be discussed together with lowfianged decorated 
axes ; both types toget her forming Megaw and Hardy's Type r .  

B .  DECORATED FLAT AND LOWFLANGED AXES 

In their detailed study af Irish and Continental decorated axes ( 1 938, 272 ff. ) 
Megaw and Hardy demonstrated that Irish axes were traded to the Continent in 
the Early Bronze Age, and that these exercised a considerable infiuence an the 
early metal industry af Northern Europe. 

Two decorated lowAanged axes were found with two plano-convex flint 'slug knives' (a type 
generally associated with the Food Vessel culture) in a bog hoard at Derryniggin,  Co. Lei
trim (JRSAl LXXXV I I I ,  1 958 ,  143-5, fig. IO) .  

The decorated axes found in Northern Europe induded same specimens which 
were so similar to Irish examples (cf. also the additional Irish specimens, JRSAI 
XCI, Part I, 196 1 , 73 ff. , figs. 1 3-15 ,  and the Colleonard hoard, Invental'ia GB. 29) 
that they were to be presumed to have actually been made by I rish smiths - either 
in I reland itself, or, it ,vas suggested, by itinerant lrish smiths working an the Con
tinent. There were also specimens which differed in same respects from the Irish 
standard, and were to be interpreted as local imitations ; and there were also hybrid 
axes which were certainly non-Irish in form, but which bore decoration more ar 
less dosely imitating that found an the Irish axes. 

These three varieties af Irish ar Irish-infiuenced axes are - it should be stressed -
rather rare compat'ed to the numerous group af 'Pile axes' defined originally by 
Forssander ( 1 936) ,  These are low-fianged axes which approximate to the form af 
the irish axes (but are rather thicker than the Irish anes) , and which may imitate 
ane type af Irish decoration (and ane type only), namely a series af parallel arc
shaped groaves an the face. Many Pile axes are, however, undecorated. 

Since the Megaw and Hardy paper was published, nothing has happened to 
alter their basic thesis ; indeed, new discoveries, which are to be enumerated below, 
serve only to canfirm it. It is, however, possibIe to amplify their findings in ane 
important respect, namely to point to the existence af specimens in the Low Caun
tries and western Germany which suggest a trade route not envisioned in their 
study. 

In arder to isolate the pattern af direct trade between the British Isles and 
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Northern Europe, it is necessary to distinguish the actual Ir ish products from the 
local imitations, and to map the former alone. The criteria for this were well stated 
by Megaw and Hardy ; a certain subjective element in distinguishing between 

originals and imitations is perhaps unavoidable, but it is not so difficult to make 
thi s sorting out with the originals in one's han d as one might suppose from 
i llustrations, and in practice there prove to be only a few specimens that remain 
in the doubtful class. Such doubtful specimens, mentioned below, we omit from 
Map I I ,  the purpose of which is to show the distribution of those axes which can 
be taken , from their great similarity to known Irish and British specimens, to be 
actual trade-pieces. 

The genuine Irish axes ten d to be thinner than the imitations ; the cutting edge 
is usually expanded outward in a manne r uncommon on Continental axes. The 
decoration of the face may consist of tracer ornament or broad, shallow furrows 
alTanged as arcs parallel to the cutting edge (the furrows on Pile axes are much 
narrower than those on the I rish axes). The Irish axes usually have a rounded butt ; 
their sides are often de cora ted by cabling, hammered lozenges, or faceting. 

Geographically the Class I decorated axes fall into two distinct groups ; one in 
South Scandinavia, the other in the Low Countries, South Hanover and Central 
Germany. 

The South Scandinavian group includes finds in North Jutland, the Danish Is
lands and Scania. 

The only Jutland decorated axe regarded by Megaw and Hardy as of Irish work
manship is the one in the hoard from Gallemose (their R 262) \ with tracer orna
ment on the upper part of its face and broad furrows on the lovver. In size and 
form it may be grouped with the Connor-Selchausdal variety (cf. below) . Chrono
logicaIly the Gallemose hoard is equivalent to Pile ; it contains Unetice products 
(massive penannular armrings) and axes of Pile type, together with one enormOlIS 
flanged axe (comparable perhaps with the one from Lawhead in Scotland, ABI, 

fig. 20) and three peculiar and unparalleled bronze objects of uncertain use, de
scribed vaguely as harness objects. 

A more recent find adds two axes of I rish manufacture to the hitland list . They 
were found in the same field at Ulstrup, southwest of Randers on the Gudenaa 
river (Butler, 1 955 ,  36 ff.), and may be regarded as a small hoard. Both are large 
axes, in size comparable to the largest decorated axes in the British Isles, and in 
form they resemble the Connor-Selchausdal group. The longer (29 cm), tracer
ornamented (PI . I I Ib), is quite typically I rish and needs no special comment. The 
other, only slightly shorter (fig. 4), may fairly be claimed as the masterpiece of 

1 R indicates the number in iVlegaw and Hardy's register of Decorated A.'l:es, PPS IV, 
1 938,  298-3°7. Detailed references are cited in  the list at the end of this chapter. 
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Fig. 4.  The ornamented and sidelooped lowflanged axe from the Ulstrup hoard, NE J ut
land. (= PI .  I l la).  I :  2 .  Forhistorisk IVluseum, Aarhus . 

the Irish axe industry. ! ts decoration, while done in a characteristic Irish combina
tion of herringbone and poilltille, is the most elaborate known on Class I axes. But 
the pattern is evidently a further development of that on one of the two axes found 
together at Knockaun, Co.  'Waterford (PI. Ile) and the agreement in  outline, 
pattern and technique is so dose that the Knockaun and Ulstrup axes may well 
be supposed to have come from the same workshop . But the most surprising feat
ure of the Ulstrup axe is the possession of a pair of fine large side-loops. The loops 
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have flat faces, which are a direct continuation of the plane of the face ; which 
distinguishes them typologically from the round-sectioned loops occurring on pal

staves. 
Loops comparable with those on the Ulstrup axe occur on a number of I rish 

specimens at home. vVell known is the flat axe (very much smaller than the Ulstrup 
axe) from the Bell eollection, now in the National Museum of Antiquities in Edin
burgh, whieh contains finds from Jorthern I reland, and mainly County Antrim 
(op. cit . ,  fig. 4 ;  Evans, ABI fig. 107 ;  we are grateful to Professor Stuart Piggott for 

details coneerning this specimen). Another example, a small axe with pierced side
lugs, low flanges and cabled sides, eomes from County \Vestmeath in Ireland (N a
tiOllal Museum of I reland, 1 944 : 197 ;  we are grateful to Mr. Etienne Rynne for 
knowledge of this axe) . There are also sideloops on the atypical highflanged axe 
with stopridge from Bryn CrOg, Caernarvonshire (Evans, ABI fig. 88), found in  a 
grave with an interment, einerary ums, a pin with bilobate head with three per
forations, and a tange d Imife Ol' razor. 

Tims the looped Ulstrup axe ean be claimed as an Irish produet ; i t  represents 
a rare variant of the Connor-Selchausdal form, and was no doubt intended as a 
eeremonial axe. TypologieaIly it ought to be late in the series ; the decoration has 
features, such as large X's and triangles, found more often on Type I I I  axes than 
on those of Type I (ef. Megaw and Hardy, 1 938, fig. 3g, PI. LI : I ) ; and the Bryn 
CrOg grave ean eertainly be IlO earlier than \Vessex I I .  It  might therefore be arglIed 
that the Ulstrup find is later than Gallemose, and perhaps as late or nearly so as 
the Virring hom'd, whieh is assigned to Broholm's Vor forste metal/wltur, or Haeh
mann's Horizont I I .  

Ulstrup lies on  the River Gudenaa ; Gallemose and Virring are on opposite sides 

of the same river some 30 km upstream, near its mouth in Randers Fjord. 'Ve have 
suggested that the oecurrenee of these three hoards containing imported metaI
work in the hinterland of the Randers Fjord points to the use of this fjord as an 
important point of entry for trade with the agrieulturally important moraine belt 

of East Central Jutland, vvhieh is one of the main areas of concentration of the 
Fllnnel-beaker elliture in Jlltland. Taken together with the probably eontemporary 
flat axes from Morsø and Mosgaard and the halberd from Skalsaadalen they make 
a good case for the use of the Limfjord route for the importations from Ireland l .  

A second group of axes of I rish workmanship is found in the Danish islands . Me
gaw and Hardy observed that the axe from Selchausdal in Zealand (R. 268) al
ready refen'ed to ab ove, was so similar to one of the axes in the Connor hoard in 

1 The decorated axe from Astrup near Hjørring (R. 260) belongs to Megaw and Hardy's 
Type I I , and is an imitation rather than an import. 
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I reland that they could be attributed to the same workshop. Another Zealand axe 
from Store Hedinge (R. 268-70) is not specifically mentioned by Megaw and Hardy 
as a probable import, but seems to me to justify indusion in this category. Two 
other axes from Store Hedinge are a bit too thick in the centre to be accepted as 
imports but appear to be fairly dose imitations ; a fourth axe is more Central Euro
pean in form. Megaw and Hardy list the first-mentioned Store-Hedinge axe se
parately from the other three, but Broholm lists all four as constituting a single hOård. 

To this short list of probably imported Irish axes in the Danish islands "ve may 

add another more recently published. It is a small axe of Class I, with hammered 
flanges, faint cabling on the sides, and over-all herringbone decoration on the lower 
half of the face. I t  resembles one of the axes from the Willerby Wold find in York
shire (to be discussed below) and the I rish axe from the Dieskau hoard in Saxony. 
Cf. also Bushmills, Co. Antrim (Coghlan and Case, 1 957, fig. 2 ,  no. 85 ) ;  the ' rain'
decorated axes in the Colleonard hoard (Invelltaria GB. 29 : 1-3 ) ;  Benburb, Co. 
Tyrone (JRSAI XCI, 1 9 6 1 ,  74, fig. I S :  I); Haren, North Brabant, below, p .  37 .  

It was found in  a bog at  Lumby Taarup on the island of Fyn (PI .  Ub), together 
with two small low-flanged axes with narrow butts, resembling one in the Pile 
hoard (Forssander 1 936,  Taj. XXXV: 6). 

Thus there are axes in  at least three finds in the Danish islands which can be 
considered as of Ir ish workmanship. A fragmentary axe from Flenstofte (R. 259) 
richly decorated "vith hatched bands and pendant hatched triangles is rejected by 
Megaw and Hardy as an import ;  it must then surely rank as a dos e imitation. 

Across the Sound in Scania, there is one decorated axe (a stray find Loddeko
pinge, R. 274) accepted by Megaw and Hardy as of Irish workmanship, another, 
a bronze axe, possibly but not certainly of I rish workmanship (Skivarp, R .  275 ; 
in a hoard with two Pile axes) and two from the Fjalkinge hoard (R. 272) upon 
which Megaw and Hardy kept 'an open mind', while indining to believe that they 
were local copies. 

Our second geographical group of decorated Class I axes of I rish workmanship 
has a remarkable distribution, extending from the Low Countries through South 
Hanover to the Saale Valley. Beginning with Saxo-Thuringia, the most important 
find is the well-known specimen from the hoard found in 1 904 at Dieskau (Saalkr .)  
(PI .  Ic). 

This is in the hoard called 'Dieskau l' by Jahn ( 1 950), Otto ( 1 950) and Billig 
( 1 957), but 'Dieskau I I '  by Von Brunn ( 1 959), who assigns the designation 'Dies
kau l' to the well-known gold hoard. The axe in question, a smallish specimen 
(length 1 3  cm) with ' rain' pattern on the face, may be compared with the I rish one 
in the Lumby Taarup hoard in Denmark (above ; PI. I Ib) and the Dutch find from 
Haren (below, P . 37) as well as with some in the Colleonard hoard in Banffshire 
(lllventaria GB. 29 : 1 -3 ) ;  with one of the axes in the Willberby Wold hoard found 
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in Greenwell 's Barrow CCXXXV (earlier, according to  Greenwell, than a second
ary burial with a somewhat debased all-over corded Beaker in the same tumulus : 
see lVIegaw and Hardy, 283-4) ; Benburb, Co. Tyrone (JRSAI XCI,  Part I ,  196 1 ,  

74 no. 64, fig. 1 5 :  l ) ; Bushmills, Co.  Antrim (Coghlan and Case, 1 957, fig. 2, no.  
85) .  The Bushmills axe has 9 . 1  % tin, and was assigned to CC Group I I-JSS 
Group F l .  The I rish character of  this Dieskau axe was recognized by O Riordain 

as well as by lVIega'w and Hardy, and can hardly be doubted by any one acquainted 
with I rish axes ; the fact has been accepted, albeit with a certain unnecessary re
serve, in more recent publications from the Saxo-Thuringian side. Otto and vVitter 
were seemingly unaware of its imported character when they discussed the results 

of their metal analysis (OW 397) which shO\ved that, unlike the typical ' Saxon' 
axes of the area, i t  con tai ned 14 % tin ! Indeed, their dassification made it  appear 
that despite the tin content, the axe was of local copper ; but in the new JSS scheme 

it is assi gned to Group E O l .  The analysis thus conforms to expectations at least 
insofar as it confinns that the metal is of foreign origin as far as Central Germany 
is concerned. The same Dieskau hoard also contains a halberd whieh O Riordain 
thought very I rish-Iooking (cf. above, p. 20) . This halberd (OW 303) is also of 
JSS Group E Ol copper ;  some halberds of purely Central German form in  the 

same hoard (OW 300-2) are, however, also of the same metal group. 
The Dieskau II  hoard is therefore a key 'eontaet find' for the dating of the Irish 

Early Bronze Age export trade. The hoard is a eharaeteristie one for the main 
hoard-horizon of the Saxo-Thuringian Early Bronze Age whieh Von Brunn ( 1 959) 
has eatalogued and analyse d in detail . In Central European terms this is equated 
with Reineeke A l ,  but it must surely be equated with the very end of that phase. 
For on the one hand, i t  is eontemporary with the time of Saxo-Thuringian Fiirsten

gl'å'ber, the monumental tumulus burials of Leubingen type. And on the other hand, 
the Fiirstengrab inventory is dosely conneeted with that of the D ieskau gold hoard, 
whieh in turn eontains an axe of a type regarded generally as eharaeteristie of 
Reineeke A 2.  At most, then, the D ieskau hoard ean date to a very short time be
fore the arrival of Reineeke A 2 imports in the Saale Valley. The eorresponding 

phase in Britain is Wessex L 

A seeond Saxo-Thuringian axe whieh is surely to be grouped with the aetual im
ports, as far as form and decoration is coneerned (although the metal analysis 
pIa ces it  in JSS Group E 00) is the stray find from Wessmar, Kr. Merseburg (R 258 ;  
OW 206) .  The best i l lustration i s  fig. 5 ,  from Otto and Witter, 1 952 ;  detailed 
deseription in Billig, 1 957, 288-9, 296-8. It is a large specimen, eomparable in size 
with the Connor-Selchausdal group, appropriately slender in profile, elaborately 
deeorated in the best I rish manner (different on the t"vo sides), and with a typi
eally I rish-Iooking outline, and i t  eontains 12  % tin. 
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Fig. 5 .  Ornamented lowAangecl axe, 'Vessmar, Saxony. I : 2. Af ter Otto and ''''Titter. 

Less typically Irish in form and decoration, yet clearly related to the I rish im
ports - it is large and thin , with 8 % tin (JSS  metal group B 2) - is the axe from 
Schweta, Kr. Oschatz, found on the same site as, and presumably associated with, 
two Unetice heavy penannular rings. It is described in detail by Billig ( 1 957, 285 
ff., Abb. 2, 7, 9). Though the straight sides and straight butt (the roughness of 

which, however, makes one wonder whether the form is original) give it a some
what un-Irish appearance, and the motif of small V's within one another is not 
typical of the I rish repertoire, it is certainly little removed from the Connor-Sel
chausdal type of I rish axe, and (as Billig stresses) completely foreign to the Unetice 
environment . If not an import, it must certainly rank as a close imitation .  

In  contrast to  these, the pair of axes from (according to  Billig) the same mouid, 
found at Griefstedt, Kr. Sommerda, as part of a Unetice hom'd (R. 257 ; OW 703-4; 
Von Brunn, 1959, 57, Taj. 30 ;  Billig, 1 957, 290 ff. , Abb. 3, 4, 8) GIre, despite their 
thinness, of an outline more closely resembling ' Saxon' than British axes, and 
their decoration is also rather removed from that I)f typical Irish specimens. Sti ll , 
decoration, thin outline, and the possession of 9 % tin show their relation to the 
I rish exports ; they are clearly to be considered as hybrids. Despite the similarity 
of the two specimens, they fall into two different JSS metal groups (B 2 and C 2) . 

Sprockhoff ( 1 94 1 ,  Abb. 48-9) has called attention to some decorated axe finds in 
vVestphalia and South Hanover which help to demarcate a route between the vVest 
and Central Germany. One was found (together with a seeond lowflanged axe, but 
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undecorat ed) on the Sassenberger Heide, Kr. vVarendorf. I t  is broken , and only 
the upper half is preserved. The butt is rounded and fairly narrow, the lower part 
of the face has a series of sha11ow, broad furrows in the I rish fashion. I t  contains 
12 % tin (OW 474), and is of B I copper (fig. 6 : 2). 

Hachmann ( 1 957, 6 1 )  has described tllis axe as a Pile axe, to which it has indeed 
a certain resemblance (Pile axes are, af ter all, imitations of the I rish type in ques
tion) but the find-spot, far outside the limited territory in which Pile axes occur, 
the vvidth of the facial furrows on the Sassenberg axe (those on Pile axes are very 
narrow), and the high tin content all argue for its being Irish rather than Swedish. 

The axe with which it was associated, an intact specimen, (fig. 6: I ;  OVv 857) 
closely resembles some Dutch axes which we discuss below, and which we regard 
as derivatives of the Irish type.  It is of JSS Group B 2 metal, and contains 1 0 %  tin. 

An axe (fig. 6: 3)  from Ronnenberg, Kr. Hannover (its butt end is broken off and 
missing) also has similar but somewhat narrower grooves on its face. Its proportions 
are quite Irish. It, like the Sassenberg specimen, may be grouped with the probable 
Irish exports. A third axe with facial gro oves i 1 1ustrated by Sprockhoff, from Hes
sen am Fa11stein, Kr. vVolfenbuttel, is distinetly 'Saxon' in shape, and must rank 
as a hybrid. 

In the Netherlands, a recent stray find is a sma11 low-flanged axe from Haren , 
just south of the river lVlaas or Meuse in North Brabant (Modderman and Butler, 
1 959) .  This axe is a sma11 one ; its original length could hardly have been much 
over IO cm (the butt end is broken off and missing). I t  is omamented below the 
septal ridge with tracer patterns, different on the t,vo sides (fig. 6: 4) . 

A sma11 I rish axe with facial furrows, and with plastic lozenges on the sides, is 
in  the Kam Collection i n  the Nijmegen Museum (fig. 6 :  7) and is perhaps a local 
find, as suggested by Boeles ( 1 920, fig. 2) ; but no exact provenance is recorded, and 
the find may equaIly well be a modem import. The occurrence of similarly furrow
ed axes i n  Hannover encourages one, however, to believe i n  it, and it may well have 
formed part of the Maas-Rhine gro up of I rish exports to which we have aIready 

ca11ed attention elsewhere (Butler, 1 959) .  
In Belgium, a decorated low-flanged axe with fine tracer ornament on the face, 

and very Irish-looking, was found near Ghent (unillustrated; de Loe, 1 93 1 , 25 ; we 
are grateful to Dr .  M. -E.  Marien for a drawing of this axe). 

Our Map II makes i t  clear that these decorated axes of preslunably I rish work
manship fall in to two distinct geographical groups. The first area comprises 
part of Jutland, the Danish islands, and southern Sweden. This is the ' NOl-die 
heartland', Kersten's Zone I ,  the area of Hachmann's lVlosbaek group. The second 
group is more linear i n  character ; it extends from 'Helinium' (the Scheldte-Rhine 
estuary) along the lower Rhine to Westphalia, then turns eastward through south-

Palaeohistoria Vol. IX: Butler. 4 
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Fig. 6 .  Lowflanged axes from Northwest Germany ( 1 -3)  and the Netherlands (4-7) .  1 , 2 Sas
senberg; 3 Ronnenberg; 4 Haren ; 5 's-Hertogenbosch ; 6 Gemert ; 7 Kam collection, 
Nijmegen. I : 2.  1-3 af ter Sprockhoff, 1 941 ; 4 af ter Modderman. ]\IIuseums:  5, 6 's-Her-

togenbosch; 7 Nijmegen. 
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em Hanover, probably fallowing the valley af the Lippe to the Teutoburger Wald, 
and ends in the neighbourhood af Halle in the Saale Valley in Central Germany. 
Between these two areas is a wide gap, comprising half the Netherlands and the 
whole af Northwest Germany and Schleswig-Holstein. This blank area is exactly 
the area af the Early Bronze Age ' Sogeler Kreis' . 

That this distribution is no accident, but the reflection af an actual trade pattem, 
becomes perfectly .clear when we consider it together with the distribution af con
temporary types (Part I I ,  pp.  200 ff. ) .  The Soge! area did not want, ar could not get, 
the products af I rish Early Bronze Age industry ; they went an the ane hand to South 
Scandinavia, an the other to the Netherlands, Westphalia and Central Germany. 

The I rish axes traded to South Scandinavia and to Central Germany included 

Table I. Compositioll of Irish axes 

Principal constituents (%) of spectrographically tested Irish Early Bronze Age axes found 
in Germany, compared with examples from the British Isles 

findspot 
JSS 

Sn As Ag Sb Ni Bi Pb 
Group 

Dieskau E Ol 14  0. 1 6  0.06 tr 0.01 tr 0.08 
OW 397 

Wessmar E 00 1 2  0 .01  tr  tr tr 0. 1 2  
O W  206 

Sassenberg B I 1 2  0 . 1 0  0.30 0.60 0.07 tr tr 
OW 474 

Bushmi1ls F I 9 . 1  0.30 0.01 0.007 0.04 0.0008 0-40 
CC 85 

Co. Carlow c.  S-IO 0.20 0.20 0.30 0.04 0.002 0.02 
CC 68 

Icklingham F I I I  0.05 0.02 0.0035 0 ·35  0.003 0.005 
CC 95 

Cobbinshaw E l I 8 ·9 0 .30 0. 1 0  0.26 0.02 0.002 0. 1 4  
C C  23 

Ireland E Ol 1 1 .4 0.30 0. 10  0.003 0.02 0.004 0.0 1 
CC 84 
(Class I II )  

AbbreviatiollS 

OW: Catalogue no. in Otto and Witter, 1 952 .  
CC:  Catalogue no.  in  Coghlan and Case, 1 957 .  
JSS :  Junghans, Sangmeister and  Schriider, 1 960. 
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some of the finest produets of the industry. The Irish axes were imitated there, 
giving rise to a special series of Pnl1lkbeile and to a larger series of work-axes, the 
Pile type. 

The I rish axes traded to Hanover and Central Germany have proved, on the 
basis of a limited number of spectrographically examined specimens, to be made 
of rather heterogeneous metal (JSS Group E 00 at Wessmar, E O l  at Dieskau, B 2 

at Sassenberg), but to have one thing in common : the possession of a high percen
tage (9 % to 14 %) of tin. This is also characteristic of the specimens so far test e d 
in the British Isles itself. I t  therefore appears to be certain that the I rish smiths 
understood and consistently employed quantities of tin approaching the ideal per
centage, at a time when this was by no means the practice in Central Europe. It is 
noteworthy too that high tin percentages occur in the Central German Prullkbeile 

which are certainly imitations of the imported I rish produets. At this time, as we 

know from the analyses of the Central German hoards, the Saxo-Thuringian 
smiths were accustomed to making short, thick axes of arsen icai copper, which have 
little or no tin content ;  when they had tin it  was used for hal berds (mostly of a 
ceremonial character) and rings, often in ,vhat seem irrational proportions. By 
Reinecke A 2 (which as we have seen ean hardly be very long af ter the D ieskau 
time) the use of true bronze for axes had become more general. 

Von Brunn ( 1 959, 40) goes so far as to suggest that the Saxo-Thuringian smiths 
may not have deliberately put tin into axes at all, but simply added broken-up bits 
of foreign tin-bearing axes to their axe metal. This would, he suggests, account 

for the small and irregular percentages of tin found in so many Saxo-Thuringian 
axes. This certainly suggests that the Saxo-Thuringian industry had not yet gained 
understanding of the best use of tin, although this knowledge and capacity was 

aiready in the hands of the othenvise far less advanced Irish industry. Possibly the 
prestige of the thin I rish axe on the Continent, attested by the faet both of its 
dispersal and its imitation there, was due to superior use-quality, thanks to its 
being of bronze. 

In Scandinavia, i t  also appears (though detailed spectrographic evidence is not 

yet available) as if I rish axes containing tin gave rise to a local industry in which 
tin was not available. Here the axes imitating the Irish ones presenre the same 
general length and breadth, but become rather thieker. This is the Pile type of 
Forssander. 

Before discussing the consequences of the Irish trade for the Netherlands, we 
must first consider another category of axes, the undecorated lowflanged ones. 
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C. UNDECORATED LOWFLANGED AXES 

There has been no special study of undecorated lowflanged axes in our area. Such 
a study would be most useful .  

I t  was the writer's impression, from the examination of collections in Northern 
museums, that no significant number of undecorated Irish lowflanged axes is to 
be found in South Scandinavia or North Germany. Isolated examples may well 

have been overlooked. 
The case is othenvise in the Netherlands. Here lowflanged axes are in general 

rather uncommon ; Central European types are represented only by one or  two 

isolated specimens, and there are hard ly more than a do zen examples of undecorated 
low-flanged axes of generally vVestern European form. 

Of these, two specimens from North Brabant, a small one from Gemert, a larger 
one from 's-Hertogenbosch (fig. 6: 5, 6), are remarkably similar in form to the type 
of axe represented by the Dieskau-Haren-Colleonard-WiIlerby Wold group, but 
only lack the decoration of these. Vve have not hesitated to claim them as Irish ex-

Fig. 7.  Ornamented axes from the Rhineland. I Fl'iedelsheim, Rheinpfalz; 2 Frankenthal ?  I :  4. 
After Behrens. 
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Fig. 8. Lowflanged axes of Emmen type. I : 2. I Valtherspaan, Dr. ; 2 Suawoude, Fr. ;  
3 Emmen, D r . ; 4 Gieten, Dr. ; 5 's-Heerenberg, Ge. ; Museums : 1 , 3 , 4  Assen ; 2 Leeuwarden ; 

5 RMO Leiden, 
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ports, and include them as part of a small Maas- Rhine group of such exports (Butler, 
1 95 9, 29 1-2, Afb. 1 4, 1 5) ·  

On the other hand, i t  i s  not easy to  draw a sharp line between these axes and 
another ten Dutch low-flanged axes (fig. 8; Butler, 1 96 1 ,  PI. XVI) and specimens i n  
Germany, such as the complete axe from the Sassenberger Heide (fig. 6 :  1 ) . 

These we prop ose to call lowflanged axes of Emmen type, af ter a find-place i n  
Drenthe. Axes o f  Emmen type are generally quite similar t o  Ir ish specimens; they 
tend however to be somewhat thieker, and to lack the transverse septal ridge which 
is so often present on the the I rish axes. We have aiready seen that the Sassenberg 
specimen was of B 2 metal, with 1 0 %  tin. Some Dutch specimens tested by chem
icai methods showed substantial nickel, and thus appear to be of non-Irish metal. 

In view of the known export of I rish axes to the Netherlands, and even the 
presence of a founders' hoard such as might have been left behind by an I rish 
smith at Wageningen, it seems reasonable to interpret the Dutch axes as a local 
derivative of the I rish type. The Sassenberg hoard shows that their lifetime begins 
during the period of the I rish export trade. At Vogelenzang, North Holland, an 
axe of Emmen type was one of the surfaee finds collected from a presumable sett
lement site. The material found there, recently published by Brunsting ( 1 957, 95-8, 
PI . XX I :  6) ,  includes a stone hammer-axe, a flint knife, two fragments of amber, 
and two sherds of pottery. The sherds were considered to be I ron Age, but have 
lately been recognized (Glasbergen, in Helillium 1 , 1 96 1 , 73) as stemming from ums 
of the Hilversum-Drakenstein family. The site is only one kilometer away from the 
Hilversum Culture domestic site (Groenman, 1 96 1 ) ,  the pottery of which I .F.  
Smith has compared ( 1 96 I ,  1 12 ff.) with that from Mildenhall (Clark, 1 936) and 
Ardleigh (Erith and Longworth, 1 960) in East Anglia. The circumstances at the 
first Vogelenzang site were, however, hardly such that one ean claim the objects 
as associated, and h ')wever early one may wish to make the Hilversum invasion, 
one should need more evidence before equating it with the period of the I rish axe 
trade. 

The axes of Emme'1 type have a distribution in the Netherlands which is more 
widespread than that of the pure I rish type. The full distribution in Germany is  
not  yet  known, although we ean point to examples like the Sassenberger Heide 
one, and another from Bacharach on the Rhine (Bonn Museum). In  Belgium, the 
speeimen from Rekem, Limburg (Marien, 1 952 ,  fig. 177 :  3) ean perhaps be brought 
loosely in to this eonneetion ; other speeimens must be rare or unknown there. vVe 
do not know how many may oeeur in  France like the one from Villeneuve-Saint
Georges (de Mortillet, 1 88 1 ,  no. 662). 
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D .  AXES "VITH CAST FLANGES 

The development of the axe with high, cast flanges did not, according to Megaw 
and Hardy, take place independently in the British Isles ; the type was an introduc
tion from the Continent. In Britain, cast-flanged axes have a markedly eastern and 
southern distribution, and are very rare north of Yorkshire (distribution map, Fox, 
1 947, PI. VII) .  In Ireland, finds occur mainly in the centre and north, and are for 
the most part of a distinctively Irish form. The English axes with east flanges are 
evidently derived from Central European types which became common in Rei

necke A 2. Good prototypes for British cast-flanged axes are to be found in Saxo
Thuringia as well as in Bohemia and Southvvest Germany, but the route by which 
they may have reached Britain has not been studied. The ' Saxon' form of cast

flanged axe with S-cUl'ved sides never took root in Britain ; but the straightsided 
form, equally at home in the Unetieian bronze industry, was widely imitated here, 
and adapted to local taste. The abrupt turning out of the blade-tips, with their 
upper edge nearly horizontal, but rarely recurved upwards, is a feature seldom 

found outside the British Isles. 
A parallel evolution took place in Northern Europe, where Central European A 2 

axes were both imported and imitated. As in Britain and Central Europe, there is often 
an angular thickening in the centre of the axe, or an incipient stopridge. In the North 
the ' Saxon' profile was often retained, but straight-sided forms were also adopted. 

Typically British Ol' Irish east-flanged axes are extremely rare in Northern 
Europe. None are known from South Scandinavia ;  the nearest approach to an 
Anglo-Irish cast-flanged axe there is the much discussed example from the Virring 
hoard in Jutland (fig. 3 1 :  Forssander, 1 936,  Taj. XL; DO I I ,  I I- I 2) .  But, as Megaw 
and Hardy pointed out ( 1 938,  285, 29 1 ), the profile of this axe forbids its being 
considered as an export from these islands. Its cabled sides ean only be considered as 

an imitated feature, aiready known in the North from imported I rish axes of Type r .  
A seeond and smaller axe in the Virring hoard belongs t o  a type common in  

N orth Germany (e.g. Biickeburg, near the Parta Westfalica, Sprockhoff, 1 94 1 , Abb. 
60: 2; the vVildeshausen hom'd in  Oldenburg, J acob-Friesen, 1 954, 27 ff., fig. 2 ;  
the hom'd from Oldendorf, Kr. Halle, Hoffmann, 1 939, 7 1 ,  Abb. 1 5- 1 9) .  As the 
,iVildeshausen and Oldendorf hoards show, such axes were in use during the vVohl
de phase. An example of this type appears in Britain in the hoard from Plymstock, 
Devon (Iuventaria Arch. , G.B .  9, 2(2) 14) ;  thi s axe is slightly shorter and broader 
that the Continental examples cited, but clearly of the same type. Apart from the 
Plymstock example and a stray find near Amesbury, vVilts. (Blackmore Mus . ,  Salis
bury ; Index of Bronzes), the type appears to be unknown in the British Isles, and 
the two South English finds point to connections with North Germany during la te 
Wessex�Sogel times. 
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E. STOPRIDGE AXES 

vVhile cast-flanged axes with ' incipient' stopridge occur commonly in Early Bronze 
Age hoards, the development to a pronounced projecting stopridge seems to appeal' 
only on the threshold of the Middle Bronze Age. The general tendency of develop

ment of the stopridge axe is toward higher and thinner flanges and a narrow shaft 
with straight, more or less parallel sides. A vertical rib sometimes appears on the 

face below the stopridge. 
Sprockhoff has called attention to one distinctive form of stopridge axe which 

is widely distributed across Northwestern Europe, from Britain and Northwest 
France to the Tetherlands and North Germany (fig. IO :  2). Although some of these 
stopridge axes are ornamented in a style derived from that of the Irish axes, their 

form is rare in Ireland, which has its own distinctive forms of stopridge axes (Megaw 
and Hardy, 1 938, fig. 5 :  c, d :  their Type IV). The exact distribution of the ' North
west European' type has not been mapped, nor is its exact centre of origin known. 
Its occurrence in  the hoards from Babbin, Kr. Pyritz (Sprockhoff 1 94 1 , Abb. 62), 
I lsmoor, Kr. Stade (fig. I I :  2; Sprockhoff, Taj. 24 : 8) ,  Voorhout, S .  Holland (fig. 
I l a :  Sprockhoff Taj. 26 : 1 6) ,  Riilow, Amt .  Stargard (P! '  VIa; Sprockhoff Taj. 27 :  
27) Hiivede, Kr.. Lingen (Sprockhoff, Taj. 28 : 6, 7), and Oldendorf, Kr. Halle, 
Westf. (Sprockhoff, Taj. 3 6 :  2, 4) show that the type is contemporary with the early 
'shield-decorated' palstaves of the early Middle Bronze Age (see Chap. I I I ) .  

British examples have not been systematically collected. One  occurs in the vVelsh 
hoard from Bettys-yn-rhos, Denbighs (see p. 6 1 )  (Grimes, 1 95 1 ,  No. 527) .  

Stopridge axes resembling one of the Irish forms have been found occasionally 
in the Low Countries (Bergen, Dutch Limburg, Felix, No. 4 1 ,  Abb. 1 55 ;  Hastiere, 
Provo Namur, Belgium, Marien, 1 952, fig. 1 8 1 : I) .  

LIST OF I RISH FLAT AND FLANGED AXES I N  NORTHERN EUROPE 

(cf. Map I I )  

This list (cf. lVIap I )  comprises only axes which are s o  like specimens i n  the British Isles 
that they may be presumed to be of actual Irish workmanship ; obvious imitations and 
specimens of uncertain character have been omitted. 

I. Ulldecorated fiat axes of 'thin-butted faceted' type. 

1 .  Netherlands. vVageningen, GelderIand. Board : with halberd, dagger, simple bracelets, 
unfinished rivets, metal fragments, etc. Fig. I .  RJ\iIO Leiden, R\V. I-I4 .  Pleyte, Nede/'
landsclle Oudheden, Gelderland ( I 889), 49, PI .  X I :  5-9 ; Butler, I 959,  I 26 ff, fig. I ;  De Laet 
and Glasbergen, I 959,  P I .  26 (photo); Invelltaria NL. I ! .  
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2.  Denmar!c FJ'edsa, Lødderup S . ,  Morsø Sdr. H. NM Copenhagen. DB I I  1 6 ,  P I .  2 : 4. 
3 .  DenmarIc NlosgaaTd, Tam'up S . ,  Fjends H. Forssander, 1 936, Taj. I I ;  Broholm, DB I I ,  

PI .  2 :  3 .  
4-5 . Sweden. Shåne, without exact provenance. Two examples cf. lVIosgaard. Forssander, 

1 936, Taf. I I :  5 .  

I I .  Undecorated fiat a:-.;e - type c f  Killaha, PPS 1 946, P I .  X I I :  4 .  

6 .  Sweden. Pile, Tygelsjo sn.,  Skåne. Bronze axe, i n  hoard, with metal-hilted daggers re
lated to Uenze's Saxon type, Pile axes, ingot torques, C-shaped bracelet, lock-ring, 
frags. of ribbed 'manchette' bracelets. Stockholm lVIuseum. Montelius, Chron. ,  1 900, 
54, fig. 1 54-1 62 ;  Forssander, 1 936, Taf. Xx,'(V-XXXV I ;  Uenze, 1 938,  No. 1 24, 60- 1 ,  
85 ; Hachmann, 1 957 ,  Kat.  Nr. 7 1 5, Taj. 22 : 7-1 8 .  

I I I . Decorated fiat and lowfianged axes (Megaw and Hardy Type I ) .  
Megaw and Hardy's Register numbers ( 1 938,  298 ff.) are indicated by  R .  

Denlllarh 

7. GalleIllose, Harritslev S . ,  Støvring H . ,  Randers Amt. Hoard. NM Copenhagen. R. 262. 
Nordislw FOTtidsmillder I ,  76, PI .  XVI, fig. 3 ;  DO I I  No. S 5 7 ;  DB II PI .  3 : 3;  Hach
mann, 1 957 ,  Kat. Nr. 25, Taf. 4. 

8-9. Ulstrup, Vellev S., Hovlbjerg H . ,  Randers Amt. Aarhus Museum. Two examples ; 
one of which has two side-loops. PI .  I I I  and fig. 4. Length 27 .5  and 29 cm. Butler, 1 95 5 ,  

36 ff, fig. 1 -2.  
I O .  Selchausdal, Buerup s . ,  Løve H.,  Holbaek Amt. Length 23 cm. R.  268. N M  Copen

hagen. DB I I , PI. 3 : 5 (24) ; DO I I ,  No. 556 .  
I I .  Store Hedinge s . ,  Stevns H . ,  Praestø Amt. I n  hoard. Length 25 cm.  R.  269-70. D B  I I  

22 ,  P I .  3 : 4 ;  DO I I ,  No .  559 .  
1 2. Lumby Tam·up. Fyn. Length 1 4.7 cm ; in hoard, with two locally made narrow-butted 

lowflanged axes. Mus. Odense. PI. I Ib . Aarboger 1 938, 68, fig. 4-6. DB I ,  207 (fig.). Hach
mann, 1 957,  Kat. NT. 1 29, Taj. 2 1 :  6-8. 

Sweden 

1 3 .  LOddehopillge. Skåne. Mus. Lund. R. 274. Forssancler, 1 936, Taj. XXXVI I :  2.  
1 4. Shiværp . Skåne. Bronze axe (6 .75 % tin),  length 26.5  cm.,  in hoard with two axes of Pile 

type. lVIus. Stockholm. R.  275 .  lVIontelius, Chron.,  1 900. l11illl/en 786 ; Forssander, 1 936,  
Abb. 32;  Hachmann, 1 957 ,  Kat.  Nr. 720, Taj. 2 1 : 1 3- 1 5 .  

GemwllY 

1 5 .  Sassenberger Heide, Kr. vVarendorf. Hoard : with an undecorated 10wAanged axe. Fig. 6 :  
1 , 2 .  Sprockhoff, 1 94 1 , 58 ,  Abb. 4 8 ;  Otto and 'iVitter, 1 952 , 474, 857 .  

1 6 .  ROllllellberg, Kr. Hannover. Fig. 6 :  3 .  Sprockhoff, 1 94 1 ,  Abb. 49 : 3 .  
17 .  Dieshall, Saalkr. , Hoard 2 .  Length 13  cm.  In hoard. PI .  Ib. R. 256 .  Fortsch, 1 905, 3 ff. , 

Taj. I-IV; Otto and '�Titter, 1 938,  1 74 ff. , Taj. 48 1 952 ,  No. 397 ; von Brunn, 1 959, 45,  
Taj. 1 2- 1 9 ;  Forssander, 1 936, Taj. XIV; Ausgrabullgell '/llld Funde I I I ,  1 958 , 206, Abb. 29.  

1 8 . H1esslllar, Kr. lVIerseburg, Fig. 5 .  R .  258 .  lVlontelius, Chroll . ,  1 900, 79, fig.  20 1 ;  Otto and 
Witter, 1 95 2, no.  206 (fig. on p .  67 ; also Taj. 3 : 206) ;  Billig, 1 957 ,  285,  ff. 

Netherlands 

1 9 .  Haren, Gem. lVIegen, Haren and lVlacharen, North Brabant. Fig. 6 : 4. lVlodclerman, 
1 959, 289-9 1 ,  Afb. 1 3 ·  

20. N o  exact provenance; possibly from the Nijmegen district, Gelderiand. Fig. 6 :  7 .  Mus. 
Nijmegen (ex coll. Kam.) Boeles, 1 920, fig. 2; Butler, 1 960, PI .  XVI : 2.  
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BelgiulIl 
2 1 .  Ghent (near). Mus. Brussels. B 390. Length c. 1 3  cm (originally longer ?) ;  width of blade 

9 cm. Plastic lozenges on sides ; dec. face. Th. Juste, Catalogue des collectiolls . . .  lVIusee 
Royal d'alltiqllites, 2 ed. ,  1 867, P .  4 (nr. C I ) .  

IV. Undecorated low-fiallged axes. 

Netherlands 

2 2 .  Gelllert, North Brabant. Hoard ? with two flint axes of W. ElIr. type. Fig. 6 : 6. Mus. 
's Hertogenbosch, 608-9, 6 1 1 .  Cat. Arch. Verzallleling Provo Genootschap vml Kunsten en 
Wetenschappen in Noord-Braballt ( 19 17),  pp. 1 7, 1 9  (find-spot given as Nuenen). Butler, 
1 959, Afb. 14· 

23 .  's-Hertogenbosch, North Brabant. Stray. Fig. 6 : 5 .  Butler, 1 959, Afb. 14 .  



CHAPTER III 
PALSTAVES 

(List PP . 7 1-3 ; PI . V-IX; fig. 9-1 8 ;  Maps I I I ,  IV) 

The relations between British-Northwest French palstaves and those of Northern 
Europe have been studied from the Continental side, notably by Forssander ( 1 936,  
2 1 6  ff. ) and Sprockhoff ( 1 94 l ,  43 ff. , 68 ff. ) .  These two au thors demonstrated that 
'Western European influence contributed greatly to the development of the North 

German and South Scandinavian forms of 'work palstave' (the elegant Northern 
'weapon palstave' being something quite different). Sprockhoff in partieular pu
blished and i l lustrated most of the relevant material from North Germany, pro
viding at one stroke the most useful basis for the understanding of the relationships 
between the British Isles and Northern Europe in the Middle Bronze Age. 

The British side of the palstave story has been eomparatively negleeted. Indeed, 
the most useful systematic study of British palstave types sinee the ehapter on pal
staves in Evans ( 1 88 1 , 70 ff. ) is Breuil's analysis of the palstave finds in the Somme 
basin ( 1 9°5,  1 5 1  ff. ) ,  where a palstave industry flourished with intimate links with 
that of South England. And lately, M. A. Smith ( 1 959) has defined the main ehar

aeteristics of em'ly, transitional and late palstave types in  southern Britain, and 
identified some regional types. This proeess of regional sub-division ean eertainly 
be earried farther ; and possibly the ehronologieal subdivision too. One needs, in  
faet, a comprehensive and detailed study of British palstaves as  an  essential baek
ground to the interpretation of the Continental evidenee for trade ; and sueh a study 
does not yet exist. The classifieation here employed was improvised solely to faeil
itate comparison between the North European and British-Northwest Freneh 
material, and do es not pretend to be eomprehensive as far as the British material 
is eoneerned. It was devised independently of the classifieation proposed by M iss 
Smith (novv Mrs, Brown) ; where possibie we shaH indieate points of eontaet be
tween the two classifieatiol1s. It may be helpful to the reader if we state at the 
beginning that eertain of Miss Smith's types have l i ttle O l'  no part to play in the 
North European trade ;  in partieular, her 'haft-flanged axe' series, eharaeteristie of 

I reland and North Britain, is represented only by only one example in the Low 
Countries, and this a very early example (Rijsbergen, North Brabant ; RMOL T.R .  
I ;  PI .  VI I :  3 and fig. 9) .  Her 'Southwestern' palstave group i s  represented in  the 
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North European area only by specimens in the Voorhout hoard (almost all the pal
staves in this hoard were probably 'high-flanged' in Miss Smith's sense, but corro
sion has in most cases reduced them to stumps) and one Ol' two strays in Germany 
(e.g. Uenglingen) l. The North European finds of Middle Bronze Age British
NOl thwest French palstaves are practically all ' low-flanged' (i.e . ,  related to those 

of southeastern Britain and Nortln�Test France) or ' transitional ' ,  with only a few 
examples belonging to her ' late' type. 

For detailed analysis, we shall employ a classification which takes into account a 
primary difference in the from of the blade, and secondarily the type af ornament, 
if any, appearing on the face of the blade. 

Fig. 9 .  Haft-flanged axe, Rijsbergen, North Brabant. I :  2. RlVIO Leiden. 

It is necessary, first af all, to make a basic distinction between two main classes 
of British and French palstaves : broad-bladed (Class I) and llaJ'l'ozv-bladed (class I I ) .  
Broad-bladed palstaves have a blade which widens out  gradually from the stop
ridge to a crescentic cutting-edge which is usually more or less of the arder of 2 . 5  

times the width of  the tool a t  the stopridge. The narrow-bladed class is more chisel
like in shape, with straight ar gently curving, neal'ly parallel sides ; the cutting edge 
width is aften no wider than the width at the level of the stopridge, and is usually 
no more than 1 . 5 times the width at stopridge level. Despite the existence af tran
sitional specimens, and af specimens of the narrow-bladed type the blade-tips af 
which have been expanded by secondary hammering, it is generally obvious at a 
glance whether a palstave belongs to one family Ol' the other. I t  seems sufficiently 
obvious that the broad-bladed palstave was invented first, being derived directly 

l (Palstaves related to the 'Southwestern' family occur in Brittany, e,g. in the Treboul 
hom'd ; cf. Briard, 1 9 5 6 ;  Giot, 1 960, 1 52,  fig. 43).  
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Fig. I O .  Hoard from I lsmoor, Kr. Stade (Elbe Mouth area). I : 4. Af ter Schumacher. ( � Pl .  V c). 

from highflanged stopridge axes (some with long flanges, some with flanges short
ened almost Ol' entirely to 'haft-flange' length), and that the narrow-blade d pal

stave (which had its main development in the French Middle Bronze Age, early 
examples being rare in Britain) was derived from it. The two dasses then had a 

mainly parallel development, until, in the Late Bronze Age, the broad-bladed dass 
disappeared, and the narrow-bladed dass, by then evolved into M. A. Smith's ' late 
type', prevailed in both the southern British and northern French areas. 

These two main dasses can be divided into numerous subdasses on the basis 

of variations in form and ornament. 
One formal difference appears, however, more important than others : namely 

whether the flanges flank both the upper and lower (blade) parts of the palstave, 

or stop short more or less at the level of the stopridge. The more or less flat-faced 
sub-dass we cal1 A, the side-flanged sub-dass, B. Further sub-divisions are made 
on the basis of the type of plastic ornament found on the face ; these sub-divisions 
are not meant to be exhaustive, but merely to list the main varieties of palstaves 
traded to Northern Europe. 

The Types 

Class r. B1'Oad-bladed palstaves. 

Class JA . The face of the blade of the palstave is flat, or slightly concave or convex. 
1ts cross-section approximates to an oblong rectangle. 
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A r .  Shield-decomted. The bases of the side-flanges are joined by a U-shaped rib 
lelow the stop-ridge. The ultimate prototype of this form of palstave must be the 
cast-flanged axe of Megaw and Hardy's Type l V ( 1 938,  fig. sc) which has an angular 
junction of the base of the side-flanges with the edge of the blade, and often a 

large U-shaped rib on the face. From these are developed : 
a. The Prees Wood type (Ant. J. 1 929, 253-5 ; fig. ; cf. M.  A. Smith, 1 960, fig. 6 :  3 ) .  

The type is common in  lreland 1 ,  and was traded to  Britain and France. The wings 
have become shorter, the ' shield' accordingly smaller, the whole axe rather nar
rower. It is often difficult to decide whether such axes are to be calle d palstaves 

or flanged axes ; the blade below the stopridge is often no thicker or only very 
slightly trucker than the septum above it. A further development of the type, now 
unmistakably a palstave, is represented by Breuil, 1 905,  No . 1 4 ;  a type again com

mon in I reland and occurring also in South Britain (e.g. Savory, 1 958, fig. I : 2) and 
Northwest France. The angular junction betvveen flanges and blade is still promi
nent (cf Lanesborough, AB] fig. 97). 

b .  The 'North Welsh' type, illustrated by Acton Park, Denbighs (Grimes, 1 95 1 ,  
fig. 65 : 1 -5) ; Savory, 1 958,  fig. I :  I ;  Griffiths, 1 956, fig. 25 : I ) . This is evidently a 

development from the later examples of Type lAla .  The angular junction be
tween flanges and blade has disappeared, but a reminiscence of it is preserved as 
an ornament (fig. I l e, h). The 'shield' is still moderately large. In side view the 

flanges often presenre their inherited leaf shape, or sometimes become lozenge
shaped. More than half the examples known to the writer occur in Wales (main ly 
in North Wales), but a few are known from I reland, Southwest England and East 
Anglia, and in the Voorhout hoard in the Netherlands. Five exampJes occur in the 
Acton Park hoard, one in the Gloddaeth hoard. The North Welsh variety is dis
tinguishable from varieties (c)-(d)-(e) by its larger size (usually ca. 1 7-1 9 cm in 

length) and its rat her clumsy and variable proportions. Most of the shield pals taves 
mapped by Savory ( 1 958, fig. I O, Map 4) must be of our ' North Welsh' variety. 

M. A. Smith ( 1 959, ff.) treats the Acton Park type of palstave as outliers of her 
'high-flanged' Southwestern group .  Vve consider it certain, however, that the North 
Welsh palstaves represent a group on the whole earlier than, and in part ancestral 
to, the Southwestern palstaves of the Somerset hoards, which generally possess late 
and specialized features. 

c. The 'South English-Northwest Frellch' type. These are smaller, narrower, and 
of more graceful proportions than the North Welsh type, and have a smaller 
' shield' .  On typologically early examples the flanges are leaf-shaped ; the sides often 

l The only Irish 'association' of a palstave of this type, at Charleville. Co. Offaly, is how

ever, a hoard with a 'narrow faceted' socketed axe and a socketed siclde (NIVI Dublin, 1 944, 
266-9). An example from Birchington (Bor End), Isle of Thanet, Kent, is 'said to have been 
found with a flat celt' (B .M.  54/1 2-27/29 ;  Index of Bronzes). 
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have a knob, bar, or more elaborate raised ornament reminiscent of the angular 
junction between flanges and blade which characterised Type lAla .  At times this 
reminscent feature becomes an ornamental arch-shaped figure (cf. ABI figs. 58,  6 r ,  
68) (fig. 1 3 :  4) . This feature seems t o  b e  more common i n  ortlnvest France and 
NortInvest Germany than in Britain (though it is not unknown there) ; a similar 
side-arcll is a feature of the Y -ornamented Northwest German palstaves as in the 
Stade and I lsmoor hoards of Early Montelius I I  (cf. Valsømagle in Denmark), and 
is found also on orthern socketed axes (cf. Broholm, DB I I ,  PI .  9 :  6, PI .  I O :  3) 
and palstaves of Broholm I I .  

Typical early examples o f  Type IAlc  are those in the hoard from Burley, 
Hants. (Alltiq. ]. , VII ,  1 92, PI .  XXXII I ) ;  Breuil, 1 905 ,  Nos. 1 8, 1 9, 20 ; ABI fig. 
59 ;  and those in the Northwest German hoards from Hausberge, Stade, I lsmoor 
and Pyritz, dated to Early Montelius I I .  (Example :  fig. I O :  4, 5) .  One example in the 

Voorhout hom'd belongs to this sub-type. The fragment in the Halle (Westphalia) 

hoard is probably also of this type. 
Degeneration of this form produces innumerable variants ; some of the degenera

tions are represented in  the hom'ds aIready mentioned, e.g. at Pyritz. The flanges 
tend to become triangular in outline instead of leaf-shaped ; one Ol' more vertical 
ribs may appeal' inside the shield 1 ;  the shield may lose its encircling rib and be
come a mere depression on the face of the blade, sometimes even losing its shield
shape and becoming triangular. Loops are a late feature, not appearing in the Early 
Montelius I I  finds. 

In the British Isles a number of other regional variants of lAL  exist, besides 
those aIready described. There is (lAId) an East Anglian variety, which tends to 
be very short (often ca. 1 3  cm in length), and which often has its blade tips curved 
upvvards, a feature rarely found on the other varieties; some have a long rib through 

the shield as in Type lAd (ABl figs. 65 ,  80, 82 ;  isolated example in LB 2 founders 
hom'd, Rayne, Essex, Colchester Mus . ) .  An Irish variant (lAu) is short like the 
East Anglian variety, but distinctly thicker, with exaggerated wings (cf. Asterton 

Prolley Moor, Shropshire, Shrewsbury lVlus. ,  Index of Bronzes, with small flat axe 
of the type sometimes found in vVessex Culture graves). Neither the East Anglian 
nor Irish variants occur in the North European finds. 

l In the North German Early lVlontelius I I  hoards, and compal'able hoards elsewhere 
like Habsheim, are found shield palstaves with a rib inside the shield, but never contil1Uing 
on below it. Vve have accordingly distinguished the variety with shield and long rib extending 
through it  as a separate slib-type, l A l f. The slib-type with several ribs inside the shield is  
also absent from the Early IIontelius I I  hoards ; it  is really transitional to oLlr Type IA3.  
Vve have not  given i t  a separate classification, but  have appropriately noted the examples 
with multiple ribs in the shield in the list of finds of l A l  c, and have not included them on 
Map V. 

Palaeohistoria Vol . IX: Butler. 
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Fig. 1 2 . From the hoard of Pyritz (Pyrzyce), SzyzechinjPomerania.  c. I :  3 .  Af ter Kersten. 

j. The shield-and-1'ib type. This type has a shield with a long media l rib below or 
through it (PI . Vlb :  3). The flanges tend to be triangular, but slightly convex in 
outline ; there may be slight flanges flanking the blade, with a slightly concave face. 
It may occasionally have side-Ioops. The lower part of the blade may have a convex 
outline. Examples ; Breuil, 1 905 ,  No. 27-9 ; AB! fig. 6o, 79 ; occurs in Northwest 
French hoards such as Mont St. Aignan and Bernay ; in Britain in hoards of the 
Taunton-Barton Bendish phase, and, rarely, in British LB I I  founders' hoards (e.g. 
Shoebury, Essex, B .M.  92/6- 1 3 ,  3, PSA XIV ( 1 892), with winged axes, etc.) . Sa
vory ( 1 958, 22 ff. , fig. I ,  Maps 4, 5 )  includes examples of this type under the term 
'trident pattern' . 
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The type does not occur i n  datable finds in Northern Europe, but i s  represented 
by occasional stray finds scattered from Belgium to Jutland (see List, P . 7 1 ) . 

IA2. Trident-decorated. The trident may have originated as a variant of the shield
and-rib type (our IAlf) or alternatively out of the Y ornamentation known both 

in Northwest Germany and in the West (e.g. in the Stibbard hoard). A Western 
pals tave with Y ornament has been found in Scania (Lund Mus. ,  1 2880) ; Fors
sander, followed by Sprockhoff, regarded the vVestern y palstaves as prototypes 
for the Northwest German Y -decorated type, though it would be difficult to point 

to any closed find in the West which would establish the Western priority of the 
type. The trident, however, is on distribution clearly a Western feature. It is one 
of the types listed and mapped for France by Savory ( 1 950, fig. 5 ;  list p. 1 69), who 

do es not, however, distinguish between the broad- and narrow-bladed types. Tri
dent palstaves occur in great concentration in Normandy and the Paris basin. 
British examples : AB! fig. 78 ; Bognor Regis hoard (SAC LXVI,  230). The type is 
rare in I reland, but one (looped) occurs in the Annesborough hoard. An example 
imported from the west occurs in the Ostenfeld hoard in West Holstein (fig. 1 6 :  7) 
and is accordingly dated to Kersten's I lA. The trident ornament is imitated on 
Northern palstaves, e.g. in the Ostenfeld and Frenderup hoards. 

A variant (A2a) has only the upper part of the trident, having lost the lower rib 
(cf. a looped exarnple from the Crediton, Devon hoard, M. A. Smith, 1 959, fig. 7: 2) ; 
two western examples have been found in Scania (see List) .  

lA3 . Decorated zuith groups of short ribs (fig. 16 :  2, 4) . This type has (a) a group of 
three to seven short ribs, or grooves leaving ribs between them, belO\.v the stop

ridge ; they may be parallel, converging or  diverging; and/or (b) a gro up of parallel 
ribs on the septum above the stopridge. Examples : Breuil, 1 905 ,  No. 3 6 ;  Mont St. 
Aignan and Bernay hoards ; in  NOl thern Europe, Frøjk and Aadum Mose hom'ds 
in DenmarIe The ribbed decoration is sometimes imitated on purely Northern pal
staves of the same developed Montelius I I ,  as at Ostenfeld (Hingst, 1 956,  Abb. 
4 :  1 -3 ) ·  

Ribbed palstaves in  Britain were diseussed b y  Clark ( 1 940, 5 2  ff.) who o n  the basis o f  the 
Stuntney and related hoards assigned the entire class of South English l'ibbed palstaves to 
the period of the earps tongue eomplex, i .e.  LB I I .  The Frøjk and Ostenfeld hoards show, 
however, that this form of deeoration was aIready in use in lVlontelius I I  on palstaves im
pOl'ted from the West. Clark's list of ribbed palstaves ean be subdivided ; the broad-bladed 
variety represented in the Northern hoards and at lVlont St. Aignan beginning in the lVIiddle 
Bronze Age and going an into the stage represented by the Barton Bendish hom'd. The Nett
leham (AB! fig. 83)  and Stuntney form is a distinetive variety of nalTow-bladed palstave, 
eomparatively short and thiek and often with a wedge-shaped septum, belonging to the 
Nettleham-vVilburton and earps-tongue groups, and does not belong to our Type Id3 ; i t  
is simply the deeorated variant of M .  A. Smith's ' late type'. 
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Fig. I 3 .  Some \;Vestern palstaves from Pomerania. I Kr. RUgen ; z Kr. Pyritz ; 3 Viartlum, 
Kr. Rummelsburg; 4 Elmenhorst, Kr. Grimmen ; 5 KrUssow, Kr. Pyritz. I : z.  Af ter Kersten . 

A variant (A3a) has short parallel ribs belO\.v the stopridge together with a single 
long midrib. An example occurs in the hom'd from Epe in Gelderland (fig. 1 7) and 
a virtuaIly identical specimen in the Blackrock hoard in Sussex (cf. below, p.  69). 
1A4. Plaill palstaves, othenvise similar to A 2 and A 3, but without facial ornament. 

Unlooped examples of a type common in Britain and Northvvest France occur 
in hoards in the etherlands and North Germany (Voorhout, Riilow) of early Mon
telius I I ,  and in stray finds ; one is in the Ostenfeld hoard of later Montelius I I .  
The Britannico-Sequanian type merges by imperceptible degrees into Sprock
hoff's 'Northwest German plain palstave' group ( 194 1 , 44, map Abb. 3 Sa), which 
may be regarded as Northwest German imitations of the Western form: this deriv-
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ative type is also eommon in the Netherlands. The Duteh-Northwest German plain 
palstaves are in general less angular in eonstruetion than British-Northwest French 
palstave ; the eross-seetion of the upper part, for example, loses its angular H form 
and beeomes a double U (Butler, 1 963) .  

Class IB. Palstaves with side-fiallged blade. The prototype of this form is the ' North
west European' stopridge axe (Megaw and Hardy, 1 938, fig. I se, PI. LIV: f; Sproek
hoff, 1 94 1 , Taf. 36e ;  2, 4) (fig. I l a) beeoming a palstave (IBI) with a slight inerease 
in the thiekness of the blade belm", the stopridge. The eross-seetion of the blade is 
distinetly eoneave or H-shaped. There is often a medial rib on the blade (IBIb) .  In  
later (IB2) examples the upper part o f  the axe tends t o  beeome narrower and the 
stopridge more massive ; the midrib may be absent (IB2a) or present (IB2b) . Sproek
hoff's Abb. 60 illustrates the evolution entirely with examples found in North 
Germany, but it is unlikely that the evolution oeeurred in that region, the type being 
mueh more eommon in the West . 

Examples : 

I B l a :  ABI fig. 5 7 ;  Spl'ockhoff, 1 94 1 ,  Abb. 3 6 :  2-4, Taj. 24 : 8.  
I B l b :  B . M .  BAG, fig. 50;  Sprockhoff, 1 94 1 ,  Abb. 36:  1 4 .  
I B2a : Breui l ,  1 905,  N o .  1 3 :  Portsmouth, Hants, Ærcll . LXXI ,  1 39, fi g .  4 (looped). 
I B2b : Breuil ,  1 905,  No. 1 5, 1 6 ;  Sprockhoff, 1 94 1 ,  Abb. 3 6 :  IO, 1 2 . RUlow hoard, Sprockhoff, 

1 94 1 ,  Taj. 27 : 8 .  Looped:  ABI fig. 7 7 ;  in Denmark, Frøjk hoard, late Period I I  (fig. 
1 6 :  3 ) .  

Class II .  Narrow-bladed palstaves. The long, almost parallel-sided blade is  eharae
teristie. The flanges are genera Ily triangular in outline;  the stopridge may be 
straight or rounded. 

Class I lA. TtVith rectallgular blade cross-section (tending at times to be slightly hexa
gonal) .  

I l A l .  Shield-decorated. These are rare ; but an example oecurs in the Pontoile 
hoard (Breuil ,  1 905 ,  Jo. 22) ; cf. ABI fig. 67 (Bur well Fen); Bedburg in the 
Rhineland (east in Bonn Museum, 36 .700) .  

I IA2. Tridellt-decorated. See discussion ab ove, under Type IA2. British example : 
Bignor; Sussex (SAC LXXII ,  P I .  I I I :  A2) ; Grunty Fen, Cambs. ,  hoard with gold 
Tara-type torque, (CAS XI I ,  PI . I I I) .  In Denmarlc Aadum Mose hoard (late M I I) 
(fig. 1 6 :  5 ) ;  fragment in Late Tumltlus hoard at lVIeikireh neal' Berne, Switzerland 
(fig. 1 6 :  8) .  The ornament eopied on Northern type of palstave : Ostenfeld and 
Frenderup hoards (late M I I ) .  

I IA3. With short ribs below the stopridge (Breuil, 1 905 ,  No.  35) .  See diseussion 
above under Type IA3.  The deeoration is imitated on Northern narrow-bladed 
palstaves in the Ostenfeld and Frenderup hoards (late M I I) .  
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Fig. I S ,  Palstave hoard, Hana near Gateborg, Sweden . I :  2. Mus. Gateborg. 
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I lA4. Plain. As i n  the Biessard hoard in  Northwest France ; British example: AB! 

fig. 74 ; Sprockhoff, 1 94 1 , Abb. 36 :  6, 8 ,  I I .  I n  Northern Europe: Ostenfeld hoard 
(looped) (fig. 1 6 : 6), Pamhule hoard (looped) (PI. IXa) .  

Class I lE .  With side-jlanged blade, with or  without media l r ib .  This 'Atlantic' form 

is ,  as  Broholm suggests, to be regarded as  the prototype for the most common 
variety of N orthern work palstave in Period I I ;  the N orthern variety being em
bellished with a more elaborate midrib and usually with prominent side-arches 
(cf. Frenderup hoard). PossibIe Western exports are cited in the List below. 

The Finds 

Having established a working typology, we may now consider the context in  which 
these palstave types occur in Northern Europe. 

A considerable number occur in hoards. These fall into several distinct chrono
logical phases. 

The em'liest phase is defined by a series of hoards extending from the coast of 

South Holland to the Pyritz district east of the Oder, and southward as far as Habs
heim in Alsace, which have been conveniently assembled and discussed by Sprock

hoff ( 1941 , 45 ff.) .  ' I lsmoor horizon' (from the hom'd in Kr. Stade) would be a con
venient term for this hoard group, details of which are given below, p. 72-3 , no. 1- 10 .  

Broad-bladed, shield-decorated palstaves of  our  Class IAlb-c occur in no  less 
than nine of these hoards. Not one of the palstaves in these hom'ds is looped. Stray 

finds of this type also occur in North Germany, and occasionally in Denmark and 
South Sweden (Map V).  

Lissauer ( 1 905 ,  799 ff. ) classified these shield palstaves as a North German 
variety, Janssen ( 1 93 5 )  endeavoured to demonstrate their evolution an 01't und 

Stelle in North Germany, and M. A. Smith ( 1 959, 1 65) ,  impressed by their fre
quent association with flanged axes, is also inclined in this direction. Forssander, 
Sprockhoff, and Hachmann ( 1 957a; 1957b, 50-I )  accept their Western origin. We 
believe that the last-named writers are correct, for possibIe prototypes for such 
palstaves are quite unknown in Northern Europe. As mentioned above, an I rish 
origin is probable for the shield-palstave family; it is only in I reland that the ear
liest forms are well represented. The development is continued in Britain and 
Northwest France. 

On the other hand, some of the North German hoards furnish clear evidence 
that the shield palstaves in them were actually cast locally. The Stade hoard (v. p.  72) 
contains one shield palstave and a number of palstaves of Northwest German type ;  
a l l  are unfinished castings in exactly the same state, together with cakes of  ingot 
metal, and there is no reason to doubt that both types of palstave were cast by the 
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same han d on the spot. The I lsmoor hoard (fig. I O) is a merchants' hoard of objects 
ready for sale, and includes both shield palstaves, Northwest German palstaves, 
and a Northern massive shaft-hole axe . The Pyritz hoard (fig. 1 2) is composed 
entirely of imported vVestern palstave types, but the palstaves are unfinished cast
ings which must also be presumed to have been made locally. The explanation 
suggested by Sprockhoff, which is undoubtedly the correct one, is that these hoards 
represent the activity of itinerant smiths in North Germany. (The Habsheim hoard 
in Alsace has the same character, being composed partly of shield palstaves and 
partly of the Rhone type of flanged axe). The Voorhout hoard in South Holland 
(fig. I I ) consists main ly of shield and other 'Western' palstave types ; its special 
significance we shall disCllSS in greater detail below. 

Other '�Testern types of palstaves represented in the I lsmoor horizon include 
side-flanged palstaves of our Type IB ( I lsmoor, Rulow) and plain palstaves of Type 
IA4 (Rulow, Voorhout) . High-flanged stopridge axes also occur commonly in the 
I lsmoor horizon, appearing in the Voorhout, Stade, Ilsmoor, Neukloster, Babbin, 
Huvede and Rulow hoards. The Neuhaldensleben hoard (PI .  Va) has a palstave of 
a type not othenvise rep res ente d in  the hoard group, essentiaIly narrowbladed but 
with the blade tips splayed out widely, and a massive projecting stopridge (Sprock
hoff, 1 94 1 ,  Taf. 28 : 2) .  

The 'Northwest German' type of palstave fOllnd in two of the same hoards -
I lsmoor and Stade - is large, thinnish and moderatel)' broad-bladed, with a slightly 
concave face bearing a large Y ornament ;  the sides bear a prominent plastic arch
shaped ornament, a feature which also appears on some shield palstaves in the same 
hoards, and sometimes also on shield palstaves in France and Britain . It seems likely 
that this arch ornament ,  (which in Broholm II became popular in South Scandi
navia, and was used on other types of palstaves including the ' elegant weapon pal
stave' and on socketed axes) is derived from the profile of the nicked-flanged axes. 

This 'Northwest German Y palstave' is the earliest datable palstave type which is distinctly 
a product of the broadly North European region, and is chronologically important.  Fors
sander ( 1 936 ,  2 1 6- I O) pointed out that it occurred in distinctly em'lier finds (citing I lsmoor 
and the well-Imown Danish hoard of Valsømagle) than the standard Nordic lVlontelius I I  
palstaves, which are obviously derived from it .  Sprockhoff ( 1 94 1 ,  70 ff.) and Hachmann 
( 1 957) have developed this argument and i llustrated further examples (note particularly the 
grave find from Tensblittel ,  Kr. Sllderditmarschen, Schleswig-Holstein, Hachmann, Ibid.,  
Kat. lVI'. 23 1 ,  Taj. 1 7 :  1 4) .  The form, being a comparatively rare one and evidently short
lived, helps to confirm the synchronization of Broholm I (lVlontelius I la), the I lsmoor hori
zon, Hachmann's 'Late \i\'ohlde' Horizon IV, with the first stage of \i\Testern European paI
stave manufacture. The westernmost find of a 'Northwest German Y palstave' is  a stray 
example from Emmercompascuum, Gem. Emmen, Drenthe (PI. V I I :  I ) . 

Most of the shield-palstaves of the I lsmoor horizon closely resemble in  size and 
form our South English-Northwest French variant (Type IA1C) .  Som e are cer-
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tainly actual imports from this area , and others evidently copies made on German 

soil by migrant smiths. A special case is represented by the Voorhout hoard (fig. I I ) 
found near the coast of South Holland. It included shield palstaves ; plain palstaves ; 
a narrow stopridge axe ; a parallel-sided flanged axe with high, rather thin flanges 
and without a stopr idge ; and one flanged axe of very unusual form, long and very 
narrow, parallel-sided in its upper half, and with its lower half rather widely 
splayed and unflanged. There is also a lugged chisel or ' trunnion celt' (see Chap. 
VII I ) .  The hoat'd is apparently a founder-merchant's hoard, and the lugged chisel 

probably one of the smith's o\\ln tools. The Voorhout objects are very badly corroded 
and it is difficult to be certain whether their battered edges are the result of use or 
of their poor state of preservation. 

1\10st of the shield palstaves in the Voorhout hoard agree very closely with those 
of Ouf 'North 'Velsh' variant ( lAIb) in size and form, and cornpare very well with 
those in the hoard from Acton Park, Rhosnesney, Denbighshire (Grimes, 1 9S 1 ,  fig. 
6s) 1 which is a hoard of unfinished castings. 

The connections between Voorhout and Acton Park are further strengthened by 

the peculiar narrow flanged axe in the Voorhout hoard aiready referred to ; three 
examples of a flange d axe with many similar features, and constituting the only 
approximate parallels which seem to be lmown to the Voorhout specimen, were 
found in the Acton Park hoard . Lugged chisels like the Voorhout example are also 
lmown in North 'Vales (see below, Chap. VIII ) .  On the whole it  seems as if the 
Voorhout hoard can be attributed to a traveIling smith from North vVales. 

Another 'Velsh connection with Northern Europe may be noted in a rare form 
of transitional flanged axe-palstave from Bremke, Kr. Gottingen (Sprockhoff. 1 94 1 ,  
Abb. 6 1 : S )  which may b e  compared with a number of examples from the hoard at 
Bettys-yn-rhos, Denbighshire (Grimes, 1 9S 1 ,  No. S27 ;  Davies, Ae 1 937, 335) ,  
which also contains a high-flanged stopridge axe. 

The hoards of the I 1smoor horizon were assigned by Sprockhoff to the earliest 
phase within Montelius II in North Germany. Hachmann ( 1 9S7a, 1 30-1 ,  1 9S7b, 
so-ff.) places them in his Horizon IV, contemporary with Broholm I and with Tu
l11Ulus B2 ;  which seems sound. The massive shafthole axe in the I 1smoor hoard, and 
the Northwest German palstave from the Danish hoard at Valsømagle, establish a 
synchronism with Broholm I in Denmark ; Tumulus imports in  the I 1smoor-phase 
hoards are predominantly of Earlier Tumulus character. The small personal hoard 
from Hausberge, Kr. Minden (PI. Vb) at the "Teser crossroad between East-'Vest 
and North-South routes, with its richly decorated shield palstave, and its dagger 
and flanged axe of Tumulus form, is chronologically important. The Riilow hoard 

1 Note that the trident palstave, i llustrated by Sprockhoff ( 1 94 1 ,  Abb. 3 9 :  5) with the 
Rhosnesney hoard does not actually belong to the hoard ; cf. references cited in list below. 
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(PI .  VIa) contains a number of flange d and stopridge axes and early Tumulus orna
ments. Finally, the small recent ly published hoard from Halle in Westphalia 
(Lange, 1 959, 268-7°, Abb. I ) contains, along with a fragment of a shield palstave, 
a fragmentary narrow highflanged axe of Tumulus Bronze Age model and a broken 
decorated spearhead related to the type found in the Cascina Ranza hoard. 

It seems beyond all reasonable doubt, from any detailed comparison of their 
contents, that the hom'ds of the I lsmoor horizon are, as a group, earlier than the 
characteristic finds of Broholm I l-Montelius I lbc, and likewise earlier than the 
equivalent phase of the I lmenau Culture or 'iiltere Liineb1l1ger Brollzezeit' .  They 
should, therefore, be contemporary on the whole with the later graves (the Wohlde 
phase) of the Stigel group, and ,vith Broholm I, lVIontelius I la, in Denmark, as 
Hachmann has argued. It fol lows from this that the terminus ante quem which they 
provide for the origin of the ' shield' palstave of our types IAIb-c is not some vague 
point within lVIontelius I I  (as M.A .  Smith, 1 959) but rather its ve ry beginning -
for there is actually nothing that could be called 'lVIontelius I I '  in any sense which 
is earlier than this I lsmoor phase. It follows that the ' shield' palstave has a history 
somewhere in Western Europe which goes back from that point. So much must, 
we believe, bt. accepted as fact. Since the place of origin of the ' shield' palstave 
cannot be southern England (lVI. A. S mith), and it is equally certain that it cannot 
be anywhere in the North European area, we are left w ith I reland, Wales, and 

Northern France as possibie homes. A '�Telsh exportation is indeed demonstrable, 

in the Voorhout-Acton Park connection . The greater number by far of the Wes
tern palstaves found in the I lsmoor horizon consists however, of southern English 
or northwest French exports, or of local copies of such exports. Those areas flanking 
the English Channel must therefore have been manufacturing palstaves of the type 

represented, for example, in the Burley, Hants. hoard, in Ol' even before the time 
represented by Broholm r .  

A secolld phase of Britannico-Sequanian palstave exports to Northern Europe is  
defined by palstaves of vVestern type appearing in hoards assigned to Broholm I I  

i n  Denmark and Kersten's I lA and I l B  in Schleswig-Holstein .  The dated exam
ples are much fewer than in the preceding phase, but  they are sufficient to provide 
a sampling of the sort of pals taves then being exported from Atlantic Europe. 

In Denmark and Schleswig-Holstein there are two complex hoards of Later 
lVIontelius I I  containing i mported Western palstaves, and two smal! hoards, each 
consisting of two palstaves only, which are assigned to the same period .  

One  i s  the find from Frøjk near Holstebro in Northwest Jutland (Broholm, DB I ,  

lVI. 80 and 8 1 ) .  Although published as two separate hoards, the find, as investiga
tion by the National Museum showed, was certainly a single deposit, parts of which 
happened to be turned up by the plough at different times. It is regarded as a 
votive deposit, but the types are all chronologically consistent and belong to Bro-
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holm I I .  The second is a good-sized founder's merchant's hoard from Ostenfeld, 
Kr. Rendsburg, representative pieces from which have been illustrated by Kersten 
( 1 936,  Taf. VI-VII)  and Hingst ( 1 956) .  

The th ird hoard, consisting only of two western palstaves, was found at Aadum 
Mose near Ringkøbing (fig. 1 6 :  4, 5 )  and is unpublished ; the fourth from Pamhule 
neal' Haderslev in Eastern Jutland (PI. IXa) (Broholm DB I ,  M .  83) ,  contains 
one vVestern and one Northern palstave. These four hoards contain altogether 
eight palstaves of vVestern origin, together with palstaves which represent Northern 
imitations of Western forms, and others of Northern form which imitate vVestern 
decorative features. 

The Western types represented are : 

I .  Bl'oad-bladed 

IAz (trident ornament) ; Ostenfeld (fig. 1 6 :  7 ;  Hingst, 1956 ,  Abb. 3 :  4). This palstave 
has incipient side-flanges flanking the trident, but these die out without extending 
far down the blade. 

IA3 (ribbed ornament below stopridge and/or on septum) ; Frøjk, Aadum Mose. 
The Frøjk hoard has two examples, ( I ) with four slightly diverging grooves, leaving 
ribs between, below a rounded stopridge (fig. 1 6 :  I ) ; cL Pontoile (Breuil, J 905, fig. 
36) and Mont St. Aignan; (z) with three short slightly converging ribs beIO\·" an ir
regular depression representing probably a debased 'shield' .  The reverse side is 
differently decorated, with a midrib flanked by two slight depressions. There are 
five short ribs on the septul11 (fig. 1 6 :  z) .  

I Bzb (Side flanges and midrib), looped: Frøj k  (fig. 1 6 : 3) .  

2 .  Nal'l'ozu-bladed 

I IAz (trident ornament):  Aadum Mose (fig. 1 6 :  5 ) .  

I IA4 (plain) ; ( 1 )  Ostenfeld ; has a mis-cast sideloop (fig. 1 6 :  6) ; (z )  Pamhule;  also 
with badly cast sideloop. The blade has been drastically shOl·tened by grinding 
down (PI .  IXa). 

These finds, together with stray finds of similar palstaves in Northern Europe, 
are plotted on Map VI (cf. List below). 

The typological differences between these eight Western palstaves of the Period 
I I  hoards and those of the earlier phase are striking. Looped palstaves are found 
in the later phase, but not in the earlier. Narrow-bladed palstaves are likewise 
absent in the earlier phase, but occur alongside broad-bladed types in the later. 
Decoration with groups of short ribs also appears only in the later phase. Typical 
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Fig. 1 6 .  1-7 palstaves from Northern Period (Broholm) I I  hoards in Denmark and Schleswig
Holstein .  1-3 Frøjk  (NV" Jutland) ;  4-5 Aadum Mose (NW Jutland) ;  6-7 Ostenfeld, Kr. 

Rendsburg (Schl . -H.) .  8 Meikirch, Kt. Bern, Switzerland (see p.  57) ·  I : 3 ·  
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shield-decorated palstaves of our  Type lAl b-c, which were so  characteristic in the 
earlier phase, are not represented in the four hoards of the later phase, although 
they probably went on being made and used (cf. Mont St. Aignan, N euhaldens

leben) alongside more evolved types. 
These Northern imports must be derived from the Britannico-Sequanian pal

stave industry best represented in Torthwest French hoards like Mont St. Aignan 1 
and Baux-Sainte Croix (Eure) 2 (Savory's 'Atlantic' Middle Bronze Age industry) 
and in Britain by hoards such as Bognor, Sussex (SAC LXVI ,  230), Bil lingshurst, 
Kent, and Burnham, Bucks. (A1ltiq. J. XIII ,  5 5) .  These hoards contain both pal
staves comparable to those of the Northern Later Montelius II hoards and also, 
often, shield palstaves like those of the previous stage. The Northern finds esta

blish beyond doubt that, whatever difficulties may exist in determining the lower 
limits of the 'Atlantic' palstave industry, this 'Western palstave industry was flour
ishing at a time when developed Montelius II types were in use in vVestern Jutland. 

Our second-phase palstave map shows a significant difference in  distribution 
compared with the em'lier phase, There are finds in the Low Countries and a few 
in Germany, probably suggesting the continued use of the Rhine-vVestphalian route 
to Hanover and Central Germany; but there is no longer the deep penetration into 
East Germany. Instead there is a concentration along the west coast of the Jut
land peninsula, with two finds in "Vest Holstein (Ostenfeld, Albersdorf) and three 
in Northwest Jutland, near the Ringkøbing Fjord (Aadum Mose ; Tim s . )  and the 
Nissum Fjord (Frøjk). There are also a few finds in East Jutland and Scania. 

lVIention may aIso be made of five additional vVestern palstaves in the Aarhus lVluseum, 
three of Type I I  (H. 1 5 3-5) two of Type l (H. 1 48, 7425), one of the Type l A I C  in  the Na
tional Museum of Copenhagen (B. 2424 ; fig. 62 :  right ; Broholm, DB PI.  I S :  3),  and two 
Type l palstaves (one with Y ornament, one with q, in  the Lund lVluseum) ( 1 2880 and 
1 2883,  Sj6cronska coll), treated by Forssander as presumably from Scania), without l'ecorded 
provenance. 

The West Jutland coastal group is thE: most important, and suggests coastal trading 

from the English Channel region. When finds of other more Ol' less contemporary 
types are taken into account (especially the spearheads from Drenthe and 'liV est 

Holstein, Map VI I ;  the trapeze-hilted rapiers from the Elbe Mouth region, Map. 
VI I I ;  the Atlantic rapier from Torthwest Jutland, p. 1 1 2 ff. )  the impression of 
seaborne trade in the later Nliddle Bronze Age is reinforced. 

The character of the finds has also changed. 'liVe no longer find merchants' 

l Deglatigny, 1 9 1 9-2'0, 7 ff. Contains palstaves of our types l A l C, l A r f, lA3,  lA4, with 
two npiers (one with two l'ivets and trapeze-shaped hilt, the other with metal hilt with 
3-arc base). 

2 Coutil ,  Jllol'l/lGl/.die, PI. V: I - I  r .  Palstaves of Types lA3, lA2, I IA2, spearheads with 
ridged socket, pins with ribbed neck of late Tumlllus character. 
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hoards of purely Western or mixed Western and Northern-Northwest German 
types, but instead, in two cases, two or three Western palstaves in large hoards 
consisting overwhelmingly of products of the Northern bronze industry. The 
ViTestern palstaves probably arrived individually as incidents in the course of trade, 
but not as the result of itinerant merchant's activities as in the earlier phase. 

Both in the flourishing Northern bronze industry of Later Montelius H and in 
the 'vVest, the trade in metal products was conducted on a larger scale than for

merly. The size of hoards provides a erude index of this; whereas in the eat'lier 
phase hoards rarely included as many as 20 objects, and were of a size which a 
peddler could carry on his back without difficulty along with his other possessions, 
finds containing 40 or 50 objects are now not uncommon (e.g. Ostenfeld, ca. 50 

objects, of  which 3 3  are palstaves; Pontoile, 54  palstaves ; Gloddaeth, ' about 50 '  
axes ; Southampton (Pear Tree Green), 42 palstaves; Bognor, Sussex, ca .  50 pal
staves) . Neither in  Denmark nor in  Northwest Germany is i t  to be supposed that 
in Later Montelius H there was a substantial market for imports of finished British . 
or Northwest French bronzes. At the same time, the bronze-smiths were ready to 
provide imitations of imported forms, and i t  is evident that in  the case of pals taves a 
large class of Northern narrow-bladed types, represented in  hoards in  Denmark and 
Schleswig-Holstein as Hohenfelde, Kr. Steinburg (Stehn, 1 952,  8 ff), Frenderup, 
Ostenfeld, Kappeln, Scharsdorf-Preetz, and Frøjk,  differ only in minor details 

from the Northwest French narrow-bladed type, and are essentially Northern co
pies of the Western form 1. In some cases Western ornamental features were copied 
on Northern palstaves. Representatives of this type are found in the Ostenfeld 
hoard, where six palstaves of Northern form have trident ornament 2 (five of these 
also have groups of ribs on the septum), and another has a gro up of short ribs on 
the face below the stopridge (Kersten, 1 936,  Taf. VI ; Hingst, 1 956 ;  cf. Kersten, 
1 958,  Taj. I :  7, from Blandow, Kr. Rugen). 

An important technical parallel between the palstave industries of North and 
West is provided by the occasional use of bronze mouids in the two areas. Northern 
examples include a half-mould from near Assens, Fyn (DO IV, No. 432, for making 
Northern palstaves of the type DO IH,  No. 1 0 1 ) ;  a similar half-mould found near 
Luneburg (de Mortillet, 1 903, fig. 82 1 ) ;  and another from a Pomeranian hoard of 
Montelius H at VOl'land, Kr. Grimmen (Hindenburg, 1 925 ,  1 04 ff. ,  Taj. X; Ker
sten, 1 958,  Taj. 23) .  In the North as in the British !sIes the bronze mould appears 
to be a rarity compared with the use of stone or clay for that purpose ; the appear
ance of the bronze-mould technique in both provinces is not l ikely to be pure coin-

1 Kersten ( 1 936 ,  78) groups all these derivatives of the 'Atlantic' narrow-blade d pals taves 
under his series I I ,  'North German type', stressing their western derivation. 

2 Cf. the Frenderup hoard, Broholm, DB I, NI . 37 .  
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Fig. I 7. Board from Epe, GeIderIand. I :  3 .  = PI.  V I l Ia .  RMO Leiden. 

eidenee. British bronze palstave mouids have been listed by Hodges ( 1 954, 80) ; 
their main distribution is in South England, with strays in Yorkshire and Wales. 
Hodges suggests that they are all Late Bronze Age. But the North European pal
stave mouids are not later than Broholm I I ,  so that it is clear that the teehnique 

would have been available for Middle Bronze Age British smiths ; M. A. Smith 
( 1 959, 1 68,  1 68 ff.) points out that the British bronze palstave mouids are in faet 

for distinetively British MBA palstave types. The teehnique was, of eourse, eon
tinued in use in the Late Bronze Age ; in Britain, bronze mouids oeeur for soeketed 
axes and soeketed gouges. The praetieal use of bronze mouids has been demon
strated by Dreseher ( 1 957) with a brilliant series of experiments, whieh dispose 
once and for all of the myth that bronze mouids cOllld not be used for the direct 
casting of lIseful bronze objects. 

Af ter Montelius I I ,  the exportation of palstaves from the West to Northern 
Europe appears to dwindle to relative insignifieanee, and only occasional finds ean 
be cited from later periods. Indeed, in Montelius I I I  there is not a single grave Ol' 
hoard in Seandinavia Ol' North Gennany which contains a Western palstave. 
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Fig. 1 8 . Hoard of 1 900 from Bargeroosterveld, Drenthe. I :  2.  Nlus. Assen. 

Unless the small, naITow-bladed specimen (Type I IA4) from a rich grave on Brandstrup 
lVIark in Viborg Amt (Broholm, DB I, Grav 1 972) i s  a 'iVestern export. This small pals tave 
is 'iVestern in its general character, i.e. in its squared-off angles, though we cannot easily 
put our finger on more Ol' less identical specimens in Britain. It could be Breton. 

In the Netherlands, however, occurs one closed find, to which we have else
where called attention (Butler, 1 959, 1 3 6  ff. , fig. 5 ;  1 9 6 1 ,  1 1 9, P I .  XIV: 2), the small 
hoard from Epe on Gelderland, which is of special interest. It is certainly a reliable 
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association, both from the account which accompanied the hoard when it was re
ceived in the Rijksmuseum van Oudheden (letter of E. F. J. Weerts to RMOL, 8 
February 1 865) and from the identical patina of the three objects. The palstave is 
quite similar to specimens in  the Blackrock hoard in Sussex (C .  M. Piggott, 1 949, 
1 1 4-5, fig. 3, third from left) and the Barton Bendish hoard in Norfolk (Iuvelltaria 

G.B .  7 :  2) ; it may ,vell have COIne from a workshop in southern or eas tern England. 
This pals tave was broken in two before deposition, just like the contemporary one 
from Hollingbury rIill in Sussex (Curwen, 1 954, 202, with further refs . ) .  With the 

Epe palstave was a two-knobbed siclde - a type known one the one hand in the 
Somerset industry of the later M iddle Bronze Age (M. A. Smith, 1 959, 1 44 ff. , fig. 
I :  I O, with further refs . ) ,  and in the other in the Tumulus Bronze Age in southern 
Germany and neighbouring areas ; it is Continentally dated by hoard-finds ex
tending from Hungary (Dunapentele-Kosidlerpadlas : Moczolics, 1 957, 1 23 ,  Taj. 

XXII :  2) to Kreuznach on the Rhine (Dehn, 1 94 1 ,  I ,  40- I ,  Abb. 1 9, I I ,  3 1 ) , always 
with pre-U rnfield types. The Epe specimen has three ribs, like the Kreuznach spe

cimen ; the strongly re-curved tip of the Epe siclde is not an original feature, but 
due to re-working of a much-used and much resharpened blade. The Epe siclde 
seems to be a piece of Continental manufacture ; the distribution of two-knobbed 
sickles, as now known, suggests that they reached Epe, and Britain as well, along 
the Rhine rou te. The third piece in the Epe hom'd is a stopridge axe with high, 
thick, faceted flanges ; it is a very late example of its type, and is seemingly a pro
duct of local industry in the Northern part of the Netherlands (Butler, 1 963 ) . 

vVhile neither the siclde nor the stopridge axe can by themselves be dated in  
Continental terms with great precision, it is clear that they are both Middle Bronze 

Age products; thus the Epe hoard provides a so far unique example of a British 
object of the Taunton-Barton Bendish phase (M. A. Smith's ornament horizon) in 

a Continental closed find. 
An interesting contl'ast is provided by another Dutch hoard, also published by 

the present writer (Butler, 1 959, 1 39-4°, 1 960, 2°5 ff. , fig. 9, Appendix I :  I ;  1 9 6 1 ,  

1 0 1  ff. ,  fig. 49, Appendix No. 5) , the hoard o f  1 900 (one o f  three hoards from the 
same locality) from Bargeroosterveld, Drenthe. Here the palstaves (one complete, 
the other a fragment of a piece broken up in antiquity) were plain looped narrow
bladed palstaves, of the form which M. A. Smith has characterized as the ' late type' .  
I dentical palstaves occur in hom'ds such as vVilburton and Nettleham, which are 
typical of the vVilburton industry in southern Britain . The associations at Barger
oosterveld include a pair of the NierellTillge af the type which Sprockhoff ( 1 937, 47, 
Taj. 1 8 ;  1 94 1 , 88, Taf. 3 8 ;  1 952,  1 1 9-20, Abb. I ;  cf. F. C .  Bath, 1 953-5 , 79 ff. , Abb. 

I :  4ab) has identified as being characteristic of the Ems-vVeser region in Mon
telius IV. The horizon is that af the Rethwisch hoard (J acob-Friesen, 1 963 ,  Abb. 298) . 

Palaeohistoria Val. IX: BUller. 6 
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While tilis work was in press, notice appeared (Nowothnig, 1 962a) of the find of another 
British-looking ' Iate type' palstave in a small hoard, thi s time in the 'Veser area, at Barrien
Bi.ilten, Kr. Grafschaft Hoya. The palstave was found together with a bronze knife with 
metal handle of the ' double T' form. This is a rare variant of the ' Urnfield' knife family ; 
it is Imown principally from finds in the Netherlands and Nordwest Germany, and, l ike 
the Nierellriuge mentioned above, it  is a Leitforlll of Sprockhoff's ElIls- liVeser K.reis (Sprock
hoff, 1 937 ,  27-8, Taj. 3 :  IS) ;  an exceptional find in Denmark is  dated to Montelius IV 
( FNMA 1 9 3 3 , 43 ; Broholm, DO IV 27). The Barrien-BUlten find therefore tells the same 
story as the Bargeroosterveld find of 1 900. 

NOTthem Palstaves in Britat:n 

Imported North European palstaves are extremely rare in Britain. One example, 
from Driffield, Yorkshire (Aut. J. I I I ,  370- 1 )  was apparently found in a grave, 
with other grave goods now lost. It is a typical example of the 'common North 
European palstave' (Forssander 1 936, Abb. 4 1 : 3, 2 1 6  ff. ) ,  the commonest form 

in Denmark, South Sweden and North Germany. Sprockhoff's distribution map 
of the German finds ( 1 94 1 ,  Abb. 59) shows that they cluster thicldy in Schlesvvig
Holstein, Mecklenburg and the Ilmenau province, but are rare west of the \Veser. 

The published account of the find is based on second-hand information more than half a 
centUl'y af ter the event. 'According to lVIr. Robert Orr it was given to his father about 1 870 
by Mr. Christopher Bell, a cabinet-maker of Driffield, E .  R.  Yorks. ,  and had been found 
some time before in opening a barrO\v on the outskirts of that town, known as the King's 
Mount Ol' lVIound, Ol' else in the King's fieid. He is under the impression that more grave 
goods were found as well as a skeleton, and that they were shared among som e of the burg
esses of Driffield . '  Ibid., 370. 

Another palstave of the same type, but with richly faceted sides, is recorded in the 
Index of Bronzes as from Wellington, Somerset, but is described as having been 
'purchased in London' .  Were the find-spot better documented it  would be a wel
come addition to the list of importations from Northern Europe which concen
trate so remarkably in Somerset. Faceted palstaves of this type are common in the 
Northern cultural area (Janssen, 1 934, 54 ff. ; Kostrzewski ,  Real. , I I I ,  1 64) ; the 
faceting is commonly attributed to Irish influence, but it is undoubtedly an in
heritance from the trade of the earlier Middle Bronze Age and not a fresh influence 
acquired during Montelius I I .  Similar faceting appears on ' Northwest European' 
stopridge axes, and occasionally on shield palstaves like that from Hausberge dis
cussed above, but is not a feature of mature Western palstaves. 
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LIST OF BRITISH-NORTHWEST FRENCH PALSTAVES IN NORTHERN EUROPE 

(ef. Map I I I  and IV) . 

(Details of and references to the hoards are given separate ly below, pp. 72-3 .)  

Type IAIb ( 'Welsh' shield-ornamented). 

I .  South Holland . Voorhollt. Hoard. 

Type laIc ( 'South English-Northwest French' shield-ornamented). 

(a) in hom'ds :  

2 .  Pyritz. P.  73 ,  No. I O .  

3 .  Kr. Lebus. See/ow. P. 73 ,  No. 6 .  
4.  Kr .  Lingen. Hiivede. P. 73 ,  No. 7 .  
5 · Nellha/dellslebell. P. 73 ,  N o .  5 ·  
6. Amt Stargard (Meckl.) Riilow. P.  73 ,  No. 9 .  
7 .  Stade. P.  7 2 ,  O .  2 .  
8 .  Kr. Stade. Neukloster. I/slIIoor. P. 73 ,  No. 3 .  
9 .  Kr. Minden. Hallsberge. P .  7 3 ,  No. 4.  

IO .  Ha/le (\;Yestphalia). Fragment. P .  73 ,  l 0. 8 .  
I r .  Sweden. HOllo nr . Goteborg. P .  73 ,  o .  I r .  

(b )  stray finds of  Type IAIC:  

1 2 . Kr. Pyritz. Fig. 1 3 :  2 .  Kersten, 1 958 ,  No.  685.  
1 3 ·  Kr. Pyritz. Kriissow. Fig.  1 3 :  4 .  Sprockhoff, 1 9 4 1 ,  Tal'. 25 : 9 .  
14 .  Kr. Sorau. Hohelljeser. Cited but  not  illus. by Bohm, 1935 ,  39, 1 22 (NI'. 229). 
I S .  Kr. \;YiedenbrC!ck. Lil/tel. Cited without i llustration by Lange, ' 959, 270. 
1 6 .  Kr. Greifenhagen. BoriII. Kersten, 1 958 ,  Taj. 5 5 :  574.  
17 .  Kl'. Riigell (no exact provenance). Kersten, 1 958 ,  Taj. 1 7 :  227.  
1 8 . Kr. Stendal. Uenglillgell. Fig. 14 .  Stephan, 1 956, I O, Taj. X :  r .  
1 9 .  Hjørring Amt. Borglum H .  Taars s .  TaG/'s K/aer. NMC, B .  3374. 
20. Aarhus Amt. Ring H.  Viby s .  Mus. Aarhus, 5956. PI. VI I I :  3 .  
2 1 .  DenmarIe Find-spot IInknowll .  NIC, B .  2424. Broholm, D B  I I ,  PI. I S :  3 .  PI .  VIb :  3 .  
22. Scania. Stattalla nr . Halsingborg. (triangular depression belO\v stopridge). Nlus. Lund, 

26398. Forssander, 1 936, Abb. 4 1 : I ;  Sprockhoff, 1 94 1 ,  Taf. 34 :  J .  
2 3 .  'AllS de1/! Liillebllrgischeu. ' .  (Ribs i n  shield). Mus. Hannover. Sprockhoff, 1 94 1 ,  fig. 6 1 : 7 .  
24- Belgium. Provo Limburg. Tongres. (Ribs i n  shield). Mus. Brussels, 1 0 1 00) . 
25 .  Netherlands. Gelderland. NI'. NiJ1Ilegen.  PI. VI I :  6. Mus. Nijmegen. 
26. Netherlands. Drenthe. Gem. Norg. PI. VI I :  4. Mus. Assen, 1 908/V1 I .  3 .  

Type IAIf ( 'Shield and rib' ornament). 

27. Kr. Si.iderditmarschen. AlbersdOlj. Sprockhoff, 1 94 1 ,  Taf. 25 : J .  (Ribs in shield). 
28. Nr. Giesse/I. Lindenschmidt, Auh V, I ,  Heft I ,  Taf. IV: 44. (Ribs in shield). 
29. Belgium. Provo Luxembourg. Exact find-spot lI/1.kllown. Mus. Brussels. 
30. DenmarIe Randers Amt. Hind H. Tim S.  PI. Vlb : J .  MC 26 1 0 1 .  DO I I I ,  No. 1 04. 
3 1 .  Kr. Bielefeld. Erackwede. (Rib in shield). Mus. Bielefeld, 1 877,27. Sprockhoff, 1 94 1 ,  

Taj. 25 : 5 .  
3 2 .  Kr. Gottingen. Bre7llke. 1us. Hannover. Sprockhoff, 1 94 1 .  

Type IAz (Trident-ornamented). 

3 3 ·  Kr. Rendsburg. Ostenfeld. Hoard (fig. 1 6 :  7) · P . 7 3 ,  NO. I 2 . 
34.  Belgium. Provo O. VI. l'Vaaslllllllster. NIus. Brussels, 2 1 34. 
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3 5 .  Netherlands. GelderIand. Betw. TVijehen and Nijlllegell. (Ribbing on septum). PI. VI I :  2 3 .  
Mus. Nijmegen, GNAC 23 ; Boeles, 1 920, fig. 6 .  

36 .  Netherlands. Find-spot unknown (prob. Nijmegen area). Mus.  Nijmegen, GNAC 3 ,  ex 
Guyot coll. 

Type IA2a CTrident' without long rib). 

37. Del/1l/ark. No exact provo lVlus.  Aarhus, 7425 . 
38 .  Scania. Vallllf s. (with miscast loop). Mus. Stockholm, 1 3378 : 1 8Sk. Forssander, 1 936,  

282.  
39 .  Probably Seania. No exac( provo i\1us. Lund, 1 2883 (Sjocronska Coll.) Forssander, 1 936,  

283.  
40.  Randers Amt. Onsild H .  Svenstrup s .  Tme. PI .  VI I I :  2 .  lVlus. Aarhus, 7283 .  

Type IA3 (With gro ups of short r ibs O l'  grooves below stopridge and/ol' on septum). 

4 1 .  Ringkøbing Amt. Aadlllll Nlose. (4 narrow parallel grooves on face, ribbed septum) . 
Hoard (fig. 1 6 : 4, 5) · P. 73 ,  no. 1 4· 

,�2. Ringkøbing Amt. Froj!? Hom·d. P. 73 ,  no. 1 3 .  
( I )  4 shaIlow diverging grooves on face (fig. 1 6 :  I ) .  (2) 3 converging ribs on face, ribs 
on septum (fig. 1 6 :  2). 

43.  Netherlands. Provo Overijssel. No exact proVo lVlus. Zwolle. Felix, 1 945,  No. 3 5 1 ,  Abb. 
1 76 .  (Note : hybrids between Type IA3 and other types are Iisted under the other types;  
e.g. several examples with ribbed shields in Type I A l C  and I A l f; one with ribbed sep
tum under IA2. For palstaves of Jorthern form with ribbed ornament, see p. 66.)  

Type IA3a (with group of short ribs a!ld one long rib below stopridge). 

44. Netherlands. GelderIand. Epe. Hoat'd (fig. PI. V I l Ia ;  fig. 17 ) .  P .  73, no. 1 7 . 

Type IB (with side-Aanged blade) . 

45 .  Kr. Stade. Ilsmoor. Hom'd . PI .  Ve;  fig. IO .  Sprockhoff, 1 94 1 ,  Taf. 24:  8. P .  73 ,  no. 3 .  
46. Amt Stargard (Meckl . ) .  Riilow. Hom·d. PI .  VIa.  Sprockhoff, 1 9 4 1 ,  Taf. 27 :  8 .  P .  7 3 ,  no .  9 .  

Type IIA2 (Trident ornament). 

47. Ringkøbing Amt. Aadlllll N/ose. Hom'd (fig. 1 6 :  5). P. 73 ,  no. 1 4 .  

Type IlA4 (Plain).  

48. Kr. Rendsburg. 9stel/feld (with miscast loop). Hoard (fig. 1 6 :  6) .  P .  73, no. 1 2 .  
49. Haderslev Amt. Palldlllle (with miscast loop ; blade heavily ground down) . Hoard (PI.  

IXaI). P.  73 ,  no. I S .  
5 0 .  Viborg Amt. Middelsum H.  Vindum S .  B1'Gndstrllp jWar!? Grave (M I I I) .  Broholm, 

DB I, 1 7 3  (Grav 1 972), Mus. Viborg, 963-7 5 .  
S I .  Vejle Amt. Torrild H .  Lindeballe S.  Mus. Aarhus, 5 0 1 6  (PI . VI I I :  I ) .  
52 .  North Holland. Hilversllll/.. Pleyte, Noord Ho/fand, I I  P I .  V ;  I ,  1 2-3 . 
5 3 .  North Brabant. Breda. BAL Groningen. 

HOARDS CONTAINING BRITISI-I-NORTHWEST FRENCH PALSTAVES I N  NORTHERN EUROPE 

I .  South Holland, Voorhout. Founders hom·d. i\/Ius. Leiden, h 08/ 1 0  (fig. I I). Pals taves 
Types I A l b ,  IA4; cast-flanged axes, 'Northwest European' stopridge axe, lugged 
chisel ( 1 9  objects). Sprockhoff, 1 94 1 ,  Taf. 26 (photo) ; Holwerda, 1 908, 45 ff. ; Butler, 
1 959,  1 32 ff. , fig. 3 ;  Pallorama der prehistorie (Leiden, 1 960), Afb. 14 (photo). 

2 .  Stade. Hoard of lmfinished castings. lVluseum Stade, 2296-2309. Palstave Type I A I C ;  
I O  Y-ornamented Northwest German palstaves ;  cakes o f  founders metal. Sprockhoff, 
1 94 1 ,  Taf. 3 0 :  \Vegewitz, RlIndschau :  Blotter fiir Heimatkllllde, No. 8 ( 1 929). 
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3. Kr. Stade. Neuldoster. IIsl/LOor. Merchants hoard . iVIus. Hannover (PI. Ve; fig. I O) .  
2 palstaves Type I A l c, one Type I B I ,  7 Y-ornamented Nortll\vest German palstaves, 
ftanged axe with incipient stopridge, massive shafthole axe. Sprockhoff, 1 94 1 ,  Taf. 24 ; 
Hachmann, 1 957,  Taj. 45 : 1 4-22, Taf. 46 : 1 , 2 (Kat .  3 1 8) .  

4 .  Kr.  Minden. Hallsberge. Personal hoard . Mus. lJlinster 29 :  3 1 9  (PI. Vb). Palstave Type 
I A l C  (faceted decoration on face and sides), 4-riveted trapeze-hilted dagger. narrow 
ftanged axe. Sprockhoff, 1 94 1 ,  Taf. 29; Hachmann, 1 957 ,  Taj. 46 : 3-5 (Kat .  3 62). 

5. Nellhaldenslebell .  Personal hoard . Mus Magdeburg (PI. Val .  Palstave Type I A l c, an
other Vvestern palstave, Bohemian palstave, spearhead with ridged socket. Kossinna 
NIagdeburger Festsehrift, 1 928, 288 ff. , Taf. 3 2 :  1 0-1 3 ;  Sprockhoff, 1 94 1 ,  Taf. 28 :  2-5 ; 
Hachmann, 1 957 ,  Taj. 44: 8-I I (Kat. 40 1 ) .  

6 .  Kr.  Lebus. See/ow. Founders hoard. NIus. Berl in .  2 palstaves Type I A l c, knobbed 
siclde, tanged siclde, founders metal, fragments of bronze. Bohm, 1 93 5 ,  38, 39, I 1 5  
(Nr. I I ) ,  Taf. 9 :  2, 4, 6, I I , 1 3 :  Sprockhoff, 1 94 1 ,  Taf. 28 :  1 2 .  

7 .  Kr. Lingen. Hiivede. NIus. Hannover. Pals tave Type I A l c, 3 stopridge axes. Sprockhoff, 
1 94 1 ,  Taf. 28 : 6-9. 

8. Halle (Westphalia). Palstave (frag. ) ,  probably of Type I A l c ;  ornamented spearhead ; frag
ment of ftanged axe. Lange, 1 959,  268-60, fig. I .  

9 .  Kr. Stargard (Meckl.) Riilow. Mus. Neustrelitz (PI. VIa).  Palstaves Type I A l c, IA4, 
IB2a ;  stopridge axe, ftanged axes with incipient stopridge, spearhead, ribbed collar, 
Tumulus ornaments. Janssen, 1 934, Abb. 4a-f (described as 'Grabfund'), Sprockhoff, 
1 94 1 ,  Taf. 27 (described as 'Hore). Hachmann, 1 957 ,  Kai. Nr. 263.  

IO .  Pyritz. Hoard of unfinished castings. NIus. Stettin (fig. 1 2) .  18 palstaves, Type I A l c  and 
with varying stages i n  the degeneration of the shield ornament. Dorka, 1 939,  Taf. 30;  
Sprockhoff, 1 94 1 ,  Taf. 3 1 ;  Kersten, 1 958,  No. 662. 

I I.  Sweden. Hono, near Giiteborg. Mus. Giiteborg (Fig. 1 5) .  2 palstaves of Type I A I c. 
1 2 . Kr. Rendsburg. Ostenfeld. Founders hom·d. (fig. 1 6 :  6, 7) .  Mus. Schleswig, K . S .  1 4 1 47 .  

Pals taves Types IA2, IA4, I IA4; Northern Imitations o f  I IA3 : Northern palstaves; 
knobbed sickles ; other Northern M I I  types. Kersten, 1 936,  Taf. V I ,  V I I  (selection 
i llustrated) ; Hingst, 1 958 .  

1 3 .  Ringkøbing Amt. Hjerm H.  Maabjerg s .  Frojh . Votive hom·d. Part Mus. Holstebro, 
remainder NMC (fig. 1 6 :  1 -3) .  Palstave of Type I B2b (looped), 2 of Type IA3 ; Northern 
palstaves and spearheads ; massive shaft-hole axe. Broholm, DB I, M. 80, NI . 8 1 ;  
D B  I I , 98 ; DO I I I ,  No. 1 0 3 .  

14 .  Ringkøbing Amt. Aadll1ll NIose. M u s .  Ringkøbing 1 58 1  (fig. 1 6 :  4-5) .  Palstave Type I A 3 ,  
palstave Type I IA2. 

1 5 .  Haderslev Amt and H.  Hoptrup s .  Marstrup. Palllltule NIm·h.  Mus. Haderslev, 4 1 95-6 (PI. 
IXa). Palstave Type I IA4 (miscast loop), Northern palstave. Broholm, DB I, 224 (M.  83) .  

1 6 . Kr. Uelzen . NIaselldolj. Palstave, Type IlB (looped). MIV objects. Sprockhoff, 1 934, 
Taf. 7 .  (Probably Nordic imitation). 

1 7 .  etherlands. GelderIand. Epe.  Mus. Leiden. Personal hoard (PI. V I l Ia ;  fig. 1 7) .  Pal
stave Type IA3a;  siclde with two knobs ;  ftanged stopridge axe. 

1 8 . Netherlands. Drenthe. Bargeroosterve/d. lVlus. Assen. Probable votive hoard. Two pal
staves Curwen's Type C; orthwest German Nierenringe; small single-edged knife ;  
fragments o f  spiral armring ? Butler, 1 959,  1 39 ff., fig. 6 ;  1 960, 2°7 ff., 226, fig. 9 ;  1 96 1 ,  
1 05 ff. , fig. 49 ; also pp.  1 23-4. (Fig. 1 8) .  

19 .  Kr. Grafschaft Hoya. Barrien-BiilteJl. Palstave Curwen's Type C, knife with double 
T handle. Nowothnig, 1 962a. 

AddendlIm : A Type I I  palstave, with conicai midrib and loop, comes from NIarmstolf, 
Kr. Harburg (Lower Elbe opposite Hamburg) and is in Hamburg Museum; it is included 
on Map IV below. 



CHAPTER IV 

SOCKETED AXES 

(Lists, pp.  79-8 1 ,  85 ,  87, 94 ; PI .  X-XII ;  fig. 1 9-26 ; Maps V, VI) 

A .  EARL Y A N D  M I DDLE BRONZE A G E  TYPES 

Until recently, the socketed axe was held to be characteristic entirely of the Late 
Bronze Age in the British Isles, and to speak of a trade in socketed axes in the 
Early and Middle Bronze Age would have been considered nonsense. It is now 
possibie to bring at least one socketed axe - be it only an isolated example - into 
the pattern of British-North European Early Bronze Age trade, and to place at 
least one type of socketed axe into that of the M iddle Bronze Age. 

I .  The Wangford axe 

The earliest socketed axe known in Britain is a small specimen (c. 9 . 5  cm) from 
"'angford neal' Lakenheath, Cambs. ,  published by Lady Briscoe (Antiquaries Jour
ual, XXXIV, 1 954, 77, PI. XVI Ia, fig. I ) . This axe, unique in the British Isles, has 
a blade in the form of a flanged axe, surmounted by a socket bearing ribs inimita
tion of a cord shaft-binding. It has only one very dose parallel, a well-known spe
cimen from Kutten , Saalkreis (most recent publication , Von Brunn, 1 959, 6 1 ,  Taj. 

57 :  2 ,  with further refs. ; also Billig, 1 957, 294-5, 3°5-6, Abb. 5 ;  better known 
under the erroneous find-spot Cothen Ol' Kathen). In both these specimens, the 
type of flanged axe represented is the ' Saxon' type, so that it  is reasonable to as
sume that they were made in the Central German area. The Kutten specimen was 
apparently associated with a halberd blade, which though not itself metal-hilted, is 
of the evolved form which is often found with metal hilt . A related object from 
Prettmin in Pomerania (most recently Kersten, 1 958,  Tal 88, no. 799, with fur
ther references) actually combines a flanged, socketed axe similar in principle to 
the Kutten and vVangford ones with a metal shaft dosely resembling the metal 
halberd-shafts. This find from Prettmin serves to confirm the Early Bronze Age 
date of the Kutten and Wangford axes. The vVangford axe accordingly represents 
an Early Bronze Age import to Britain from the Saxo-Thuringian or North Ger
man area . 
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2 .  Socketed axes Of Taulltoll-Hade1llanchen type 

(List pp. 79-8 1 ;  Map V) 

An important connection between the British Isles and Jorth Germany is pro
vided by a distinctive type of socketed axe, which Sprockhoff ( 194 1 ,  1 1 2 :  distribu
tion map Abb. 86) has distinguished as the Hademarschen type in North Germany. 
Socketed axes of this type are long and narrow, almost chisel-like in form, with a 
rectangular cross-section.  A characteristic feature is the single flat moulding sur
rounding the socket-mouth. The sideloop, springing from the base of the socket
mouth moulding, is usually rat her small. 

The socketed axes of Hademarschen type are rightly distinguished by Sprock
hoff from those of 'Breton' form, which have a more elaborate socket-mouth 
moulding and different proportions. 

The Hademarschen-type socketed axes have a curiously l imited distribution in 
Northeast Germany, from the region of the Oder mouth to the Havel-Elbe junc
tion . The example from a grave at Hademarschen, Kr. Rendsburg in West Hol
stein, which gives the type its name, is a westerly outlier of the German group. 

Most are stray finds, but the type occurs in two finds dated to Montelius I I I :  
the Hademat'schen grave (PI .  Xb) (Sprockhoff, 194 1 ,  Taj. 59), which contains a 
sword-pommel of Montelius I I  type and according to Prof. Kersten ought to be 
early i n  Period I I I ,  and the hoard from Farbezin (fig. 1 9 :  7, 8) (Ibid. , Tal 60; Ker
sten, 1 958, TaJ. 75 : 7 1 1 ) . Later examples are i n a Montelius IV hoard from Menzlin, 
and in  the large founders' hoard from Vietkow, Kr. Stolp, which contains Mon
telius V and Hallstatt B objects. The main occurrence of the type, Sprockhoff sug
gests, should fall within Montelius I I I-IV;  the fact that they have been found in 
only one of the very numerous hoards of Period V argues that they had gone out 
of use by that period. He regards the Hademarschen axes as the prototypes for 
the more developed socketed axes with rectangular section, more bulging socket
mouth moulding, and \vart' ornament on the face ; this type appears in Northeast 
Germany in Montelius V hoards such as PIestIin, Kr. Demmin (Ibid. ,  Taj. 44: 2, 3 )  

but i s  of  course common in  Britain and orthwest France (see below, p.  82 ff. , 
under ' Southeastern' type) . 

The origin of the Hademarschen type provided a puzzle for Sprockhoff, who 
pointed out that the rectangular-sectioned socketed axe is not normal to the North
crn M iddle Bronze Age, and suggested that one would naturally look to the West 
for prototypes. But the Breton and other Western socketed axes are not only typo
logically distinct, but too late in origin for the Montelius I I I  Hademarschen and 
Farbezin deposits. He therefore suggested with reserve the possibility of their 
independent origin within their limited area of distribution in North Germany, 
through the application of the core-casting technique to a form derived from plain-
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Fig. 1 9 . Socketed axes of Hademarschen type from Pomerania, 1 Sehlen, Kr. RUgen ;  
2 Barth-Bresewitz, Kr .  Franzburg; 3 Alt-Sanitz, Kr .  Anklam ; 4 Althagen, Kr. UckermLlI1de ; 
5 Daber, Kr. Randow; 6 Beyersdorf, Kr. Pyritz ; 7, 8 from hoard, Farbezin, Kr. Naugard ; 

9 GU lzow, Kr. Kammin. I : 3 .  Af ter Kersten. 

faced palstaves (cf. his Abb. 84). At that time he knew of no Western dose parallels 
to the Hademat schen axes. 

Ve ry similat socketed axes do however occur in the British Isles (List below; 
Map V). Reference to the Index of Bronzes shows some fourteen examples in  
England, a l l  in  the south, extending from East Anglia and the Thames valley to 

Somerset and Gloucestershire ; the main weight appears to be eastern. The British 
examples were mapped by Hodges ( 1 956 ,  fig. 2) . The only example with associa
tions in England is in  the Taunton U nion vvorkhouse hoard (PI. Xa) in Somerset ; 
we therefore suggest the name 'Taunton type' (which will per haps be easier to 
pronounce than 'schlichtes Vierecl?tiillellbeil' ! )  for the British series. Despite some 
minor variation in proportions and in the form of the cutting edge, the Taunton 
type and the Hademarschen type are essentially the same, 
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Fragments of a stone mould found in Layer 3 of the settlement site of Gwithian 
in Cormvall have been claimed (Megaw, Thomas and Wai les, 1 9 6 1 )  as being for a 
socketed axe of this type. While the mould fragments are insufficient to establish 
the form of the axe with certainty, it is evidently for a rectangular-sectioned spe
cimen, and the date of the layer is independently fixed by the occurrence of two 
bronze pins attributable to the Taunton-Barton Bendish phase. 

Aside from the English specimens, there are two stray finds from Scotland (near 
Annan, Dumfries . ,  which is indistinguishable from some of the North German 
axes, and Kingoldrum, Forfars. ,  which is very similar to the Taunton axe) . Closely 
related socketed axes also appear in I reland. One from the hoat'd from Bishopsland, 
Co. Kildare, is similar in form to the Taunton axe, but its socket-mouth moulding 
is decorated with l ines of imitated cord, a feature found frequently on Irish bronze
work, suggesting that the axe was locally cast. A sidde with elongated knob in the 
Bishopsland hoard (Fox's Type IIB)  also points to dose conneetions between this 
hoard and the Somerset bronze industry of our Taunton-Barton Bendish phase. 
Stray finds of Taunton type socketed axes in Ireland inc1ude one from County Cork 
and one without exaet provenanee. A few other Irish soeketed axes whieh differ in 
proportions from the Taunton type, but agree in having the rectangular eross
section and the eharacteristie flat moulding, may be regarded as related ; one may 
distinguish a short variety (e.g. J ewtown Crommelin, Co.  Antrim) and a broad 
variety (e.g. Ballina, Co. Mayo ; N. Benvic1( in Seotland). 

Perhaps also to be regarded as a variant af the Taunton type is the slender ree
tangular-sectioned axe with three more or less equal-sized ribs at the socket-mouth; 
these mouldings distinguishing it  from the Hademarsehen-Taunton type proper, 
vvhich has a single, flattish moulding. The treble-moulded variety is not mentioned 
or il lustrated by Sproekhoff, though rare examples ean be found in the literature 
i.e. the loopless specimen from Horst, Kr. Pyritz (Kersten, 1 958,  Taf. 65 : 638) .  
vVe are not here concerned with axes of purely Nordic form which have treble 
mouldings, i.e. lVlontelius, JlIlillllen 992-3 , except to note that they do occur aiready 
in Montelills I I I .  From Holterberg, Overijssel in the Jetherlands COInes a socketed 
axe with a body form strikingly like the Taunton specimen, but with a tre ble 
socket-mouth mOll lding (fig. 20; information from Professor P . J .  R .  Modderman ;  

found with another axe said by  the finder to  be  of the same type, but vvhich has 
been lost) .  In Britain, there is the treblemolllded axe from the Leopold Street, 
Oxford hoard (IlIvelltaria G.B .  5 :  I I ) which must be related to these, although it  is 
an atypically large specimen. 

The British dating of the Taunton-type socketed axes follmvs from their pres
ence in the Taunton and Bishopsland hoards, the Gwithian mouid, and the appa
rent absence of the type from Late Bronze Age hoards of the Nettleham-IiVilburton 
and carps-tongue groups. Since the Taunton-Barton Bendish industry is on the 
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whole earlier than the Nettleham-Wilburton phase, (cf. below, 223 ff.) then the 
Taunton type represents the earliest recognized type of socketed axe in Britain. 
I ts rarity as compared with the standardized types of socketed axes in  the normal 
British Late Bronze Age hoards, and its priority over these types in the North 
German finds, support this assumption . I ts distribution in Britain covers the same 
area as that of twisted neckrings, but the neckrings have their main weight in the 
south\ovest and the axes their heaviest concentration in the southeast. I t  seems very 
probable that the Taunton-type socketed axes came to Britain in the same move-

-o) 
-o 

Fig. zoo Socketeel axe from Holterberg, O verijssel. I : z .  

ment which brought the twisted neckrings and other Northern products. The axe 
from Hademarschen forms a geographical link be-tween the East German and Bri
tish series, and points to the Elbe Mouth region as the route of contact. The Dum
fries example could be a direct importation to Scotland from North Germany ;  the 
type appears to have been introduced to I reland from Somerset, on the evidence 
of the Bishopsland hoard ; but the possibility of an independent route from North 
Germany across Scotland to Ireland (suggested also by the Glentrool-type pins) 
cannot be altogether dismissed 

A 'waisted' socketeel axe from the NettIeham hoarel has a socketmouth moulding of 
the flat type which occurs on the Taunton-type axes, anel may well have been influenceel 
by these ; the NettIeham axe would then be a hybrid between the waisteel axe of the type 
which occurs at Larnaud (J ura) and the Taunton axes. One Taunton-type axe, from Betch
worth, Surrey, has "vart' ornament on its face, provieling a link with the more e1eveloped 
type previously mentioneel, the 'Southeastern' type (see below, pp. 8z ff.) .  
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LIST OF SOCKETED AXES. O F  TAUNTON-HADEMARSCHEN TYPE 

(ef. Map VI) 

Call1bridgeshire 
I .  Call1bridge. Camb. IVIus. lOA cm. 
z .  Soham. \i\'isbech lVIus. IO. I cm. 
3. Qu)'. Camb. lVIus. 1 1 . 3  cm. 

England 
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4. Barrington. Camb. Mus. I 1 . 3 cm. Double V dec. on face, groove on collar. Evans, ABI 
fig. 148.  

Suffolh 
5 .  Jl,IJildenha/l. formerly St. Albans Mus. 1 0.9  cm. 
6 .  Sudbury (River Colne). 1 1 .5 cm. 

H ertfordshire 
7 .  HitchilI . Ashmol. Mus. 1 9Z7/Z636.  l Z . 5  cm. 

Surrey 
8 .  Tlwmes Ditton, the Thames nr. BJl,IJ. 67. 1 Z-1 3 . 1 6 . 1 0.9  cm. 
9. Betchworth. Broome Park . Pvt. coll .  two warts on face below collar. Surrey Arch. Coll. 

XLIX, 1 0Z,  pI .  X I I .  Loop broken off. 

TtVdtshire 
I O. Little Langford. Pvt. coll .  I 1 . 3 cm. 'Palstave found at same place is not stated to have 

been found in direct association . '  ( Index). 
I ! . Salisbur)' Plaill. formerly St. Albans Mus. lz .6  cm. 

Glol/cesler 
I z. TtVeston-sub-Edge. Pvt. coll. 9 .7  cm. 

Somerset 
1 3 .  Tauntoll. Union \;Vorkhouse. Hom·d. Taunton Cas. lVIus. l z .6 cm (PI. Xa) . 
14 .  From llie Thallles (County unknown) Camb. lVIus. 48. 3Z3 B .  

Scotland 

I S .  FO/jarshire. Killgoldnml. Edingburgh lVIus. l Z  cm. Anderson, Scotlalld in Pagall Times 
(Bronze Age), zoo fig. z 17 .  

1 6 . DUll(friesshire. Neal' Annali. Edinburgh Mus. DE 80 .  8 .z  cm.  Coles, 1 959/60, fig. z8 : 7.  

Irela Ild 

1 7 .  Co. Kildare. Bishopsland. Hoard. Dublin Mus. 1 944/1 48 .  1 Z . Z  cm. Lines of imitated cord 
decoration on collar. PPS X I I, 1 946, PI. X I I  I .  

1 8 . Co. Cor!? No precise locality. Belfast Mus. 8 .7  cm. 
1 9 .  No locality. Dublin Mus. 1 906/z09. No loop. 

German)' (partial list) 

ZO. Kl'. Rendsbllrg. Hade7llarschell. Grave (M I I I) (PI. Xb) . 
Sprockhoff Taj. 59.  Kieler Festschrift, 55 ,  Abb. 5 .  
With sword, gold bracelet with spiral terminals, um, miniature um, fibula. Has nar
rower collar than others of this class; the faces are slightly convex. 
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2 1 .  Kr. Naugard. Farbezin. Hoard (M I I I) (fig. 1 9 :  7, 8 ) .  Sprockhoff Taj. 60 (illus. in part) ;  
Kersten, 1 95 8 ,  Taj. 75 : 7 I I .  Sprockhoff, Hortfunde iVI  IV, 30 (where erroneously listed 
as Isinger, Kr. Pyritz). 
2 examples i l lustrated (L. 12 .9  and 1 2 . I cm). ';Yith spearhead, ribbed bracelets, Rat 
bracelets with inciseel dec. ,  spiral armring, etc. 

22. Kr. Greljswald. NIel/z/in . Hom'd (M IV) .  Sprockhoff, Taj. 6 1 .  Sprockhoff, Hortfunde 
iVI IV, 30. ';Yith fibula, 2 penannular bracelets. 

23 .  Kr. Ral/dow. DabeI'. (fig. 1 9 :  5 ) .  Mus. Stettin (Stray find). Sprockhoff, Hortfunde M I V, 
Taj. 5 :  20 ; Kersten, 1 958 ,  Taj. 44: 46 1 .  L. 1 3 . 8  cm. 

24. Kr. P.yritz. Beyersdo/j. (Stray) (fig. 1 9 :  6) .  Dorka, Vorg. des Weizackerkreises Pyritz, Taj. 
34;  Kersten, 1 958 ,  Taj. 64: 624. L. 1 3 .8 cm. 

25 .  Kr. Osthave/land. KreI/lil/en. Sprockhoff Tal 3 9 :  6 .  

26 .  Vicinity of Neubrandenburg. Sprockhoff Taj. 3 9 :  3 .  

27. Kr. Stolp. Vietlww. Hom'd (Founders) M V .  Sprockhoff Taj. 47 : J 3 .  

28. Kl'. Riigen. Sehle/1 . (fig. J 9 :  J ) .  Kersten, J 9S8,  Taj. I O :  1 J 6 .  L. 9. 1 cm. 
29. Kr. Fral1zbul'g. Barth-Bresewitz. (fig. 1 9 :  2) .  Kersten, 1 958,  Taj. 1 8 :  229. L. 8 . 3  cm. 
30. Kr. Ank/a1l/. Alt-Sanitz. (fig. 1 9 :  3). Kersten, 1 958 ,  Taj. 3 6 :  379. 

3 1 .  Kr. Uchenl/iinde. Althage/1 . (fig. 1 9 :  4). Kersten, 1 958 ,  Taj. 4 1 : 4 1 6 .  L. 9.5  cm. 
32. Kr. Km1l1l/in. Giilzow. (fig. 1 9 :  9) .  Kersten, 1 95 8, Taj. 76: 726. 

Varialll willi treble sochet-ll/outh '/IIoulding (GenI/any, tlie lVetlierlands) 

3 3 .  Kr. Pyritz. Horst. Kersten, 1 958,  Taj. 65 : 638 (ulllooped). 
34. Overijssel, Holterberg. Present work, fig. 20. 

DERIVATIVES OF THE TAUNTON-HADElVIARSCHEN TYPE IN THE BRITISH ISLES 

(Note : No systematic search has been made for these ; the list coulel probably be ex
teneled.) 

Broad (ype 

Scotlanel . 

r .  N. Benviclc Law. iVIus . Edinburgh, DE 9 1 .  

I reland . 

2. Co. Mayo, Ballina. Mus. Cambridge (Banks Col! . ) .  
3 .  Co. Down, Rossconor, D/'IIII/ballyrol/ey, lViVJD. 54 :  1 9 1 6 . 

Unlocalized in NiVI Dublin : 

4. ,;y 556 .  Dawson col! .  
5. ,."" 5 57 · Dawson coll .  slightly cOIl\'ex face. 
6. 1 897/79 frag. (collar missing). Ruthwell Col l . ,  Kells (Prob. local find). 

Sliort type 

Ireland. 

7.  Co. iVIayo, CarrowlI/acalltire. NNJD. 
8. Co. Antrim, lVewlown Cro11lI/w!in . 
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England. 

9 .  Hertfordshire. Perooll, Hilly fields. St. Albans City Museum. 

T1'eble-lIloulded type 

England. O.\ford, Leopold Street (hom'd). IlIvelltaria G . B .  5 :  I I .  

B .  SOCKETED AXES : LATE BRONZE AGE TYPES 

Above, we discussed the socketed <lxes af the Taunton type, which are the British 
counterparts af Sprockhoff's Hademarschen type, and which appear to have reach
ed Britain from the region between the upper Elbe and the Upper Oder at a time 
preceding the emergence af full Late Bronze Age industries. More developed types 
af socketed axes must now be considered. These afford extensive evidence for trade 
connections between the British Isles and Northern Europe in the Late Bronze 
Age. The most intimate connections are between South England and the Nether
Iands and Northwest Germany, but there is also evidence for same trade in  
socketed axes reaching from Britain (and Northwest France) to  Scandinavia, 
East Germany and even Poland, and for Nothern trade and influences reaching 
I reland. 

The evidence dees not, however, suggest a massive export trade in either direc
tion . Identifiable exports are comparatively rare. 

The Late Bronze Age axe-makers in each region had their favourite local forms, 
but aften borrowe.d features af form, and even more af ornamentation, from the 
axes produced by their neighbours. This makes it very difficult to evolve criteria 
for distinguishing imports from local produets. Details af decoration are easiest to 
take hold af for purposes af analysis, but distribution maps ar lists complied an the 
basis af ornamentation alone are lia ble to provide a completely misleading pieture. 

Details af form are an the whole more reliable. But a systematic formal classifica
tion cannot her e be attempted, and we may mention here, as an example, only ane 
criterion which appears to be useful for distinguishing British ar vVestern Euro
pean axes those af the North European provinces, and which serves a purpose for 
several af the types to be discussed below. It is noticeable that British and 'iVestern 
smiths were very fond af providing socketed axes with a double moulding around 
the socket-mouth ; the upper moulding being comparatively large and bulging, the 
lower moulding being smaller (very aften it  is a thi n rib) ;  and placing the side-loop 
so that its top begins at the lower moulding (as A .B . l .  fig. 1 1 6) . This arrangement 
is found very aften an axes af our ' Southeastern ' type, on the Yorkshire type, an 
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the square-mouthed ' Breton type' 1, on the small Breton votive axes, and on other 
British, French and even Iberian socketed axe types. It occurs very rarely in 
Northern Europe, and then only on axes of body-form which one might other
wise suppose are of Western origin .  Single and treble mouldings, and high loop 
placement, were, of course, used by Western smiths too, though less commonly 
(we think of the vVelsh type, vvhere single moulding and high loop are characteri
stic, and some other types) but we kno w of no certain example of the 'western' 
double mouldinK on a socketed axe of othenvise purely North European form . 

Socketed axes i n  North Germany and their relation to Brita in and Northwest 
France have been discussed in considerable detail by Sprockhoff ( 1 94 1 ,  84 ff. ; 
1 95 6, I ,  87 ff. ) .  vVe have therefore taken Sprockhoff's presentation as a starting
point, supplementing his lists with some further examples from the Netherlands 
and Scandinavia. Unfortunately we were unable to make a full study of the British 
and Irish comparative materia!. 

The interpretations here offered, to the extent they differ from Sprockhoff's, are 
hypotheses which will be confirmed or rejected when the full distribution and 
associations of the types concerned are known. 

r .  The 'Southeastem' Type 

As ane of the Leit/ormell des ElIls- Weser K" eises during the Late Bronze Age, 
Sprockhoff ( 1 94I , Taj. 3 8 :  9) i llustrated a slender, rectangular-sectioned socketed 
axe, with the double moulding and low loop placement aiready mentioned above. 
Its face is ornamented with a pellet immediately belm·v the lower moulding, and 
with ' imitation wings' forrned by ribbing. 

Tackenberg ( 1 95 I ) has aiready suggested that thi s socketed axe-type is not nieder

sachsisch but British, and it is unlikely that anyone in Britain would disagree with 
him. Sprockhoff has distinguished between socketed axes with plastic wings (Lap

pemn1lster) and those with the wings imitated by ribbing (Rippe1l11l1lster), and has 
mapped them for us (Ibid. , Abb. 95) .  The ribbed-wing type is ve ry common in 
Southeast England and in Belgium ;  Breuil ( 1 905 ,  fig. 7) illustrates some examples 
from the Somme area not shawn o n  Sprockhoff's map ; but there are only three 
exapmles in Northwest Germany. Of the German examples, two are illustrated by 
Sprockhoff; one of them, the example from Klint bei Hechthausen, Kr. Land 
Hadein, aiready referred to, is British in form; the other, from Augustenfeld, Amt 
Cloppenburg (Sprockhoff, 1 94 1 ,  Taj. 38 :  1 2) is clearly not a British piece nor is 

l For the distribution of these, see Dunning, Ulster Journal of Aj'eli. XXI I , 1 959 ,  5 3  ff. 
Very few were anciently traded to the North European area; but many examples are found 
in  North European museums, thanks to the modern trade in antiquities. 
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Fig. Z I .  Socketed axe, Bargeroosterveld, 
Drenthe. Stray find. I : z .  Oudheidkamer 
Emmen. 
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the Dutch example from the Schoonebeek hoard (Ibid. , Taj. 54). The Lappelllll1tster 

axes, on the other hand, imply contact between Jorthwest Germany and North
west France 1 ;  the Lappeu1Jlllster is very rare in Britain. It is striking that all the 
Jorthwest French Lappell1Jluster axes illustrated by Breuil ( 1 9°5 , Fig. 7: 72, 73 ,  

77, 78, 79, 8 1 )  have the low loop-placement described above as 'vVestern' ,  while all 
the German examples illustrated by Sprockhoff ( 1 941 ,  Abb. 77 : 7; Taf. 3 8 :  1 3 ,  

4 1 : 4 ,  42 : 1-3 , 7, I I , 43 : 1 , 45 : 2 ,  3 ,  6 ,  8-I I ,  47 : 2-6, IO,  I I ) have the ' Continental' 
high loop placement. 

1 \;I,'hich way the inAuence ran is problematical. Sprockhoff, having successfully demon
strated by distribution map that the socketed axes with Lappen and those with Rippell have 
a virtuaIly exclusive distribution, then ignored the implication of this finding, linked the 
imitation-winged axes to Deverel-Rimbury pottery, and used these to postulate an invasion 
of So uth England from lViedel'sachsen ( 1 94 1 ,  1 I 5-Z3).  As far as the axes are concerned, it 
must be emphasized that the Lappen and Rippen axes are not the same form of axe with a 
minor difference in ornamentation ; essentiaIly they are two quite distinct forms, though 
occasionally one finds Lappen Oll. Southeastern-form axes and Rippen Oll. the Jorthwest 
German-Northwest French form. The ultimate origin of these types requires more detailed 
study; despite Sprockhoff's contrary opinion, we think i t  probable that both types will 
prove to be Western Ol' Northwestern variants of types originating in Central Europe. 
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Imitation wings are common on socketed axes in Hungary as well as in North
west Germany, Northwest France and Britain, and it is probable that the fashion 
for imitation wings started in the East rather than in the North or \Vest. In any 
event, thi s type of ornamentation, imitating the real wings of Central European 
winged axes, occurs on socketed axes of a variety of forms, and the form of the 

axe will really tell us more about its probable provenance than the decoration. In  
Britain, ribbed wings are normally found on socketed axes of  the form of  the Klint 
bei Hechthausen axe ; usuqlly with the double moulding, low loop, slender, slightly 
tapering form, and rectangular section with slightly rounded edges. The form, 
with the ribbed decoration or other forms of plastic ornament, 01' plain, is perhaps 
the most common form of socketed axe in Southeast England, and occurs in many 
hoards in this area ; i t  may for convenience be referred to here as the ' Southeastern' 
type ; though it  occurs also, of course, in Northwest France, in the hoards from 
Plainseau, Marlers and St. Roch (Breuil, I 0S ,  figs. 6, 7, nos. 59, 60, 69, 75-6, 80, 
82, 85-6, 9 1 ) , and in Belgium (e.g. Marien, 1 952,  fig. 200 : 2, 4, from Turnhout 
and Hoogstraten ; fig. 2 I I :  4, from Jemmeppe-sur-Sambre) .  The decoration may 
consist of ribbed wings, one Ol' more pellets, one or more vertical ribs, an X, 01' 
combinations of these motifs. These decorated varieties and the plain examples 
may all occur together in hoards. 

Although the winged examples are commonly accepted as being contemporary 
with the carps-tongue complex, the form itself may well be somewhat em'lier in 
origin .  Plain examples occur in the Wilburton hoard (Fox, 1 923, PI.  X: 3) which 

is considered to belong to LB I , though late within this phase . 

Q® 
-o 

Fig. 22. Socketed axe, Breda, North Brabant. I : 2 .  iV lus .  Breda. 
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LIST OF FINDS I N  NORTHERN EUROPE OF SOUTHEASTERN SOCKETED AXES 

(ef. Map VI) 

De/l1/1ark 

J .  Lovskal (lVIiddelsom H. ,  Viborg A . ) ;  two examples (one plain, one with single vertical 
rib) in hoard (PI. X I I Ib), Montelius I V  (Broholm, DB I I I , N. 84). Mus. Viborg. 

z.  Asselldrllp. Zealand. Pellet. 
3. No e.met provellallce. lVlus. Odense ; unpublished. 

Szuedell 

4. S/Iålle. No exaet provellO/lce. lVIultiple vertical ribs. NIillllell 1 056.  

GerlIlaII)' alld Polalld 

5 .  Klint 1/.1'. Heehthallsell, Kr. Land HadeIn. 
Pellet, ribbed wings. Sprockhoff, 1 94 1 ,  Taf. 3 8 :  9. 

6. Hesepe, Kr. Bersenbrliclc Plain. Sprockhoff, 1 94 1 ,  Taf. 3 9 :  4. 

7 .  Plestlill, Kr. Demmin, Sprockhoff, 1 94 1 ,  Taf. 4z: IO (X pattern), Taf. 44: z, 3 (pellet). 
(The ribbed-wing socketed axes Taf. 43 : 3 and 44 : I and 46: 3, plain, resemble the 
Southeastern form but have a single moulding ; Taf. 4Z: 8,  with doubled ribbed wings, 
double moulding but the loop springing from the upper moulding, and a prominent 
arch-shaped facial facet, is a fine example of a hybrid). Hoard, lVIontelius V .  

8 .  Telllpelbllrg, Kr.  Dal1Ziger Hohe. Plain ;  faulty casting. La Baume, 1 930/ 1 ,  Abb. z6 .  

Hoard, Montelius V. 

NetherlaIlds 

9. HeppeIler JVIaaseyeh, Limburg. * PI. X I I :  5 .  Butler, 1 96 1 ,  PI.  XVI I I :  5 .  Plain. Felix Z47, 

Abb. 1 9 1 .  Mus. Leiden, l .  1 906, I I I  3 5 .  

I O .  HeppeIler Nlaaseyek, Limburg. * Pellet. PI. X I I :  4. Butler, 1 96 1 ,  PI. XVI I I :  4- Felix zoo, 

Abb. 1 93 .  Mus. Leiden, l. 1 906, I I I  3z .  

I I .  f,Veert, Limburg. Plain. Felix 448, Abb.  1 9Z.  Mus.  Maastricht. 
l Z .  Posterholt, Limburg. lVIus. lVlaastricht, z43 .  

1 3 .  Stiphollt, North Brabant. Pellet, ribbed wings. Felix 387, Abb. z09. Hom'd ; with sock
eted gouge and two lost socketed axes, type unlmown.  lVIus. 's-Hertogenbosch. 

14 .  Breda, North Brabant. Pellet, ribbed wings. lVlus. Breda, 43Z. 

I S .  Nijlllegen (vicinity of). Mus. Arnhem, GAS 1 958 .9 .30  (ex coll Van Olst).  Ribbed wings, 
pellet. 

1 6 .  Nijlllegell (from the vVaal). Pellet on one face, small v on the other. Mus. Beek, I Ib8.  
17 .  Rtj'sbergell, Nonh Brabant. Mus. Leiden. Ribbed wings. 
1 8 .  Hehllolld, North Brabant. lVIus. Leiden.  Ribbed wings, z pellets. PI. X I I :  l .  Butler, 

1 9 6 1 ,  PI. XVI I I :  J .  
1 9 . Elzell, Overijssel. Pellet. lVIus. Zwolle. 
zo. B01'geroosterveld, Drenthe. Fig. z ! .  Butler, 1 960, fig. 54. 
Z l . E.\:aet p'rovellallce 1Illknown. lVIus. Tilburg. Multiple vertieal ribs. Felix Abb. 1 98.  

zz.  E.vaet provellance 1II1kIlOWII, but probably i n  the Nijmegen area. Plain.  lV1us. Nijmegen, 
GNAC IO (ex Guyot coll). Butler, 1 960, PI. XVI I I :  3 .  

z 3 .  Exaet provellallce 'lIllkllown. Ribbed wings. Mus. Nijmegen, XXX. d .  53 (okl no. 1 4) ,  ex 
Kam. eoll. Butler, 1 96 1 ,  PI. XVI I I :  z . 

* . B .  Jo. 9 and IO are inventorized in RMO as Duteh finds ; but a Heppenert nr. 
!J:aaseyck appears on maps on the Belgian side of the lV1aas. 

Palaeohistoria Vol. IX: Butler. 7 
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The examples from the Netherlands are mainly in the southern provinces of that 

country, and form a continuum with the North French and Belgian area. The 
Bargeroosterveld, Elzen, Klint and Hesepe examples are, however, clearly outside 

the normal limits of distribution of the type, and represent trade contacts with our 
Hunze-Ems province and Sprockhoff 's Niedersachsen . Beyond this, there is a thin 
radiation to East Germany and Poland, Denmark and South Sweden. The dating 
evidence is provided by the Løvskai hoard, assigned by Broholm to Montelius IV, 

and the Plestlin and Tempelburg hoards of Montelius V. The Løvskai hoard con
tains two unmistakable Southeastern socketed axes (both broken), a socketed axe 
of a type also represented in the North German Montelius V hoard from PIestIin, 
fragments of winged axes, a bracelet of a Montelius IV type, and a plain spearhead. 
The Plestlin founders' hoat·d is a good representative of the Montelius V -Hallstatt 
B horizon in North Germany, and contains a remarkable mixture of Western, 
Northwest German, East German and West Alpine products (Sprockhoff, 1 94 1 ,  esp. 
90 ff. ; the somewhat similar founders' hoard from Vietkovv, Kr. Stolp, contains a 
similar ' international' mixture, and includes a socketed axe with ribbed wings and 
single moulding like those in the Plestlin hoard ; Sprockhoff, 1 94 1 ,  Taj. 47-5 1 ) . 
Southeastern socketed axes are also Imown in Central European hoards of Hall
statt B ,  such as Hochstadt, Kr. Hanau (Muller-Karpe, 1 948, Taj. 34: 4) ; Eibingen, 
Rheingaukr. (Behrens, 1 9 1 6, 42, Abb. I I :  5 ) ;  perhaps even Tamachov, Bohemia 
(Richly, 1 894, Tab.  XXXIX :  1 -4) .  It therefore appears that the main period of 
export of the Southeastern socketed axes was HaB-M V, with the L0vskal exam
ples apparently somewhat earlier. 

2. The Narrow Faceted Octagonal-sectioned Type 

A type of socl,eted axe common to the British Isles and Northem Europe was 
discussed brieRy by Sprockhoff under the heading of ' faceted socketed axes' .  
British examples o f  the type have never been fully listed or mapped ; Piggott 
( 1 952/3 , 1 77), discussing an example in the Horsehope hoard, suggests that their 
distribution is mainly eastern. Hodges ( 1 956 , 29-30) says they are common in Ire
land. He distinguishes a um-row form with octagonal sectio1l, common to Britain and 
Ireland, and a broader form with hexagonal secfion (his fig. I :  I ,  2) ; he regards the 
former as an early form in Ireland, and the latter as a later development. Here we 
al e concerned only with the narrow octagonal form. A bronze mould for the narrow 
octagonal form comes from the Quantock Hills, Somerset (BM LPA, fig. 1 2 :  5 ) ;  
i t  has parallels in  the Netherlands, a t  Havelte i n  Drenthe (PI .  XI I ;  Butler, 1 96 1 ,  
fig. I I ) (with 'Western European' socket-mouth mouldings) and i n  the Rhineland 
at Erkrath, Kr. Dusseldorf (l\1arien, 1 952,  fig. 205 ; with single socket-mouth 
moulding). For Northern Europe Sprockhoff ( 1 94 1 , 88-9, Abb. 7°-3, Taj. 40 : 2-4, 
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6, 8) lists 1 4  faceted axes, mostly in Northwest Germany; to which we ean add a 
few more, bringing the number to 2 1 .  

The prototype, according to Sprockhoff, i s  the transitional palstave-socketed axe 
from Ratibor in Silesia, to which is related the unique socketed axe from the Tha

mes at Wandsworth (Ibid. , Abb. 73) .  These are unfortunately undated. 
The J orth European list of faceted socketed axes can be subdivided (except for 

six examples of which we have seen neither the originals nor illustrations) according 
to their degree of resemblance to the British-Irish octagonal type . The type of 
socket-mouth moulding, the placement of the loop (if any; a few are unlooped) and 
variations in  the form of the body of the axe may be used for this sub-division . 

Oddly enough, the only Northern example with the funnel-shaped socket-mouth 
moulding, exactly of the form so common in Br itain and Ireland, comes from 
Gurki, Kr. Konitz, now in Poland (Reinerth, I I I ,  Abb. 1 89) ; it has the typical low 

loop-placement, and must surely be a British-Irish export. It was found in a 
Montelius V hoard. Examples with a vVestern double socket-mouth moulding, as 
defined above, are from Jijmegen, GelderIand (Felix 30 1 ,  Abb. 206) and Haten
boer, Limburg, both in the etherlands ; the former with a low loop, the latter 
unlooped. The Havelte mould (above, p. 86) is for an axe of this form, with low 
loop. 

A second group consists of examples similar in  body-form, but with a single 

moulding : 

I .  H1achtltlu, Gem. Dalen, Drenthe. lVIus. Assen (fig. 24) . 

2. Dreibergell am Zwischenahner i\1eer, Ldkr. Ammerlancl. Sprockhoff, 1 94 1 ,  Taj. 40 : 6 .  

3 .  Lobellhallsell, Kr. i\/Ielsungen. Ib id . ,  Abb. 7 2 :  I .  

4 .  Fjellerup, Fyn. Hoard, lVIontelius V I  (unlooped). 
S. (Boheloh, Kr. lVIeppen, Sprockhoff, 1 94 1 ,  Abb. 72 : 2 ,  lacks any moulding, but perhaps 

belongs with this group.) 

These have parallels in the British !sIes (e.g. South Downs, Sussex, Brighton Mus. : 
Glastonbury, Somerset, Taunton Mus. ; vVallingford, Berks . ,  Ashmolean Mus. ,  not 
from the Wallingford hoard ; Index of Bronzes). 

A third group is distinguished by ribs emphasizing the angles. An example from 
a grave at Court-Saint-Etienne (Brabant, Belgium; Invelltaria B.?g) is dated by 
Marien to Hallstatt D !  Not all examples need be so late ; an example in the Meld
reth hoard, Cambs. (Illvelltaria G.B .  1 3 ,  no. 3 2) belongs to LB 2. In Brittany, an 
example in the Menez-Tosta hoard occurs with, inter alia, carps-tongue types, a 
Thorndon knife, Welsh socketed axes, and a good central European HaB ' ribbed 
style' bracelet (Briard, 1 958,  PI. I I I  : I I ) . Sprockhoff i l lustrates ( 1 937, Taj. 5 :  1 7) an 
example from Land Stargard, and mentions as 'ein gellaues Gegellstiich' one from 
Lossa, Kr. Eckartsberga, and as 'eine Parallele im Typus' to it another from Sonders
hausen.  These Sprockhoff attributed i n  1 937  to Hungarian influence (Ibid., 30), 
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and assigned to Montelius IV; but on what ground is not clear. From the Index 

af BT07lZeS we have culled a number of further examples in  South and East Eng
land (Donhead, Wilts. ,  Blackmoor Mus. ; Oldbury Hill, Cherhill, Wilts . ,  Devizes 
lVlus . ;  Garsington, Oxon . ,  Reading Museum; Stoke Bruerne, Northants . ,  North
ants Central Mus. ; Swaffham, Norfolk ; neal' Norwich, Norfolk ; Scrooley, Lincs . ,  
Doncaster Museum ; 'Vicken, Cambs; and one uncertainly from Blandford, DOt·set) .  
Breuil ( 1 905 ,  fig. 7 :  92 )  i l lustrates an  example from the St .  Roch hoard. The Star
gard example, ,"vith 'vVestern' socket-mouth mouldings and loop-placement, is 
therefore to be claimed as a vVestern export, and presumably the unillustrated 
ones from Lossa and Sondershausen too. vVachtum (p. 87, no. I )  also belongs here. 

A fourth group, presumably of Northwest German manufacture, but of rather 
hybrid form, is represented by the two specimens from Adendorf, Kr. Luneburg 
and Freren, Kr. Lingen (Sprockhoff, 1 94 1 ,  Taj. 40 : 3, 8). Both have single socket
mouth mouldings. The Adendorf specimen has an arch-shaped facial moulding, a 
feature common on Dutch- JV\T German axes ; the Freren example has three small 
pellets on its face. Both have ' hatchet-shaped' blades ; a feature found on socketed 
axes of varying form over a wide area (East France and Narth Germany, Hundt, 
1 938,  1 07, Taj. 45A; Sweden, Montelius, MiUlleJl 1 1 70, 1 1 77-8, 1 1 82, Ireland 
Hodges, 1 957b, 67, fig. 2: 2; 1 956,  33, fig. I :  4)· 

Finally there is a small Scandinavian group af narrow faceted axes, which in 
socket-mouth mouldings and low loop placement appeal' to have been influenced 
by the British-I rish funnel-mouthed form, though they are atypical, and elaborat
ely ornamented. This group is represented by the examples from Endslev s . ,  
Praestø Amt, Zealand (DO IV 2 1 8) and St .  Olofs sn . ,  Albo Hd. , Scania (Milluen 

1 1 74 ; Mus. Lund, 1 2743) .  They are assigmed to Montelius V. 
On the basis of the Ratibar axe, which appears to derive from the faceted pal

staves which occur in  East Germany, Sprockhoff presumed that the faceted socket
ed axe family began in North Germany, and represents one of the rare instances 
of North German influence on the industries of vVestern Europe. In this he was 
no doubt right, though the Taunton-Hademarschen socketed axe story and other 
things render the phenomenon less isolated than it appeared in 1 94 I .  The varieties 
with single moulding would represent the normal German type, the varieties with 
double moulding ar funnel mouth the British-Irish derivatives. Hodges ( 1 956 , 29) 
suggests that the octagonal-sectioned socketed axes stand at the beginning of the 
lrish socketed axe development. The date of the type's introduction to the British 
Isles cannot be determined from the North German evidence, but it is clear that 
a reflex movement was bringing British-Irish socketed axes of the octagonal type 
back to Northern Europe, to the Baltic region, in Montelius V. In Scotland 
they occur in la te hoards (Adabrock, Childe, 1 946, PI. XII ,  I :  7; Horsehope, 
Piggott, 1952/3, fig. I :  I ) ; in Wales, with 'Welsh' socketed axes (Grimes, 1 95 1 ,  
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fig. 67-8) ;  in Southern England and Northern France, in carps-tongue hoat'ds (e.g. 

Grays Thurrock, Antiq. JOll1'1lal I I, 1 922, fig. 2). 
Continental varieties were still current in lVIontelius VI (Fjellerup) and Hallstatt 

times (Court-Saint-Etienne). The I rish hoat'ds containing faceted socketed axes 

cited by Hodges tell an ambiguous story : Bal/anlis, Co. Armagh 'with a small 
socket-Iooped spearhead typical of the Irish lVIiddle Bronze Age ' ;  CharlevilIe, Co. 
Offaly with a socketed sidde, a shield palstave which we should have thought 
quite early i n  the lVIiddle Bronze Age, and a socketed gouge, 'vvhich is lIsually con
sidered late ; Cmssua, Co. Roscommon, also with a gouge, and with a socketed knife 
of Thorndon type ; Kish, Co. Wicklow (Raftery, 1 95 1 ,  fig. 1 99) with another socket-

Fig. 23. Socketed axe from lVlonster, South Holland. I : 2 .  lVlus. the Hague. 

ed axe of a broader faceted type, a basal-Iooped spearhead, and a Thorndon knife. 
The Thorndon knives also have a parallel in a lVIontelius V hoard (see Chapter 
VI, p. I I S ). 

In  summary, the octagonal narrow faceted axe seems originally to have reached 
the British Isles from North Germany. The Wandsworth specimen is early but 
undated ; the variety with a single socketmouth moulding, being common to North 
Germany and Britain, seems to represent the basic type introduced into and copied 
in Britain at a date not cosely definable but presllmably in lVIontelius IV or early V. 

The double-moulding and funnel-mouthed varieties represent the British-Irish 
variants, which were traded back to the North, at least to the Netherlands and the 
Baltic region, i n  LB 2 - lVIontelius V; the type being imitated in South Scandinavia. 
A variant traded to North Germany from the ';Vest is represented by the type with 
ribs emphasising the angles, current in LB 2 and afterwards. 
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3 .  The Type with ElabOJ'ate Sochet-11louth 1I1ouldings 

Sprockhoff's type mit profiliertell Tiillemlltl1ld is also claimed by him as one of the 
typical fonns of his E1IIs- Weser Kreis. ( 1 94 1 ,  83 ff., Abb. 38 :  I O ; Tal 3 8 :  I O, 4 1 : 

3a, 42 : 5, et al. ; distribution map Abb. 67). Typical examples have a prominent 
upper socketmouth moulding, with a large loop springing from it ; and a collar 
below the upper moulding consisting of two fine ribs (often imitating cord), a wide 

moulding, and two more fine ribs. There are minor variations of this arrangement. 
The blade normally has a prominent arch-shaped facial facet .  Their main distribu
tion is in the Jorthern provinces of the Netherlands and in the adjacent Ems-land; 
with a thin scatter to North and East Germany (notably in the Plestlin and Vietkow 

Oø 

Fig. 24. Socketecl axe from V"achtulll, Drenthe. I : 2 .  iVIus . Assen. 

hom'ds aiready mentioned above) and to the west. They may perhaps all come from 
one workshop. Sprockhoff also noted that an I rish axe from Dungiven, Co.  Derry 
(Ibid. Abb. 68) had simpier but related mouldings. 

Even from Sprockhoff's map it appears that the socketed axes mit profilierten 

Tiillenlllund could better be described as a Hunze-Ems rather than an Ems-Weser 
group ;  with additions to the list given by Sprockhoff of fur ther finds from the 
Netherlands, Drenthe emerges as a main  centre (fig. 25 ; Butler, 1 960c, 1 9 6 1 b) .  

An example of the type, either an  actual import O l'  a close copy, occurs in  the 
British hoard from Birchingtoll , Kent (Worsfold, 1 943,  PI. XI : 3 ) .  

The derivative Ir ish axes with mouldings like the Dungiven specimen include 
examples from Cromaghs, Co. Antrim (hoard, with Class II razor, I rish sun
flower pin, socketed gouge, and objects of perishable materiais ; Coffey, 1 9 1 3 , fig. 
7 1 : 1-5 ,  fig. 72) ; the hoard from Ballinderry, Co. Westmeath (Sprockhoff, 1 956, 

Abb. 1 4 :  6-1 4, with socketed knife of Thorndon type, socketed chisel, tanged chi-
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sel, rings) ; neal' Belfast, Co. Antrim (with gold dress fasteners ; Ashmolean Mus. ) ;  
and i n  Scotland the Arthur's Seat, Edinburgh hom'd, with two swords (Wilson, 
1 863 , I, 3 5 1 ,  figs. 52-2, 60). Nine examples occur in southern Scotland, according 

to Coles ( 1 959/60, 44-5 , Map 9). 

The Hunze-Ems prototypes are date d to Hallstatt B-Montelius V by the Plestlin  
and VietkQ\,v hoards, The Birchington hoard belongs to  the carps-tongue phase ; 

Hawkes and Smith ( 1 957, 1 85) place it late in that phase, and towards 600, On 
this basis the B irchington axe was deposited a century or so later than the Plestl in 
and Vietkow hoards, which with their 'Vest Alpine Hallstatt B exports should not 
be later than c. 700. 

4, The H ojby Type and British Ribbed Soclwted Axes 

An axe from Højby is chosen by Broholm (DO IV 22) to illustrate one of the Scan

dinavian types of socketed axes characteristic of Montelius IV, The Højby type 
has a hexagonal cross-section, norma Ily straight parallel sides, a single socket
mouth moulding from which the loop descends, and multiple vertical ribs or 

gro oves on the face, the lower part of which consists of a p lain rectangular facet. 
The only actually imported example of this type of socketed axe known to have 

been found in the British Isles is the unfinished casting, in very battered condition, 
found in the late eighteenth century at the Carse Loch, Kickcudbrights, (Mus, 
Edinburgh, DE 5 ;  fig. 26; Coles, 1 959/60, fig+ 8), 

Hodges ( 1 956,  33) has called attention to two socketed axes in Ireland, which, 
though not Scandinavian in form, have vertical gro oves on their faces in the man

nel' of the Højby axes; these are from Kilrea, Co, Derry (his fig. I :  2) and Druma, 
Co, Down, This type of grooving is also found on ane of the axes in the hoard 
from Bourton-on-the-�Tater, Glos. (Dunning, 1 932,  283, fig. 3 :  3), with six other 
socketed axes, including the octagonal faceted type and ribbed axes. 

Contemplating the 'vVelsh' socketed axe in the same hoard (ibid" fig, 3 :  6), i t  
would not  be difficult to  imagine that a connection exists between the Welsh type 
(defined by Fox, 1 939, 390, 403-4, with list and further references) and the Højby 
type, The Welsh type is usually broader than the Højby type, although narrow 
examples also occur ;  and the Welsh type normally has the hexagonal section, single 
socket-mouth moulding and high loop, as well as the rather straight sides which 
characterizc. the Højby axes. The resemblances between the Welsh and Højby 
types therefore go much further than the resemblances between the Højby type 
and other British types of ribbed axes, such as the Yorkshire type, which always 
has a rectangular cross-section and the 'western' double socket-mouth moulding 
and low loop-placement. While the Yorkshire type 1S to be regarded as a develop
ment from the ribbed version of our Southeastern type, the Welsh type may per-
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haps take its inception from the Scandinavian prototypes attested in the hish Sea 
area directly by the Carse Loch specimen and indirectly by the facial grooving on 
British and hish axes cited above. 

Vertical rib bing has attracted attention as a feature connecting the British Isles 
and Northern Europe; Sprockhoff ( 1 94 1 ,  1 22,  Abb .  90) compat'ed or contrasted 
the Northern ribbed axes with the YOl'kshire type as sisters facing each other across 
the North Sea. Piggott ( 1 952/3 ,  1 77/8) pointed out that the distribution of York
shire axes was complementary to that of the vVelsh type and to ribbed socketed axe 
types in Scotland (Henderson, 1 937/8, 1 50 ff. ) and East Anglia (Clark, 1 94°, 52  ff. ; 
these include our Southeastern type and others, not to mention the ribbed pal
staves). Hodges ( 1 956,  fig. 6) has mapped an hish variety. Sprockhoff ( 1 949/50, 

Fig. 26.  Socketed axe, Carse Loch, 
Kirkcudbrights. ,  Scotland. I : 3 .  

National JVluseum, Edinburgh. 

o 

76 ff.) has illustrated a large number of ribbed Lausitz socketed axes. Ribbed sock
eted axes also occur commonly in Hungary and France. All this seems to tell us 
merely that the use of three Ol' more vertical ribs on socketed axes was a widespread 
European Late Bronze Age fashion. 

Similarly, rib-and-pellet ornamentation has been claimed to be characteristic of 
vVestern Europe ;  so we may mention finds of socketed axes with such decoration 
next . 

5 .  Socheted Axes with Rib aud Pellet Decoration 

The examples of socketed axes with rib-and-pellet decOl'ation from Northern Eu
rope liste d below are rather heterogeneous in form. Some are of the rectangular
sectioned form common in France, and probably only secondarily in Britain (Over
asse!t, Burge, Bergen, Heringsdorf). One is of narrow octagonal-sectioned form, 
with cylinder neck and bi con icai soclcet-mouth moulding (Monster, South Hol
land). 

The Bal specimen looks, from the very pOOl' drawing, as if it might be of the 
Welsh type. 
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The Bergen (Rugen) hoard is assigned to Montelius V ;  the other examples are 
stray finds. Their occurrence in the Netherlands, along the Baltic coast, and even 
on Gotland is noteworthy. 

It has, however, been recognised by Sprockhoff ( 1 956, 95-6) that the 32 axes with 
rib-and-pellet decoration found in Central and North Germany (his Karte I I ) 
comprise for the most part specimens of local manufacture. Our short list, therefore, 
i ncIudes only the specimens that appear to be actual ·Western exports : 

Netherlands 

r .  Overasselt, Gelderland. iVIllS. Leiden, 1 949/6. 1 .  
2 .  iV!onster, SOllth Holland. Mus. the Hague, H H  2-5 3  (fig. 23) .  

German')! 

3 .  HeringsdOlj, Usedom. Sprockhoff, 1 94 1 ,  Taj. 3 9 :  I ;  with another socketed axe of 
atypical form. 

4. Bergen allf Riigen. Sprockhoff, 1 94 1 ,  Taj. 5 3 :  IO .  Hoard, iVlontelius V. 

Szueden 

5 .  BlIrge, Levede sn. ,  Gotland. Hanson, 1 927, PI.  1 9 :  1 04. 
6 .  Bal, Gotland. Ibid., PI. 1 9 :  I 0S .  

6 .  The S1Ilall NOTdie JIIJolltehus V Type 

This is the type represented by l\1Iinnell 1 1 78 and DO IV 134 .  The only finds of 

this type in the vVest known to the writer are one from Eibergen, Gelderland in 
the Netherlands (Felix I I  I ,  Abb. 226 ; Mus. Enschede) and one from \Varminster, 
WiIts. ( Index of Bronzes) . Bodges ( 1 954, 74, fig. 2: 6; 1 956, 33 )  has ca lIed atten
tion to two unlocalized finds from Ireland ; the i lIustrated example has an imitation 
cord moulding, which suggests that it is a local copy. Bodges and others regard 
this type as the probable prototype the smalI Irish 'bag-shaped' socketed axes. A 
feature common to the I rish variety and the assumed prototype is the frequent pres
ence of ribs inside the socket. This feature is, however, not entirely confined to 
these two types ; its occurrence is difficult to detect from published il lustrations ! 
Baudou ( 1 953 ,  242) has noted that these intern al ribs never occur in Northern 
socketed axes of Montelius IV, but are almost invariably present in those of Mon
telius V and VI . 

COllclusiOlls : Several types of socketed axes of the British Isles appear to be 
derived from North European prototypes imported in small numbers. These in
cIude, af ter the Bademarschen type discussed in a previous chapter, the narrow 
octagonal faceted type, from North Germany, which was imitated and developed 
in South England and I reland ; probably the Welsh type, from the Scandinavian 
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Højby type, directly or indirectly ; the type with elaborate socketmouth mouldings, 
from the Hunze-Ems district, a dose imitation appearing in the Birchington, 
Kent hoard of the carps-tongue phase, and more devolved imitations in I reland 
and Scotland ; and the Irish 'bag-shaped' type, from the small Scandinavian 
lVIontelius V type. In the other direction, we find SOlItheastern socketed axes 
traded to the Netherlands, Northwest Germany, ortheast Germany and Poland, 
and South Scandinavia, beginning late in lVIontelius IV; some British-Irish ren
derings of the octagonal axes going to the Netherlands (induding one bronze mouid) 
and the East Baltic in lVIontelius V; and rib-and-pellet axes (perhaps more French 
than British) to the Netherlands, the German Baltic coast and Sweden, in 1\IIon
telius V and perhaps VI. 

7. Plastic Sazvtooth Omallle1lt 

One small I rish 'bag-shaped' axe without exact provenance, preserved in the Cam
bridge lVIuseum (no. 27, 62 I )  has ornament on the faces in the form of a series of 
plastic pendant triangles at the base of the socket-mouth moulding. This form of 
ornament is exactly matched on a small group of socketed axes in the Netherlands, 
consisting of only half a dozen specimens, with a distribution centred on the IJssel 
Valley (Butler, 1 96 1 b, 220-1 , PI. IV, fig. 1 4, 20, map fig. 22 (+ signs) .  

The Dutch axes in question are somewhat heterogeneous in form, but appear 
to be of local manufacture. They form a small local group on the western edge of 
the territory served by our Late Bronze Age ' Hunze-Ems industry' (Butler, 1 96 1 b) .  

In the absence of evidence for the occurrence of this form of  ornament elsewhere, 
we can use the small Irish axe in question as a support for the suggestion of con
tact between the Irish and the Hunze-Ems industries hrought forth in section 3 

above (see pp.  9o-r ) .  



CHAPTER V 

SPEARHEADS 

(List, p. I09 ;  PI .  IX, XIII ,  XIV; fig. 27-3 1 ;  Map VI I )  

Next to  the various fonns of axes, spearheads are the best-represented British ex
port objects in Northern Europe. Agaill, there is evidence both for actual exports 
and for the imitation of British forms �y Jorth European smiths. 

A .  THE SPORUPLUND SPEARHEAD (fig. 27) 

Unique of its type on the Continent is a spearhead found in a grave in Northeast 
Jutland at Sporuplund (Farre s . ,  Sorup H . ,  Aarhus Amt), together with a Northern 
tongue-grip sword and chape of Broholm's Period I I .  Scandinavian au thors (Fors
sander, 1 936,  222 ; Broholm, DB I, 93 ; I I ,  I 06) regard it  as an import from Bri
tain, and the resemblance of some of its features to one of the spearheads in the 
Arreton Down hoard (Arch . LXI, figs. 9, I O) cannot be denied. The latter is a one
piece cast socketed spearhead which imitates the peculiarities of the tanged spear
head with a separately cast bronze collar riveted to it (as represented by the spear
head from Snowshill, Glos. (Ibid. , figs. 8 ,  I O) .  

The speat'head from Sporuplund i s  slightly smaller than the Arreton Down spe
cimen . It also has an ogival blade with lozenge-shaped cross-section. The blade hke
wise meets the 'collar' in an arc, which is, however, much shallower than that of 

the Arreton Down spearhead . It  has incised parallel lines on its blade (two lines 
on one side of its face, one only on the other) . The 'collar' has a convex outline, 
while that of the Arreton Down spearhead is concave 1 .  

The Sporuplund socket is narrower than Arretown Down ; instead of a rivet i t  has 
a headless bronze peg, still in situ, placed close to the base of the socket. The socket
mouth is cut off squarely ; the metal is slightly thicker than that of the Arreton 

1 The best parallel for this feature is represented by the form for a socketed 'dagger-bladed' 
spearhead on one of the stone mouids in  the find at Omagh, Co. Tyrone (Coffey, 1 9 1 3 , 1 8 1 ,  
fig . I ,  l A ;  Coghlan and Raftery, SibriulIl 1 96 1 ,  236-7, No. 27, fig. 28. The spearhead cast i n  
this form would have, however, a high ridge down the centre of the blade . 
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Fig. 27.  Spearhead from grave at Sporuplund, 
Zealand, Denmarie I : 3. National iVIuseum, 
Copenhagen. 
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Down spearhead ;  both examples agree in having sockets that are uncommonly 
thick for spearheads. There are no imitation rivets on the collar of the Sporuplund 
specimen, nor is there any decoration on the socket. 

The two spearheads have much in common despite their differences, and the 
Sporuplund spearhead is clearly a derivative of the ' daggerbladed' Arreton Down 

type.  

The 'dagger-bladed' spearhead, as a rare and transitional type, cannot be sup
posed to have had a very long life in \Vessex ; and it  must be assumed that the 
Sporuplund spearhead was made not long af ter the t ime of the Aneton Down hoard 
itself, and probably within the same generation. One would therefore have ex
pected such an object in a VOT Jarste metalhultuT context, or at the la test in Bro
holm r. A slightly later date of manufacture might be admitted of it  were assumed 
that the Sporuplund spearhead was made in I reland (as suggested by the Omagh 
mould) rather than in \Vessex ; the Omagh moulds include daggers and spearheads 
closely related to the Arreton Down assemblage, and should not be very far from 
it in time, although one of the Omagh moulds is for a looped speat'head (Coffey, 
1 9 1 3 ,  fig, S ,  SA) and to that extll1t typologically more advanced than Aneton Down. 
The equation Late vVessex-Broholm II could be supported by Becker's suggestion 
that the Danish biconical amber beads of Periods I I-I I I  are imitations of vVessex 
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shale or lignite beads ( 1 954b, 246 ff. ) ;  and his observation that the segmented fai
ence bead from Morsø in the Limfjord occurs in a cist of Aeldl'e Brollzealder rather 
than Late Neolithic type (Ibid. 241 ff. , 25 1 ) .  Acceptance of thi s view would have 

a number of advantages ; i .e . ,  it would make the Wessex amber trade largely con
temporary with the South English-Northwest French metal exports to Northwest 
Germany and Denmarlc. But it would mean spreading Wessex I I  over the three 

periods of the Northem chronology, Vor forste metalkultur - Broholm I - Bro
holm I I .  

B .  LOOPED SPEARI-IEADS 

I .  With loops at base af blade 

Spearheads of Anglo-Irish type with loops at the base of the blade occur, within 
the area of our study, in West Holstein (Liesbiittel, Aasbiittel), the Netherlands 
(Exlooermond, Bargeroosterveld and Onstwedde in the North, and one possibly 
near Nijmegen) ,  Belgium (Duffel, Wichelen ? ,  Oudenaarde) and in the I lmenau 
region of Northwest Germany (Obergriinhagen). 

The basal-Iooped spearheads may be divided into those with leafshaped and 
those with triangular blades. Of those with leaf-shaped blade, the two smallest 

exampIes, those from Holstein ,  may be discussed first. 
The much-discussed spearhead from Liesbiittel, Kr. Rendsburg (PI .  XII Ic), was 

found in 1 880, 'in the up per part of a Hiillengl'ab above the principal chamber', i.e. 

a secondary deposit, presumably a grave, in a chambered barrow. Nothing more 

is known of the find circumstances, but i t  has been accepted as a closed find by 
Sprockhoff, Kersten and other North Gennan archaeologists. 

The speat'head is broken and battered ;  the tip end of the blade is missing 
(present length 1 6 . 5  cm) and its edges much abraded, making the exact original 
shape of the Ieaf-shaped blade difficult to reconstruct. The originally round socket
tube has been partially flattened by secondary hammering; a thi n rib running along 

the axis of the socl,et-tube has been partially widened out, partially obliterated by 
this maltreatment. The blade has an intern al beveI .  The side-loop s are flattened 
into Iozenge-shaped plates. 

Basal-looped spearheads with a ribbed socket (as distinguished from those with a ridged 
socket, i.e., the socket-tube has a lozenge cross-section) are rarely found in data ble con
texts in Britain. One example is in the Glentrool hoard (PSAS LV, 29 ; LVI , 20) ; it  has a 
nal'1'ower and more lanceolate blade than the Liesblittel spearhead, and has lines of incised 
decoration around the base of the socket. Another, very battered, is in the hoard from the 
I sle of Islay, Argylls (O Riordain, 1 936 ,  202 fig. 7) with 2 socketed axes, a hal berd and a 
palstave-adze. 



28a. Spem'head from Onstwedde, Gro
ningen. I : 2. ]\Ilus. Groningen. 
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28b. Spearhead from Exlooermond, 
Drenthe. I : 3. ]\Ilus. Assen. 

The other objects in the find are ( I )  a bronze-hilted dirk which Kersten assigns to 
his Period IlA in Schleswig-Holstein, and (2) a flint dagger of Forssander's Type 
VI, a Northern Late Neolithic type which occasionally turns up in Period II and 
even later contexts. The bronze dirk is the key object for dating. 

The Liesbiittel find was in one of a group of barrows lying on a ridge in the 
Older Moraine belt of West Holstein, between the valleys of the Stor and Eider, 
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111 a district which, as Kersten's maps ( 1 936) show, was one of the most heavily 
populated regions of Schleswig-Holstein during the Aeldre BTOllzealder. It is a 
district well situated for communications with the south and west via the Elbe 
estuary, and with the north and east by numerous ancient trackways, branches of 

the Heerzveg and Oclzsemveg, leading on the one hand to Li.ibeck and the east, and 
on the other to Rendsburg, Schleswig and Jutland. Less than I O  km to the south
eas t of Liesbuttel lies Aasbuttel, where in 1 899 another looped spearhead was found 
in a barrow, although without associations. 

The Aasbuttel spearhead is also leaf-shaped, and with flattened loop s, but the 
blade is flat, lacking the intern al bevel of the Liesbuttel specimen, and the upper 
portion of the socket is sharply ridged. Its length is 1 6 .5  cm. It was illustrated by 
lVIontelius (Citron . ,  Abb. 525 ) ;  Kersten's ( 1 936) Taj. XIX: 8 is labelled 'Aasbuttel' 
but is in fact another view of the Liesbuttel spearhead. 

The basal-looped spearhead from Onstwedde (fig. 28a) in the Netherlands is like 
the Liesbuttel spearhead except for being somewhat larger (length 25 . 5  cm) and 
having a ridged instead of a ribbed socket . 

Similar basal-looped spearheads with ridged socket, lozenge loops, and internally beveIled 
blade, but varying in size and relative width of the blade, from associated finds in Britain 
include : Stibbard, Norfolk (ABI fig. 407, B .M.  BAG, fig. 30) ;  Sherford, Somerset (Pring, 
Brit. &1 Ro1//. . Ta 11111 o 1/. ,  PI. I I I) ;  Taunton Union \;Vorkhouse hoard (frag. ,  Taunton Cas. 
IVluseum 24B) ; Langwood Fen, Chatteris, Cambs. (Fox, 1 923 ,  PI. V I I ) ;  Brading, Isle of 
Wight, (Arch. LXXI ,  1 38,  PI. X).  A pollen-dated example is from lVIethwold Fen, Norfolk 
(Zone VI I/VI I I ;  Goehvin et al . ,  1 932,  395 ff. , PI. XV) . The Sherford and Taunton hom'ds 
belong to our Taunton-Barton Bendish phase, as does the Brading hoard with a variety of 
penannlllar bracelets of types not lIncommon in this phase. Stibbard, a large hoard of lIn
finished castings, includes broad-bladed looped and unlooped palstaves, plain and with Y 
decoration, of a distinctive small and debased local variety. Langwood Fen is with the bronze 
shield, and possibly not a genuine association. Stibbard should not belong to the earliest 
ph ase of the middle Bronze Age, equivalent to Early IVI I I ,  where looped palstaves al'e not 
represented, but might be any time af ter that. 

The Bargeroosterveld spearhead (27 cm) has a ridged socket and flat blade, like 
Aasbuttel but with more elongated blade. The loops have been broken out and it 
is not clear whether they were of the flattened or 'string' variety. 

The other basal-looped spe31'heads from the Low Countries and that from 
Obergrunhagen (fig. 29) are characterized by exaggerated size. They vary from 36  
cm to  just under half a meter i n  length, and have rather wider blades than one 
customari ly finds on British spearheads of their class, although they are British in 
all other typological details. The type, genera Ily, is that represented by Laken
heath (AB! fig. 409), except for the difference in width. The Duffel spearhead 
(38 cm) has a ridged socket, while those from Wichelen ? (49 . 5  cm), Exlooermond 
(42 cm) and Obergrunhagen (reconstructed as 36 cm in length) have rounded so c-
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Fig. 29. Spearhead from Obergrlinhagen, 
Kr. Fallingbostel (NW Germany). l :  2. 
Af ter Sprockhoff, 1 94 1 .  
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kets. It is apparently this type of large spearhead, with rounded socket and lozenge
shaped loops, which is represented by the badly damaged and fragmentary spe
cimen found in an um grave at Wiesloch near Heidelberg (PI .  XIVa) together \-vith 
fragments of a Rixheim-type sword and pottery assigned to Hallstatt A I  (Kimmig, 
1 94°, 1 5 5 ,  Taf. 8B, Taj. 4 1 : 8 , 1 5 ) 1  This would be equivalent to Montelius I I I  in 
the North, and provides a clue as to the probable chronological horizon of the large 
looped spearheads found in the North, none of which have associations. The 
Obergriinhagen spearhead was, like Aasbiittel, found in a barrow, but unaccom
panied. A close parallel to the Obergriinhagen spearhead from Chazelles-sur-Lyon 

(Loire) in France was 'probably' associated with a shield-omamented palstave af 
our type IAr c  (information from Miss N .K .  Sandars) .  

Finally there are two large spearheads with triangular blade and 'string' basal 
loops, one found in Belgium at Oudenaarde (East Flanders) and another probably 
in the Nijmegen area (exact locality unrecorded ; probably a local find from the 
Rhine Ol' Maas, judging by its encrustation of river pebbles). These belong to the 
type (ElI in the Hawkes classification) represented by Isleham Fen (AB! fig. 406) .  
In  outline they are similar to the Maentwrog spearhead (B .M. ,  BAG, fig. 29, with 

rapiers) but the latter has flattened loops, and belongs therefore to Hawkes DI I .  

2 .  With laaps an sac!?et 

Three small socket-Iooped spearheads with plain leaf-shaped blade occur in our 
North European area:  one at Papenvoort, Gem. Rolde, on the Handsrug of Dren
the ; the second at 's-Hertogenbosch in North Brabant ;  and the third at Sco
warcz (Schonwarling) on the heights ab ove Danzig on the East Baltic. 

The Papenvoort spearhead has its loops in the form of flattened oval-shaped 
plates ; the loops of the Scowarcz spearhead are apparently similar (its loops are 
described as 'flat' by Sturms ; they look oval in his photograph). The 's-Hertogen

bosch spearhead has lost its loops ;  having been converted in antiquity (as shown 
by the surviving traces of patina) from a British looped model into a Continental 
pegged spearhead - the only case of such a con version that seems to be known. The 

1 The spearhead had been in the cremation fire ; the surviving fragments are badly da
maged. The side-loop s in their present form are slightly expanded, and not PUl'ely 'string' 
loops ; i t  is not clear whether they originally were of oval Ol' lozenge shape. The blade has 
a slight internal bevel.  The writer is  grateful to HerI' B. Heukemes (Heidelberg) for oppor
tunity to examine the spearhead and for photographs. 

The Wiesloch speal'head is not iso la ted as an example of a basal-Iooped spearhead traded 
up the Rhine ; others have been found in the Rhine neal' Mainz (Laub en heimer Grund), 
Marbach in  Bavaria, and Port (formerly known in the literature as 'Heimiswil ? ')  in Canto n 
Bern i n  Switzerland. 
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loops were first removed ; then the lower stumps of the loop s were completely 

ground away, and peg-holes were drilled where these stumps had been sited. The 
tops of the stumps do expand slightly, suggesting that they a lso may originally 
have been of the expanded-plate type. (See fig . 30) ' 

The Papenvoort and 's-Hertogenbosch specimens are stray finds. The Scowarcz 
spearhead, first claimed as a British export by Kostrzewski (Pl'zegl. ATch. CXII,  

1 923, 1 68) was found in a tumulus, in  which two flanged axes were also found. 

Fig. 30. Speat'head from 's-Hertogenbosch, North Brabant, originally socket-looped ; the 
loops have been removed and replaced with peg-holes. 2 : 3. !VIus. 's-Hertogenbosch. 

Whether these three objects represent a single closed find is, however, not clear ; 
Sturms ( 1 936, 96) notes that ' the patina on these three objects is somewhat dissim
ilar, but generally speaking dark green ; i t  cannot be doubted that the three pie ces 
belong together' .  Sprockhoff ( 1 934, 2a) was less convinced ; the question of asso
ciation, he said, 'liisst sich leider nicht mehl' entscheiden' .  The flanged axes in ques
tion are described by Sturms as of South German form ; they are generally regard
ed as being appropriate to ' Montelius l' in lorthern Europe, and Junghans, Sang
meister and Schroder ( 1 96 1 ,  1 68) see no difficulty in assigning the find in South 
German terms to Reinecke A2. Sturms, however, placed it  in Montelius I I ,  re
lying on the spearhead itself as the critical dating evidence, and pointing to the 
Liesbuttel grave of Montelius II aiready discussed above. The metal of the ob
j ects was analysed by Otto and Witter (spearhead, OW 404 ; axes, OW 1 1 3 1-2) .  
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The spearhead has 1 3  % tin, less than 1 % lead ; and is assigned to JSS Group F2 
(Alpine metal l ) .  The two flanged axes are also of bronze, and of JSS groups Fl and 
F2 respectively ; the com position of the three objects differs in detail ,  and there
fore fails to throw any certain light on the probability of their having been asso

ciated. 
In view of these uncertainties, it would appeal' to be um",ise to put much weight 

on the Scowarcz spearhead for dating purposes. 
Kostrzewski's drawing of the Scowarcz spearhead shows two ribs encircling the 

base of the socket; Sturms' description also mentions zzvei uJ/llaujendell Rillen at 
the socket-mouth, and they show, faintly, in his photograph. Such ribs are not 
typical of Anglo-Irish spearheads of this type. 

The TTade in Looped Speadzeads 

Most if not all of the looped spearheads discussed above are likely to be actual 
exports from the British-Northwest French provinee to Northern Europe ;  there 
is no evidence comparable to that vvhich we have cited for palstaves to suggest 
that the fashion for looped spearheads took root in the North. The concentrations 
(if this term may be admitted to describe groups of from two to four) of looped 
spearheads are therefore partietdarly useful as pointers to the districts which may 
actually have been visited by traders, raiders Ol' emissaries plying the routes be
tween the English Channel region and the North. The Scheldte and Rhine mouths 
are obvious enough as points of entry. The group in the northern part of the 
Netherlands is numerically the largest. It may be explained by two equally plau
sible routes ; by way of the Rhine-IJssel and then overland to Drenthe, Ol' by trade 
along the Frisian coast, entering by the mouth of the river Hunze. The two spear

heads in \Vest Holstein are evidently to be connected with the trade to the Elbe 
Mouth region, where palstaves and rapiers from the vVest also tend to cluster. The 
Obergriinhagen spearhead might have arrived via the Elbe or from either end of 
the vVeser. The exact find-spots depend on local and to some extent accidental 

factors, but all the finds occur in districts of heavy settlement, and the three Ger
man finds as well as that from Skowarcz are from barrows, which argues that they 
were not simply accidental losses by \Vestern visitors but used and valued in the 

areas in which they were found. 
Unfortunately only one of these spearheads, that from Liesbiittel, has a context 

of associations genuinely useful for chronology ; it has been extensively discussed 
(notably by Sprockhoff, 1 934, Childe, 1 937, and Cowen, 1 948, 233-4) . Jo one 

would now challenge Cowen's conclusion that basal-looped leafshaped spearheads 
are thereby proven to go back to the Middle Bronze Age in Britain. But it must 
be understood that Kersten's IlA dating of the Liesbiittel spearhead do es not 
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imply an early Montelius I I  dating. In Kersten's system ( 1 936, 97 ff.) Period 
IlA in Schleswig-Holstein does not correpond with his I l a  ( i .e . ,  Broholm I) in 
Denmark (no finds of this stage were identifiable in Schleswig-Holstein) but rather 
with I lb ;  similarly, I IB  in Schleswig-Holstein corresponds with I I  cin Denmarlc 

But Broholm (DB I I ,  2 1 2  ff. ) has now abandoned the distinction between I lb  and 
I le  in Denmark ; both are included in his Period I I .  If the distinction between 
them is not enforceable in Denmark, where the richness of development makes 

finer distinctions possible, the question of whether the distinction between Ker
sten's I lA and I l B  in Schleswig-Holstein still holds good calls for re-examination 
by the authorities on that area. In any even t, i t  is p lain that the Liesbiittel spear
head belongs to the period corresponding to Broholm I I  and not Broholm I ;  it 
falls in the same period as the Ostenfeld and Frøjk hoards with their Western pal
staves. 

For the next fL-xed-point in the chronology of the British spearhead trade to the 
Continent we must turn to the 'Viesloch find in the Rhine-Neckar area, which 
shows that larger basal-looped speat'heads were being exported from Britain in the 
period equivalent to Montelius I I I .  The large spearheads from Obergriinhagen 
and the low Countries are not likely to be earlier than this ; the nearest parallel 

in datable associations ;n Britain belong to our Taunton-Barton Bendish phases. 
Since basal-looped spearheads with expanded loopplates are not a normal feature 
of the vVilburton and carps-tongue industries, i t  may be supposed that these types 
had gone out of use, in the main, in the Lowland zone by the time of those in
dustries, and the probability of the exports being datable to these Late Bronze Age 
phases is accordingly slight, lInless the dubious Langwood Fen association (cf. p .  
1 30 belovv) be taken as evidence for the late survival of the spearhead type. The 
large triangular-bIaded spearheads with 'string' basal Ioops from Jijmegen and 
Oudenaarde are typologically the latest of the exported spearheads, and presum
ably equivaIent in Northern terms to MonteIius IV. 

C .  I M ITATIONS AND BORROWINGS 

While there is no evidence for the imitation of AngIo-Irish Iooped spearheads in 
Northern Europe, Sprockhoff has called attention to the occurrence of unlooped 
spearheads in Germany which possess features vvhich he regards as derived from 
Western speat heads by imitation Ol' borrowing. A speat'head from the hoard at 
Neuhaldensleben (Pl .  Va) (Sprockhoff, 1 94 1 ,  Taj. 28 : 2-5) ,  which contains two 
imported 'Vestern pals taves discussed previollsly, has a sharpIy ridged socket and 
intern ally bevelled blade, both features often found on British basal-Iooped spear
heads. The NeuhaIdensIeben spearhead may well be an imitation of a British spear-
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head, if indeed not an actual import, along with the palstaves, from the British 
Isles ; although it  must be admitted that the ridged socket is a not uncommon feat
ure of Northern spearheads from Broholm I onwards, and need not in itself be a 
purely British feature .  Hachmann ( 1 957) claims the Neuhaldensleben spearhead 

as of Northern manufacture (Valsømagle type). 
A long thin rib running down the length of the socket, such as occurs on the 

imported Liesbuttel spearhead in Holstein, is also found as one of the identifying 
features of the spearheads of the Ilmenau culture known as Luneburg Type I I  
spearheads (Tackenberg, 1 932, 6 3  ff. ; Schumacher Festuhrift, 1 4 1  ff. ) .  Sprock
hoff has suggested that the socl(et-rib of the Ilmenau spearheads is a borrowing 

from the British speat'heads of Liesbuttel type ( 1 941 ,  79). This has been doubted 
however, by Tackenberg ( 1 949, 50 ff. ) who points out that the socl(et-rib is the 
only feature which the Bri tish and Luneburg spearheads have in common, and 
who prefers to believe that the Luneburg socl(et-rib is an independent lo cal in
vention, imitating a casting-seam down the centre of the blade. I mprobable as this 
sounds, a spearhead with a casting-Seatll in exactly this position is in fact i l lus
trated by Brøndsted (Da1l1llarhs Oldtid, I I ,  fig. 1 I I ) .  On the other hand, the socket
rib has a long prior history in the British Isles (appearing, for example, on one of 
the Omagh spearhead moulds, Coffey, 1 9 1 3 ,  fig. 2A) and Sprockhoff's derivation 
is chronologically possible; the I lmenau Type II spearheads first appear late in 

Montelius II but are especially common in I I I .  With spearheads as with palstaves, 
there was in general a great dea I of borrowing back and forth across the North Sea. 

A more striking case of imitation appears af ter the end of the Middle Bronze 
Age, with the adoption in both provinces of the peculiar technique of casting spear
heads "vith a hollow blade. In Britain the hollow-bladed spearhead (Class VB in  
the Greenwell-Brewis classification) appears in  the Wilburton Fen hoard (Clark, 
VeR Cambs, I, 28 1 ,  fig. 20), and other typical Late Bronze Age hoards. Two 
sub-types can be distinguished. One, which may be called VB I ,  the ' half-hollow' 
variety, resembles the normal Class V leaf-shaped spearhead in general appear

ance, differing only in having its blade partially hollow. It cannot always be re
cognized from published illustrations unless a cross-section is given .  The second 
variety (VB2) assumes a quite distinctive form; the hollow blade wings become 
much thicker, so that the cross-section is lozenge-shaped or nearly so, and the 
socket becomes very short. VB2 appears to have a more limited distribution than 
VB I ,  being largely confined to South England;  only one find is known in Wales 
(in the Guilsfield hoard, Grimes, 1 95 1 ,  fig. 70 : 7) and one in Ireland (Bogthaduff, 
Co.  Roscommon, NM Dublin, P .  1 95 1 :  5 5) .  

I n  Northern Germany (especially in Mecklenburg), Denmark and South Sweden 
are found analogues to the British Type VB2 in technique and general form, al
though there are differences of detail between the typical Northern hollow-bladed 
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spearheads (which are regarded as a characteristic form of Montelius IV;  Broholm, 
DB IV, 37 ;  Sprockhoff, 1 937, 24-5 ; Baudou, 1 960, 1 3 ,  1 60 (list), Kaffe 5, Taj. 

I I I : IVA ;  0rsnes, 1 958) and the British ones. The Northern spearheads have a 
different blade outline, and often have two curving ribs on the socket, a feature 
not found in Britain. Yet the similarities justify the assumption that the Northern 
and British series are c!osely related, and there are a few examples in the North 
which provide a more intimate link between them . Thus a spearhead found in 
Scania (Vittskovle sn. ; fig. 3 I ) fairly c!osely resembles one from Wilburton Fen, 
and others from the Thames at Richmond (Greenwell and Brewis, 1 909, fig. 45) 
and Fenny Bentley, Derbyshire (B .M.  BAG, fig. 2 1 ) .  Another hollowbladed spe ar
head from Scania (Skurups sn., fig. 3 I ) has a ribbed ornament on each blade wing 
suggesting imitation of British spearheads of the lunate-openings type, which at 

Fig. 3 I .  Hollow-bladed spearheads from : I Vittskovle sno and z Skurups sn. ;  both Skåne, 
Sweden. I : Z.  Nlus. Lund. 
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vVilburton Fen and elsewhere are contemporary with hollow-bladed VB2 spear
heads in Britain . These features, as well as the similarity of technique, which ean 
hardly be accidental, suggest contact between South England and Scania in the 
Nettleham-Wilburton phase-Montelius IV. 

Spearheads with the 'half-hollow' feature analogous to British type VB I als o 
occur in Northern Europe (a probable British export was dredged from the Elbe 
at Harburg ; Mus. Harburg, 49440), but the type has not been studied on the Con
tinent and its distribution in space and time is therefore unknovvn. 

In the British Isles, 'half-hollow' spearheads occur in a wide variety of forms in 

the Wilburton phase and also in  comparatively late hoards such as Stoke Ferry, 
Heathery Burn and Dowris. Some examples of the long, narrow Boyle type (Arch. 

LXI, PI. LXXII I :  fig. 5 I )  represented at Dowris, and in the Huelva hoard in 
Spain, are 'half-hollow' .  

Another Montelius IV spearhead contact between Britain and North Germany 
is represented by a form of spearhead with a leaf-shaped blade which has its 
widest part dose to its base, and then cun'es in sharply to the socket, as in the 
hoat'd from Bargfeld, Kr. Uelzen (Bath, 1 953 ,  Taj. XXXI : 1 2b) .  Bath (Ibid, 82) 
tells us that it  is not a typical I lmenau form. Sprockhoff ( 1 956,  Abb. 64) illustrates 
som e large examples of the same type from Montelius V: two from the Lesum at 
Burg Lesum (neal' Bremen) and one from Klistenkanal, Kr. AschendOl'f (on the 
Ems) . Spearheads with a blade of this characteristic shape are not uncommon in  
Britain. Some spearheads with blades of this form have loops on the socket ; others 
have 'proteeted' loops inside the blade (e.g. ,  B.M.  BAG, fig. 22) ; unlooped spe
cimens are not unknown (e.g. , Cookham, Berles. ,  B .M.  1 9°5/7,  1 3 / 1 ) .  The Barg
feld spearhead might, from the i llustration, well be a British export ; its socket, 
however, is partly broken off so that we cannot tell whether it had loops. Another, 
possibly from a grave, is from Leitzkau-Gobel, Kr. Loburg, Saxony (Von Brunn, 
1 954, IO, Taj. I I :  5). A spearhead with a similar blade form, but with a facetted 
socket, was found in another 1\1 IV hoard at Bad Oldesloe, Kr. Stormarn (Sprock
hoff, 1 937, Taj. 6 :  17) .  It appears to be a hybrid between the British form and 
the ' facetted' type which, according to Sprockhoff, comes to North Germany from 
an unidentifiecl source farther south (Ibid. , 26 ;  Hingst, 1 959, Taj. 72-82) .  
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LIST OF LOOPED SPEARHEADS IN NORTHERN EUROPE 

(ef. Map VII)  

I .  With loops at base of blade 

Gemwny 

J .  Kr. Rendsburg. Liesbiittel. Present length 16 . 5  cm. Ribbed socket, lozenge loops, inter
nally bevelled blade. Grave find (Kersten M I l A) with bronze dirk, flint dagger Type VI .  
Mus. Schleswig, K.S .  1 2860. Kersten, 1 936, 65,  Taf. X I X :  1 -3 ,  8 (8 incorrectly labelled 
'Aasbi.ittel ' ) .  

2 .  Kr. Rendsburg. Aasbiittel. 1 6 .5 cm. Ridged socket, flat blade, lozenge loops. Found in 
barrow (no associations). lVIus. Schleswig, K.S .  1 0607. Kersten, 1 936, 65; lVIontelius, 
Chroll . ,  Abb. 525 .  

3 .  Kr. Fallingbostel. ObergriiJ/hagen.  36 cm. Round socket, bevelled blade, lozenge loops. 
Found in barrow (no associations). Fig. 29. Sprockhoff, 1 94 1 , 78,  82, Abb. 64. 

Netlierlands 

4. Gem. Odoorn. E,\:looeunolld. 42 cm. Round socket, lozengc loops, internally bevelled 
blade. Mus. Assen. Fig. 28b. Van Giffen, 1 938,  Abb. 27 : I .  

5 .  Gem. Emmen . Ba-rgeroosterve/d. 26.5 cm. Ridged socket, flat blade, lozenge loops. lVIus. 
Assen. Van G iffen, 1 938,  Abb. 27: 2; Butler, 1 96 1 ,  fig. 48. 

6 .  Onstwedde. 25.5 cm. Ridged socket, internally bevelled blade, lozenge loops. lVlus. Gro
ningen, 1 9 1 8/V. 1 .  Fig. 28a. Glasbergen, 1 957, PI. I X :  2 .  

7 .  Near Nljmegen ? 37·5 cm. Triangular flat blade, string loops, round socket. lVIus. Nij
megen (ex. Kam Coll .) ,  no. 1 5  (not mapped). 

Belgiu1Il 
8. Provo Antwerp. Dl/ffel. From the Nethe. 38 cm. Ridged socket, internally bevelled blade, 

lozenge loops (cast). lVIus. Brussels B .  2903 . 
9. Provo O. VI. TtViclielen ? 49 cm. Round socket, internally bevelled blade, lozenge loops. 

lVIus. Brussels, B. 2967. PI. I Xb. NIaI'ien, 1 952, Fig. 2 1 3 :  2 .  BulI .  !VIus. Roy, d 'Art et 
d .Hist . ,  1 9 3 1 ,  fig. 6: I .  De Laet and Glasbergen, 1 959, PI .  3 1 .  

I O .  Provo O .  VI. Ol/denaarde. PI .  IXb. 45 cm. Triangular blade with ridges, round socket, 
string loops. MaI'ien, 1 952.  Fig. 2 1 3 :  3. BulI. NIus. Roy. d'art et d 'Hist. ,  1 93 1 ,  fig. 6: 4. 
De Laet and Glasbergen, 1 959, PI. 3 1 .  

I I .  With loops on socket 

Po/and 

I J .  Danzig Heights. Showa-rcz (Schiinwarling). PI .  IXb. 
Flat blade, oval ? loops. Found in barrow, uncertainly associated with two 10w-f1anged 
axes. Sturms, 1 936, 29, Taf. 29 : 8 .  Sprockhoff, 1 934, 29, Taf. X. Kostrze\vski, 1 923 ,  1 68 .  

Netherlands 

1 2 .  Drenthe. Gem. Rolde. Papenvoort. 1 2  cm. Flat blade, oval loops. !VIus. Assen, 1 923/I l .  J .  
Van Giffen,  1 938,  Abb. 27 : 3 .  

1 3 .  North Brabant. 's-Hertogenbosch. Flat blade, loops anciently remo ved and replaced b y  
peg-holes. !VIus. 's-Hertogenbosch. Fig. 30. Butler, 1 9 6 1 ,  54-5, fig. J .  
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NON-LOOPED BRITISH O R  BRITISH-INFLUENCED SPEARHEADS CITED IN TEX T 

Del/mark 

Aarhus Amt. Sporup s. Sporuplund. 1 8 . 5  cm. 'Dagger-bladed' socketed spearhead resembling 
Arreton Down type. Grave find (Broholm I I ) .  NMC B. 7096-8. Fig. 27. Broholm, 
DB I, 93 : I I ,  1 06, PI. 1 8 . 

German)' 

Saxony. Neuhaldellslebell. Spearhead with ridged socket, internally bevelled leaf-shaped 
blade. Hoard (with two Britannico-Sequanian palstaves, Bohemian palstave) . PI. Va. 
Kossinna, 1 928, Taf. 3 2 :  I O-I S .  Sprockhoff, 1 94 1 , 78 ff. , Taf. 28 : 2-5 . 

Kr. Velzen. Bargfeld. Spearhead with broad-based leaf-shaped blade. Hoard (M IV). Bath, 
NNU 1 953 , 82, Taf. XXX I :  1 2b .  

Kr .  Stormarn. Bad Oldesloe. Spearhead as  Bargfeld, but with faceted socket. Hoard (M IV). 
Sprockhoff, 1 937 ,  Taf. 6: 1 7 . 



CHAPTER VI 

DAGGERS, RAPlERS, KNIVES AND RAZORS 

(Lists, pp.  1 1 4-5 ;  fig. 3 2, 3 3 ;  Maps VI II ,  IX) 

A .  GROOVED OGrVAL DAGGERS AND RAPIERS 

A British, Ol' at least vVestern European, origin has often been daimed for the grooved 
ogival dagger from Virring in J utland (Forssander, 1 936, Taj. XL) and the very simi
lal' specimen from Deutsch-Nienhof, Kr. Rendsburg. A British origin has likewise 
been suggested for a fragmentary blade found in peat at 0sterhoved Mose i n J  utland. 

That the Virring-type daggers are British in origin appears doubtful to the pre
sent writer. Admittedly, these blades are very near relatives to the British and Irish 
grooved ogival daggers of Ap Simon's ' longer' sub-type ( 1 954, 44 n . ) ,  of which the 
unlocalized dagger from Ireland, Raftery, 1 95 1 ,  fig. 1 34, may be cited as an exam
pie not unlikE the Virring and Deutsch-Nienhof daggers in outline, dEcoration 
and rivet-an·angement. Ap Simon has pointed out that this sub-type is very dose 

to the Svviss grooved ogival daggers (cf. Kraft, 1 926;  Flanagan, 1 9 6 1 ) .  
The majority o f  the Swiss daggers have six rivets, but four-riveted examples 

also occur .  But the four-riveted Virring and Deutsch-Nienhof daggers are also 
very dose to Swiss prototypes. They are slightly narrower in the lower part of 
the blade than most of the Swiss daggers. In cross-section they are a flattened 
pointed oval ;  the Virring dagger has a not very dearly defined medial ridge on the 
upper part, the Deutsch-Nienhof specimen has a slightly raised midrib, scarcely 
I cm wide at the hilt end and tapering down until it disappears about one-fourth 
way down the blade This form of midrib ean be paralleled in Switzerland (e.g. 
Liddes, Kt. Wallis, Mus. Zurich) but not in Britain. Of distinctively British or 
Irish features (such as the dome-shaped midrib, hatehed triangle decoration in an 
are below the hilt-plate, ribs along the edges of the blade etc . )  there is no trace 
on the N orthern daggers. Although a dagger very similar in size and proportions 
to Virring (the hilt-plate is damaged but it appears to have had four rivets ;  present 
length 23 . 6  cm, compared to 25 . 5  cm for Virring) comes from the Thames in 
Surrey (private collection ; Index of Bronzes), a parallel derivation from Switzer
land would account for the resemblances. Since the British and Northern daggers 
are dosely derived from the same source, it is however probable that they are 
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quite contemporary with each other. A W"est French origin for the Virring and 
Deutsch-Nienhof daggers, is to be doubted. Giot ( 1 96o, 36-8) gives the impression 
grooved ogival daggers are rare in Brittany. The French examples sometimes cited 
as parallels for Virring (e.g. Villeneuve St. Georges, De Mortillet, 1 903, Pi. LXXIV 
841 ; Collection Picketty, Lantier, 1 948, Fig.  1 8 :  26) are actually full-length rapiers 
and presumably later in date, though cleat'ly in the same family. 

lVlore I ikely to be of Vlestern European manufacture, but not British is the 
0sterhoved Mose blade published by Broholm ( 1 935 ,  257-8, fig. I ) . Only the lower 
end of the weapon survives ; from its dimensions (the fragment is 36 .6  cm long 
and 5 . 6  cm wide) it is clear that it  is not a dagger but a rapier of exaggerated 
proportions. The tang-Iike projection is simply the survival of the thickened mid
rib, the thinner edges having been broken or corroded away. Both its size and the 
distinctive formation of the midrib - dome-shaped in cross-section in the area en
closed by the grooved lines, becoming a thin ridge below - correspond exactly 
with the broad rapiers of Sandars' Atlantic type, as at Plougrescant (C du N) .  The 
type is represented by several finds in Brittany, one of them (Castello) a hoard 
with eight examples, and seemingly manufactured in that province ; some exam
ples have metal hilts with a drooping lower edge, a distinctively vVestern European 
feature (cf. Holste, 1 942, with distribution map of rapiers with this hilt form). 

The origins of the blade form of the Atlantic rapiers ean be traced to eastern 
and central Europe. A sword allegedly found at Pella in Macedonia (Holste, 1 953 ,  
Taj. 1 5 :  8) has a blade resembling the Atlantic rapiers, although the metal hilt has 
some affinity with Hungarian swords (Holste groups it with the Apa type). Daggers 
with similar midribs are found in Switzerland; full fledged Atlantic rapiers come 
from the Rhone near Lyon, Beaune, the Seine at Paris and the Waal at Nijmegen. 
Baroque ceremonial versions (cf. Plougrescant) have been found at Bea une in 
eastern France (stray) and Ommerschans in Overijssel (hoard; Butler and Bakker, 
1 9 6 1 ) .  The same midrib formation occurs occasionally on daggers and narrow 
rapiers in the British Isles. Finally there is the remarkable short sword from Kar
levi on bland, the midrib form of which resembles the Atlantic rapiers, but with 
a leaf-shaped blade recalling HajdLl Samson and a metal hilt the nearest analogy 
to which is Trassem (Behrens, 1 9 1 6, Abb. 6) .  

Since the only significant concentration of rapiers of size and form comparable 
to the 0sterhoved specimen is in Brittany, is seems probable that the 0sterhoved 

blade is a Middle Bronze Age import to J utland along the Atlantic route. Its dagger 
prototypes are attributed to Reinecke A2 ; the fullfledged rapiers, 011 the basis of 
the Pella-Apa connection, would begin in the Earliest Tumulus horizon of Holste . 

A typical Atlantic rapier also appears i n  the Middle Bronze Age hoard of Treboul 
in Brittany (Briard, 1 956) ; the baroque end of the development is dated by the 
Ommerschans hoard to the time of the Pantalica phase in Sicily. 
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B .  TRAPEZE-H I LTED AND RELATED RAPIERS 

A few finds of Anglo-Irish rapiers occur in Northern Europe. 
Three of these rapiers form a geographical group in North Germany, two in the 

Lower Elbe area and a third near the coast bet"veen the estuaries of the Elbe and 
Weser. One from Olixdorf, Kr. Steinburg 1 (fig. 3 2 :  3) with a three-ribbed blade of 

a type not uncommon in South England, lies near the river Stor which flows i nto 

o 

Fig. 32 .  Rapiers from North-Germany. I W'esterwanna ; 2 Ruschwedel ; 3 Olixdorf, Kr. 
Steinburg. I : 3.  Museums stade (I ,  2),  Schleswig (3) .  

the Elbe estuary from the north ; another from Ruschwedel, Kr. Stade (fig. 3 2 :  2), 
just south of the Elbe, with a prominent rounded midrib, was found in a grave 
in a barrow, though without other associations. The rapier from vVesterwanna, Kr. 
Hadeln, has a rounded midrib flanked by two grooves which broaden out to be
come wide inwardly bevelled facets on the hilt-plate (fig. 32 :  I ) . 

All three of these rapiers have trapeze-shaped hilts with two rivets. The Olix" 
dorf and Ruschwedel rapiers preserve the outline of the lower edge of the hilt, 

1 A Montelius IV hoard from the same place, published by Sprockhoff ( 1 952,  l I S  ff. 
Abb. I )  has, apparently, 110 connection with the rapier. 
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which had the triple-arc form known from the metal-hilted Kanturk and Mont 
St .  Aignan rapiers . Hilt-marks of this form are observable on many British trapeze

h ilted rapiers. 
Another rapier, found in Westphalia, at Greffen, Kr. Warendorf, appears less 

typically Anglo-Irish in details, but Sprockhoff ( 1 941 ,  6 1 ,  Taf. 3 3 :  I ) regards it as 
a product of I rish influence if not an actual import, comparing it  with the well
known rapier from Lissane. Rapiers of Anglo-Irish types also occur in the Nether

Iands (Emmen, Drenthe, 3 ridges on blade, but rather short ; JIIIuseum Nijmegell, 
without exact provenance, with rounded midrib ;  Maastricht ,  atypical hilt form ; 

Lobith, GelderIand, long and narrowj four notches. The first two are very British
looking, the second two somewhat deviant). 

The use of the Rhine-Westphalian route is suggested by these and the Greffen find. 
These Continental rapier finds unfortunately offer no help for chronology, being 

all unassociated finds ; though the Ruschwedel barrow grave is likely to have be
longed to the Middle Bronze Age of the area, which in the Stade district has a 
Northern rather than a North German character. The British trapeze-hilted rapier 
is presumably to be deri ved from the Tumulus Bronze Age type with a similar hilt 
form, although usually with a different form of midrib and smaller rivets. The 
trapeze-hilted rapier from Mont St. Aignan (Seine-Inf. ) ,  associated with palstaves 
and a metal-hilted rapier with the three-arc hilt form, pl Ovides a link between the 
Tumulus and Anglo-Irish series. British associations include the hoards from 

Maentwrog (B.lIi. BAG, fig. 29, with basal-looped spearhead with triangular blade) ; 
Crediton,  Devon (Inventaria, GB. 4, with a palstave of our type I IA3a and another 

of distinctive Cornish-Devon type, related to those of the Somerset industry of the 
Taunton phase) ; and in Scotland the Glentrool hoard, which also has Somerset 
connections. 

LIST OF RAP I ERS OF ANGLO-IRISH FORM I N  NORTI-IERN EUROPE (TRAPEZE HILT, TWO 

R IVETS) 
(ef. Map VII I )  

1 .  K r .  Steinburg. OlixdOlj. Mus. Schleswig, K . S .  zoz65a. 3 ribs on blade ; three-arc hilt 
outline (fig. 3 Z :  3 ) .  
Kersten, 1 939,  388, Abb. I I l a  (p .  1 00). 

z. Kr. Stade. RlIsclnuedel. Museum Stade I I 1 9 .  From a grave in a barrow. Rounded mid
rib, three-arc hilt outline (fig. 3 Z :  z). 

3 .  Kr. Hadein. fVesterzuanlla. Sprockhoff, 1 94 1 ,  Taj. 3 3 :  3 (fig. 3 Z :  I). Rounded midrib 
ftanked by grooves. 

4. D renthe. EmmelI. Dredged from the l\1ussel Aa. Short ( ' Kurzschwert' ) ;  3 ribs on blade. 
Felix, 1 945 , Abb . z56. 

5. Netherlands. No exact provenance. Museum Nijmegen, no. I (ex Kam coll . ) .  Rounded 
midrib. Felix, 1 945, Abb. z57.  
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Atypical 

I .  Kr. Warendorf, Greffell, lVlus. Essen. Sprockhoff, 1 94 1 ,  Taj. 3 3 :  I .  
2.  Gelderiand. Labit/l. From the Rhine. lVluseum Leiden, e.  1 9 25 . 1 . 2 .  Long and narrow; 

four notches. Midrib form not indicated. Felix, 1 945 , no. 241 ,  Abb. 250. 
3 .  Limburg. Maastl'icht ,  Atypical hilt form. Felix, 1 945, no. 246, Abb. 2 5 5 .  

C .  SOCKETED KNIVES 

Two socketed knives of British-Irish origin have been published by Sprockhoff 
( 1 956 ,  14 , 77, Abb. 4).  One, a stray find, is from Tostedt, Kr. Harburg (Ibid. , Abb. 

4: I ) ;  the other from a Montelius V hoard at Back, Kr. Randow (Ibid. , Abb. 4: 2) .  

Both specimens belong to the Thorndon type (Hodges, 1 956, 38 , 5 1-2, dist. map 
fig. 4; cf. the Thorndon hoard, Suffolk, Illventaria GB. I I ,  assigned to LB 2) .  
Knives of this type are common in  South England, especiaIly in the Thames Valley 
and East Anglia, and in I reland ; specimens are also known from France. 

D. TANGED RAZORS 

The possibility that British tange d double-edged razors were exported to Northern 
Europe was firs t raised by the present writer, with I .  F. Smith ( 1 956) .  'vVe were then 
concerned to point out the connection between British razors and those of the Cen
tral European Tumulus Bronze Age 1 ,  which possessed tanged razors from Reinecke 

B I onwards, and thereby to break through the chain of misconceptions which had 
led to the erroneous dating of all such razors, together with the things associated 
with them, to LB2. It was also suggested that the narrow-tanged (Clas s IB)  razor 
from the rich Sagel grave at Dromven in Drenthe (Ibid. , 22-4, 49, nO. I 3 ,  with 
further references ; fig. 34: I) might well be a British export. Two other long-tanged 
specimens from graves on the North Frisian island of Amrum were also cited as 
possibly of British origin or inspiration (Ibid. , 22, fig. 3 :  6, 7 ;  now also Kersten 
and LaBaume, 1 958,  1 25 ,  Taj. 59 :  1 3 ,  and 1 3 1 ,  Taf. 85 : 1 9. The first of these ean 
now be seen, from the new i llustration, to be much less razor-like than we form erly 
supposed, and is to be withdrawn from our list. 

More recently, further examples of early double-edged razors have been pub

lished both in the British Isles and in Northern Europe. Those in  the British Isles 

1 Tumulus Bronze Age razors additional to those listed in Butler and Smith, 1 956, 
include : (l)  Geroldshausen, Kr. Wilrzburg ; inhumation grave; fig.  33:  7; H .  lVIiiller-Karpe, 
Bull. Pal. Ital. N . S .  X I I I, 69-7°, 1 87-206, fig. 5 ;  (2) Batzhausen, Ldkr. Parsberg, Ober
pfalz ; presumably from grave in one of the tumuli there; Torbrtigge, 1 959,  1 4 1 ,  Ta/. 29: 2 1 .  
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Fig. 3 3 .  Tanged razors from.:  r .  Drouwen, Drenthe (af ter Glasbergen) ; 2 Nim, NE Jutland 
(af ter Sylvest) ( = PI. XI I Ia) ; 3 Ehestorf, Kr. Bremervorde (af ter Nowotnig) ; 4 lVIus.  Clop
penburg ; S Am rum, North Frisian Islands (af ter Olshausen) ; 6 Gasteren, Drenthe ; 

7 Geroldshausen, Kr. \;VUrzburg (af ter MLiller-Karpe). I : 2. 

i nclude the specimens from Strathern, Leicestershire (in grave with \Vessex-type 

pygmy cup ; Illvelltaria GB. Z I )  and Kilmore, Co. vVestmeath (Prendergast, 1 960, 

5 ff. , fig. za, b). In Denmark, a good specimen, though with damaged tang, was 
found in a rich warrior's grave in East Jutland , at Nim (fig. 3 3 : z ;  Sylvest, 1 957, 
44 ff. , fig. ze ; I am grateful to Dr. Sylvest and to P .  Kjaerum for a full-size outline 
drawing of this razor) . The grave is dated to Broholm I I .  Another rich grave of the 
same period, but this time in the district between the lower \Veser and the lower 
Elbe in Northwest Germany, at Ehestorf, Kr. Bremervbrde (fig. 3 3 : 3 ;  NO'vvothnig, 
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1 958,  1 52 ff. , Taj. 1 :  3 ,  Abb. I b) contains a fine tanged razor ,  found with remains 
of its original leather sheath. It has angular shoulders and a slight V -notch. 

Mention should also be made of the tange d razor with slight round notch at the 
butt, but without a midrib, from Zeijen, Gem. Vries, Drenthe (fig. 3 3 : 6 ;  Van Giffen, 

1 949, Afb. 22a, no. 76) .  

This specimen, which is severely corroded, and the edges of which have been abraded, lie 
imbedded in  plaster in the Assen iVIusellm, numbered but without a corresponding inven
tory entry. Reference to the Find Book for I 9 I 7  (BAl ,  Groningen) and the original excava
tion plan shows, however, that it is certainly the specimen excavated by Van Giffen in the 
prehistoric cemetery at Zeijen;  it was not actually found in a grave, but within a rectangular 
enclosure-ditch of Em'ly Iron Age date (with which it need not necessarily have any connec
tion), together with sherds and stone objects. In the iVlusellm are preserveel under the same 
number, however, only a single wall sherel of coarse pottery of ineleterminate type and a fire 
crackled scrap of worked flint. Part of the site-plan, with a marginal miniature elrawing 
(adequate for identification), was in fact illustrated by Van Giffen, in connection with later 
excavations on the same site (Van Giffen, NDV I 949, Afb. 22, no. 76). Unfortunately it is 
not clear whether the razor came to the site in  qllestion with the Tumldus Ol' with the Urn
fielel folk, both groups having buried their dea d there. 

The ve ry rarity of these double-edged razors in Northern Europe suggests that 
they were never part of the repertory of the smiths in the area, and en courages 
the belief that the specimens found represent imports. The Drouwen, Zeijen, Ehe
storf and Nim specimens are surely to be connected with the British rather than 
with the Tumulus Bronze Age razors on the basis of their size and proportions and 
the shape of blade and tang. Three of these specimens come from rich warrior's 
graves, which date their beginnings as early as Sogel times (equated by Hachmann, 
1 957, with Reinecke A2) and also show their use i n  Northern Period I I .  

vVestem Eurupeall '/'azars af Class II were apparently also exported o n  occasion to 
Northern Europe. A bifld razor was found by Van Giffen ( 1 945, 1 05 ,  no. 27d, Afb. 

I 5A) , i n  the Urnfield at Gasteren, Gem. Anloo, Drenthe. This razor has a broad V 
notch at the butt ; its tang has an atypically carinated outline, and at the base of 
the tang is a pair of diagonal sideward projections. Van Giffen interpreted these 
lugs as the stumps of a ring-handle, such as occurs on Central European Urnfield 
razors which were occasionally imported to the district. The projections are not, 
however, curved ; they are not deat'ly broken off; and the end of the tang 
continues on beyond them - all features which argue against the ring-handle i nter
pretation .  'vVe silOuld therefore rather connect the projections on the tang of the 
Gasteren razor with the lugs found in the same position on the razors of Hodges' 
Class IV (Hodges, 1 956 ,  42, list p. 5 5 ;  Evans, ABI fig. 257-8) .  These Class IV 
razors are, however, leaf-shaped and not  bifido Even better as  a parallel for the 
Gasteren razor's lugs are, however, the diagonally set lugs which are a feature of 

Palaeohistoria Val. IX:  Butler. 9 
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one Jordic type of single-edged knife characteristic of Montelius IV (Sprockhoff, 

1 937, Taj. VI :  IO ;  Broholm, DO IV 33 ; newest example, Ausgrabungen und Fuude 

VI ,  1 96 1 ,  1 33 ,  Abb. 6a) . I t  may be that the Gasteren razor was made by a smith 
familiar with thi s type of Nordic knife, although admittedly specimens of the knife
type in question are so far unknown in the district. Yet in other respects the Gas
teren razor resembles Western European bifids. It is not, however, a specimen of 
the fully developed Atlantic bifid type, since it has no midrib, no hole in the blade, 

and a rather broad notch. The Gasteren grave which contained the razor, the 
richest grave in the cemetery, belongs to a stage which lo ca Ily can be equated with 
early Hallstatt B and late Montelius IV, and may thus be more or less contempo
rary with a Western European bifid exported in the other direction to Sicily in the 
Cassibile stage (Hencken, 1 9 55) l .  To the same stage at Gasteren belong urns 
which, as Waterbolk ( 1 962, 29) has pointed out, bear a dose resemblance to the 
East Anglian globular urns of Ardleigh type. 

The blade of a large bifid razor (9 .5  X 7 cm), with an ornamented midrib, was 
found in a Central German stonepacked cist on the Sehringshohe (Rudloffsplan Il)  

near Helmsdorf, Mansfelder Seelueis (Rauch, 1 9 I I ,  86-7, Taj. XII I :  I O) . The 
razor, which has lost its tang and part of the blade, bears, according to Rauch (cf. 

also Nowothnig, 1 958,  1 66, Taj. I ;  l )  decoration on the midrib consisting of barely 
visible small diagonal strokes. The razor was found o n  the paved floor of the 3 

meters long cist. Near it was a roll-headed bronze pin (an astonishingly Ion g-live d 
type), Rauch, Taj. XIII :  6 ;  there were no other grave goods. An adj acent cist of 
very similar construction contained, however, a pottery bowl, a bronze penannular 

bracelet with slightly expanded, meeting ends, and a bronze spearhead (Ibid. , Taf. 
XIII :  5, 9)' These cist graves belong to the ' Unstrut group' described by Von 
Brunn ( 1954);  the Helmsdorf graves are, according to him, to be assigned to Mon
telius IV.  

1 The Cassibile razor may be compared with the I berian specimens represented in  the 
Huerta de Arriba hoard (Provinee of Burg�s), luvelItaria E.  2.  2: 1 1 -14.  



CHAPTER VII 
SWORDS 

(List, p. I l 9 ;  fig. 34 ;  Map X) 

A. FLANGE-HILTED SWORDS 

Finds of British and Western flange-hilted swords in Northern Europe have been 
studied by Cowen ( I 952,  I 3 5  ff. , I H  ff. (list), PI.  XV-XVII) .  He classifies them 
as fo11ows : 

U-type 
Badegow near Crivitz, Mecklenburg-Schwerin ;  ' Nor/It Brabant' ,  Netherlands. 

V-type 
'North Braballt' .  

Wilbllrtoll-Ewal't tmllsitioll : Hover, Kr. Uelzen, Hanover (grave ?). 

Late Ewart (mostly showing Hallstatt influence) 
Gelltbmgge, East Flanders, Belgium;  Ntj-II/egell, GelderIand, Netherlands ; Bacliarach, Rhine 
Province ; Valdo/j, Lkr. Herford, and N/indell, \Vestphalia ; Beenz, Kr. Templin,  Branden
burg ; Kirke 80b)l, Fyn, Denmark (hoard, lVIontelius V). Fragment possibly of this type :  
Hellwitt, Sønderborg A. ,  Als, DenmarIe 

Cal'ps-tollgue (from Atlantic France) 
Nijlllegen, GelderIand;  Catlellbll1g, Kr. Northeim, Hanover ;  Elbe valley '/lem' Dresden; 8ten
det/, Kr. AngermCmde, Brandenburg (with added Northern antennae-hilt) ; vVojciecltowice, 
pow. ]edrzewow, Kielce, Poland (hoard, Montelius V). (For fragments in Rhineland hoards 
of Hallstatt B,  see Cowen, 1 955 ) .  

A sword closely resembling the specimen of Ewart type from Bacharach has mean
while been i 11ustrated from the Rhineland;  it comes from JlIlarienbau1IZ, Kr. Moers 
(Landesmuseum Bonn, 54: 563) .  

Von Uslar, BonIler Ja/l1'blldt 1 57,  1 957 , 4 1 3 ,  Abb. 1 6, erroneously describes it as a 'carps
tongue' sword ; Kiekebusch, 1 959, 9 ,  Taj. I :  1 2, calls it a 'typical Hallstatt sword', although 
she re-illustrates the remarkably similar BachaJ'ach specimen beside it, Taj. I :  I I .  Her Taj. 
I :  1 3 , more Hallstatt-like than the other two, is without exact provenance. 

The chronological problems connected with these swords were dealt with by 
Cowen in a series of studies ( I 95 I ,  I 95  ff. ; I 952,  I 29 ff. ; I 955 ,  52 ff. ) .  In Cowen's 
view the earliest British leaf-shaped, flange-hilted swords were deri ved by impor
tation from Western Germany early in Ha11statt A, and were very soon imitated i n  
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Britain. The beginning of British exportation to the North, represented by the 
Badegow sword, should have occurred, in Cowen's view, before the end of lVIOIl
telius I I I  - in time to allow the slotted tang of the British swords to be imitated 

on the swords of the Lower Elbe type (Sprockhoff 's Type I Ic), which are now 
regarded as a characteristic form of the I lmenau Culture in its later phase, corres

ponding with Montelius I I I .  The Lower Elbe swords are short, not leaf-shaped, 
and generally quite dissimilar to the British sword-type in  question ; it is a matter 
of the borrowing of a single feature only. The case thus parallels that of the alleged 

borrowing by the I lmenau Culture from Britain of the soclcet-rib for its Type I I  
spearheads, as described above (p. 1 06) .  Cowen concedes the possibility, though he 
doubts the probability, that the slotte d sword-tang originated on the Lower Elbe 

rat her than in the vVest. 
I n  faet, no leaf-shaped sword is datable by associations in  Northern Europe 

until lVlontelius IV, and the force of Cowen's endeavour to show their presel1Ce in 
lVIontelius I I I  by way of the pommel-tang on Northern swords of the parallel-sided 
Spandau type has been weakened by Von Brunn's suggestion ( 1 958,  1 7) that the 
Northern pommel-tangs need Ilot be derived from imported copies of the Erben
heim type. Deprived of the Northern lVlontelius I I I  terminus ante que1/l, we cannot 
tell whether the in itial diffusion of leaf-shaped swords to the Jorth and West 
occurred in lVIontelius I I I -early Ha A Ol' lVIontelius IV-late Ha A. An indirect 

approach is possibie through the leaf-shaped swords with non-flanged hilts, which 
Hodges ( 1 956,  37, with dist. map fig. 3) suggests are a reaction of native smiths to 
the earliest incoming leaf-shaped swords. At Southend-on-Sea, Essex, one of these 
and a fragmentm'y blade was associated ,vith a looped palstave of our 'East Anglian' 
variety (unpublished; Index of Bronzes) ; at Pen ard, Glam. (Grimes, 1 95 1 ,  No. 5 3 5 ,  
fig. 7 1 : 8-r z), with an atypical socketed axe, a plain leaf-shaped spearhead, and 
bronze tanged arrowheads, none of which seem closely data ble, though the socket
mouth moulding of the Pen ard axe suggests derivation from our Taunton type .  

The Penard arrowheads have parallels in some of the Central European sword
graves i llustrated by Cowen ( 1 955 ,  Taj. 1 9, vVollmesheim;  Abb. 8, Hennef-Geis
tingen) ;  Kimmig ( 1 940, I O l )  cites others, mainly in Hallstatt A, although they 
occur also in earlier and later contexts, and have no specific dating value. As far 
as these two hoards go, they suggest that the early leaf-shaped swords in Britain 
were coming into use about the time of our Taunton-Barton Bendish phase, about 
the turn of lVlontelius I I I-IV;  the early W'estern swords exported to Northern 
Europe should be a bit la ter, in lVIontelius IV. The Hover sword, according to 
Cowen ( 1 952,  1 3 6) would be la te lVIonteltus IV or early V on the basis of its asso
ciation with a Northern sword of narrow-tang type. The Late Ewart swords, dated 
to lVlontelius V on the basis of the Kirke Søby hoard, reflect, according to Cowen, 
the influence of Hallstatt swords, and should not therefore be em'lier in  Central 
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European terms than H a  C ;  yet the Kirke Søby spearhead was claimed b y  Vogt 
as derived from Ha B l . Although Cowen's typological argument appears irrefut
able, the chronological implication - the partial contemporaneity of Ha B and Ha C 
- is not accepted in Central Europe (Von Brunn, 1 958,  1 8) .  The same chronolo
gical problem arises in connection with the carps-tongue swords, which are clem'ly 
dated to Montelius V in the Jorth and Hallstatt B in Central Europe. 

The distribution of the Late Ewart swords on the Continent suggests the use of 
the same route across the Lower Rhine valley and vVestphalia to Central Germany 
that was used for I rish axes and halberds in the Early Bronze Age ; although there 

is no concentration in Saxo-Thuringia at the far end. The distribution of the carps
tongue swords, though different in detail, hannonises with that of the Late Ewart 
swords. Beyond Central Germany we get a thin scatter to East Germany, Poland 
and Denmark ; 'Vestern socketed axes reach the same regions, as did isolated exam
ples of other products. Further disClIssion of the meaning of this trade with the 
East may be reserve d for Part II (see pp. 226 ff. ) .  

B .  'fANGED SWORDS 

The well-known hoard from Dulduff, Kilkerran, Ayrshire (Anderson, 1 886, 1 5 3 ;  
Leeds, 1 930, 5 ff. , fig. 2), which contains fragments of a cauldron, and socketed 
axes, also has two fragments of a sword which has never been illustrated Ol' de
scribed.  They represent the upper portion of a tanged sword (fig. 34). Of the tang, 
a length of only I cm survives ; it is narrow and has a rectangular cross-section. 
The blade is of lozenge-shaped cross-section, the faces being quite flat. The sides 
of the blade are gently curved, tapering from rounded shoLllders. Both fragments 
together measure 24 cm ; the width at the shoulder is 4.4 cm. 

Exactly similar swords, with shoulders rounded like the Dulduff specimen Ol' 
more angular, with, according to Broholm, a shoulder width L1p to 5 cm, are very 
common in Scandinavia and adjacent parts of Jorth Germany. Broholm (DB IV, 
28 ff. )  claims 90 specimens for Denmark, while Sprockhoff ( 1 952a, Karte 3 )  maps 
75 or more for North Germany, which are strongly concentrated in a roughly 
triangular area with its COl'ners in Schleswig-Holstein, neal' Danzig, and in the vi
cinity of Magdeburg along the Elbe. The Scandinavian specimens are most den
sely concentrated in the Danish Islands and Scania, with a relatively thin distri
bution in Jutland and in South Sweden apart from Scania. Some have decorated 
blades ; many have fitted metal hilts. They are most common in Montelius IV, but 

l The Kirke Søby and related speat'heads are discLlssed by G. Jacob Friesen (Die KUl/de, 
N.F.  V I I I ,  1 957 , 2 1 4  ff.) 
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go on into V. The earlier form has a narrow, rectangular-sectioned tang ; the Kil
kerran sword belongs to this type. The later form has a broader tang, ten ding to 
be pointed-oval in section. The earlier type is confined to Montelius IV in Den
mark, but Sprockhoff implies that in North Germany it  may occur in Montelius V 
too. The Kilkerran sword may therefore have been made in Montelius IV or V ;  

i n  any case, i t  was old and battered when deposited a t  Kilkerran. 

I I 
I 

Fig. 34. Fragment of tanged sword, 
Dulduff, AYl'shire, Scotland ; from 
the hoard. I : 3 .  National Museum, 
Edinburgh. 

The hoard is dated by its cauldron-staples, of Leed's Class A2;  Hawkes and 
Smith ( 1 957, 1 83 ff. ) assign Class A cauldrons to the seventh century. The socket
ed axes are of the faceted variety. From Anderson's account (op. cit . )  i t  appears 
that these objects presented to the National Museum at Edinburgh, forrned only 
part of the hoard. 

Another tanged sword, unpublished, was called to the writer's notice by Mr. H .  
W .  M. Hodges. This, a complete specimen, was found i n  the Lower Bann half a 
mile above the Cutts, Colerain, Co. Derry. Its blade is lozenge-shaped in section ;  
the sides narrow sharply just below the shoulder, and then run nearly straight and 
parallel to the tip. The shoulders are strongly convex, with a notch or  broken-out 
rivet-hole on each shoulder. A dome-shaped button fits over the end of the tang, 
and is attached to it by a thin pin which projects from the tang tip and through 
a central hole in the button ; a feature which occurs on more then one variety 
of sword (e.g. the Morigen sword, lI!Jinnen, 1 209), and is not particularly com mon 
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on tanged swords. The rivet-arrangement resembles that of the large dagger from 
the Montelius I I I  cist grave in the ' Bussanhogen' ,  Halland (Millnell 1 006). 

Another unpublished tanged sword (B .M. 63 . 1-22, I 1 4) comes from the Thames 
at Kingston .  I ts shoulder is straight and inclined at an angle of 45 degrees, as on 
many Northern tanged swords (cf. Sachsenwald, Kr .  Lauenburg, Kersten, 1 95 1 ,  
Abb. 53 : 2) .  The blade is lozenge-shaped i n  cross-section, but the edges are be
velled, and there is a high narrow midrib down the centre which broadens out at 
the shoulders, a feature not typical of Northern tanged swords. Tentatively we 
classify it  as of Northern origin or  inspiration. 

C. OTI-I ER NORTHERN SWORDS 

Here we may merely refer to Cowen's discussion of certain Northern swords at 
one time or another alleged to have been found  in the British Isles (Black Gate 
Museum, Newcastle ; British Museum ex Brent Collection ; Yorkshire Museum, 
York, ex Kendall Collection ; Dublin Museum), which all lack convincing evidence 

of British provenance (Cm,ven, 1 933 ,  1 99 ff. ; 1 952,  1 3 8-9) .  His statement that 'no 
sword of northern origin, nor even one showing northern influence, has eve r cer
tainly been found in Britain' ( 1 952,  1 38) requires, however, modification i n  view 
af the tanged swords here cited. 



CHAPTER VIII 
CHISELS AND GOUGES 

(Fig. 35 )  

A .  LUGGED CH ISELS 

The lugged chisel (trunnion celt, or as Maryon prefers, stake) in the hoard from 
Voorhout, S. Holland (fig. I l d) in company with palstaves of our 'vVelsh' type and 
other objects which connect it with the I lsmoor horizon in North Germany, raises 
afresh the question of the dating of this metal-worker's tool in the British Isles. 

The Voorhout chisel, with nearly parallel sides and distinct projecting lugs, 
agrees in form with many British and l rish examples of the type 1 ,  and appears 
othen�Tise to have no close parallels in Europe north of the Alps 2 .  On typology, 
location and associations the Voorhout chisel may be claimed as an export from 

the British Isles. 
A lugged chisel with its cutting edge at right angles to the lugs occurred in the 

hoard from Westbury-on-Trym, Glos. (Megaw and Hardy, 1 938,  R. 37, p. 238,  
fig. I I ) with three decorated castfl.anged axes. Although no precise parallels are 
known for its transverse cutting edge, i t  appears that the tool was known in prin
ciple in Britain before the end of the Early Bronze Age ; so there need be no sur

prise as to the early Middle Bronze Age dating of the Voorhout specimen . The type 
may well have reached the British Isles from the East Mediterranean together with 

other well-known influences from that quarter in the 'iVessex period ; an example 

1 Same 15 examples are lmown in I reland and IO in Britain (see list below). This does 
not include the type of chisel with very narrow tang separated from the blade by a mou ld
ing ar lugs such as B . iVI . LP A fig. I I :  I ,  a type frequently found in LB 2 hom·ds. A stray 
example of the latter type was found at Beckdorf, Kr. Stade (Sprockhoff, 1 94 1 ,  Taj. 28 : I I ) .  

2 A different form, in which there i s  n o  actual lug, but merely a sharp nick in  the sides 
formed by two curves meeting at an angle, is the more com mon type in the East iVlediter
ranean. (lVIaxwell-Hyslop, 1 9 5 3 ) ;  related lugged chisels appear in the Unetice bronze in
dustry in Bohemia and Saxo-Thuringia, e.g. Leubingen (Hofer, 1 906, Taj. 2: 25), Smedrov 
(Richly, 1 894, Taj. XXX I I I ) ,  Southwest Germany (Godensberg, Kr. Fritzlar, Holste, 1 939,  
44, Taj. 1 7 :  7) and the North (e.g. Linden, Kr. Norderditmarschen, Kersten, 1 936,  Taj. 
V :  I ) . Some of these are ftanged. Other parallels are cited by Holste, Ibid.; for the orth 
See Kersten, 1 936, 7 1  (chisels of his Form I) and Hachmann, 1 957.  
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from Asine in Greece, from a Late Helladic context (Frodin and Persson, 1 938,  
3 1 1 ,  fig .  214 :  2 ;  Maxwell-Hyslop, 1 953 , 69 ff. ) is  the best Eastern parallel to the 
Voorhout form.  At Balneil, New Luce, IiVigtownshire, a small lugged chisel ap
pears with a bone crutch-headed pin and a faienc€o quoit-pendant, both types with 
\iVessex connections, with a cremation in a tripartite cinerary urn. 

Later Middle Bronze Age and Late Bronze Age associations of lugged chisels in 
the British Isles include from Broxton, Cheshire, (with two looped palstaves and 
a basal-Iooped spearhead) ; Meole Brace, Shropshire (with two looped palstaves) ; 
Bishopsland, Co. Kildare (connected with our Taunton-Barton Bendish phase, see 

- o 
-o o 

Fig. 3 5 .  Gouge and two socketed chisels, Deurne, NOl'th Bl'abant. Pl'obably a hoard. r : 2 .  
RlVIO Leiden. 

below, p .  223 : Yattendon, Berks. (LEA founders' hom'd) ; Lusmagh, Co. Offaly 
(hom'd of metal-workers' tools, including socketed gouge and other late types) . The 
find from Fadey Heath, Surrey, with a lugged chisel rather like the VOQl·hout spe
cimen, palstaves, a spem'head and socketed axe, is described (ENI, LPA, 45) as 'not 

certainly a hoard' .  
It appears therefore that the Voorhout-type lugged chisel was in use i n  Britain 

from the beginning of the Middle Bronze Age lll1til the end of the Bronze Age. 

LIST OF VOORHOUT-TYPE LUGGED C H ISELS I N  THE BRITISH ISLES 

EI/glalld 

l .  Cheshire. Broxtoll . Hom'd. AB! r 69, fig. 1 97 .  
2 .  Berks. Yattelldoll nr .  Newbury. Hoard. Arcll . LXI,  r 38, fig.  97:  Evans, PSA (2) ,  V I I ,  

480 ff. 
3 .  Kent. HarbledozulI, nI'. Canterbury. Rochestel' iVlus. 
4 .  Surrey. Far/ey HeatII, Albury. Possibie hoard. VCH Surrey, r, 240 ; B.NI. , LPA, 45. 
5. Glos. 'Westbury-ol/-TrylI/.. Transverse cutting edge. Hoard. PSA XVI I I ,  239 ; iVlegaw and 

Hardy, 1 938,  R. 37, p. 238, fig. I I . 
6. Cambs. Cambridge. Fox, ACR, 56,  PI. VI I .  
7 .  Shropshire. Nleole Brace. Edgebold Brickyard. Hoard. Ant. J. V, 409, ff. , figs. r-3 .  
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H1ales 

8 .  lVIontgomerys. Talerddig. AI/.t. J. V, S ! .  
9 .  Denbighs. Probably Conway Valley, nr. Llandudno. Ibid. 

Scollalld 

I O . \Vigtowns. Ball/.eil. Um grave. PSAS L, 303.  

!relal/.d 

I I .  Co. Kildare . Bishopslal/d. Hoard PPS X I I ,  1 946, PI .  X I I I .  
1 2 .  Co. Offaly. LuslI/aglz . Hoard . B.M. LPA, fig. I 2 :  6 .  

(For stray finds i n  Ireland, see Hemp, Aili. J. V, 5 I ff. ; Hodges, 1 956,  4 1 ,  5 I ,  dist. map. 
fig. 2) . 

B. SOCKETED GOUGES 

Socketed gouges are very common 1 11 the British !sIes (Mac Vlhite, 1 944b) and 
rare in N orthern Europe.  Here we merely list the North European examples known 
to the writer. As Sprockhoff rem arks ( 1 953 ,  1 02) the question of their origin, 
whether in the "Vest or in the \i\Test Central European Urnfield Culture, remains 
to be clarified . 

NetherlaIlds 
I .  SliphoUl, North Brabant ; treble mou Id ing. Hoard, with Southeastern socketed axe with 

ribbed wings and other lost socketed axes. Felix 387, Abb. 242. 
2 .  De/mie, North Brabant. Hoard ? Single moulding. Fig. 3 5 .  Felix 68, Abb. 24 1 .  \tVith two 

identically patinated socketed chisels. RlVIOL, Gt. D. 8-1 0 .  
3 .  RossulII, GeIderIand. Dredged from the \tVaaI . lVluseum Arnhem, G A S  1 958-7-8.  Single 

moulding. 

North Gem/allY 

4. Seddill, Kr. Westprignitz. Single moulding. Sprockhoff, 1 94 1 ,  Taj. 5 2 :  6 .  
5 .  Jllliil/ster, \�Testphalia. Double moulding. Ibid. , Taj. 52 :  7 ;  Hoffman, H1estJalell XXI,  

1 936, 368, Taj. 26.  Stray find in um cemetery. 
6. Zubzow, RUgen. Single moulding. Ibid . ,  Taj. 5 2 :  8 .  

Dell1l/Grk 

7. Hjerup, Kjerte s . ,  Baag H . ,  Odense Amt (Fyn). Single moulding. D O  IV 42Ia .  



CHAPTER IX 

HAMMERED BRONZEWORK : SHIELDS AND CAULDRONS 

A. Sl-IlELDS 

In the first chapter of his Halldelsgeschichte ( 1 930, l ff. ) Sprockhoff demonstrated 
that the Bronze Age shields of the British Isles and of Northern Europe were two 
branches of a single family, to which he gave the collective name ' the orthwest 
European round-shields ' .  Its origin he then placed in the British !sIes (ef. also 
Sprockhoff, 1 928 and 1 94 1 ,  I Oo-3) .  More recently, folIowing upon the discussion 
uf the origins and chronology of Herzsprung shields launched by Heneken ( 1 950, 
295 ff.) and MacWhite ( 1 95 1 ,  98 ff. ) .  Sprockhoff ( 1 954, 73 ff. ) has outlined a 
new view in  which Central Europe figures as the original home of the shield
family ; a radial diffusion subsequently bringing Central European shield-types to 

the British Isles and Northern Europe, as well as to the Iberian peninsula and the 
Aegean. 

To examine the detailed consequences of this conception for the British Isles 
and Northern Europe, we must turn back to Sprockhoff's 1 930 study, which re
mains the standard account of the shield-material north of the Alps l .  There Sprock
hoff divided the half-a-hundred 'Northwest European' shields into seven types. 
Typologically the earliest is his Nipperwiese type occurring mainly in South 
Germany (ef. Reinecke, 1 956,  23 ff. , on the Bamberg shields), but with two out
l iers in North Germany, in  the Lower Oder (Nipperwiese) and Lower Elbe (Schip
horst) regions respectively. Nipperwiese shields were apparently known to the 
BohusHin rock-engravers (most recently, with many i llustrations, Goteborg Mu
seum, 1 956) ,  and to the decorator of the famous Wismar horn (Althin, 1 945,  Abb 

l Shields listed and described with references by Sprockhoff ( 1 930, 8 ff.) will here be 
cited without references, or  refen'ed to by ' Spr. '  followed by his catalogue number; except 
for those about which there has been important more recent literature, Ol' new and better 
illustration. \;Yhile this work was in press appeared the fine article on British shields by 
]. NI . Coles (P.P.S .  XXV I I I ,  1 962, l S6 ff.) .  Coles argues forcefull)' that none of the shields 
here discussed ought to be dated earlier than the eighth century (HaB3-LB2-lVIV) ; rejecting 
Pilsen as a doubtful association and discounting the Northern attribution of shields to 
Nlont. I V .  Onl)' new evidence could show whether he has not somewhat too harshly dealt 
with the indications for earlier beginnings. 
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78 ;  Sprockhoff, 1 956,  Abb. 60a, 60b : 6) . The incised figures on the Wismar horn, 

i ncluding the shield-carrying warriors, have been denounced by Althin (Ibid. , 1 44 
ff. )  as a modern forgery, but Oldeberg, Hundt ( 1 952, 409) and Sprockhoff ( 1 956,  
249 ff. )  ( 1 947, 18 ff. ) uphold their genuineness. Oldeberg dates the ornament to 

the transition Montelius I I -I I I ;  which would equal Reinecke D on the correlations 
now in favour, and support the early dating ol' the Nipperwiese shields ; Sprock
hoff believes the Wismar piece is jllJlgbroJlzezeitlich in age, as does 0rsnes ( 1 958) .  

The shield from Pilsen i n  Bohemia (Spr .  I I ) found in  a hoard now dated to 
Reinecke D or early Hallstatt A (Bohm, 1 936,  1 3  ff. ; Sprockhoff, 1 954, 73 ff. , 
Taj. 9), \oVas classified by Sprockhoff both as a Nippenviese shield and a Herz
sprung shield ; it now takes its place as a representative of the earliest phase of 
the entire Herzsprung development. lVlore developed Herzsprung bronze shields 
have been found in North Germany, Denmark and Sweden. Finds since 1 930 in
clude the Svendstrup shield (DO IV 1 07), which is 4uite like those from Herz

sprung; a larger and more elaborate example from Taarup Mose on Falster 
(Becker, 1 947, 9 1  ff. , fig. I ) ; and a fragment of a shield like the Taarup lVIose one 
i n  a Montelius V hoard at Skydebjerg on Fyn (Albrechtsen, Fyns/w l\IIinder I ,  73 
ff. , figs, I ,  5) . The last is especially valuable because it fixes the date of the most 
developed of the Central O l' North European Herzsprung shields ; the entire devel
opment in this area is tlllls bracketed between Pilsen, D 0 1'  early HaA, and Skyde
bjerg, Montelius V l . �Whether all these shields are of Central European manufact
ure, or whether production was also carried on (per haps by immigrant Central 
European craftsmen) in the area of North Gt-nnany where the products of Von 
Merhart 's  Leistellbllchel schoo1 2  are most densely concentrated, is not for us to 
decide. 

vVhile no bronze Herzsprung shields are found in  the British !sIes, the Clonbrin 
leather shield and the wooden shield-moulds from l reland are all of the Herzsprung 

1 Hencken ( 1 950) compares one of the I-Icrzsprllng shields from 'Denmark' (no exact 
provenance) with the earliest of the Aegean Herzsprung shields, iVIollnt Ida (Crete) Shield 
67, ( Ibid. ,  Fig. 8) which he dates to the first half of the eighth century, or possibly the last 
half of the ninth. This lVIollnt Ida shield is a miniature representation, on a full-size Orien
talizing shield. 

2 Von lVIerhart ( 1 952,  38  ff.) distingllishes three styles of bosswork : a G/eichblle/wl style, 
using bosses all the same size, mainly Earlier Urnfield;  a PIIJ/hlbllchel style, in which the 
bosses are of two sizes, as on the J ensovice-Kirkendrup cups (to von lVIerhart these were 
mainly ' Later Urnfield', but to recent writers the Jensovice-Kirkendrup horizon is late Ha 
A-lVI IV) ;  and a LeisteJ/blle/wl style, using bosses and ribs, mainly lVlontelius V, going on 
into V I .  One of the 'Denmat'k' shields is in G/eichblle/?e/; the Sørup shield to be mentioned 
la ter is in Pllnhtbllche/; the two shields from Herzsprung are Leistenbllchel work. The Taarup 
lVIose shield and the Skydebjerg fragment have bosses of three different sizes. The style of 
the Yetholm shields - a strict alternation of rings of equal-sizecl bosses with ribs - is rather 
distinct from any of these Continental styles. 
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type 1 .  I n  Sprockhoff 's older theOl'Y these were the prototypes of the Central or 
North European Herzsprung shields ; in the newer view they are derivatives. 
Heneken ( 1 950) has made a distinetion between Herzsprung shields on which the 
character is tic indentations in the ribbing are of U shape and those with V-shaped 
indentations ; the U-variety being Central and North European, the V -variety 

Aegean-Iberian. I reland has both varieties. In Hencken's view this meant a dual 
origin for the Irish shields, the V variety coming round the Atlantic route from 
the south, the U variety coming from Scandinavia. The V-shield from Clonbrin 
has dose resemblances to the shields represented on the tomb-slabs in Iberia (lVIac
White, 1 954), but also to the Central Ol' North European shields. Sprockhoff placed 

the Clonbrin shield in the same group with Pilsen ; but it  may be suggested that its 
rib-arrangement - an inner ring with an interruption, two outer rings with inden
tations - is really strikingly like that which forms the central motif of the shields 
from Herzsprung, Svendstrup and Nackhalle (which form a homogeneous little 

group) and of the Tam'up shield. 
The Nackhalle shield is traditionally of lVIontelius IV, but its 'whole birds' have 

been compared with those on the Prenzlawitz amphora which is lVlontelius V, and 
those on the St .  Kanzian helmet-fragment which is la te Hallstatt B ;  and the Leistell

buchel ornamentation of the Svendstrup and Herzsprung shields has its parallels 
mainly in North German lVIontelius V; the Taarup shield is lVI V in any case. The 
use of thin doubled ribs in the Leistellbllchel group and on lts shields also finds an 
echo in I reland ; the wooden shield-mould from Annadale, though without bosses, 

has similar ribbing. 
Four of Sprockhoff 's shield-types - the London, Coveney, Harlech and Yetholm 

types - are mainly Ol' exclusively British in distribution, although two of them 

( London and Harlech) are apparently represented on BohusJan rock-engravings. 
The Coveney, Harlech and Yetholm types appeal' to be very similar in details of  

manufacture, but  differ in ornamentation ; the Harlech type being ornamented only 
with concentric ribs, the rare Coveney type with ribs arranged as meanders, and 
the Yetholm type with concentric ribs alternating with rings of equal-sized bosses. 
Typologically, Sprockhoff saw the Harlech shields as a development of the Nipper
wiese type, and in this he was undoubtedly right, although there is an unbridged 
gap between them. ViThether the missing links were Continental Ol' British only 

future finds can show. 

1 Clonbrin, Co. Longford (Sprockhoff, I 930, Taf. 3a. and often elsewhere ; Annandale, 
Co. Leitrim (Ibid., Taf. 3b), Cloonlara, Co. Mayo (Mahr, I 937,  383 ,  PI. XXV; Heneken, 
I 950, fig. 22) ;  Churchfield, Co. JVlayo (O'Riorclain, I 946, I 6 I ,  PI. I 4 :  2) ; Kilmahamogue, 
Co. Antrim (Jope, I 950, 62 ff. , PI. 8: 1 6) .  For the pollen-dating of the Cloonlara shield-, 
mould (of Hencken's U-variety) see most recently JVlitchell, I 956, 2 I 4  ff. , 238-40. I ts hori
zon is mid-way within JVlitchell 's very long Zone VI I I B ,  and apparently em'lier than that 
of the Canbo bronze sword ; but the shield would have been dug in from a higher level .  
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Most important in our present context is the faet that two shields which Sprock
hoff assigned to the Yetholm type have been found in Denmark, both on the island 
of Falster. One of these, from Lommelev Mose (PI. XVb) (Spr. 2; also Broholm 
DB I I I ,  M. 25 ; DO IV I 06) is closer to the British Yetholm shields than it  is to 
those of any other type;  yet the arrangement of the rib-and-boss ornament of the 
Lommelev shield differs from the British standard. It has two rings of bosses be
tween each pair of ribs, and the boss-rings are not continuous, but interrupted by 
radial free lanes, making a kind of star pattern. These features suggest Continental 
rather than British manufacture. The other Danish Yetholm shield, from Sørup 
Mose, Elskilstrup (PI. XVb : right) (Spr. 4; also Broholm, DB I I I, 1 8 1 ,  1 84, M. 24) 
differs only in very minor particulars from the shield found at Lough Gur, Co. 
Limerick in ! reland (P! ' XVlb) (Spr. 4 1 ; also Mahr, 1 939 ,  PI. 9: 1 ) 1 . The Sørup 
shield has seven ribs, the Lough Gur shield six ; both have six rings of bosses. On 
the hypothesis that a small number of ribs and boss-rings is early in the Yetholm 

sequence, (cf. Hodges, 1 956,  44) the Sørup and Lough Gur shields stand at the 
beginning of the Yetholm type. All other shield-finds of the Yetholm type are, of 
course, in Britain, where i t  is the most common shield-type. 

The Lommelev shield was found in the bog only a short distance from a hoard 
of bronzes (lures, tanged swords) assigned to Montelius IV, but the shield-find was 
a year later, and its association with the hoard is not claimed. The Sørup shield 
was, however, clearly associated with another shieJd, which is the only known 
example of Sprockhoff 's  Sørup type. I ts cross-pattern is in Pllllhtbllc!�el; and since 
the cups and other vessels ornamented in this technique are normally Montelius 
IV the dating of the Sørup hoard to this period is to that extent supported. 

Since the validity of the Langwood Fen, Cambs. association of a Yetholm shield 
with a basal-looped spearhead has been challenged (Hawkes and Smith, 1 957,  
1 49n), the Sørup find appears as the only really useful dating-clue for the Yetholm 
shields . Sheet-metal work in the Yetholm style appears to be rare on the Conti
nent, but a fragment (not from a shield ; its rolled edge is straight) in the well
known hoard from Pfeffingen in Wiirttemberg (Behrens, 1 9 1 6, 32  ff. , Abb. I O) has 
the same alternation of ribs and boss-rows ; since the hoat'd is generally assigned 
to late Hallstatt A, and contains imported Montelius IV bronzes, it tends to con

firm the dating of the Sørup find. As far as it goes, this evidence suggests that the 
introduetion of bronze shields to Britain may have occurred in LB I ,  and there
fore before the time of the cauldrons and buckets in LB 2,  as set forth by Hawkes 

and Smith ( 1 957) . It seems likely that the Yetholm shields from Lommelev and 
Sørup were made by members of the same group of travelling shield-makers who 

1 Raftery, 1 9 5 1 ,  Fig. 1 7 6 :  2,  is el'ronously captioned as the Lough GUl' shield. 
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presumably introduced the type to Britain, and perhaps the Harlech and Coveney 
types too. They plied their wares mainly in Britain ; only two bronze shields have 
been found in I reland (Athenry, Co. Galway ; Lough Gur), compared to some 3 5  

i n  Britain - the majority of these i n  the eastern half o f  the island . The distribution 
pattern tims differs markedly from that of the buckets, which are about equally 
divided between Britain and Ireland, and even more from that of the cauldrons, 
which are predominantly Irish (distribution maps Hawkes and Smith, 1 957, figs. 

4 and I O) . Perhaps bronze shields were never made in I reland at all. The Herz
sprung shields seem to have COlne to Ireland at more Ol' less the same time as the 

Kurd buckets ; and the faet that these shields were imitated in I reland only in the 
vvood-and-leather technique, and not in bronze, may aiso point to the absence of 
bronze-shield makers in I reland. In any case, the Sørup find provides one of the 
most important of our contact-finds (Ol' at the very least a valuable parallelism) be
tvveen the British Isles and Northern Europe in the Late Bronze Age. 

B. Tl-IE ABILDHOLT CAULDRON 

Unique in Northern Europe is the Irish cauldron, fragments of which were re
covered from a bog at Abildholt in Ringkøbing Amt, Northwest Jutland, in 1 942. 
The find has been fully described by Becker ( 1 949, 265 ff. , fig. 1-4) . 

The cauldron, discovered by peat-diggers, was repOlted to have been virtuaIly 
complete, but only fragments were preserved. The ovoid bottom of the vessel could 
be reconstructed ; the remainder is missing except for one of the staples with its 

ring-handle, and the second handle-ring. None of the shoulder was recovered ; but 
part of the rim is enclosed within the staple (PI . XVI). 

These are, however, enough to show that the cauldron was of Leed's Class A 
(Leeds, 1 930, I ff.) .  The staple, with three ribs and lateral projections correspond
ing to those on some I rish Class A cauldrons, is cast directly onto the rim, without 
cast cross-bars or plate separating the handle from the rim; it therefore belongs to 
Leed's Ar group, the typologically simplest form 1. The handlerings are, however, 
hexagonal in section and deeply fluted, a type hitherto associated with cauldrons 
of Class B. The Dulduff cauldron, of sub-class A2 (Leeds, Ibid. , PI. IV : 2, 3) has 

rings which are hexagonal in section but not fluted. The association of a Scandi-

J As pointed out by Beeker. Hawkes and Smith, ( 1 957 ,  1 82-3) assign i t  to A 3 ;  but what 
they apparently take for the plate spanning the rim is in faet, aeeording to Beeker's aeeount, 
a repair-plate, inserted and riveted in plaee at this point to mend the damage eaused in east
ing on the staple ; the hot metal having burnt through the thin rim. It  was exaetly this type 
of damage that neeessitated the invention of the A2 and A3 forms. 
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naVlan tangcd sword with the Dulduff cauldron (Chap. VII ,  B) represents a 
curious quid quo pro. 

Abildholt (Borbjerg s . ) ,  lies about 17 km east of Holstebro, neal' a small tribut
ary of the river Storaa, not far south of the Limfjord. The cauldron was found 
without datable associations. Havvkes and Smith ( 1 957) date Class A catddrons to 
the seventh century. To connect the Abildholt cauldron with the amber trade 
seems almost too obvious to be worth mentioning; amber finds become common 
in Ireland in this period (MacvVhite, 1 944a, 1 22 ff. ) .  



CHAPTER X 

FERRULES 

(fig. 36 ;  Map X) 

A British origin was suggested by Sprockhoff ( 1 94 1 , 96, Abb. 78 ; 1 955 ,  fig. 4) 1 for 
the long, blunt-ended, slightly conicai ferrule found in a Montelius \T hom'd at 
Kronshagen near Kiel, Kr. Rendsburg. In form it resembles the British type well 
known from the Nettieham hoard (which Sprockhoff il lustrates, 1 94 1 ,  Abb. 79, 

af ter Hawkes) and others. Ferrules of Montelius V in Sweden (Mbrbylanga sno 
bland, and Gronhult, Vanga sn., Scania ;  (Montelius, J1IJillllell 1 228-9) and Den
mark (Pyrup, Svendborg A. ; DO IV 1 3 2  with rounded head) are also approximat
ely of the British form, but have incised ornamentation resemblll1g that current in 
West Alpine Hallstatt B .  Sprockhoff distinguishes the British type from another 
conicai type of ferrule, u ltimately of East Alpine origin, which, brought north
ward to Central Germany, became one of the characteristic forms of his Kultu1'

IU'eis all der MitteleIbe (Sprockhoff, 1 937, 3° ff. , Abb. 9, Abb. 2 1 ,  Taj. 6 :  3 ) .  They 
occur characteristically in the group of Steinpaclwllgsgrå'ber in the Saale Mouth 
district, which have been the subject of a monograph by Von Brunn ( 1 954a). 

These ferrules, usually quite short but occasionally attaining a length of about 
21 cm, are chiefly distinguished from the British type by having a pointed end in

stead of the blunt end found on the British specimens ; the latter are normally long. 
The chronological horizon in which the Central German ferrules appeal' is equated 
by Von Brunn with la te Montelius I I I  and Montelius I V, corresponding with 
early and late Hallstatt A respectively. A vVelsh hoard from Ffynhonnau, Breckn.  
(Savory, 1 958,  27-8, fig.  3) contains two ferrules resembling the longer specimens 
of the Central German form, as Kbthen Grab I (Von Brunn, Ibid. , 7, Taf. 2: 2 ,  3) ,  

and Kolno (Ibid. , I O, Taj. 9 :  9, 1 2) ,  which are assigned by Von Brunn to Mon
telius IV. The Ffynhonnau hoard also contains an imported Hallstatt A single-edged 
Urnfield knife, two native looped palstaves, and the fragment of a leaf-shaped 
sword (we are grateful to Dr. Savory for a photograph of this find). This suggests 
the possibility that the British ferrules are to be derived from Central Germany ; 
with the Ffynhonnau hoard constituting an excellent contact-find. The palstaves 

1 See also Sprockhoff, 1955 ,  88 Abb. 4. 

Palaeohistoria Vol. IX: Butler. I O  
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Fig, 36 ,  Hoard from Heerde, GelderIand, I : 2, Af ter Elzinga, 

(blade-width intermediate between our Classes I and I I ;  narrow midrib ; slightly 
projeeting stop-ridge) are of a variety well represented at least in the Cambridge 
region (Fox, 1 923 ,  5 5-6, PI .  VII :  7) ; it is the type represented in the Downham 
Fen hoard (Ibid" PI. VII I :  2), "vith rapier and soeketed sidde, and the Grunty Fen 
hoard (Von Rugel, 1 906/8), though here with trident ornament. The British fer
rules are assoeiated main ly with the Wilburton industry ; as in the Wilburton hoard 
itself, and at Nettieham, Lines" and Guilsfield, Mont, (Grimes, 1 95 I ,  fig, 70- 1 ) , 

A ferrule probably of the British type (the base is missing, so that its original 
form ean not be determined; the present length is 1 8 . 5  em) was found in the Nether-
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lands, apparently a t  Bruggelen, Gem. Apeldoorn, Gelderland. This objeet was 
repOl·ted to the Arnhem Museum, and deseribed (Elzinga, 1 957-8, I I  ff.) in 
eompany with a hoard of four objeets (induding another ferrule) found at the 
estate of 'De Dellen' in Gem. Heerde, some 25 km farther north) ; but aeeording 
to Elzinga's i nvestigation the first-mentioned ferrule was a separate find, having 
nothing to do with the hoard from Heerde. The Bruggelen speeimen must, there
fore, be treated as a stray find. The ferrule from Heerde has a shaft of the same 
form, but dose to its base there are two eneirding ribs, and the base itself is in 
the form of a dise. The hoard also eontains two large pins with hollow, perforated 
globe heads, of West Alpine inspiration, and a pegged spearhead with flame-shaped 

blade and long soeket (fig. 3 6) .  



CHAPTER XI 

TWISTED BRONZEWORK : NECKRINGS AND BRACELETS 

(List, p .  1 4 1 ; PI. XVI I ;  fig. 37 ;  Map XI) 

The derivation of British twisted bar neckrings and bracelets from Northern 
Europe "v as suggested by Evans (ABI, 379) ,  and he has been followed in this by 
Hawkes ( 1 942, 46-7) and Mrs. Piggott ( 1 949, I l O) in preference to Fox's sugges
tion of a Central European origin for them. 

Comparison of the British and North European twisted ornaments indicates that 
a Danish Ol' North German origin is extremely probable for the British neckrings, 
and presumably also for the twisted bracelets which are usually found in the same 
contexts in Britain, although the workmanship of the bracelets does not correspond 
so well with those of Northem Europe. The Irish twisting of gold is on the whole 
separate and distinct, but a few points of contact may be found with the North 
European tradition of twisted goldwork, which allow a tentative suggestion that 
the I rish twisted goldwork may aiso be of Jorthern inspiration. 

The earliest twisted metal objects in Britain - the pin s with twisted stems found 
occasionally in 'iVessex Culture graves - are of course imports from the Central 
European Unetice bronze industry, and were not manufactured in Britain. The 
only known possibie example of British Early Bronze Age twisted metal-work is 
the curious ' standard' from vVilsford in Wiltshire (Ashbee and Ap Simon, 1 954, 

326 ff.) with its twisted horns, but since it is a unique object (apart from the distant 
parallels ranging from 3rd MilleniUIll Anatolia to Sutton Hoo cited, op cif . )  its 
British manufacture is by no means to be taken for granted. 

A number of gold twisted eatTings from Ireland (Armstrong, 1 933 ,  PI .  XVI I I ;  
4 1 8-22) have early East Mediterranean connections and have been used, together 
with the well-known twisted gold spiral ornament from Troy, to argue for a direct 
derivation of Irish twisted gold work 'via the Atlantic route, independently of Con
tinental Europe 1. 

1 Cf. Childe, 1 937,  2 1 ;  NIm'yon, 1 936, 3 ff, ; Hawkes, 1 96 r .  Note also the loosely twistecl 
em-ring in the LUneburg Em'lier Bronge Age (Montelius I I) grave at Bleckmar, Kr. Celle : 
'Wittenberg', Grave 4, Inhumation V (Piesker, 1 958 ,  Taj. 1 6 :  1 8) .  This appears to be of the 
'bar-twisted' type of Hawkes, 
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In  Central Europe twisted ornaments - not only pins, but occasionally neckrings 
and bracelets - appeal' in the Early Bronze Age. A loosely twisted ingot torque has 
been found i n  Austria. Twisted gold bracelets have been found in Reinecke A2 

contexts in South Gennany at Regensburg (Gerlllania, 1 938, 7 ff. , Abb. 1 )  and 
Trassem (Behrens, 1 9 1 6, 1 9, Abb. 6: good photograph Real, VIII ,  Taf. 83) .  These 
have sometimes daimed as I rish exports ; there are however no dose Irish parallels 

to their form (they are thick in the centre and taper markedly towards the terminals) . 

I n  the Tumulus Bronze Age twisted bronze bracelets of a standardized penannular 
form with plain rounded terminals are common, but the twisted neckring is appar
ently rare in Central Europe until the Urnfield period, when a kind of twisted 
neckring with terminals rolled in the fashion of the Early Bronze Age ingot tor
ques becomes fashionable. These Central European products do not make as satis
factory prototypes for the British twisted ornaments as the Northern types to be 
discussed below. 

A .  T\:l/ISTED BAR NECKRINGS 

The Northern twisted bar necluings of the Aeldre BTOnzealder have been listed and 
dassified by Kersten ( 1 936, 36 ff. , 1 20). His Form I is characterised by terminals 
which are rolled in to spirals. These neckrings are thin and very tightly and finely 
twisted ; only four examples are known , all in Denmark, and are dated to his period 
I Ib .  One was worn by the famous lady from the Borum Eshøj treetrunk coffin. 

His Form 2, with hooked terminals, is quite common. Kersten cites 33  finds, 
beginning in Period II but mainly in I I I ;  of which 1 6  are in  Denmark, I4 in 
Schleswig-Holstein, and one each at Harburg and in the Bardengau . The form is 
also known in the I lmenau Culture (Kersten, 1 95 I ,  60, Abb. 36 :  7, 39 :  I) and in 
Mecklenburg ;  in East Germany, examples appeal' in grave finds at Slate, Kr. 
Parchim (A1Isgrabullgell wld Fuude 1 958, Abb. 33) ,  at 'Veitgendorf in Brandenburg 
(Bohm, I 93 5 ,  68, Taf. 20 : 1 4) and Glendelin, Kr. Demmin in Pomerania (Kersten, 
1 958 ,  Taj. 30 :  344A and 344C (6) ; but the North German finds have not been 
comprehensively listed. In the Aeldl'e BTOuzealder Form 2 neckrings appear very 
often in women's graves. Although predominantly an Aeldl'e BTOllzealder type, the 
Form 2 neckrings also appeal' occasionally in  finds, widely distributed in Denmark 
and North Germany, of Periods IV and V (cf. Boudou, 1 960, 54) usually in votive 

1 The conventional term 'torque' is applied to such a wide variety of objects, both 
twisted and untwisted, that \Ve prefer to use the longer but more specific designations, 
corresponding to Kersten's gedrelite Halsringe and Al'Inringe. Ribbon torques are unknown 
in Jorthern Europe and do not enter into the present discussion. 
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and founders' hoat·ds. More advanced types of twisted neckrings, such as those 
with cast imitations of twisting, and neckrings with expanded decorated terminal 

plates, often occur in the same finds, although these types are absent from the 
finds of Periods I I  and I I I .  Thick cast neckrings with hooked ends, often with 
incised decoration on the smooth terminals, also begin in Montelius I V  in Den
mark and North Germany. The comparative rarity of Form 2 neckrings in the 
Northern Late Bronze Age must, however, be emphasized ; far from its being 
typical in Montelius IV, as several British authorities have assumed, the type is 
not even mentioned in Sprockhoff 's comprehensive study ( 1 937) of the North 
German hoards of that period, and is barely mentioned by Baudou ( 1 960, 54). 

By far the greater number of British twisted bar necluings (List I ) are cIosely 
comparable in form and details of workmanship with Kersten's Form 2. Neckrings 
af this kind are twisted from a square-sectioned bar, with terminal portions left 
untwisted (sometimes the terminals are left square in section ; at other times they 

are rounded off) ,  and with the ends bent to form interlocking hooks at right angles 

to one another 1. They vary in thickness from as littie as 2 mm to as much as 20 mm, 

and in diameter from 14 to 20 cm. On the aver age, the Northern neckrings tend 
to have longer smooth terminal portions than the British, but there are many North

ern specimens with short terminals, and a few British neckrings (e.g . ,  Barton Ben
dish, Inventaria GB. 7 2 (2), No. 7) have long terminals. 

Many of the British neckrings in this category have been described in the 
literature as 'cast' ,  but the criteria by which this is judged are not often stated. 
Some of those described as eas t appear to the present writer to be genuinely twist
ed 2, but judgment is best left to those with adequate technical qualifications. In 
any event, most of the British neckrings in List I compare cIosely in appearance 
with the Northern torques of Kersten's Form 2, and do not bear obvious signs of 

a cast imitation technique ; the British and the Northern Form 2 neckrings were to 
aU appearances made by the same method. 

Unique in Britain is the neckring from Hollingbury HiU, which is without hooked 
ends, the smooth terminals being cut off abruptly. A hoard of four similar neck
rings was found at Dave (Namur) in Belgium (Marien, 1 952,  269, fig. 253) .  A single 
example is in a Montelius IV hoard from Steenodde, Nebel, Amrum (Sprockhoff, 
1 937, 20;  Kersten and La Baume, 1 958,  1 48, Taj. 80: 1 8-22) ; another is illustrated 

l One hook is normally turned outward, but rare examples are known with an in-turned 
hook:  Batheaston, Somerset ;  Barton Bendish, Norfolk ; Plaitford, Hants. ; Oldenburg (bog 
find, lVI V) ; possibly Beckdorf, Kr. Stade (grave, lVI I I I), i llustrated as in-turned, but the 
neckring is broken and the original position in the grave is not quite certain (NNU, 1 933 ,  
39 ff. ; information from the excavator). 

2 E.g. Hollingbury Hill, Sussex, and Barton Bendish, Norfolk. Cf. 'Brollzetechnik', Real. , 
I I , 1 72, 
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by Sprockhoff (Ibid. , Taj. 20:  1 3) from a Montelius I V  hom'd from Deetz, Kr. 
Zerbst. Sprockhoff groups these neckrings with his dass of neckrings 'with smooth 
tapering terminals' (Ibid. , 1 937, 44, 9 1 ,  Karte 22, Taj. 20: I I , 1 4 :  6). Re shows 
that the type is especially concentrated in Saxo-Thuringia, spreading from there 

to Mecklenburg and the Lower Elbe-I 1menau region, as well as in other directions. 
While the greater number of datable examples are in hoards of Montelius IV, at 
least two (one of them in Mecklenburg) are in good Period I I I  graves ; several 
others (induding one from a grave at Arneburg, Kr. Stendal, which also induded 
a Glentrool-type pin;  see Chap . XI I )  are also assigned to Montelius I I I  in his list. 

A small number of British neckrings are characterised by greater thickness, an 
obviously cast technique, and thick blunt hooks . These we may call the West 
Buckland type (Nos. I O, 17 ,  1 8 , 20 in list below). In a general way they are ana-
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logous to the Northern thick eas t torques which begin in Montelius IV, but the 
workmanship is not closely comparable ; the short undecorated terminals of the 
British specimens being distinctive, and indicating manufacture in Britain. These 
are likely to be later than the other British torques ; as is also suggested by the 
association of one with a double-looped palstave ("Vest Buckland, Somerset, AB! 

fig. 87) . 
Since the most common British type of twisted bar neclcring is indistinguishable 

from many Northern examples of Kersten's Form 2, and the type is rare elsewhere, 
i t  seems evident that the type was introduced into Britain from Denmark or North 
Germany. This type is current in the North from Period I I  to V, although its 

greatest incidence is in Period I I I ;  at which time the best parallels to the Holling
bury .Hill neclcring were beginning to appear in Central and North Germany, al

though their main incidence is in lVlontelius IV. 
Some of the British neclcrings comparable to Kersten's Form 2, and the Holling

bury neckring, may be actual imports ; most are probably local imitations by smiths 

who had learned the technique from the Northerners. Their concentrated distribu
tion in South England, and especiaIly in Somerset, seems to imply that torque
manufacture was a feature of the Somerset industry of the phase represented by 

the Taunton Union V/orkhouse, Edington Burtie and similar hoards. It may be 
noted that the Form 2 necluings are among the simplest of the Northern types and 
requ ire the least skilled workmanship. 

The S1Issex Loops, a contemporary type, provide a further hint that torque man
ufacture was practiced in South England ; for many of the Sussex Loops are made 

of square-sectioned bars of a length and thickness which suggests that they were 
originally fabricated with the intention of making them into twisted neckrings. I t  
appears a s  i f  a Sussex workshop initiated a l o  cal fad 01' fashi0i1 by  converting half
fabricated neckrings into a peculiar and clumsy sort of bracelet, probably crudely 
imitating the form of an imported bracelet of Barton Bendish type (see p.  1 43 ) .  
Finally, the "Vest Bucldand type of neckring, comparatively rare, must represent 
the late produets of the Somerset neckring-makers, a parallel evolution to the 
N orthern thick cast types. 

The limited distribution and consistent associations of the British neckrings 
suggest that they represent a comparatively shortlived fashion in South England. 
It is especiaIly noteworthy that none of the neclcrings appear in association with 
swords Ol' standardized Late Bronze Age socketed axes 1 . In faet the only association 
with a socketed axe is with our Taunton type in the Union Workhouse hoard, while 
associations with palstaves are common. One neckring appears with a rapier at Glen-

l A related twisted bracelet appears, however, in the LB 2 fOllnders' hoard from 'iVin
frith Newburgh (Llllworth), Dorset (Drew, 1 93 5 , 449 ff. , PI. LXIX). 
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trool. Several of the finds appear to be ritual deposits with one Ol' more neclcrings 
and palstaves, sometimes in barrows, though none are known to be grave finds. 

At Plaitford in Hampshire a twisted necluing was found with a looped swollen
necked pin ;  fragments of Deverel-Rimbury globular urns were found a few yards 

away. (Hawkes, 1942, 44 ff. , PI. VI ,  figs. I O-I I ) .  The neckring and bracelets from 
Ebbesbourne Wake were found in a lynchet and yvere therefore contemporary with 
01' later than a Celtic Field system. 

In South England the twisted necluings are a characteristic feature of our Taun

ton-Barton Bendish industry, with which the Glentrool hoard in Galloway should 
be contemporary. The Annesborough hoard in I reland included a Roman fibula 

along with a twisted neckring, a trident-ornamented looped palstave and plain 
bracelets. The deposit had been disturbed by tree-roots, and i t  is by no means im
possibIe that the fibula was an accidental association ; the other objects would all 
be consistent with the normal associations of the necluings in Britain. The neclc
rings from Glentrool and Annesborough, and that from Villers-sur-Authie across 
the Channel, might be exports from Somerset or alternatively direct importations 
from Northern Europe. 

LIST O F  BRONZE TWISTED NECKRINGS I N  THE BRITISH ISLES 

(ef. Map XI) 

Cmnbs 

I .  Bl/rwe/l FeJl .  Stray. 1 6  cm X 5 mm. Ashmolean 1 927/2395 . ABI 378. 

Dorset 

2. Hase/bl/ry Bryan.  Hoard. 1 9 . 5 cm X IO mm. W'ith bracelets with overlapping encls. 
B.NI. 92/9- 1 /326.  Proc. Dorset FC LVI ( 1 934), 1 3 1-2 (photo). 

3. Ho/ywell, Evershot. Hoard. 2 neckrings (one 1 9 . 3  cm X 7 mm). \;Vith penannular bra
celets with lozenge section. B.NI. , 54/8-I 7/2. PSA I ,  234;  B.NI. , L .P.A.  fig. 1 3 :  2 .  

4- Tarrant Nlonchtoll. Hoarcl (neckrings only). 5 neckrings, 1 4  to I 7  cm. ,  5 to  7 mm.  B.NI., 
92/9-I/32I-5 .  B.M. , B .A.G. ( I 920), 55 .  

HOllis 

5. Plaitford, Bowers Farm. Hoard. 2 neckrings, 23 cm, I9 cm. \;Vith looped swollen-necked 
pin. Winchester Mus. PPS I 942, 44 ff., PI. V I .  

Lal/dall 

6. Thames at Westll/illster. B.NI. BA .G. 55 .  
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NOIJolh 

7 .  Barton Bendish . Hoard. 2 neckrings, 1 8  cm X 9 mm, 20 cm X 8 mm. vVith palstaves, 
large quoit-headed pin, twisted bracelets. Inventaria, GB. 7 .  

8 .  N!ethwo/d. Catsholme Hal l .  Stray. Cambridge Mus. Index of Bronzes. 

Somerset 

9. Cothelstone House. Stray. SAS I (ii), 43 .  
IO .  Chillington Down, nr .  Crewkerne. Stray. 1 9 . 5  cm X I O mm. Taunton Cas. 1\1useum. 

p Som A & NHS, L I ,  pt. 2, 1 48 (photo opp. p.  1 44) ; LV, 70-1 . 
I r .  Edingtoll Bm·tie. Hom·d. 1 3  cm X 4.5 mm. vVith ribbon torque, large quoit-headed pin, 

knobbed sickles, ribbed bracelet, finger ring, pals taves, etc . P Som A & NHS, V, 9 1 ,  
fig. 6 ;  XLV I I I ,  Pt 1 , 84, p t  v ,  93 .  Taunton Cas. Museum. 

1 2 .  Batheastoll, IVlonkswood (St. Catherine's Valley). Hom·d. 3 neckrings ( 1 5 . 5  X 4 mm, 
16 cm X 5 mm, (incomplete) X 2 mm). '''lith knob bed sickles, large quoit-headed pins, 

twisted and plain penannular bracelets, Glentrool lmife, etc. PSA (2), XV, 358 .  Arch. 
LXXI ,  1 38,  PI .  X I .  P Bath NHAFC V I I I  ( 1 897), 147 ff. Pump Room, Bath. 

1 3 .  Pen Pits, nr. Penselwood. 2 frag. neckrings (9 mm, 7 . 5  mm). ABI 377 .  P Som ANHS VII ,  
p t  I ,  27 ,  fig .  I .  Taunton Cas. IVluseum. 

1 4. Spa:.'ton Parish, Quantock HilIs. Board. 2 neckrings (one 22 .5  cm X 1 7  mm). Arch. 
XIV, 94, pI. XXI I I ;  LXI, pI. X IV, fig. 92. Phelps, Hist. Som. ,  I I ,  1 73 ,  PI. XXI .  

IS .  Tauutoll, Union Workhouse. Hoard. 16  cm X 7 mm (fig. 97- 1 00-5) .  With large quoit
headed pins, palstaves, Taunton-type socketed axe, socketed hammers, razor Class I ,  

twisted bracelet, knobbed sickle, finger ring, spearhead, etc. 
Arch. J. XXXVII ,  94. Pring, Brit. and Roman Taunton, PI. I :  3, p. 49. Taunton Cas. 
Museum. 

1 6 .  Wed'lllore, nr. Heath House. Hoard. 2 neckrings, ( 1 8  cm X c .  IO mm, I S  cm X 6 mm). 
With ribbon torque. Arch J VI ,  ( 1 847), 8 1 .  J. Arch. Assn. XXI,  pI. X I I :  2, p.  232 .  Arch. 

LX I,  1 08-9, fig. 3. AB! figs. 466-7, 469. 
1 7 . West Buchlaud. Hoarcl. Neckring ca. 22 cm. Arch. J. XXXVII ,  1 07 .  ABI fig. 468. With 

2-100ped palstave, ribbed and bossed bracelet (ABI, figs. 87, 48 1 ) . 
1 8 .  SOlllerset (probably). Stray. 20.5 cm X 9 mm. Som. ANHS XXVI I I ,  pt 1 , 77.  Taunton 

Cas. IVluseum. 

Susse . .,.; 

1 9 .  Hollillgbury Hi/l, nr. Brighton. Hoard. Neckring 1 7 . 5  cm X 7 mm; terminals plain 
(without hooks). '''lith palstave, Sussex loops, spiral finger rings. B.N!. 1 853 /4-1 2/ 1 3 . 
SAC I I ,  267 . Arch. J .  V, 3 2 3 .  AB! 76, 378,  386, 390. Arch. XXIX, 372 .  Curwen, Ar
chaeology of Susse.\·, 2nd Ed., 202, 2 1 4-5 . 

Wilts 

20. Ebbesboume Wahe, Elcombe Down. Hoard. with 1 6  bracelets. B.NI. H/.A .M. LI l I ,  
1 06 (photo). 

2 1 .  vVilsford. Barrows near Lake. 3 neckrings; not certain whether all found together. I B1ack
more Museum, I Farnham Museum. ABI 377.  WAlli XXVI I I ,  26 1 ,  XXXV I I ,  1 56. 
Goddard's List No. 289-9 1 .  

England 

22. Find-spot lInhnowu. 22.5 cm X 1 6  mm. B.N!. 1 9 1 0/6. 1 9/ 1 .  
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Seotland: Kh'kC/ldbrigllts 

23 .  G/wtroo/. Hoard. Neckring fragmentary, terminals missing. 3 mm. With palstave, rapier, 
2 tanged razors, spearhead Hawkes D 3 ,  tanged knife,  pin with dise head and sideloop, 
amber and glass beads. Edinburgh Museum. PSAS LV, 29; LVI, 20 ; VI I I , 38, nr . 
Childe, Prehistory of Seotlalld, 1 49-50 ;  Coles, 1 959-60, 2 ff. , PI. r .  

!re/and: Co. A1'II/agll 

24. AlInesborough . Hoard. Neckring (terminals missing) ; fragment of second neckring. With 
palstave, penannular bracelets, Roman fibula. PRIA, XXX I I ,  C, 1 7 3 .  

B .  BRACELETS 

British twisted bronze bar bracelets occasionally are found in the same hoards as 
the neckrings discussed above, and are evidently contemporary with them. The 
workmanship of most of the British twisted bracelets is, however, lacking in dis

tinctive features which would enable direct comparisons to be made with Northern 
or Central European bracelets. The British t"visted bracelets are usually fairly 
thick, and are most often simply cut-off sections of twisted bars, without care

fully finished terminals, bent into penannular form. They have an improvised look 
about them, and are probably to be regarded simply as a by-product of the neck
ring industry. 

An exception is, however, constituted by the doubled-wire twisted bracelet from 
the Barton Bendish hoard, which is a distinctive type with Continental roots. The 
Barton Bendish bracelet is made of thin wire bent double. The two strands are 
twisted in opposite directions, and their ends are bent back into hooks which attach 
to the loop. 

Parallels for the Barton Bendish bracelet are however widely scattered in space 
and time. Bracelets quite similar, but without the hooks, occur both in the North 
and in Central Europe ;  the examples known to the writer are : 

I .  Switzerland. TlVabern, Gem. Kiiniz, Kt. Bern . I n  hoard of 1 3 7  bracelets, inc1uding Tu
mulus Bronze Age and Urnfield types. Tschumi, 1 9 5 3 ,  26, 259, Abb. 3 3 .  Dated by Kim
mig to Ha  A.  

2 .  Schleswig-Holstein. Steenodde, Nebel, Amrum. Hoard, with twisted neckring like Hol
lingbury HiB,  bracelets with incised decoration. Assigned by Sprockhoff ( 1 937,  20) to 
iVlontelius IV. Kersten and La Baume, 1 958,  60,  1 48,  Taj. 80:  1 8-22. 

3. Saxony. Lal/sa- WeixdOJj, Ah. Dresden. 2 examples in  hoard dated by Radig (1\Ilallll/ls 
XXIV, 89, Abb. 3) to Montelius V, though containing older types ; M IV according to 
von Brunn, 1 954� 5 3 , n .  1 32.  
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Similar but with spiral terminals, and in gold: 

Schleswig-Holstein. Steenodde, Nebel, Amrum, Hiigel I ,  iVJittelgrab. Dating uncertain ; Pos
sibly Period I I .  Olshausen, 1 920, 1 2  ff. Abb. 3 :  Kersten, 1 936, 1 62,  No. 348 ; Kersten and 
La Baume, 1 958 ,  1 03-4 (here Grabhiigel Ao, Grab I ) ,  Taj. 5 6 :  1 6 . 

Similar to Barton Bendish, including hooks ; but Im'ger in  size : 

Brandenburg. Herzjelde, Kr. Templin. Hoard dated by Bohm to lVIontelius I I I .  Bohm, 1 93 5 ,  
1 3 5 ,  No. 4 3 ,  Taj. 23 : 2, 4-7, I S · 

Other examples in France and Switzerland are cited by C .  M .  Piggott ( 1 949, I I 4) 
from hoards at Venat (Charente) I ,  Manson (Puy de Dame), Dreuil (Somme), Savoy 
and the Swiss Lakes. Untwisted bracelets of similar form from the Heathery Bum 
cave and Llangwyllog in Anglesey are also cited ;  and the Sllssex Loops, although 
of thicker, rectangular-sectioned bars, are also in the same family. 

Since our Taunton-Barton Bendish phase has contacts with the West Alpine 
area, East Germany, Schleswig-Holstein and Northwest France, it is arglIabie that 
the Barton Bendish bracelet type was introduced to Britain from any of these areas . 
W'abem and Herzfelde show that the possibie prototypes for the Barton Bendish 
bracelet exist at an earlier date than was formerly recognized, and one need not 
necessarily date the Barton Bendish bracelet by the latest examples. 

C, GOLD BRACELETS A D NECKRINGS 

In I reland the rarity of bronze twisted bracelets and neclcrings is more than com
pensated for by the abundance of these types in gold. Although most of the I rish 
examples of these are of peculiarly I rish fonns and techniques, like the rib bon tor
ques and the torques with cruciform cross-section, there are a small number of 
gold torques that are related in workmanship to the North European types. Neck
rings of Armstrong's 'screw-twisted' Type 3 ( 1 93 3 .  20) with hooked terminals, 
such as his PI. XII  84, 86, and possibly the example, known only from a poor 
i l lustration, from Scalby near Scarborough, Yorks, (EIgee, 1 930, 1 75 ,  fig. 56), a re 
simply gold copies of the bronze necluings of Kersten's Form 2, and are most 

l Cf. lnventaria F. 6 (3),  fig. 60. Bohm cites parallels in Hungary, including one from the 
hoard of Luszanka, Com. Savos (Hampel , AI/er/iilller, Taj. 49, fig. 4). 
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economically explained as the product of Somerset influence on the Irish gold in
dustry, though the possibility of direct contact with Northern Europe cannot be 
excluded. A gold hooked-terminal ring (it is somevvhat toa small to be a neckring, 
and is classified by Kersten as a bracelet, but is related to the neckrings in form) 
was found in a Period II grave at Havede, Kr. Norderditmarschen in Schleswig
Holstein (Kersten, 1 936,  Taj. XVI I :  3 ) ,  and another is known from a grave of 
Period I I I  at Schwichtenberg, Kr. Demmin (Kersten, 1 958, Taj. 34:  3 66), and 
might be an export from Ireland, but apparently lo ca Ily made bronze examples of 

the same form (Kersten's A'I'1llriug Form E8) also occur in the North . 
Another contact between Ireland and the North is provided by the pair of gold 

twisted bracelets from St. John's, Co. Carlow (Armstrong, Ibid. , Nos. 82-3 , PI. 6 1 ,  
PI. XIII : I OS , I l O) . These are very similar i n  workmanship to the Northern brace
lets of Kersten's Form E9, penannular bracelets with short plain terminals. Many 
Northern examples have their terminals rounded in section, but examples with 
square-sectioned terminals \ike those from St. John's are also known in the North. 
Since the type is rare in Ireland and is common in the North, both in bronze and 
gold (Kersten lists 37 finds from Denmark and Schleswig-Holstein,  of which two 
finds are dated to Period II and 1 9  to Period I I I ), and bronze bracelets of similar 
form have an earlier history in the TumLtlus Bronze Age, it is difficult to claim the 
Northern examples as an Irish form. 

Rather, the St .  John's bracelets may be Irish copies of Northern bracelets, if not 
actually imported pieces of 1 orthern workmanship. The ribbed bracelets in the 

St. John's hoard l (if they are not, as Wilde suggested, the sides of gold boxes, like 
Armstrong, Ibid. , Frontispiece, 485-8) might also be regarded as imitations of the 
North European ribbed bronze bracelets, which also occur in South England (cf. 

C . M . Piggott, 1 949, 1 20 ff. ) .  Kersten's E9 bracelets are regarded as a characteristic 
form of Montelius I I I .  

The rarity o f  good closed finds makes i t  difficult t o  establish whether the twisted 
gold-work with Northern analogies represents the earliest twisted gold-work in Ire
land. It could be supposed that the technique of twisting metal was acquired by 

the Irish goldsmiths from Northern Europe, either directly or via Somerset, and 
that the specia\ized Irish techniques like the cruciform-section torque were devel

oped on this basis. The rib bon torque has its earliest termiuus allte quem in  the 
bronze examples in the "W'edmore and Edington Burtie hoards in Somerset, which 
belong to the Taunton-Barton Bendish phase ; the earliest dating for an Irish gold 
torque of 'Tara' type is provided by the Grunty Fen find in Cambridge, with pal
staves of our Type I IA3 (trident) which need be no earlier (Von Bugel, 1 906/8, 
96 ff.) .  

1 Armstrong, Ibid. , os. 377-8, PI .  X :  58-9.  
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There are no examples of Irish twisted goldwork which are datable to an earlier 
period than this ;  the most probable date for the St. John's hoard on the basis of 
the Northern parallels to the bracelets would be Montelius I I I .  I t  may be recalled 
in this connection that the Bishopsland hoard (O Riordain, 1 946, 1 6 1 ,  PI. XIII) ,  

found not far from the Wicklow gold-producing area, cJntains a vicelike object 
which would be suitable for gripping the end of a bar to be twisted into a neckring 
or bracelet. 



CHAPTER XII 
PINS 

(Map XII)  

As has often been pointed out, the bronze pin "vas not an indigenous article of cos
tume in the Early Bronze Age in the British Isles, its place being taken to some 
extent by buttons and in part by pins of bone, a survival of Neolithic traditions. 
Bronze pin s found in Britain are oftell actual imports Ol' copies of imported types ; 
only a few distinctively British pin types have been recognized. The importance 
of the irnported pin types as indicators of cultural connections and trade and as 
clues to chronology has been stressed in articles such as the 'Picardy Pin' paper of 
Hawkes ( 1 942) and the Blackrock article of Mrs. C .  M. Piggott ( 1 949). Hawkes has 
especially emphasized the contribution of the Tumulus Bronze Age of Central 
Europe to a group of pins found in South England and the adjacent districts of 
Northern France ; while his suggestion of a North European contribution to the 
pin-costume of South England has been further developed by Mrs. Piggott. The 
influence of the Northern sunflower pin in Scotland and Ireland has long been 
recognized. 

It is somewhat curious that not a single example of the Northern or North Ger
man two-piece fibulae, a type so characteristic and common in the N orth from 
Broholm's Period I I  onward, has eve r been found in the British Isles. 

The only possibie exception would be the fragmentary two-piece fibula from the Ixworth 
collection in Suffolk, (Clarke, 1 939,  30-1 pI. V), a collection formerly accepted as local 
finds by Sir Cyril Fox and Rainberd Clarke, but now (cf. Fox in the 1 948 reissue of Cam
bridge Region, App. IV, p. A 1 6, n. 3) regarded as sllspect. Half of the leaf-shaped bow is 
preserved, with a bronze wire spiral at the end ; the pin is missing. The face of the bow 
has an incised pattern consisting of a series of lines paralJel to the edges, and in the centre 
an hour-glass pattern of paralJel incised lines. The leaf-shaped form af the bow is common 
to both the earlier LUneburg and the em·lier Spindlersfeld types af fiblllae ; the hour-glass 
pattern however, occllrs only in the Spindlersfeld type; the spiral catch plate is also in line 
with the horizontal axis af the pin, and not turned downward as on the LUneburg pins. 
(Sprockhoff, JVlarburger Studim, z05 ff.) .  The Ixworth pin most dosely resembles the ear
lier (Montelius I I I) examples, and is not lInlike one of the pins from the Spindlersfeld 
hoard itself (Ibid., Taf. 8 z :  1 8) .  Sprockhoff telJs us that in Montelius I I I  the Spindlersfeld 
pins with hour-glass pattern occur only in a very limited region af North-east Germany, 
eas t af the Havel rectangle. It is from here, then, that the Ixworth pm IS likely to have 
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come. But pins of this family with the hourglass pattern also occur in iVloravia, Austria, 
and even on the Middle Rhine (Ibid., Taj. 86, Nos. 1 5 ,  8, I I ,  5, 6). Unfortunately, nothing 
is Imown of the history of the Ixworth pin, and i t  cannot be regarcled as a certainly prehistoric 
import to Britain, despite the arguments for accepting the Hallstatt fibulae in the find as 
genuine (cf. Fox, 1 923 , 74-5, Ridgeway and Smith, 97). 

It is to Brandenburg and to Montelius I I I  that attention has been directed for the 

possibie origin of a s11lall group of single piece pins found in the British Isles, those 
with disc heads and side-loops. Janssen in a study of side-Iooped pins in 1935 called 
attention to the connection between some Brandenburg pins and a few in the Bri
tish Isles, and Hawkes and Nlrs. Piggott have adduced others which may have been 
influenced by this Northern German group. 

Janssen showed that the pin with horizontally pierced sideloop (which he distin
guishes from the 'East German' pins with vertically pierce d loop, a separate family) 
had reaclled North Germany from Central Europe by Montelius I I ,  and Denmark 
by Montelius I I I .  

Of  the looped pins with disc head he distingu ishes several varieties ; the most 

important of which for us is a type with plain d isc head, straight unpierced and 
undecorated shaft, and the sideloop placed low on the shaft (a Central Europe 
group, mostly Hungarian, is like these except for having its loop placed directly 
beneath the head). Janssen cites three of these (cf. Map XII ) :  

1 .  Kr. vVesthavelland. NIarzalllle. Janssen, 1 93 5 ,  Abb. 5 ;  Bohm, 1935 ,  Taj. I O :  1 9 .  
2 .  K r .  Stendal .  Arneburg. Janssen, 1935 ,  Abb. 7 .  
3 .  Kr .  Salzweclel .  Zethlingen. Stendaler Beitriige I I I ,  1 9 1 0-14, 78 .  

The Marzahne grave is dated by Janssen to Period I I .  Arneburg (with a HaA 
' Urnfield' knife mit umlappter GriffzlIuge, etc . )  and Zethlingen are grave finds dated 
to Period I I I . The looped pins from Denmark and Schleswig-Holstein (ten exam
ples of which are cited by Janssen, none of which are later than Montelius I I I )  
have conicai, biconical O l'  other head-forms or  differ in  other ways from this 
group.  For chronological purpose it is important to note Janssen 's conclusion that 
although some varieties, especially with more elaborately moulded heads, seem to 
survive into the I ron Age in Central and Eastern Europe, there is no evidence for 
the survival of au)' of the fonns of looped pin in Northern Europe af ter Monte
lius I I I .  

Pins which compare closely with the Brandenburg pins of  Marzahne type are 
limited in Britain to the one example from the Glentrool hoard in Kirkcudbright
shire. Two such pins are known from Ireland, but without exact provenance : one 
in the British Museum, and another in the Ashmolean ( 1 927/2853) .  Since the com
bination of simple disc head with undecorated, unswollen shaft and sideloop placed 
low on the shaft do es not seem to occur in Central Europe, there is a good case 
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for regarding the Glentrool and the two I rish pins as imports from Brandenburg, 
at a time not la ter than the end of Montelius I I I .  The Glentrool hoard contains 
objects of lVIiddle Bronze Age character, related to those of the Taunton-Barton 
Bendish plase of Southern England. 

The pins with sideloops and/or disc heads found in South England and Jorthern 
France all have features which connect them more directly with Central European 
types than with the North. Pins with both sideloops aud disc heads include two 
cited by Mrs. Piggott ( 1 949, 1 1 2) one from DOl'chester, Dorset (Ibid, fig. 3) and the 
other from Rushall Down, Wilts (Devizes Mus. Cat. ,  I I .B . 1 6) .  The Dorchester pin 
is a large one with a slightly swollen shaft which is elaborately incised in the Tu
mulus fashion, a sideloop, and a lozenge-shaped plate attached to its side opposite 
the loop. ! ts large disc head is decorated with a cast pattern in relief, consisting of 

a small central spike surrounded by two concentric circles, a circle of small circles, 
and a circle of small spikes. This astonishing pin do es not seem to have an exact 
analogy anywhere, but combines features from a variety of sources. The shaft may 

be derived from Professor Hawkes' Picardy group of Tumulus-inspired pins ; the 
decoration is rather degenerate, the swelling of its shaft is not pronounced, and it 
has no perforation in the necle The sideloop connects it with the Glentrool and 

Irish specimens aiready discussed and with several pin s in the Picardy group .  The 
disc head zvith spihes alld cirC/tlar mouldillgs, though not exactly parelleled elsewhere, 
has some pm'tial analogies. Circles of spikes appeal' on the Rushall Down pin (which 

has a plain shaft and a sideloop ) and on a number of pins from Central Europe 
(Limberg-Heidenstedt, Lower Austria ;  vVillvol1seder, 1 937, Taj. 49 : 3, pp. l I S ,  
266. Only the head and a small portion o f  the shaft survive) ; Sukorin, neal' Hluboka, 

Bohemia (Schranil, 1 928, 1 2 S ;  Taj. XXV: 2 1 ) ;  Upper Palatinate (no exact find 
spot given ; Naue 1 903 , I ,  33, Taj. XL, fig. 9); Hungary (Hampel, 1 892, Taj. 

CLXXV: I ) . The example from the Upper Palatinate was found in a grave dated 
to Reinecke C or Holste's Late Tumulus, and is presumably an import from far
ther east. A boss and circle pattern like that on the DOl'chester pin (but with no 
spikes Ol' small circles) was found in an um grave at Hanau (Lehrhofer Heide, 
Grab 7) in the valley of the Main, dated by Muller-Karpe ( 1 948) 'zu Beginn der 
Urnenfelderzeit' (Reinecke D/Ha A). He cites em'lier parallels farther east, and 
a similar pin found with a sword with triangular hilt-plate in Upper I taly which 

confirms the Hanau dating. The head of the Dorchester pin com bines the element� 
of the Limberg and Hanau pin-heads, which thus gives us an ancestry for th(' 
Rushall and Dorchester pin-heads in Central Europe at the inception of the Urn
field period. The lozeuge side-plates on the DOl'chester pin must, as Mrs. Piggott 
has shown, be regarded as a purely native British feature. They occur on two pins 
,"vith disc heads and perforated undecorated swollen-necked shafts, one from Laken
heath and the other from Ingieton .  Yorks. (C .  M. Piggott, 1 949, fig. 4). Both are 

Palacohistoria Vol . IX: Butler. 1 1  
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stray finds. But such a side-plate also occurs on a large pin from Hanley Cross, 
Sussex. The shaft is plain ; the head is disc-shaped with a conicai boss in the centre . 
I t  was found in a barrow with ' the dusty remnants of a skeleton' ,  a pair of Sussex 
Loops, and a native large loopheaded pin (Sussex Arch. Cal!. I I ,  265-6 ; plate, No. 
1 -3 ) .  These lozenge side-plates, it has been sugg�sted, derive from the similar 
shaped plates which often occur on British looped spearheads. The central boss is 

the only other feature we have not met before; its ultimate prototypes appear to 
be in the Spindelkapfnadel of Eastern Germany and late Tumulus pins such as 
occur at Hagenau and in Switzerland, South Germany, and Holland. I n  Northern 
France the disc-headed pin with boss is found in the Caix hoard; the central boss 
also occurs on Irish disc-headed and sunflower pins. 

Thus the pin finds vvhich we have discussed fall into two groups : one probably 
of Northeast German origin, localized in Brandenburg, and unlikely to be la ter 
than Montelius I I I ,  and a second of Central European origin, which as Hawkes 
has emphasized is predominantly late TumtIlus in character, with a little Urnfield 
influence. The twu streams meet in South England at a time when other incomings 
from these same regions can be demonstrated, i.e . ,  the period of the Blackrock and 
re la ted hoards which we term the TaUI1ton-Barton Bendish phase. 

'NORDIe' PINS 

The influx of 'Nordic' pin-types to Scotland and especiaIly to Ireland in the Late 
Bronze Age is a striking feature of the period. Sunflower pins are most common 
(somt- thirty examples) ; disc-headed pins, cup-headed and funnel-headed pins, and 
Northern varieties of swans-neck pins occur less frequently (Hodges, 1 956, 42 ff. , 
5 3-4, fig. 5 ;  Coles, 1 958-9, 1 959-60). 

Of the sunflower pins, Hodges distinguishes two classes : Class I, with heads 
possessing a small h emispherical boss and concentric circle ornament, and Clas s 

II, with a larger, conicai boss. The latter may have concentric circle ornament, 
radial patterns, Ol' no decoration. The Class I pins, which are closest to the Scan
dinavian type DO IV 1 63 (the pin from Ballyshannon, Co. Donegal, B .M .  LPA 

fig. 1 3 :  6, is very little removed from the typical Nordic pins) occur mainly in 
Northern Ireland ; the Class II pins, a purely Irish variety, have a more widespread 
distribution in the island. The Scandinavian prototypes are almost all of Montelius 
V, though a few examples occur in IV and VI (Broholm, DB IV, 80; Baudou, 1 960, 
78, Type XXV, B2b, Taj. XVI) .  The Irish imitations occur not infrequently in 
hoards, sometimes together with related disc-headed pins and amber (see Hodges' 
hoard-list, 1 957, 60 ff. : Cromaghs, Derryhale, Booleybrien, Knocknalappa, Tullach, 
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Newport), the bronzesmith at Jarlshof in Shetland had sunflower pin s in his rep er
tory (Curle, PSAS LXVIII ,  1 934, 279 ff. ) .  

From Hodges' sunflower Class l list must, however, be  deducted the mainly 
Scottish pins of Orrock-Tarves type (C. M.  Piggott, 1 947/8, 306 ff. , Coles, 1 958/9, 

""ith dist. map fig. 2) . These have heads like the sunflower pins but also a swans
neck; these must represent a fresh incoming during Montelius VI .  The Scottish 
pin s are all of bronze. The example with an iron shaft from an lron Age A pit at 
Fengate, Peterborough (Hawkes, 1 943 , 1 97 ff. , fig. I ) , was shown by Hawkes to be 
derived from the North German area about the transition of vVessenstedt to Jas
torf A in the fifth century; Coles would start the Scottish series in that century 

or the late sixth. 
The pin-head from the Edinburgh hoard (AB! fig. 464 ; for the associated swords 

see Brewis, 1 922/3, fig. 54) has its concentric rings grouped in a manner which 
suggests influence from an East Swedish group which according to Baudou belongs 
to the end of Montelius V and the beginning of VI (Hamevi, Uppland : Moberg, 
1 941 , Taf. I I I ; cf. Minnell 1 330-2, and Hansson, 1 927, figs. 1 56, 1 78, 1 86 ;  Baudou, 
1 960, 79, Type XXV B2C). Coles suggests that this pin had a swans-neck originally. 

The Irish cup-headed pins seem to have their closest parallels in Sweden (Minnell 

1 3 1 5-17) ;  Baudou, 1 960, Taj. XVII) .  Hodges lists cup-headed and coneheaded 
pins together ;  four examples are liste d for Ireland ( including examples in the Der
ryhale and Maryborough hoards ; at Derryhale with sunflower pins, disc-headed 
pins, Thorndon knife ,  etc. ; Coffey, 1 9 1 3 , 82 ;  at Maryborough with socketed gouge, 
amber, etc . ) .  Cone-headed pius also occur at Heathery Bum, Durham (Greenwell, 
1 892, 88 ff. ; most recently, with dating to seventh century, Hawkes and Smith, 
1 957, 1 49 ff.) and in the hoard from Point of Sleat, Skye (PSAS XIII ,  3 26,  LIV, 
1 29 ;  Coles, 1 959-60, 1 1 1-2). 

Thus it appears that the Northem pin-complex began to reach Britain and Ire
land during LB 2 - Irish LB 3 - Montelius V, with further incomings in Mon
telius VI .  



CHAPTER XIII 

JANGLES 

(List, p. 1 54 ;  PI . XVI I ;  Map XI I I) 

Sets of jangies have been found twice in the British Isles and also in several in

stances in vVestern France (see list below) . They belong to a type not uncommon in 
the Danish Islands and in the adjacent regions of South Sweden, Mecklenburg and 
Pomerania. They have lately been discussed by Thrane ( 1 958), under the name 
' rattlependants' ; cf. also Rynne, 1 962. 

In the hoard from Parc-y-Meirch, Denbighshire (long known in the l iterature as 

the Abergele hoard, but corrected in the republication by Sheppard, 1 94 1 ,  I ff. ) 
there are two sets of jangies, each consisting originally of six oval discs with beaded 
rims and projecting loop s, by �,hich they are suspended from interlocking rings. 

The Lissanode find (recently published for the first time by Rynne, op cit . ) .  

consists of three slightly oval discs, attached by loops to  a small ring. Although 
they are very similar in shape to the Parc-y-Meirch discs they lack the beaded rims. 
The Lissanode jangie set was part of a hoard , said to have contained 'stirrups and 
bridles' now lost. 

The round or oval form of jangie disc appears to be characteristic of the vVestern 
Baltic area . Two forms ought to be distinguished among them. In Form I the disc 

is round O l'  oval in outline, and the hole for suspension is entirely within the peri
meter of the disc itself; while in Form II the suspension loop projects beyond the 
rim of the disc. The British and French jangle-discs are all of Form I I .  Several of 
the Parc-y-Meirch discs have their loops turned at a right angle to the plane of the 

disc face. 
Discs of Form I have been found in Denmark at Egitslevmagle (Høve, Sorø Amt, 

and Fangel Torp) ;  in Sweden, at Ekes and (in miniature form) Svartarp ; in Schles
wig-Holstein at Hellwit ; and in a number of North German finds (Sprockhoff, 
1 956, I I ,  1 45 ,  Taj. 59, Karte 46). 

Disc of Form I I ,  varying slightly among thems elves in details but corresponding 
on the whole quite dosely to the Parc-y-Meirch type, are known from Danish finds 
at Holsteinborg, Fangel Torp and Jordhøj ,  and from the North German hoard of 
Niederlandin, Kr. Angermunde. Some of the discs from Fangel Torp and Hol
steinborg (PI .  XVI Ib) are virtuaIly identical with the Parc-y-Meirch discs ; and 
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others differ slightly i n  detaiIs. I n  South Sweden, discs from Eskelhem and Trelle
borg differ form the Parc-y-Meirch type in that their suspension loops are larger 
and more circular in shape. The Northern jangies are related to, but dissimilal' in 
detail from, the Central European pendants which were developed in so many 
varities by the Urnfield Culture (cf. Kossack, 1 954), and which were occasionally 
imported to and imitated in Northern Europe. 

The jangie discs of our Forms I and II are almost always attached to rings, and 
often occur in hoards toget her with horse-trappings, including bridle bits and sets 
of the concave, cymbal-like discs described in the German literature as Phaleren 

or Pferdesch1ll1lcl?plattell (Von Merhart, 1 956) .  In the Høve find the jangies were 
actually attached to bridle bits ; the Svartarp find consists of a bronze model of a 
dangling from its cheeks. 

Much smaller jangies of similar form have occasiollally been found attached to 
other types of objects. These are of interest because their suspension loops are at 
right angles to the discs themselves, as on some of the Parc-y-Meirch jangies. A 
Danish find from neal' Kolding has such miniature discs attached to a massive ribbed 
' annlet' ; precisely similar discs were suspended from a bronze terminal for a leather 
belt found at Albersdorf, Kr. Suderditmarschen in West Holstein. 

The best parallels for the Parc-y-Meirch discs are those from the Danish Islands. 
Rimless discs like the Lissanode and Azay-Ie-Rideau specimens are known from 
several finds in Pomerania (Alt-Ristow, KCisternitz, and KCirlin, in Kr. Schlawe), 
though these are of Form I rather than Form I I .  In view of the detailed similarity 
of the \Vestern jangies to the Danish ones of Form I I I ,  the Parc-y-Meirch and 
Lissanode discs and the French specimens must be regarded as actual imports (O l'  
local copies of imported specimens) from the Baltic area . 

All four of the Danish hoat'ds in which jangie discs occur are assigned by Bro
holm to Montelius V; the Kolding ' at'mlet' and the Albersdorf belt terminal are 
also Montelius V types, and the North German jangies are assigned by Sprockhoff 
( 1 956, 1 06) mainly the same period, although occasional examples belong to Mon
telius IV or VI. The Swedish discs may be either Montelius V (Ekes, Svartarp ) Ol' 
VI (Eskeihem) ; but all the Swedish jangies are less like the Parc-y-Meirch discs 
than the Danish ones. 

The Parc-y-Meirch hoat'd, recently discussed briefly by Piggott ( 1 952/3 , 183 )  in  
connection with hoards containing objects associated with horse-drawn vehicles in 
the British Isles, has been assigned to LB3 ; Hawkes and Smith ( 1 957, 1 90) date i t  
c. 650-600, The looped bronze buttons with dot-and-concentric-circle ornament 

on their face in the Parc-y-Meirch hoard (Sheppard, 1 94 1 , PI .  Va, no. 83-9 1 )  are 
perhaps also imports from the Jorth, or at least copies of Northern buttons. The 

French hoards cited below belong to the carps-tongue complex. 
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LIST OF JANGLES OF NORTHERN TYPE 

(ef. Map XIII )  

British !sles 
I .  Denbighs. Parc-y-iVIeirch (Abergele). Hoard. Sheppard, 1 94 1 ,  I ff. 
z .  Westmeath. LisSGllode, nr. IVIoate. Rynne, 1 96z, 383-5 ; NiVI Dublin. IVIentioned IVIahr, 

1 937, 38z .  

France 
3 .  Azay-/e-Rideau ( Indre-et-Loire). Founders' hoard. Dubreuil-Chambardel, 1 9z 3 ,  4Z-6, 

figs. XVI I -XIX. Gallia Prehistoire I I, 1 959, PI. 5 :  65.  
4 .  Vi/lmeuve-St. George (Seine-et-Oise). Dredged from the Seine. De lVIortillet, 1 8 8 1 ,  

fig. 98z . 
5 .  Code, comm. de Chedigny ( Indre-et-Loire). Hoard (carps-tongue). lVIoreau et. al . ,  Bull. 

les AlIIis du iVIusee Prehistorique du Gralld-Pressigny, IV ( 1 953) ,  z8 ff. , fig. z, I O ;  Gallia 
Prehistoire I I I  ( 1 960), 1 09 ff. , esp. 1 17 ff. , fig. 7 :  I I .  

6 .  Ploneur (Brittany). Hoard. Vlith palstaves ( l ) ,  rectangular knife. Al·ch. Camb. 3 rd S . ,  VI  
( 1 860), 1 37 .  

Dell1IlGl'h 
7 .  Sorø Amt. V. Flakkeberg H. Holsteillborg. Hoard, M V (PI. XVIIb) .  ( Form very similar 

to Parc-y-meirch). Broholm, DB, I I I , M. I z6 .  
8 .  Odense Amt and H.  Fangel s .  Fangel Torp. Hoard, M V. 

Broholm, DB I I I , M .  1 63 ;  Am'bøger 1 9 1 5 , 1 37 ff. 
9 .  Vejle Amt. Brusk H .  Ko/hing (near). Hoard, lVI V. Miniature jangies suspended from 

rir.gs attached to massive 'armring'. Transversely looped like some from Parc-y-meirch, 
but smaller. 
Broholm, DB I I I ,  M. zOS . 

I O .  Sorø Amt. V. Flakkeberg H. Hove. Hoat'd, M V. Jangies sLlspended by ring from bridle-
bit .  Broholm, DB I I I ,  M. I Z 7 ;  DO IV z 1 6. 

I I .  Falster. Gundslev s. Sl?jeme. IVIadsen, 1 876, fig. 1 7 .  
l Z .  Zealand. Jordhaj. I n  tumulus . Madsen, 1 876, PI. 1 6 .  

Szuedell 
1 3 .  Vastergotland. Asie sno Svartm·p. Hoat'd, lVI V. Model of horse's head, with jangies su

spended from cheek-piece of bridle-bit. Oldeberg, I I  ( 1 943), ZI 3, fig. 4°1 ;  Hommerberg, 
1 946, 1 37 ff., Bild 1 37-8. 

1 4 .  Skåne. Trelleborgs JliIose. Hoard. Discs on ring. 
I S .  Gotland. Eshe/hem. Hoard, M V I .  Moberg, 1 94 1 ,  Taf. I V, 68, nzzo (with further refs). 
1 6 .  Gotland. Bro sno Ehes. Hoat'd, il V. 3 jangIes on looped toggie. lVIontelius, lVIiwIen l z34 

(with further refs.) .  

Gerlllall:Y Gild Po/and 
(Iisted and mapped by Sprockhoff, 1 956,  1 06-7, with dist. map Karte 46) 
Alt Ristozu, Kr. Schlawe; Flel/lsdoJf, Kr. Angermunde ; Kallies, Kr. Dramburg; Karstiidt, 
Kr. Ludwigslust (grave) ; Kl. Butzig, Kr. Flatow; Kl. Drebllau, Kr. Fischhausen (hoard) ;  
Karli!/., Kr.  Schlawe (hom'd) ; Kasterllitz, Kr. Schlawe (hoard) ; Lenzersilge II, Kr. West
prignitz (hom'd) ; Niederlalldill, Kr. Angermunde (grave) ;  Prauster Krug, Kr. Danziger Hohe; 
Pyritz (hoard) ; Rehall, Kr. Putzig (hoard) ; Roga, Kr. Neubrandenburg ; Ruthen, Kr. Parchim 
(hoard) ; Schallebech b. Freienwalde, Kr. Saatzig (hoard) ; Schamvalde, Kr. Stolp (hoard) ; 
Schzuachemva/de, Kr. Arnswalde (hoard) ; Stolzellburg, Kr. Uckermfmde (hoard). 

Miniature jang/es 
Helzuitt, Kr. Sonderburg, Schleswig-Holstein (Schwantes, 1 939,  Abb. 639);  AlbersdOJj, 
Kr. Suderditmarschen (Ibid. , Abb. 646 ; Sprockhoff, 1 956, Taj. 7 1 : 3 ;  (hoard, lVI V).  



CHAPTER XIV 

BRACELETS 

Two varieties of bracelets found in the British Isles, apart from the twisted brace
lets discussed in the chapter on twisted ornaments, may owe their appearance in  
Britain to  influences from Northern Europe. The two types a re  ribbed bracelets 
and bracelets with incised decoration. 

A. RIBBED BRACELETS 

Ribbed bracelets in Britain were listed and discussed by C. M . Piggott ( 1 949, l I 8 
ff., annotated list p. 1 20) . From her list of eight British finds, one could separate, 
as deviant types, the fragmentary bracelet from West Buckland, Somerset, with 
its cast boss ornament, and the one from Cornwall , with its bro ad central midrib ; 
these seem to belong to a different tradition than the remaining six, which are 
characterised by dose-set narrow ribs. Of these, the Ramsgate type, one is in 
Kent, three in Wiltshire, and two in Somerset. The Ramsgate specimen comes 
from the same inhumation grave as a pair of bracelets with incised pointed-oval 
motifs, to be discussed below. Of the vViltshire specimens, two (South Lodge and 
Thorny Down) come from Late Bronze Age endosures, and the third, from Lake, 
was a barrow find; twisted necl,-rings cOlne from the same barrow group, although 
vvhether in association with the bracelet is not known. The Somerset examples are 
from the Batheaston (Monkswood) and Edington Burtle hoards (cf. M.  A. Smith, 
1 959,  1 49 ff. , fig. 2 :  7,  9) '  

The ribbed bracelets of Ramsgate type all have parallel sides except the South 
Lodge Camp specimen, which has sides which converge slightly toward the ter
minals. The ribs are norma Ily cast, except at Monkswood where they seem to have 
been made by tooling (see below, p .  1 57) .  Where terminals are present they are 
smooth and undecorated, and with straight ends. An exception is the Lake bracelet, 
which has its ends rolled in opposing directions so that they interlock - a feature 
for which it is difficult to cite parallels. The number of ribs varies from five to 
eleven. The Ramsgate bracelet, with eleven ribs, has its two outermost ribs and 
the central rib slightly higher than the others ; a feature which Holste ( 1 939, 67) 
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tells us occurs in his Eastern group in Hessen and in North Germany, but not 
often in South Germany. This feature also occurs in Denmarlc 

In  origins the ribbed bracelet goes back to the 11lauchette bracelets of the Un
etice culture ; the type continues in several varieties throughout the Tumulus 
Bronze Age \ and, more rarely, into the Urnfield period .  In Eastern France Deche
lette includes ribbed bracelets not unlike the British examples among the typical 
forms of his Period I I I ,  which includes Tumulus and Earlier Urnfield elements, 
but not Later Urnfield types. 

The ribbed bracelet appears in Northern Europe as an import from Central 
Europe in the Pile stage, and becomes naturalized during Period I I .  Kersten ( 1 936,  

48 ff. ) distinguishes two families, his  B group, with ends that narrow and then ex

pand into a club-shaped terminal (Ibid. , Abb. 4) and a C group,  with more or less 
straight sides and ends (Ibid., Abb. S). No examples of the B group are known in 
Britain ,  and it  is to the C group that we must look for parallels to the Ramsgate 
type. The simplest form, C l ,  is simpil' a Tumulus Bronze Age form adopted in 
the North in Period I I .  The more developed Northern forms, Kersten's C2 and 
C3,  are parallel-sided and have parallel ribs, and to that extent compare closely 
with the Ramsgate type, but they normally have terminals which are transversely 
ribbed Ol' othen�Tise decorated (a feature unknown in Britain). C4 is a larger and 
somewhat heavier form "vith the outer ribs exaggerated into flanges. 

Tims the British bracelets 1110st closely resemble the Jorthern C2-C3 groups, 
though they lack the terminal decoration of the latter. C3 is a rare type, indeed 
there is only one example in the North but it  is typologically important because 
it  has the slightly expanded outermost ribs seen on the Ramsgate specimen. I t  
comes from Hedehusum on  the Island o f  Fohr and i s  a grave find dated to Mon
telius I I I  (Kersten, Ibid. , S I ,  1 28). C2 is a ve ry common form, and Kersten cites 
24 finds, overwhelmingly in Period I I I .  In the l Imenau Culture, Sprockhoff listed 
thirteen fi nds ( 1 937, 1 °4 ff. ) in support of his Karte 3 I ,  a map of the character is tic 
I lmenau forms ;  the ribbed bracelet is his Abb. 1 9 :  8 .  Nine of the thirteen finds 
are in Kreis Uelzen. Detailed classification is not given ; but Sprockhoff has spe
cifically compared the Ramsgate bracelet with his I lmenau type ( 1 94 1 ,  86 ;  cf. C .  M.  
Piggott, op. cit . ) .  The later phase of  the I lmenau Culture (Kersten, 1 9S 1 ,  now 
terms it  the I lmenau Middle Bronze Age) corresponds with Montelius I I I ; we are 
unable to discover in the Danish Ol' North German literature any suggestion that 
such bracelets appear in Montelius IV contexts except for a belated example in a 
hoard tentatively assigned by Von Brunn ( 1 9S2 ,  267 ff. , fig. l a) to the Late Hall-

l Schaeffer illustrates some possibie prototypes for the British bracelets from Kiinigs
brUck ( 1 926, 73, fig. 3 5 : 4, IV A, fig.) and Harthouse (Ib id, fig. 5 6 : 3, I I  L), in TUl11ulus 
graves in  the Forest of Haguenall . 
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statt A-Montelius IV horizon from Kloschwitz, Kr. Plauen . See especially his pp.  
283, 278 . 

If these bracelets came to Britain either from the Scandinavian area or from the 
I lmenau, it must be presumed that they had arrived in the British Isles by the end 
of Montelius I I I  at the la test. Indeed, a recently re-discovered hom'd in the Nether
Iands appears to provide an unexpectedly precise termin1ls ante quelll for their ap

pearance in southern Britain .  The hoard in question is a peat find from Ommer
schans in the province of Overijssel (Butler and Bakker, 1 96 1 ) .  It contains a broken 
portion of an object with tooled ribbing like that of the Somerset ribbed bracelet 
in the 10nkswood hoard . The Ommerschans object is admittedly not cun'ed but 
flat ; yet it is difficult to imagine what the object, given its size and form, could be 

unless i t  were intended to be bent into bracelet form; in which case it would pro
vide an excellent parallel for the l\10nkswood specimen. The Ommerschans hoard 
also contains, iuter alia , a chisel like the Somerset one from Sparkford Hill (M. A. 
Smith, 1 959, fig. I :  7), and a giant ceremonial rapier or svvord of 'Atlantic' type, 
exactly like the one from Plougrescant. Most interesting from the dating point of 

view in the Ommerschans hoard is a razor of a type othervvise known only in the 
Pantalica phase of Sicily, an early specimen of Peroni's A group. Sllch a razor 
ShOllld date from the very beginning of the Pantalica phase ; which according to 

current views should occur either in the century before 1 200 B .C .  (if we follow 
Peroni 's division of the Pantalica material) or the century af ter (if we follow MLiller
Karpe) .  

B .  DECORATED BRACELETS 

This type was also discussed by Mrs. Piggott ( 1 949, I I  8 ff. ) .  The bracelets in  ques
tion are those from the Ramsgate find (a pair, associated in a chalk-cut grave with 

an inhumation burial and the ribbed arm let mentioned above) ; a pair from Ports
mouth, found with two similar but undecorated bracelets and a looped palstave 
with slight blade flanges (our type IB2a) (ATCh . LXXI,  1 39, fig. 4) ; and a pair 
from L iss, Hants. (ABI fig. 475 ) 1 .  These bracelets all have a pointed-oval motif, 
which is one of the features of bracelets found ve ry commonly in  the I lmenau 
Culture. Numerous examples of the Ilmenau bracelets are i llustrated by Ker

sten ( 1 95 1 , 56 ff. ,  Taj. 39 ff. ) ;  their distribution is mapped by Sprockhoff ( 1 937,  
Karte 3 1 ) .  

1 Evans suggested that the Liss bracelets may have been associated with the ornamented 
cast-Aanged axe (AB I  fig. 1 7) also f o lll1 d at Liss. The discrepancy in their conventional 
dating is however considerable. 
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While the round cross-section of the Ramsgate bracelets does not appear to be 
characteristic of the I Imenau type, Sprockhoff, who examined the Ramsgate pair 
in the British Museum, specifically ca Iled attention to their l Imenau affinities ; re
marking in 1 94 1  (82) that they are ' olme die TI otbilder alls dem Illllenallgebiet gar 

nicht denkbar' .  Both the I Imenau bracelets and the Liss and Ramsgate bracelets 
must on the other hand be somehow related to those from Vernaison (Rhone) 
i llustrated by Dechelette (Manuel, I I ,  fig. 1 1 9 :  5) .  

The Portsmouth bracelets differ somewhat from these, having pointilie as well 
as incised lines in their decoration, and panels of cross-hatching. These features 
are remarkably dosely paralleled on a bracelet from the hoard from Steenodde, 
Nebel, Amrum aiready cited in our chapter on twisted neckrings and bracelets 
above, which Sprockhoff ( 1 937) assigned to Montelius IV. This and another related 
bracelet from the same hoard are apparently not I lmenau bracelets ; they seem to 

be imports to the North, though Sprockhoff does not discuss them in detail , and 
their exact source is undetermined. Similar bracelets occur in  Breton Middle Bronze 
Age hoards, e.g. Bignan in Morbihan (Marsille, 1 9 2 1 , 77, PI. VI) ,  with axe-blades 
presumed to be of palstaves and rivets which from the peculiar tilt of their heads 
are likely to be from rapiers ; Taillay, I-et-V (Giot, 1 960, 1 5 3 ,  fig. 45) ;  Guipry, 
I -et-V (Briard, Tmvau.x Renlles, 1 96 1 ,  22 ff. ) .  The bracelets from the ViIlers-sur
Authie hoard (with a Form 2 twisted neckring and other objects) have simpier 
patterns but appear to be in the same family. 



CHAPTER XV 
AMBER AND F AIENCE 

(List, pp. 1 64-5) 

A. AMBER 

During the Bronze Age the amber trade provides a major continuing link between 
the British Isles and Northern Europe. While it is possibIe that some raw amber 
was acquired on the beaches of eastern Britain 1 and the Netherlands, there is no 
evidence to show that this source was actually exploited during our period, and we 
follow the prevalent archaeological assumption that British amber finds are to be 
attributed to importation primarily from North Jutland. There is abundant evid
ence that North Jutland amber was collected and utilized even in the Mesolithic, 
and a number of large merchants' hoards in that area - one of them, from neal' 
Skive, containing nearly 1 3 ,000 beads - show that the fossil resin was system
atically collected for trade purposes during the Early Neolithic. During the North
ern lVIiddle Neolithic, the amber trade extended eastward to the Danish islands, 
BohusHin and Bornholm, and amber occurs in numerous grave finds of Single 
Grave and Funnel Beaker folie By the Late Neolithic the trade had extended to 
Central and Southern Europe along the Amber Routes defined by de Navarro 
( 1 925), and, in the view of Northern archaeologists, i t  provided the principal 
means of payment for the metal imports that were the essential basis of the rich 
Northern Bronze Age. 2 

The amber routes to the West have never been systematically studied. It appears 
certain that some amber began to come westward during the Northern Middle 
Neolithic, though not in great quantities. Struve ( 1 955 , 66, 79) is able to cite only 
ten amber finds associated with the Single Grave and Bell Beaker cultures in 

1 'Plenty of amber has been dredged up by fishermen in the North Sea, and plenty has 
been found washed up on the coasts of Norfolk and Suffolk, notably between Cromer and 
Aldborough' (D'Almame, Antiqllity 1 93 I, I OS) .  

Thurnam ( 1 87 1 ,  500 ff.) mentions finds of raw amber on the coasts of Yorkshire (Hol
derness) and as far north as Aberdeenshire. 

2 Recent studies of the Northern amber trade are by Becker, 1 947, 294 ff. , with maps 
fig .  57-8 ; 1 9 3 3 , 9 1  ff. , 1 14-5 ; also 1 950, I ff. 
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Schleswig-Holstein, and four in the rest of Northwest Germany. In the Nether
Iands, Burscb in 1 933 listed nine finds of amber with Beakers. Most of these are 
with late Beakers of Veluwe type, but in at least one case (Odoorn : Van Giffen, 
Bal/art, 1 930, 1 66) with a Beaker burial regarded by Van der Waals and Glasbergen 
( 1 955 ,  2 1 ,  32, 39 ; No. 24) as early in the seguence in the etherlands. Most of 
these finds in the Netherlands are on the Veluwe. 

I n  Britain, amber occurs very rarely with Beakers. Such finds are known at 
Driffield and Acldam '�Told in Yorkshire ; the Fissure Cave, Grindon, in Derby

shire ;  and Ardiffery in Aberdeenshire. 
At Driffield, three dome-shaped amber V-bored buttons were found in a rich 

Beaker grave in a cist, with a crouched skeleton said to have been wrapped in a 
linen covering (Elge e, ATCh. Yorhs. ,  54;  BM LPA, fig. I S ) .  The Beaker is de
scribed by BrailsfOl'd as of AB type;  the neck has zones of diagonal hatching divided 
by cOl'dons, with two separate bands of decoration on the lovver part of the body. 

There is a slight foot. The tanged dagger associated with it is also a hybrid, having 
a single rivet in the centre of the tang, like the one from Sittingbourne, Kent l . A 
wrist-guard was provided with bronze rivets covered with gold ;  an unusual bit of 
luxury. Finally there was the skull of a hawlc 

Ardiffery in Aberdeenshire provides another rich Beaker grave with amber. Two 
Beakers (both of Crichton-Mitchell 's Type CA) were found in a cist grave in a 
tumulus, with a necklace of twelve bea ds of jet and four (unworked) of amber, a 
wrist-guard, a flint axe, seven barbed-and-tanged arrowheads, a flint knife and a 
flint flake. The burials are described as being of an adult male, a boy of twelve, 
and a dog. (PSAS, XXII ,  366 ;  Crichton-Mitchell, 1 934, No. 8-9, with fur ther 
references) . One of the Beakers is decorated in the tri-zonal manner characteristic 
of Van der vVaals and Glasbergen's Beakers with contracted zones, which they 

regard as developed Bell Beakers immediately preceding the emergence of the 
Vel uwe Beaker. The type appears to originate in Drenthe and to spread to the 
Veluwe, and the Dutch authors suggest that they are the immediate prototypes 

of tbe British C Beakers, crossing the North Sea directly to Northeast Britain. C I4  
determinations suggest a date o f  about 1 800-1 700 for this development i n  the 
Netherlands (Van der �Taals and Glasbergen, 1 955 , 37). vVe suggest below that the 
development there can be eguated chronologically with the Upper Grave phase of 
the Single Grave culture, and that the invasion of Britain dates from about this time. 

Since the V -bored button is widely associated with the Beaker cultures in Eu-

l A dagger with a single rive t, somewhat reminiscent of the Driffield blade, comes from 
a U n�tice grave at Aspenstedt, Kr.  Halberstadt in Saxony (JJl!IV XXXIX, I 9 5 5 ,  7 I ,  Abb. 
26). Another is from Ireland (Jamestown Bridge, Co. Roscommon/Leitrim, N .M.  Dublin, 
Vil I 7 5 ) ;  still another from the Netherlands (Lettensche Berg, neal' Ede, GeIderIand ; with 
amber V-bored buttons ; see p .  I 6 5 ) ;  see also Piggott in Fox Festschnft, I 963,  73-4, fig. I 6 .  
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rope, and was made wherever Bell Beaker-using people lived, in materials locally 
available such as stone, bone, amber and jet \ we cannot be certain whether the 
above-mentioned beads represent imports of finished buttons 01' whether they 
were locally made. 'iVith the V-bored button from Acklam "Vold, however, the 
case is different. "Vhile the normal V-bored button is cone 01' dome shaped with a 

rounded base, the Acklam "Vold button is pointed-oval in plan. Such buttons 
appeal' to be a distinctively Northern type, represented only in Scania, Denmark 
and Schleswig-Holstein. One amber V-bored button of thi s form was found in 

the classic porthole stone cist at Skogsbo (Forssander, 1 936, Taj. XXIV), and 
another in a stone cist at Hammarlof in Scania (lVlillllell, 656) together with Late 

eolithic slate pendants. In Schleswig, a pointed-oval V -bored button was found 
in a passage dolmen at Albersdorf, Kr. Suderditmarschen (Aner, 1 95 1 ,  5-6), where 
it was apparently secondary ; a fragmentary flint dagger seems to have belonged 
to the same deposit. A Danish example COlnes from a grave at Troelstrup in Aar
hus Amt, together with a midrib dagger that do es not look particularly early 
(Broholm, DB I, Gmv 28). The bead type is assigned to the Late Neolithic by 
Glob, Aner ( 1 95 1 ,  6) and Becker ( 1 954b, 246 ff. ) ;  a related example comes from a 
Sogel grave in Denmark (Høghøj : Hachmann, 1 957, 1 85 ,  Kat. NT. 35 ,  Taj. I O :  

1 0-17) .  
Since the Acklam "Vold bead agrees both in  form and material with its Northern 

counterparts, it seems most probable that it  is an actual import, datable to the 

N orthern Late N eolithic. 
It was found at the bottom of an oval primary grave pit in Barrow 1 24 (Mor

timer, 9 1 ,  fig. 2 1 3) together with a contracted male skeleton, a Beaker (fragment 
illustrated by Mortimer), a large leaf-shaped flint dagger, a conicai jet V-bored 
button, a jet pulley-ring, a bone pin, a lump of pyrites, a decayed oval-shaped 
wooden object and some flints (ibid, figs. 209-2 1 7) .  It is therefore an excellent 
representative of the A Beaker culture in Yorkshire. The Beaker fragment has a 
band of short vertical rouletted lines immediately belO\." the rim; belO\." this are 
horizontal bands of finger-nail impressions bordered by lines. Mortimer adds that 

the base was ornamented 'in the form af a cross, produced by three rows of faint 
impressions with a notched tool ' .  

J et imitations af the pointed-oval amber V -bored button are known in York
shire and elsewhere. Mortimer illustrates examples from Painsthorpe "Vold Barrow 
200 (with a contracted male skeleton, two other jet V -bored buttons, pig and other 

animal bones ; ibid, 1 20, figs. 288-290) and Garton Slack Barrow 8 1  (on the chest 
af a young female in an oval grave pit ;  below which, in the same pit, was a dis
membered burial with a C Beaker ;  Abercromby, I, No. 1 46,  Mortimer, fig. 608). 

l Recent surveys are by Arnal, I 954, 255 ff. , and by Hayek, Pall/ålhy I 957 .  
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The Painsthorpe and Garton Slack pointed-oval buttons each have two pairs of 
V-borings, and may be regarded as imitations of the imported typel .  Another jet 
example, with one set of borings, may be cited from Culduthel, Inverness, found 

in a cist with a contracted female skeleton, a bronze awl, a necklace af disc and 
biconical beads of jet, and an obsidian ftake (Low, PSAS LXII I ,  1 9z8'-9, Z I 7  ff. , 

figs. S , 6). 

At Blinmill ,  Rothienorman, Aberdeenshire, two small amber beads were found 

in a cist grave in a cairn, together with a Beaker-Food Vessel hybrid, a jet spacer 
necklace, a fragment of bonze, and burnt bones (Childe, 1 946, 1 07, No. 4Z; cf. 
PSAS VI,  203) .  

Amber finds attributed to the Wessex Culture are remarkable both for the fre
quency of their occurrence (no less than 40 of the 99 Wessex Culture graves listed 
by Piggott, 1 938 ,  contain amber) and for the extraordinary workmanship rep re
sented . Alongside simple beads and V-bored buttons, there are the dagger pom
mel inlaid with gold nails from Hammeldon Down, the possibly lathe-turned cups 

from Hove and Clandon, the �old-bound amber discs, the spacer-plate necklaces, 
and the halberd pendants ; pointing, as Piggott and others have shown, to trade 
connections with Saxo-Thuringia, South Germany, and the East Mediterranean 

as well as with Jutland. 
As Piggott pointed out, there are no characteristically Danish forms of amber 

ornaments in the Wessex repertoire. The vVessex amber must have been imported 
to Britain as raw lumps and/ol' simple beads, and most of the ornaments were 

fashioned by Wessex craftsmen. Curiously, the only Wessex ornaments of Northern 
form - the double-axe bead from Normanton (SP 7z, fig. 8: 7) and the double
button from MantoIl, (SP 68, fig. 8: 1 3 )  - are not of amber. An amber dagger 
pommel is known from Oremolla in Scania (Forssander, 1 936, Abb. 3 8 :  4). I ts 

form, however, is not sufficiently like the Wessex pommels to make a connection 
certain. The probability of raw amber having been exported from Jutland is sup
ported by the character of the hoards there, which consist mainly of simple beads 
and raw lu mps, and by the similar absence of characteristically Northern forms in, 

for example, the Dieskau hoard in Saxo-Thuringia, with its I zo-odd beads. 
More complicated is the question of the origin of the Wessex amber spacer-plate 

necklaces. In Denmark the idea of a crescentic necklace with spacer-plates un
doubtedly go es back to the Early Neolithic, as the famous find from Sortekaer 
demonstrates (Neergaard, Am'boger 1 888, 287 ; Brøndsted, 1 938,  I, fig. 9S ) . Tri-

l J et imitations of 1 orthern Late Neolithic ring pendants also occur in Yorkshire (Lock

ton Pasture, Beck and Stone, 1 935 ,  2 1 3 ;  Bowlby, Elgee, Early NIan, PI. XVI I I ,  fig. 2) .  A 
bone example was found at Stanton Harcourt, Oxon. (Grimes, O.\·oniellsia 1 944, 34-44) with 
a debased B Beaker. Cf. DO I I , 6 1 6-61 9 . 
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angular end-plates also occur (cf. DO I I ,  1 30), and it is difficult to believe that 
such necklaces have nothing at all to do with the British spacer-plate necldaces in 
amber and jet. There is nevertheless a considerable chronological gap, since the 
Danish spacer-plate necldaces are confined to the Early Neolithic. And the work
manship of the Bri tish necldaces is very different ; the British spacer-plates being 
smaller and more carefully shaped. Elaborate borings such as occur on spacer
plates from Lake (Piggott, 1 938,  PI. X) ; in Greece at Kakovatos (Merhart, 1 940, 

99) ; reportedly in as yet unpublished Mycenaean Shaft Graves older than those 
excavate.d by Schliemann (Milojcic, 1 955 , 3 1 6  ff. ) ;  and in graves of the developed 
TumtIlus Bronze Age and later in Southwest Germany (Merhart, ibid. ; Hachmann, 
1 957, 1 ff.) are not known in Denmarlc According to Ap Simon ( 1 954, 49) amber 
spacer-plates in Britain cannot be dated before the transit ion from vVessex I to 
vVessex I I .  A rectangular spacer-plate appears in the Breton Dagger grave from 

St. Fiacre in Morbihan (Piggott, 1 938, fig. 6) vvhich, with its imported metal-hilted 
dagger, might be slightly earlier ; though the dagger is admittedly atypical and 
debased (cf. Sandars, 1 950, 54). Schranil ( 1 928, Taj. XXI I I :  33) i llustrates a 
rectangular spacer-plate, apparently with two parallel borings, from Unetice. Some 
of the amber beads found with the sun discs in the Knowes of Trotty in Orkney 
(Ill'ventaria GB. 33 )  are evidently the product of the cutting-up of spacer-plates 
with complex boring. l J et spacer-plates were found in a cist with a B3a Beaker at 
Parklaw, St. Andrews, but the grave appeared to have been disturbed, and Beaker 
and necklace might conceivably represent two different interments (see Crichton
Mitchell, 1 934, no. 1 94, with references ; also her Note 22). 

Connections with Saxo-Thuringia Ol' the Northern Unetice area are implied by 
another type of amber ornament, the halberd pendants (Hengistbury and Nor

manton ; a third from Manton is not of amber) (Piggott, 1 938,  84-85) .  The Man
ton and Normanton pendants were found in the same graves as gold-bound amber 

discs, and the third in a cinerary urn with vVessex-type ornaments at Hengistbury 
Head, Barrow I. vVhile the halberd pendants were undoubtedly made by a Wessex 
craftsman, their maker must have been familiar with the metal-shafted halberds 

which were made only in the areas mentioned above, although traded examples 
reached Sweden, the Lower Elbe and Hungary. There is no certain evidence that 
any of the metal-shafted halberds reaclled Britain Ol' Western Europe (but cf. above, 
p. 20). Our craftsman is likely to have seen his prototypes on the Continent, 

perhaps on a journeyman tour. Since the three graves in which the halberd pen 
dants occur are likely to be contemporary, on the ground of the goldbound amber 
discs and other similarities (cf. Ap Simon, 1 954) it is a fair assumption that they 

l Further British parallels are cited by Piggott, Invental'ia GB. 33 (Upton Lovel Gold 
narrow, vVilts . ;  Oakley Down, Dorset). 
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Wf're buried with their original owners, and the date for these graves can be ap
plied to show that the Saxo-TImringian Early Bronze Age or its Northern Unetice 
ex tension survived at least to the border of Reinecke B2 .  

The route or routes by which J utland amber reaclled Britain cannot eas i ly  be 
determined ; equally good arguments can be adduced for direct trade by sea 'vvith 

North Jutland, overland trade across North Germany and the Netherlands, Ol' 
in direct trade via the great entrepot in the Saale valley and the axe-and-halberd 
route through Westphalia. The problem is best discussed in connection with other 
traded goods, so we shall return to it  in Part I I .  It seems clear from the asto
nishing concentration of British amber finds in the vVessex area, and their rarity 
elsewhere in the British Isles, that the wealth of vVessex constituted a r ich market 
which was deliberately sought out by traders from distant areas. The dissected 

spacer-plates from the Knowes of Trotty, and the amber beads found in a secon
dary grave in the lVIound of the Hostages at Tara by O Riordain ( 1 955 ,  1 63 ff. ) 
(the only Early Bronze Age amber find recognized in Ireland) 1 presumably rep re
sent secondary trade from vVessex. 

LIST OF AMBER FINDS OF THE BELL BEA KER AND SINGLE GRAVE BEAKER CULTURES I N  

SCHLESWIG-HOLSTEIN, NORTl-m'EST GERMANY AND THE NETHERLANDS 

S chleszuig -H ol s tei Il 

Struve 
(Kat .  No.) 
657. Kr. Schleswig. Gross-Dallllezverl1. Grab/I . 2.  Four small cylindrical beads. 
578 .  Kr. Rendsburg. Grossellbomho/t . Ground grave. Two beads (lost), Kl battleaxe, 

strikealight, etc. (Bell Beaker with three doubled zones under same barrow, Oll. ground 
level, under small stone cai rn : Struve, Taj. 2 1 :  6; - Abercromby I, No. 45 ,  Cont. ) .  

768.  Kr. Segeberg. Tellsjelderen. Grave 4. Fragment of cylindrical bead, Type V I  flint 
dagger, undecorated degenerate Single Grave Beaker. 

772.  Kr. Segeberg. Hlah/stedt, Segeberger Staatsforst. Lower Grave. Beads, Bl battleaxe. 
776. Kr. Segeberg. Hlittenbom. Lower Grave (flat). Round beads (e!amaged), heuingbone 

Beaker. 
792. Kr. Segeberg. Kaahs. Lower Grave ? Amber pendant, herringbone Beaker. Struve, 

Taj. 1 4 :  9. 
572. Kr. Rendsburg. Focl1bech. Lower Grave. A3 battleaxe, ring-shaped amber beae!, flint 

f1ake. Struve, Taj. 2c-e. 

1 But it may be suggested that the find from Cruttenclough neal' Castlecomer, Co. Kil
kenny, with biconical gold beads comparee! by Armstrong ( 1 93 3 , 4 1 )  with vVessex Culture 
parallels, tubular gold beads (known in bronze from several Early Bronze Age finds in 
Britain i.e. the iVligdale hoard), and ribbecl tubular beads (also known in till. and bronze 
from the same period), as well as amber beacls of unspecified form (Armstrong, ibid, 4 1 ,  
90, P I .  X I V ;  242 and 244) woule! b e  a t  home in this period. 
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1 64.  (Bog find). Kr. Flensburg. Salrl/p. 32 cylindrical beads, two round discs. Part i llu
strated, Schwantes, 1 939, 235 ,  Abb. 300. 

(Stray find). Kr. Segeberg. J(aahs. Amber battleaxe, in form imitating late Upper Grave Ol' 
LN axe (Struve). Schwantes 1 939,  264, Abb. 3 4 1 .  

NortllZvest Gel'llwlIY 

Kr. Stade. Heillboc1wl. Leldke, Stader Jahrb. 1 95°, 7 ff. 
Kr. Uelzen. N[elzl:lIgell. NNU XVI I ,  1 948, 3 5 ,  Abb. 2sa, b.  
Kr. Bremervorde. Twistellbostel. 
Kr. Oldenburg. Neerstedt. (Amt.  \�lildeshausen). Amber V-bOl'ed button, small beads, Bell 
Beaker, wrist-guard, barbed and tanged arrowhead. Schroller, Oldellblllger Jahrbl/ch, 1 93 3 ,  
I 0S ff. ; Stegen, NNU XVI ,  1 942, 52,  Abb. 9 .  

lVether/allds 

Bursch No. 
W. 8. Ede. 
Vel. I S .  Hilversl/1//.. H .  I .  Remouchamps, ONI IX, 1 928, 64 ff. 
Vel. 26. TtT1agenillgell. H.  I .  V-buttons, Vel uwe Beaker. Remouchamps, 1 928, Afb.  44. 
Vel. 39. Apeldoom. 
Vel. 49. Garderell .  H. I I I .  Grand Pressign)' dagger, small thickbased flint axe, etc. , barbed

wire Beaker sherd. Bursch, 1933 ,  Abb. 67. 
Vel. 50. Gardere/l .  H. IV. Cord-wrapped Beaker, Grand Pressigny dagger, battleaxe, small 

thickbased Aint axe, amber beads. 
Vel. 66. Uddeler lV[eer. Fl/I/.d V. Globular beads, Veluwe Beaker, hollowbased arrowhead. 

Bursch, 1933 ,  Taj. I I I :  6, V I :  3 1 , 3 3-36. 
N. 16 .  Odoom. Amber beads, Bell Beaker, copper spiral, gold, etc. Van Giffen, Bal/art, 

166 ;  Val/. Giffen Gedellhboeh, 1 947, PI. 77, Afb. 25 . 
N . 4S .  Harel/.del'll/Olel/.. V-button, biconical bea d with diagonal perforation, wrist-guard, 

Aints. Van Giffen, Bal/art, 40-43, 44-45 (Hal/jJtgrab). 
also :  Aaldel/.. H.  I I I , Gem. Zweeloo, Drenthe. 36  amber beads, with all-over corded 

Beaker. Van Giffen, ND V 1 940, 2°3 ff. , Afb. 27. 
From Beaker-culture grave, but without Beaker:  Lellellsc!,e Berg, neal' Ede, GeIderIand. 

V-bored button, fragments of two others ; tange d dagger with rivet in tang, small flint 
Aakes. Unpubished ; Mus. Leiden 1 936/1 . 9 1-5 .  Information from W. Glasbergen. 

See also the Oosterel/.g, Bennekom, GeIderIand find (Chap. XVI I I ) ;  lost amber bead, 
probably with Veluwe Bell Beaker, gold ornament. 

B .  SEGMENTED FAIENCE BEADS 

Two finds of segmented faience beads within our North European area on the Con
tinent may be mentioned as probably the result of secondary trade from \iV essex. 

To the vvell-known find of four segmented faience beads at Exloo, Gem. OdoOl'n 
in the Netherlands, which also included beads of amber and tin (Beck and Stone, 
1 935 ,  22 1 ,  243) can now be added a single blue faience bead from Nortinvest 
Jutland. I t  was found in a megalithic cist, unfortunately without accompanying 
grave goods of any kind, at FjaJlerslev, Outrup s . ,  on the island of Mors in the 
Limfjord, and has been fully described by Becker ( 1 954, 24 1 ff. ) .  The bead, with 
five segments and a large perforation, corresponds very c10sely in appearance 

P alacohistoria Vol. IX, Butler. 12  
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with the 'normal' type of blue segmented faience beads found in Britain .  An I rish 
flat axe cOlnes from Fredsø on the same island, some 7 or 8 km from Fjallerslev 
(p. 29) . The cist in which the bead was found is described by Becker as a type 
common throughout the Aeldre Bronzealder; a Late Jeolithic date of construction 
is not entirely excluded .  

I t  seems entirely natural to  connect the Fjallerslev bead with the amber trade ; 
ane is only surprised that there are not more such beads in  North Jutland. 

Amber appears with the segmented faience beads in the Exloo find. The 14  
amber beads include simple globular and cyl indrical forms, more o r  less rectang
ul ar pendants, and one crescentic bead with a single perforation. The tin beads from 
the Exloo necklace are often compared with a now lost example from Sutton Veny, 
Wilts. (Hoare, Allciellt Wilts. ,  I, 1 03 ,  PI .  XII ) ;  the tin itself is presLllllably Cornish. 

The dense concentration of 'normal' segmented faience beads in  liVessex, with 
only one or t"vo isolated finds in  areas such as Cornwall, Sussex, Kent, East Anglia, 
North Wales, Yorkshire and Derbyshire (distribution map Beck and Stone, 1 93 5 ,  
fig. 3 )  corresponds t o  the simi larly marked concentration o f  amber finds in  Wessex. 
According to Ap Simon the segmented faience beads do not occur in the graves 
of �Tessex I, but only in Wessex I I .  Some have been found in cinerary urns con
ventionally dated to the Late Bronze Age, although r .  F. Smith (with the present 

writer, 1 956) suggests that there are good grounds for believing that such urns had 
appeared before the end of the Wessex Culture. In any event, it appears that the 
' normal' segmented faience beads ' are likely to have been imported at one time, or 
to have arrived in a dosely spaced series of shipments from one source. ' 

I n  Western Europe outside our are a such beads are very rare ; examples being 
known only from Parc Guren, Morbihan (Beck and Stone, 1 935 ,  242-3) and from 
Fuente Alamo in Spain (Ibid. , 22 1 ) ;  the latter being attributed to the El Argar 
culture. Additional finds have listed by Stone and Thomas, 1 956, 37 ff. ; with a full 
review of the faience bead material. Widely separated from these in space, and in  
the opinion of  Continental authorities em'lier i n  time, are segmented faience beads 
found in eastern and central Europe :  in Hungary, forming, according to Miloj cic, 
an ' import horizon '  in  Toszeg B ,  which he equates with Perjamos and Early Un
etice ; (Milojcic, 1953 ,  277) ; in  Moravia in  Unetice contexts ; in  Lower Austria, one 
example at Leopoldsdorf (Willvonseder, 1 937, 88 ff. , discussed by Pittioni 1 954, 
277), placed by Pittioni in  his Ragelsdorf-Oggau-Loretto group at the end of the 
Late Neolithic, contemporary with late Bell Beakers ; in  Poland (Sulimirski, 1 948, 
1 24) in the Tomaszow and Southeast Polish Barrow Grave cultures, the lower 
limits of which extend, according to Sulimirski ,  into the Unetice period.  

I f, as seems probable, the Exloo and Fjallersev segmented faience beads were 
obtained in Britain, it seems on present evidence that they must be supposed to 
have arrived during Broholm's VOl' forste metalkultuT or somewhat later. 



CHAPTER XVI 

SUN DISCS 

(PI. XVI I I ;  fig. 38 ,  39 ; Map XVI) 

The golden sun dise, symbol of a Bronze Age eult O l' religion common to the 
British Isles, Northern Europe and wider areas as well, plays a prominent and eon
til1Uing part in OU!' story. The 'sun dise idea' has often been daimed to be of Irish 

origin, and its diffusion in the form of gold dises, and its translation into the most 
diverse media - rock earvings in Scandinavia, wheel-headed and dise-headed pins 
in North Germany and Central Europe - attributed to an emanation from the El 
Dorado of the \Vest. Perhaps thi s is true ;  but the 'sun dise idea' ean be show n to 
have a respeetable antiquity in Northern Europe, going back beyond the time when 
sun dises ean be shown to have been known in I reland. In faet, it is possibIe to 
suspeet that the idea itself first reaehed I reland from the North. 

The golden sun dises were studied by J aeob-Friesen ( 1 93 1 )  who divided them 
into two dasses. The earlier, Class I, dises are small (less than 12 cm in diameter) 
and are usually perforated in the centre. The later type, Class I I ,  is larger than 
J2 cm in diameter and without perforation. Aetually, some smaller dises found in 
the British Isles (e.g. the dises from Mull and the Irish dise, EM LPA fig. 14 ,  

upper : 6) are from their deeoration and teehnique, dearly not earlier than the 

Middle Bronze Age, and are more usefully grouped with Class I I  than with Class r .  

A .  CLASS I SUNDISCS, THEIR PROTOTYPES AND I M I TATIONS 

The Class I sun dises were further divided by MaeWhite ( 1 95 I ) into several sub
dasses on the basis of their ornameiltal motifs. The number of examples assign 

ab le to eaeh sub-dass is so small that the use of the dassifieation does not seem 
neeessary in the present eontext. The I rish Class I dises possess varying eombina
tions of eross patterns and con cent ric eirdes of lines, zigzags and punehed dots ; 
some have ' ladders' arranged either as crosses or eirdes. Most have a pair of per
forations in the centre ;  one is unperforated ; one from Kirk Andrews, Isle of Man, 
has two perforations dose to one edge. The foU!' dises from the Knowes of Trotty , 
Huntisearthe, Orkney (Illvelltaria GB 33) eaeh have or have had a single large per-
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foration in the center. Some gold dises from vVessex Culture graves with two holes 
in the centre appear to have serve d as the base of gold-eapped cones. Sma11 W'essex 
dises from Lake are unperforated;  how these were mounted is uneertain. A speeial 
feature of the I rish-British dises is their oeeurrenee in matched pairs. A pair of 
sma11 dises was found in a grave with a 'iVessex B I  Beaker at Mere Down near 
Gillingham, vVilts. (Abereromby, 1 9 1 2, I, Beaker No. 1 9, tange d dagger and dises 

O. 8 ;  Stone, 1 9 58,  8 3 ,  I 0S , PI .  1 8) .  

A seeond Vliltshire grave find of a similar sma11 dise is from Monkton Farleigh 
(Stone, 1 9 58 ,  83, IOS ,  PI. 1 7 ) ;  (private possession ;  copy in Devizes Museum;  in
formation from L .  V.  Grinse11), and this was perhaps also a Beaker grave. I rish-type 
sun dises have also been found in the Iberian peninsula, in one case (Cabaeeiros) 
with a gold lumlla (MaeWhite, 1 95 1 ,  50) ; MaeWhite also eites a find from Brit

tany ; Giot, 1 960, 64, refers to several). 
No aetual gold Class I sun dises have been found on the Continent in O ul' North 

European area ; but related dises oeeur in eopper and baked clay; these ean be 
regarded as imitations of the searee and expensive golden articles. 

The related North European dises oeeur in Denmark and Poland. The first is a 
fragment of an arsenicai eopper dise excavated in 1 946 from a flat grave under 
what may have been a ploughed-out long mound at Salten, Tem Sogn, near 
Silkeborg in Jutland (Becker, 1 947, 253 ff. , figs. 5 2-54 ;  DO I I ,  1 3 9 ;  Otto and 
vVitter, 1 9 5 2, 69). The dise appears to have been a eireular one, of whieh about 

a third sUl'vives, origina11y about 7 cm in diameter, of thin hammered eopper. It is 
ornamented along the edge with a single row of sma11 hammered-up bosses. A line 

of similar bosses runs radia11y from what would have been the centre of the eom
plete dis c, suggesting that it would have had a eross pattern. There is a single 
sma11 perforation near the presumed centre;  Glob reeonstruets it  (DO I I ,  No. 1 3 9) 

as having had two central holes mueh in the manner of the I rish sun dises . 
Beeker eompares the Salten dis c to the eopper ones from the Danubian Neolithie 

eemetery and settlement site at Brzesc Kujawski in Poland (J azdzewski, rVA . 1 938) .  

One of these, from Grave XXXIV, is eireular and has two pairs of perforations 
plaeed close to the edge ; it has a eircle of sma11 embossed dots around the edge 
like the Salten dise, but the centre is deeorated with three lal"ger bosses arranged 
as a triangle. A seeond Brzesc Kujawski dise (found in the settlement oeeupation 
layer) is triangular in shape, with a single perforation in one eorner ; i t  also has an 
edging of embossed dots. 

The eopper dises of Salten-Brzesc Kujawski type are derived from the eopper 
and gold dises sueh as the ones known in the Southeast European hoards of Ha
basesti (Rumania) and Sto11hof (Near Wiener Neustadt, Lower Austria) (cf. now, 
most eonveniently, Driehaus, 1 960, 1 65 ff. , Abb. 6 :  1 -6, with further references). 
These dises are considered, in the most recent view, to be produets of the Bodrog-
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Fig. 38 .  Discs of sheet gold or copper from the Continent. I Habasesti, Rumania ; 2 BrzeSc 
Kujawksi, Poland; 3 Stollhoff, Austria; 4 Salten, J utland ; 5 Hungary. c. 5 :  1 2 .  Af ter Driehaus. 

keresztur culture. They were traded northward to Ihe Jordansmiihl culture and 
even to Jutland. The Salten grave is dated by Becker to Northern Late Neol ithic C ;  
i t  contains thin-butted axes, transverse arrowheads, and Early Jeolithic types of 
amber beads. 

The gold disc from Kirk Andrews in the Isle of Man is unique in the British 
Isles in having a pair of perforations at the edge rather than at the centre ; and it 
is decorated with three concentric rings of fine embossed dots at the edge, recall
ing the two rows of similar dots (but more closely spaced) on the Stollhof gold disc. 
It is without linear decoration. I t  seems probable therefore that the Kirk Andrews 
disc is derived from the Stollhof type.  It could be an actual import (suggested by 
the absence of direct parallels in Ireland) or an Irish imitation (suggested by the 
absence of bosses in the centre and also the single pair of edge-perforations ; the 
Stollhof and Brzesc Kujawski discs have two pairs). In either case very far-fIung 
trade contacts are implied, even if one declines to think in terms of direct trade 
between I reland and Transylvania, which are a long way apart. A few objects of 
' Hungarian-Jugoslavian' copper (JSS Group Eoo) occur in  Ireland (Coghlan and 
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Case, 1 957, nos. 77 (unfinished thiclcbutted axe, unloealized), 8 1  (Trilliek, Co. 
Tyrone, anomalous oblong axe ; 80, a bevelled axe, and 82 and 83 ,  bronze halberds, 
are presumably mueh later) . lf the Kirk Andrews dise is of Irish manufacture, i t  
carries with it  the implieation that gold-working was being earried out  in Ireland 
at a time eorresponding to, Ol' very little af ter, Jordansmuhl and Salten, which is 
eonsiderably em' lier than any eonventional dating of the Bell Beaker migrations. 

Another eopper dise, from Nieder-Kranig, Kr. Konigsberg (now pow. Chojna) 
just east of the Oder, brings us typologieally doser to the Irish eross-and-cirde 
sun dises. (Bohm, 1 935 ,  25 ,  103 ,  No. 22 ; Taj. 7 :  1 8 ;  Buehholz, 1 925 ,  I OO- I O I ) . 
It is deeorated with a double-armed eross, and with a double eirde at the edge, 
in fine embossed dots. Although broken into several fragments, the disc as reas
sembled is nearly complete. A small missing portion at the centre deprives us of 
the knowledge of whether it  had central perforations. (That it  had a central boss 
like the Unetice dises from Bohemia and like one from Kiebitz near Mugeln cited 
by Bohm ( 1 93 5 ,  25) seems impossible). It  may be regarded as a further develop
ment of the type represented at Salten ; the absence of linear ornament distinguishes 

Fig. 3 9 '  Gold elise (ane af a pair) from Co. Wexford, I reland. c. I I .  Af ter Armstrang. 
Cf. PI. XVI I I !  
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i t  from the I rish eross-and-eircle sun dises. The Niederkranig dise was found with 

a eylindrieal arm-spiral and a rather battered flat eopper axe, the original form of 
whieh is not easy to make out. But the eombination of flat axes and arm-spirals 
oeeurs also in the Bygholm hoard in Jutland, dated to the beginning of the North

ern Middle Neolithie ;  therefore the ieder-Kranig hoard eould also be supposed to 
belong to the first half of the Middle Neolithie. 

Our next find is a baked clay dise or 'pot lid' found in a megalithie grave at 
Bognaesgaarden ,  Herslev S . ,  Sømme H. ,  near Copenhagen (PI. XVI I I ;  original pu
blieation APM I ,  PI .  45 : 22 ;  p .  5 5-56;  photograph DO I I ,  1 9 1 ) .  This flat and eire
ular dise, I I cm in diameter, has impressed on one face what ean only be described 
as a remarkably good imitation of a sun dise pattern. It has a eross pattern , the 

arms of whieh are formed of two parallel lines of small eireular impressions ; around 
the edge of the dise is a double eircle of similar impressions, and within these a 
zigzag eircle formed of impressed strokes. I n  size and pattern it closely resembles 
the pair of I rish gold sun dises from County Wexford (fig. 39 ; Armstrong, 1 933 ,  
figs. 432-433) .  The Wexford dises have a central eross formed of  a single row of 
tiny bosses O l'  points flanked by lines, and the edge motif has lines as well as points 
parallel to the edge ; these lines are missing from the Bognaesgaard dise, but other
wise one might well be a copy of the other. Another very striking feature of the 
Bognaesgaard dise is that at its centre there are two impressions whieh are notiee

ably wider and deeper than the impressions of whieh the rest of the pattern is 
composed, and these impressions eorrespond exaetly in their position to that of the 
central perforations on the \iVexford and many other I rish sun dises. 

Again, a clay dise of the same general type from Nebel, Amrum, has four aetual 
small perforations in the centre, like those of some lberian and Breton gold sun 
dises. The ornament of the Nebel dise eonsists othenvise only of a simple radial 
pattern of impressions. It was found in a megalithie tomb, Rieseubett 2 1 2, Steill

grab I I  (Kersten and La Baume, 1 958,  14 1-2, Taj. I S :  1 4) .  
'vVe do  not wish to  claim that all clay dises o f  the Bognaesgaard-Nebel type, 

broadly speaking, are sun dises. It is clear that the clay dises (frequently described 
as potlids in the Northern literature) have a long history in the Funnel-Beaker 
eulture ; related dises have been found in settlement sites of the Vlaardingen Cul
ture in Holland (Helilliu1Il I I ,  1 962 ; 3 ff) ; and, as Beeker has pointed out, they 

are related to the 'baking plates' of the Michelsberg eulture. Their original 
funetion does not partieularly con cern us here. We are, however, eonvineed on 
the basis of the really startling resemblance between the Bognaesgaard and 'vVex

ford dises that on at least one oeeasion a Funnel-Beaker potter deliberately made 
a clay dise to resemble a metal sun dise whieh he had aetually seen. This resem
blance is, be it noted, far closer in detail than any of the cases hitherto eited in 
the literature between sun dises of different materiaIs. It is also interesting to note 
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that some of the eharaeteristie deeorated clay ladies of the Northern Middle Neo
lithie have ' ladder' eross motifs whieh resemble those 011 some Irish gold  sun dises ; 
for example, the ladle from Stenseby, Bornholm (NMC, A 334I 2), with a very 
sun dise-like lad der eross surrounded by a zigzag eircle. One eould indeed make 
out a case, without mueh diffieulty, of deriving the style of the Irish eross, eircle 

and zigzag sheet-gold sun dises from the Tiefstich style of pottery deeoration, 
as represented on the clay dises and ladies of the FUl1l1el-Beaker eulture. One the 
other hand, the Bognaesgaard dise, with its central impressions imitating the per
forations of dises of the ''''exford type, strongly suggest that the Bognaesgaard 
potter had seen, and was direetly imitating, a golden dise of ''''exford type. 

In defining the sub-periods of what we now eall (af ter Becker) the Northern 
Nliddle Neolithie, Mathiassen (9 I ff. , fig. 9) pointed out that 'potlids' without a 
central perforation, and sometimes decorated, were prominent at Troldebjerg, less 
common at Blandebjerg, and rare at Trelleborg ; while at the later sites of Bundsø 
(MN I I I )  and Lindø (MN IV) the dises without central perforation had disap
peared altogether. On this basis, it could be presumed that the Bognaegaard disc, 
an unperforated specimen, belonged to the first half of the Middle Neolithie, 

and was not later than MN I I .  On the other hand, the Nebel dise was found in 
a megalithie chamber with pottery of MN IV as its earliest aceompanying mate
rial. On the British side, the well-known grave from Mere Down, vViltshire eon
tains, along with a Bell Beaker early in the Wessex series, a pair of gold dises 
which in character and style of ornamentation are much like the County ''''exford 
ones, although considerably smaller. It will, therefore, provide, when the dating 
of the Bognaesgaard disc in  Seandinavian terms is flllly clarified, a useful syn
ehronism bet"veen the early British Bell Beakers and the Scandinavian ehro
nology. 

The sun dise from Moordorf near Aurich, published by J acob-Friesen ( I 93 I ,  
Taj. I )  laeks close anaJogies either on the Continent or i n  Britain. TypologieaIly it 
appears to lie somewhere between the '�Texford type and the NIiddle Bronze Age 
sun dises. The character of its decoration is more like the former ; but it has a large 
central boss, and its rim attachments suggest the later type. Central bosses are a 
feature of eopper Ol' bronze Unetice decorative dises, but in  Ireland they appear 
on the gorget terminals (Armstrong, I 933 ,  PI. VII I-X) whieh in style are related 
to Northern Period I I/III  types. The workmanship of the Moordorf dise is perhaps 

more likely to be Irish than Jorthern ; because of its typologically i ntermediate 
position one eould perhaps assign it to the Late Neolithie or to Broholm I ,  
though this i s  little more than a guess. 

In summary, we suggest that the ultimate prototypes of the Irish sun discs are 
to be found in the Bodrogkerestur and Jordansmuhl cultures ; the idea may have 

reached Britain by way of Northern Europe before the end of the Northern Early 
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Neolithic. These earliest sun discs are characterized by edge-holes rather than cen
tral perforations ( i .e .  they were worn as pendants) and embossed dot decOl'ation 

rather than l ines. The Salten disc suggests that the cross pattern and central per
forations might aiready have been known on the Continent at this time. Certainly 
by the second half of the earlier Northern Middle Neolithic, linear crosses, zigzags 
and ladder patterns had appeared on the sun discs, combining the o lder sun dis c 
decoration with new motifs from the Tepertoire of the Megalithic potters, who also 

made other ritual objects in a similar style; at least one potter seems actually to 
have copied a metal sun dis c in clay. 

B. CLASS II SUN D ISCS 

J acob-Friesen's  monograph ( I  93 I ,  25 ff. ) demonstrated in detail the close relation
ship between the Ir ish and Northern sun discs of his Class I I .  Most of these are 

larger than the Earl)' Bronze Age Class I sun discs ; the)' are characteristically de
corated "vith compass-drawn or punched concentric-circle motifs, and usually 

consist of gold leaf mounted upon a bronze or other backing. The essen tia l 
unit y of the tradition in  I reland and Northern Europe is proven not only by 
the general similarity in style and form of the sun discs in  the two provinces 
but by such a detail as the two pierced lugs at the edge of the bronze disc from 

I reland (B.J\!I. BAG fig. I 1 7), which correspond closely to those of the famous 
Trundholm disc l .  

The number o f  finds o f  Class I I  sun discs in  the two provinces i s  approximately 
equal ; Althin ( I 945,  1 90 ff. ) lists, apart from the stylistically em'lier Moordorf disc, 
six finds in South Scandinavia and Schleswig-Holstein (Jaegersborg, Zealand, Bro

holm, 1 943 , 45, Grav 1 9 1 ; Tødsø, Morsø Nørre H . ,  Jutland, Ibid. , 72, Grav 578 ; 
Sønder Tranders S . ,  Fleshum H. Jutland (Ib1A., Grave 607) ; Trundholm (Ods H. ,  

Zealand, NOl'dis!?e FortidsJ/linder, I ,  303  ff. ) ;  Tagaborgshojden, Scania (Althin, 1 945, 
Abb. 1 0 1 ) ;  GlUsing, Kr. Norderditmarschen (Jacob-Friesen, 1 93 1 ,  3 6) .  In the 
British Isles five finds are known (Ireland, B.J\!I. BAG fig. 1 1 7 ;  Lattoon, Co. Cavan, 

Armstrong, 1 933 , 47-9, fig. 1 7 ;  I reland, B.M. BAG fig. I I 9 ;  Mull (PSAS LXVII I ,  

l Althin ( 1 945,  1 90) draws attention t o  a probable Swedish parallel t o  the Trundholm 
ehariot, found at Tagaborgshojden, Halsingborg, Seania. The find includes two bronze 
horses, less elegant than the Trundholm horse but evidently in the same style; the old find 
aeeount mentioned 'fragments of a small wagon and a bronze elise of the size of a spade 
blade' ,  though these are not preserved. There are also t}u'ee palstaves and three spearheads 
in the find, whieh date it  to iVlontelius I I .  Cf. Dreseher, Acta Arch. X)G'CI I I ,  I 962, SO-I , 
Abb. S .  
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1 9 1-2) ; Lansdown, Somerset (reeonstruetion B.iH". BAG fig. 9 1 ) . Two of the Danish 
dises (Sønder Tranders and Tødsø) survive as unreeonstrueted minute fragments 
and the Swedish dis c is lost ; the Lansdown reeonstruetion is regarded as hypo
thetieal by Powell ( 1 953 )  but the fragments eertainly show boss-and-ring ornament 

and ribs. 
The dises from the British I sles are smaller than the Northern ones ; Lansdown, 

the largest of the British specimens (reeonstrueted as e. I 7 . 5  cm in diameter) is 
slightly smaller than Gliising, the smallest of the Northern dises. The Lansdown 
fragments have lent thems elves to reeonstruetion as a faidy dos e although smaller 
replica of the Jaegersborg dise. Two of the Irish specimens (B.M. BAG fig. 1 1 7 
and Lattoon) have filled-triangle deeoration whieh is not matched in the Northern 
series ; the broken pattern of the Lattoon dise is a unique feature. The small dise 
from I reland (B.M. BAG fig. I I 9) is very dose stylistieally to the I rish gold box 
covers and gorget terminals, but also to the Continental gold bowl style. If the 
Trundholm dise, with its spiral ornament, was made in Northern Europe, the 

Lattoon and Mull  dises and the I rish dise B.l'tI!. BAG fig. 1 1 7 were equally eer
tainly made in I reland ; the other two belong to a style com mon to Ireland, Nor
thern and West Central Europe whieh, as Kimmig ( 1 948-50) very plausibly sug
gests, may have been praetised by itinerant goldsmiths who in eaeh provinee 
made up ornaments in forms eorresponding to loeal preferenees. 

The Northern sun dises are all dated by style (Trundholm) or by associations 
to Broholm I I  (cf. most reeently Althin, op. cit . ) .  Of the Irish dises, two (Lattoon, 
Mull) are assoeiated with other gold ornaments of advaneed Late Bronze Age types 
(a lode-ring of triangular seetion and dress-fastener on Mull, penannular rings with 
trumpet-terminals at Lattoon) .  B.lIt/. BAG fig. I I ?  is related to the Trundholm 
dise by virtue of its lugs, but its ornament is more devolved and it may be later. 
B.lIt/. BAG fig. 1 1 9 has eord ornament, whieh, as Powell notes, is unknown on Con

tinental goldwork before Montelius I I I ;  the style, as Brohom ( 1 948) emphasizes, 
is a long-lived one, persisting throughout the Late Bronze Age, and dose dating is 
therefore diffieult. The Lansdo\'iI1 dise, despite the uneertainty of its reeonstrue
tion, might be considered to be the earliest of the Class I I  dises in the British 
I sles if its analogy with Jaegersborg has any validity. It was found in a eist grave 
in a barrow, with fragments of einerm'y urns (B.M. BAG 89-90) ; it is tempting to 
assoeiate it with the Northern eurrent, strongly felt in Somerset, in our Taunton
Barton Bendish phase. 

Related objeets also oeeur in Central Europe, as the goldeovered dise from lVhihlau Grave 
l in the Tyrol (Childe, 1 948, PI .  XV, l :  6), dated to the earliest phase of the Tyrolean Urn
fieIds (Dz to Childe, HaA to Kimmig) and \Vorms on the Rhine (eonneeted by Mozsolies, 
1 950, with Velemszentvid, whieh she dates to HaB, by the wire-wound teehnique of its 
edging). Related dises in horn, seattered from Italy to Hungary, are diseussed by von Mer-
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hart ( 1 930, 1 1 8) .  I nftuences from thi s quarter undoubtedly played a part i n  the evolution 
of the style of the Northern and I rish sun discs and related forms of metalwork; but on 
present evidence their relation to the I rish sun discs is less direct than the relation to North
ern Europe. 

With three of the five Class I I  sun dises in the British !sIes dated by associa
tions or style to a time later than that of the Northern dises, the probability of an 
I rish origin for the type beeomes very small indeed, and the Class I I  sun dises may 
eonfidently be included in the list of Northern Middle Bronze Age influenees on 
the British Isles. 

Note. Reference may perhaps here be made to two North European finds of thin gold 'bar 
style' penannular bracelets of Northern Neolithic date, which may possibly be of I rish 
origin. Both have very slightly expanded ends, and resemble a type quite com mon in I reland 
(Armstrong, 1933 ,  Pl. XVI I) ,  though the examples there are supposed to be all of Late 
Bronze Age date One Northern specimen comes from Himmelpforten, Kr. Stade, between 
the Oste and the lower Elbe (Cassau, 1 93 3 , 50, Taj. I I Ib and Va, b; 1 936, 2.2. ff. ) .  It was found 
in  Grave J of a Funnel-Beaker (TRB) fiat grave cemetery; its date ought to be within the 
Northern NIN.  The second example is from Schwesing, Kr. Husum, on the North Frisian 
mainland (Hinz, 1 954, 1 90-1 ,  Abb. 3 6a,  Taj. 1 5 :  1 6) .  It lay dose to one of the stones defining 
the margin of a 2.6 m. long rectangular chambered mound. 



CHAPTER XVII 

LUNULAE 

(List, p. 1 85-6 ; fig. 40 ; Mar XIV) 

Five gold lunulae have been found in our NOl'th European area : three in the 
Danish islands (Zealand two, Fyn one), one in the German province of Hanover, 
and one in Belgian Luxembourg. All five are evidently dosely related to the ''Ves
tem European gold lunulae represented so numeroLlsly in Ireland (more than 60 
examples), Cornwall (four) ,  ''Vaies (one), Scotland (five 01' six), Atlantic France 

(six plus) and the Iberian peninsula. In addition, a number of copper 01' bronze 
lunulae have been found in NOl'th Germany (five examples) and Bohemia (one), 
and have been daimed as imitations of imported gold ones. The Northem gold 
lunulae are all stray finds ; the copper Ol' bronze ones however occasionally occur 
in graves and hoards, and might be of some help in fixing our notoriously associa
tion-poOl' gold lunulae in their chronological place. But the interpretation of these 
fi nds in terms of trade and cultural relations is by no means as simple as the mere 
plotting of them on a distribution map has suggested in the past . 

a. Gold LlIllulae 

That the Danish gold lunulae differ significantly in form and detaiIs of workman
ship from the typical Irish ones has been pointed out by Hardy (PPS 1 937,  465) .  
I ndeed, none of  the five examples in  our  area posesses the rich geometric ornament 
in tracer technique which is found characteristically on most of the Irish specimens, 
the bulk of the British and some at leas t of the French finds. One of the Danish 
examples, from Grevinge, Zealand, is completely undecorated, and of course un
decorated lunulae do occur in Ireland (e.g. Armstrong, 1 933 ,  PI. I I I :  I S , PI. VI : 
5 I ;  the former without exact provenance ; the latter at Trenta, Co. Donegal, said 

to have been found with a large flint arrowhead : Armstrong No. 3 1 ,  p. 56) .  The 
common feature of the other two Danish lunulae and those from Belgium and 
North Germany is linear gro ove decoration parallel to the edges. The lunula from 
Fredensborg, Zealand, an extremely and atypically narrow example, has two groov
es along its outer edge (a slight ridge having been pushed up between them) and 
a single gro ove along the inner edge. The specimen from Skovshøjrup, Fyn (fig. 40), 
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has two gro oves contained by three slight r idges at the outer edge, and three grooves 
and faint ridges at the inner;  it also has a band of four grooves along the centre. 
The lunula from Schulenburg, Hanover, has three grooves at the inner edge and 
two at the outer. Hardy describes the grooves of the Danish specimens as ' traced' ,  
and the presence of faint ridges between them suggests that the material in  them 
had been forced out ; but it  is important to note that the grooving is quite different 
in character from the linear ornament that occurs on I rish lunulae. The traced 
lines of the Irish lunulae are very fine and narrow, and the marks of each individual 
tracer stroke are distinguishable. On the Danish lunulae, however, the l ines are 
much broader and deeper , and have the appearance of continuous furrows ; no 

tracer strokes are visible. 
Grooving of the latter character occurs, however, on one of the two lunulae 

found at Harlyn Bay, Cornwall (allegedly with a flat axe of developed type ; Bullen, 

1 9 1 2, PI. 22 ; Smith, 1 922, 93 ff. , fig. 1-3) .  I t  has four such gro oves along its outer 
edge and three along the inner ; the inner series of gro oves is lined, however, with 
a single row of small carets. In the outer series of gro oves the innermost groove 
ceases some way from each terminal and is replaced by a row of ca rets which con

tinue to the terminals. There are no end-panels. (The second Harlyn Bay lunula is 

of the more richly-decorated I rish type, Class I I I  in Craw's classification l . )  
A Scottish lunula, from Coulter, Lanarkshire, may aiso be cited here ; i t  toa is 

margined with linear grooves, without decoration inside, and lacles end-panels. 
Some of the grooves, however, are embellished "vith punched dots, a feature occur
ring on the Welsh lunula from Llanllyfni and some Irish examples. Finally, a 
lunula from Kerivoie, C6tes-du-Nord, though broad like the I rish lunulae, is de
corated in the edge-grooving style, without panels ; there is a row of ca rets along 
the inner edge as Oll the Harlyn Bay example aIready cited. The shape of the ter
minals, from Lantier's illustration ( 1 948, fig. 2 1 )  is unlike any of those we have 
described ; its triangular shape recalls the triangular end-pieces of the jet necldaces 

with which the lunulae are often compared.  
The two decorated Danish lunulae are also distinctive in that the gro oves con

tinue on to the terminal plates, and form a rhomboid pattern. The shape of their 
terminal plates is also unlike any others, being straight-sided, more elongated and 

narrow. The terminal plates of the Skovshøjrup and Grevinge lunulae are rounded 
at their ends, while those of the Fredensborg one are pointed. These features mark 

l Craw (PSAS LXI I I , r 928/9, 1 75 )  divided the Anglo-Irish lunulae into four dasses 
an the basis af their degree af resemblance to the arrangement af the Poltalloch-type jet 
space r necldaces, with Class I most dosely resembling the latter, and the other three form
ing a degeneration series from the assumed prototype. Fauvillers (his 6 r )  is assigned to 
Class IV (the Vertical Design Type) ; three other French specimens (62-4) most dosely 
resemble his richly de cora ted Classes I and I I .  
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off the Danish lunulae from any of the others and support the view, first advanced 
by Dechelette, that they were made locally rather than being imports. The term
inal plates of the Schulenburg lunula are of a shape not easy to match exactly ; 
they swell out gradually and then expand into a broad T. 

Fig. 40. Gold lunula from Skovshøjrup, Fyn. I : 2 .  Af ter I\IIontelius. 

The lunula from Fauvillers, Provo Luxembourg, Belgium, has linear de co ration 
only, but in addition to the edge lines there are distinct side panels, consisting of 
simple transverse parallel l ines. There is no geometrical ornament. The shape of 
its terminals is more closely matched in the I rish than in the other Continental 
specImens. 

Typologically it  is possible to group the Kerivoie, Fauvillers, Harlyn Bay and 
eoulter lunulae as intermediate between the numerous Irish type and the rare 
Northern variety ; having in common linear edge-grooving as their main ornament, 
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and end-panels absent Ol' rudimentary. The latgc:.st of the Breton lunulae from 
the Kerivoie (C .-du-N. )  hoard (Giot, 1 960, 1 62, fig. S I b) appeal' to be related to 
these. It is these which are most closely related to the well-Imown Iberian example 

from Cabaceiros de Basto, Portugal (Bosch-Gimpera, 1 929, fig. 40), with its series 
of grooves down the centre and simple edge-margins and plain panels outlined in  
fine repOlIsse points ; although the Cabaceiros specimen i s  not  very similar to any 
farther north. It was found, it will be recalled, with two small gold sun discs orna
mented with concentric grooves ; one of the discs has two small perforations in its 
centre like some British Beaker-period discs (see above, p. 1 67 ff. ) ;  the second has 
four such perforations arranged as a square in the centre. These are most closely 
paralleled by the I rish discs of MacWhite's Type Ic, of which concentric circle 

ornament is characteristic. If these discs are really derived from the British ones 
then their date could be as early as the Wessex B I  Beakers. The resemblances be
tween the Cabaceiros lunula and the silver one from Villafranca near Verona in 
Italy (Forssander, 1 936,  Abb. I O ;  44 ff. ) ,  which has pointille edging and decorated 
end portions which might be regarded as rudimentary end-panels, and a small 
hole at each end for attachment like the Cabaceiros piece, might also argue for an 
early date ; the Villafranca lunula was found in a grave with a copper halberd and a 
tanged flint arrowhead, and is assigned to the Remedello culture. 

The associations of the gold lunulae in the British Isles are, as is well known, 

neither numerous nor secure. The Harlyn Bay, Cornwall, find includes the two 
lunulae aiready mentioned, one of Craw's Irish Class I I I  type and the other which 
we have put in the edge-grooved group, and a flat axe ; but Craw and other writers 
have regarded the association of the axe as far from certain. 

Other not very useful associations are mentioned by Armstrong ( 1933 ,  I O) and 
need not be repeated here;  but Craw's argument for considering the lunula from 
Orton, Morays. as probably from the same interment as the basket-shaped earrings 
which were found in a cist in the mound (PSAS VIII ,  1 87 1 , 28, LVI I ,  1 63 )  seems 
valid, and would point to a late Beaker/eat'ly Wessex date. The previously mentioned 
Breton hoard from Kerivoic combines lunulae with Orton-type neckrings (which 
are in turn related to basket earrings ; see now Moucha, 1 960, 465 ff. , fig. 1 7 1 )  and 

a small headband. 
Craw's identification of the lunulae with the spacerplate jet necldaces has been 

of greater weight in dating the I rish lunulae than the uncertain associations. The 
t"vo types have complementary distributions; the lunulae are very common in I re

land, where spacer-plate necklaces are rare ; in Scotland the few lunulae are distri
buted on the margin of the area of greatest concentration of the necklaces. More

over, Clark ( 1 932, 40-1 ) demonstrated that the combined lunula-jet necklace dis
tribution coincides remarkably with that of Food-vessels ; which agrees well with 
the evidence of the associations of necklaces (as given by Clark, twice with Beakers, 
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ten times with Food-vessels, once with a Cinerm'y Um). Further, as Piggott has 

pointed out, some of the jet necldaces are ornamented with patterns imitating the 
effect of the complex borings of Kokavatos-type amber spacer-plates. The bulk of 
the Irish lunulae would then belong to the Food-vessel culture of the Early and 
lVIiddle Bronze Age. 

b. Capper ar Bronze Lmllllae 

The copper or bronze lunulae and related collars from Central Germany and Bo
hemia have been discussed by De Navarro, Sprockhoff, Kleemann and Hachmann ;  
but these au thors come to widely differing conclusions conceming their origin and 
relation to the vVestem European lunulae. 

Unique in some ways is the collar from Velvary in Bohemia (Schranil , 1 928, 
I OS ,  Tal XIX: I ) . It is lunate in form, but is not flat like a lunula ; it has rather 
the form of the bronze collars of the lVIiddle Bronze Age (so declares Hachmann, 

1 954, 95 ,  99 n 1 2) .  ! ts ends are rolled to form cylindrical loops. According to 
Schranil it is made by hammering. The face is ornamented with two hammered
up ridges, one close to the inner edge, the other central ;  the outer edge has a row 

of double triangles. It is made of copper Ol' tin-pool' bronze, and was found in a 

cist grave, with pottery af Late Neolithic affinities but comparatively developed 
metalwork ; its dating has therefore offered considerable difficulty. lVIandera ( 1 95 3 ,  
1 92,  n67; references there cited) places i t  early in the development o f  his Slany 

group (Schlaller Gruppe), which would be at the end of Early Unetice, while lVIou
cha ( 1 960) argues for an even earlier dating. Lunulae or collars are othenvise un

known in  the Unetice culture proper. 
vVe turn now to the German lunulae. The first example, regarded by Sprock

hoff as the em'liest of the group, is a stray find from Gottingen. It  is a casting (not 

made by hammering) of thin sheet metal, and in shape quite like a broad Irish 
lunula ; its face is decorated only with a faint ridge about a third of the way from 

the inner to the outer edge. The ends have been hammered out at right angles to 
the plane of the face to form long tapering terminal plates, which were then rolled 
to form loops. Sprockhoff describes it  as 'evidently an imitation in bronze of an 
I rish gold lunula ' .  

lext come two lunulae found together at Bodenwerder, Kr. Hameln. Both af 
these have rolled terminals quite like the Gottingen piece. One has three ribs an 
its face, one of them nearly central and the other two fairly neal' the edges ; they 
are not hammere d up, but cast. The second Bodenwerder lunula is similar in shape, 
but the entire surface is flat and decorated with longitudinal herringbone rows 
divided by transverse rows of herringbone into four panels. This decoration re

sembles less anything found on lunulae than the tracer pattems found on many 
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Irish flat axes, with which Sprockhoff compares it .  I rish axes with ve ry similar 
herringbone ornamentation were demonstrably exported both to Denmark and 
Central Europe ; but the same sort of decoration is also found on Central European 

axes which have nothing to do with Irish types. 
The Gottingen and Bodenwerder lunulae finds constitute a " iVeser group' in  

South Hanover. Schulenburg i s  not  far away, and Sprockhoff regards the Schu
lenburg gold lunula as a strong argument for deriving the 'iVeser lunulae from the 

' Irish' lunulae. 
With the South Hanoverian lunulae Kleeman (Gerlllallia, 1 95 3 ,  1 3 5  ff. ) asso

ciates two others. One is a Brandenburg find, without more exact provenance than 
'the Altmark'I , which is dosely comparable with the Gottingen specimen . It is 
cast, with a single midrib ;  the triangular terminals have been hammered out 
and fluted, and their ends rolled into loops. It was probably associated with 
two bronze rings ; one a plain bar with oval section, of necluing size, and the 
other a flat bar with a single rib on one side, bent into the form of a bracelet with 

overlapping ends. 
The other is the lunula (or rather, collar) from Oegeln, Kr. Guben in the Lau

sitz (Kleemann, ibid. ; Nelles Lallsitzer Magaziu, V, 1 926, 21 I ,  Taj'. 3, 1 - 1 6 ;  Bohm, 
1 93 5 , 26, 1 03 No. 1 6, Taj'. T 1 3 , 1 9), which is aiready known to the English liter a
ture through De Navan'o's discussion of it ( 1 95 1 ,  82) .  The Oegeln collar appears 

from Bohm's illustration to have had a margin consisting of one O l'  more grooves ; 
its face is divided into five panels by groups of transverse lines. From the photo
graph it  appears not to have !:ad terminal plates. The collar was part of a hoat'd, 
now lost, which induded (according to old drawings reproduced by Bohm) ingot 
bars of the Spallgel/banen type and three flanged axes, apparently of the ' Saxon' 
type. The Spallgellbanen, rare in North Central Germany, are certainly imports 
from Central Europe, where they occur frequently in hoards. 

The relations bet'vveen the German lunulae, the Velvary one and the gold lunu
lae have been variously evaluated by the Continental writers. Sprockhoff saw the 
Weser group as direct imitations of imported ' I rish' lunulae, and implied that the 
Velvary specimen was an import from Germany. Kleemann on the contrary believes 

that the Velvary lunula is the prototype of the "Veser group. Hachmann has a 
third view ; he stresses tht: difference in  techniquC' of decoration (cast in the "Veser 
group, hammered at Velvary) and believes that they are typologically distinct and 
unconnected. He maintains that the hammered loops of the Bodenwerder-type 
lunulae are derived from Unetice ingot torques, and that they may be as la te as the 
Virring-Tinsdahl phase, but could also be much earlier. 

Even Sprockhoff modified his view of the I rish origin of the German lunulae, 

1 Published independently by Hachmann, 1 954, 92. ff. 

Palaeohistoria Vol. IX: Butler. 1 3  
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asking ( 1 940, 26) whether the concept of the ' Irish lunula' was not too narrowly 
hased . ' Perhaps' ,  he declared, 

' it  really has to do with a larger area which at the begimting of the Bronze Age possessed 
sheet metal collars as com mon propert y; an area including wide reaches of Central and 
Western Europe, in which the preference for collars found local expression, in I reland in 
the form of the lunula, in South Hanover in the form of the Weser group, and in  Bohemia 
with the Velvary collar. To these ean be added the band from the Bornhog neal' Nagelstedt 
in Thuringia and the unique collar from lVIeckenheim in the Palatinate. But Switzerland 
also had the bronze collar at this time, as is shown by the little-known example from 
Bex. From Upper Italy one could point to the silver breast ornament from Villafranca; and 
with the corresponding Portuguese ornament we link up once again with the I rish lunula. '  

This conception of a widespread lunula Ol' collar fashion finding varying ex pression 
in different centres, has been further developed by Kleemann in a paper devoted to 
this theme. Re regards the hish lunulae as the youngest examples of this fashion, 
deri ved ultimately from the East Mediterranean . Re follows Sir Lindsay Scott 
( 1 95 I ,  59) in bringing the Northern gold lunulae from Atlantic France. 

Having examined the North European lunulae and the recent expressions of 
opinion regarding the relationships among them, we may now attempt to sum
marize their implications for the problem of Anglo-Irish relations with Northern 
Europe. It appears, firs t of all, that it is no longer possibie to regard the lunula 
per se as an I rish Ol' Scottish invention ; at least, there is no evidence for the 
assumption that any Anglo-Irish lunulae are necessarily earlier than those of 
Villafranca, Cabaceiros or Velvary. These lunulae, to which an early date can be 
assigned on the basis of associations, are comparatively simple in their decoration. 
The Cabaceiros association of a simply-decorated lunula with a pair of gold sun 
discs with hish affinities suggests the possibility that the lunula could have reaclled 
heland as em-ly as the Wessex B Beaker phase. In any case it seems probable that 
the more simply decorated type, \ovhich is common to the Iberian peninsula, 
Western France, Belgium, Germany, Denmark, Cornwall and Scotland, as well 
as Bohemia - though admittedly in only one or  two examples in each case - is 
typologically the earlier. The Rarlyn Bay find, however, shows that the two styles 
at least overlap, and some examples of the ' em'ly' style may actually be late. 
Craw's typology, then, is not valid as a sequence. It is still possible, however, to 
regard the specifically Scottish-I rish style of elaborate lunula decoration as having 
been inspired by the spacerplate necldaces of jet Ol' amber. 

The elaborately decorated lunulae may have been exported from heland to 
Western France (it is not certain whether the elaborately decorated lunulae from 
Normandy and Brittany are of Irish Ol' of local manufacture) but not, as far as pre
sent evidence goes, to Northern Europe. None of the elaborately decorated variety 
is securely dated. The Rarlyn Bay flat axe is of the Migdale type, some examples 
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of which are certainly of Wessex age ; in any case the association is far from 
certain .  The Orton lunula, which Craw assigns to his Class I but which is com
paratively simply decorated, is dated to Late Beaker-vVessex I by the basket 
earrings, if Craw's argument for believing in their contemporaneity be accepted. 
Such a date is, af ter all, not unplausible. 

The Northwest European lunula group characterized by grooved decoration -
to which belong the Kerivoie, Harlyn Bay, Coulter, Fauvillers and Schulenburg 
specimens - are without associations, except at Harlyn Bay. VVe have seen that 
they cannot be of I rish workmanship, but are certainly related to the I rish type, 
as is shown, for example, by the form of their terminals. Typologically they 
fall between Cabaceiros and Velvary on the one hand, and the elaborate Irish 
type on the other ; a \iVessex I date could be suggested with reserve on the basis 

of the Harlyn Bay find, and this dating can be supported by stylistic considera
tions. The characteristic feature of the type, as we have seen, is the use of a 
gromring technique ; the lines are arranged in parallel bands, folIowing the curve 
of the edges of the lunulae, and sometimes with a band of grooves down the 
centre. There is a geometrical element, but employed with great restraint, consi
sting of ca rets or zigzag bands. In style the Danish lunulae from Fredensborg and 
Skovshøjrup are dosely related to these, and differ only in the shape of the ter
minals ; and here a rhomboid decoration element comes in .  

A degree of resemblance to these stylistic features is to be found in the sheet 
gold work of the Bush Banow phase of the \iV essex culture. The outlining of the 
edges with parallel bands of gro oves is quite dosely matche d on several of the pieces 
from Bush Barrow itself: the lozengeshaped plates, the belt-hook, and the gold 
cone (Piggott, 1 938, PI. X). The belt-hook is particularly apposite because of the 
way in which the grooves follow the curve of the edges. The zigzag bands are found 
also on the larger lozenge plate and the cone (and also, i t  might be added, at Vel
vary) . The precise ruling of the lines, in contrast to the irregular working of the 
linear decoration on the I rish sun discs, is also a common feature of the Bush 
Barrow goldwork and the Nortinvest European and Danish lunulae. Similar gold
work also occurs in Brittany; such as the gold box excavated from a dagger-grave 
at La1111ion by Van Giffen (B.A. I .  Groningen ; as yet unpublished) .  The rhomboid 

pattern on the terminals of one of the Danish lunulae recalIs in a general way the 
predeliction for the lozenge shape show n by the Bush Barro"v goldsmith. The 
workmanship of the Bush Barrow pieces is much superior to that of the lunu

lae. and the patterning somewhat more elaborate, but both avoid the elaborate 
hatching favoured by the Irish lunula-makers. Although the Bush Barrow gold
work has features not matche d elsewhere, the Northwest European and Danish 
lunulae can be regarded as belonging to a related though not identical style. 
Like so many elements of the Wessex culture, this goldwork style is common to 
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both sides of the Channe!. Since there is no evidence that lunulae were made in 
Wessex, it seems not unreasonable to attribute the origin of the Northwest Euro
pean lunula group to Northwest France (as has indeed aiready been suggested by 

Sir Lindsay Scott and Kleemann) and to suggest Wessex I as a date by which 
the edge-grooved lunulae are likely to have been evolved. 

The Schulenburg lunula establishes a link between the Northwest European 
gold lunulae and the Weser group of copper or bronze ones ; which is strengthened 
by the ' I rish axe' ornament of one of the Bodenwerder specimens. Chronologic

ally this fits with the dating of the Northwest European lunulae suggested ab ove, 
for it  is clear that I rish tracer-decorated axes were being traded to Central Ger
many (Dieskau, vVessmar) through South Hanover at a time equivalent to the 

'Vessex I stage, and other I rish axes (but without tracer ornament) are known in 
Hanover (v. Chapter I ) .  The Schulenburg lunula and decorated axes, though of 
different origins, may well be associated in a single trade complex . 

There are, however, typological difficulties, for the specific features of the 'Veser 
lunulae are not those of the Northwest European group ; we may recall the cast 
ribs, the rolled terminals, and the absence of decoration resembling any of the 
Western lunulae. It seems likely that the 'Veser lunulae were made (in Hanover ?) 

by a smith who was imitating the general form of an imported lunula, but employ
ing his own techniques ; Hachmann and Kleemann believe that the techniques in
volved are Unetician. The workmanship is crude, especiaIly if one considers the 
high standards attained by the Saxo-TllUl ingian bronzesmiths not so far away; 
yet one of these primitive pieces seems to have been traded to the Altmark across 
Saxo-Thuringian territory ! It may be that the vVeser group is really to be connected 
with the earlier, but isolated, Velvary lllnula rather than with the Schulenburg
Northwest European group. On the other hand the Oegeln collar, which is con
nected with the Bodenwerder by its panel arrangement, i::; as late as Reinecke Az 
if the old illustrations of its associations are to be relied UPOIl, and is clem'ly the 
latest of the lunulae in Northern ElIrope. 

The Danish lunulae are clearly derived from our 'Western edge-grooved type, 
but judging from the distinctive shapes and decoration of their terminals they 
were made in the North. Some support for this view can be derived from the 
finds in Denmark of the gold objects 'with oar-shaped ends' which have been 
discussed above. Their terminals provide an analogy with the lunlIla terminals, 
and some of them may have been made by the same goldsmiths who made the 
Danish lunulae. 

Thus we cannot use the North European lunula finds as evidence for direct trade 
relations between the British Isles and Northern Europe ; but if our dating of them 
is correct they merge in with the broader trade current involving Irish axes, hal
berds, and amber. The direct ancestors of the vVestern European lunulae are pro-
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bably represented by the Cabaceiros piece, which may, on the basis of its associa
tion with sun discs, belong chronologically to the Bell Beaker phase ; from there the 
idea spread to Brittany, and then to Cornwall, Scotland and I reland on the one 

hand and Belgiul11, Central Germany and Denmark on the other, about the time 
of 'iVessex r. Goldworking seems to have begun in Denmark at this time ; and 

in I reland the lunula was taken up, and enriched with the 'spacer-plate' patterns, 
by the Food-vessel people who had command of the 'iVicklow gold. The ' lunula 

fashion' on the Continent may aiso have been served by an independent current 
reaching Central Europe from ! taly, giving rise to the Velvary and and other 
collars mentioned by Sprockhoff; the South Hanoverian school may result either 
from the vVestern European or Central European current. In the Middle Bronze 
Age the ' lunula fashion' gave way to a 'collar fashion' ,  with the I rish gorgets as 

their equivalent. 

L I ST Ol' LUNULAE IN NORTHERN EUROPE 

(Cf. Map XIV) 

r .  Gold luuulae decol'ated iu edge-grooved style 

Frallce 

l .  Kerivoie (C. du N.) ,  Hoard, iVluseum St. Germain-en-Laye. 
Photo : Lantier, 1 948, fig. 2 1 ;  drawing, Giot, 1 960, fig. 5 1 b .  

Gerll/aIlY 

2. Schl/lellbl/rg. Kr. Springe. iVluseum Hannover. 
Hahne, 1 9 1 2, 86 ff. , Taj. I O ;  Jacob-Friesen, 1 934, Taj. 24: 2 ;  Ebert, Real., V I I ,  Taj. 
2 1 3 .  

BelgiulIl 

3 .  Fal/vil/ers, Provo Luxembourg. iVluseum Brussels. 
De Loe, 1 9 3 1 ,  I I ,  fig. 4 1 ;  iVlarien, 1 952 ,  fig. 1 7 1 .  

Britain 
4. COl/lter, Lanarks. iVluseum Edinburgh. 

PSAS L, 1 7 ,  fig. r .  (Photo). 
5 .  HarlYIl Bay, Cornwall. 

Bullen, 1 9 1 2, PI. 22 ;  Smith, 1 922, 93 ff. , fig. 7-3 . 
With ( ?) flat axe, lunula of I rish type. 

Dell1/1arh 

6. Fyn. SllOvslzojl'llp, Broby S . ,  Odense H .  NiVI Copenhagen (fig. 40) .  
Broholm, DB I I , P I .  2 :  6. 
Hardy, 1 937 ,  PI .  }G'CX : l. Cf. iVIontelius, 1 900, Fig. 203 . 

7. Zealand. Fredellsborg, Lynge-Kronborg H. ,  Frederiksborg A. 

NiVI Copenhagen. 
'Vorsaae, Nordiske Oldsager, Fig. 249 ; Hardy, 1 937 ,  PI. XXX : 3 .  
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I I .  Ulldecorated gold lUll1llae ,' terminals of Dmtish form 

Delllllarh 

8. Zealand, Grevinge S . ,  Ods H .  NN! Copenhagen. Broholm, DB I I ,  PI .  2 :  7 ;  Boye, 1 85 9 ,  
3 ff. ; Hardy, 1 937 ,  PI .  XXX: 2 .  

I I I .  Copper Ol' bronze IU1l1llae (alld related collars) 

GerlIlany 

9. Bodemverder, Kr. Hamein. Tracer herringbone ornament, in panels. Found with No. I O. 
Sprockhoff, 1 939,  I ff. , Abb. 2 ;  1 94 1 , 6 1  ff. , Abb. 5 5 .  

I O .  Bodemverder, Kr. Hamein. Cast ribs, found with No. 9 .  References as for N o .  9 .  

I I .  Gottingen, Hainberg. Cast rib. Sprockhoff, 1 939, I ff. , Abb. I ;  1 94 1 , 6 1  ff. , Abb. 54.  
1 2 . 'Alt1llGj'h' (no exact provenance), Brandenburg. Kunstsammiung Veste Coburg. Cast 

rib .  Probable hoard, with simple bronze neckring, bracelet with cast rib like the lunula . 
Kleemann, 1 953 ,  1 3 5  ff. , Abb. I ;  Hachmann, 1 954, 92 ff. , Abb. I and 2, Taj. XVI :  2 .  

1 3 . Oegeln, Kr .  Guben. Collar ;  panel decoration. Nelles Lallsitzer .i\lIagazill, V,  1 826, Taj. 
3 :  1 - 1 6 ;  Bohm, 1935 ,  pp. 26, 1°3 ,  Nr. 1 6 ,  Taj. 7 :  1 3 , 1 9 ;  De Navano, 1 95 1 , 82.  

Bohelllia 

14 .  Ve/var)'. Collar; hammered ribs, double triar1gle ornament. Schranil, 1 928, I0S ,  Tal 
XIX:  I ;  Mandera, 1953 ,  1 92, n. 67 with further refs. ; Moucha, 1 960, 465 ff., fig. 1 7 I .  



CHAPTER XVI I I  

BASKET -SHAPED EARRINGS AND ORNAMENTS 

WITH OAR-SHAPED ENDS 

(PI .  X IX, XX; fig. 41-3 ;  Map XV; List p .  1 90) 

In the British Isles, basket-shaped earrings occur both in sheet gold and in copper 
or bronze. All British-lrish specimens are characterized by a short tongue and a 
more or less broad 'basket' ; which contrasts with a group of generally similar 
ornaments in Eastern Europe, especiaIly in Poland, which have genera Ily longer 
tongues and elongated narrow ' basket ' .  The British-Irish gold earrings may be 
plain Ol' ornamented with impressed gro oves and/or pointille. The gold of which 
they are made is presumed to be of Irish arigin, though more specimens are known 
in Britain than in Ireland ; the British specimells tend, in faet, to occur in the eastern 
part of the island, with Radley in Oxfordshire as the exception. Associations of the 
gold earrings include a well-known Bz Bell Beaker grave group (Radley) and, a 
grave with a Bell Beaker with all-over cord ornament (Kirkhaugh) ; but one spe
cimen was oddly found on the old surfaee under the rampart of/an I ron Age camp 
(Boltby Scar). One find (Orton, fig. 4 1 )  was from the same cairn as, and may have 
been associated with, a gold lunula of our ' edge-grooved' type. The copper or 
bronze earrings were found in one case with a contraeted inhumation (Cowlam) 
and in the other with the largest Scottish Early Bronze Age hoard (Migdale). 

In Northern Europe, a number of basket earrings have been found which cor
respond more or less closely in form to the British ones, and which have been vie
wed as certain ar probable British exports. The pair from the cave 'Trou del heuve' 
at Sinsin, Provo amur, Belgium, are atypical in having tongues at both ends, and 
being corrugated over the whole surface . Other gold specimens occur as far away 
as Poland : in Western Poland in the Early Bronze Age hoard from Wasosz, and in 
southeastern Poland in a grave group from Rusilow near Skala t (PI. XIXb), neal' the 
borders of the Ukraine and Bessarabia . The latter site is actually closer to ancient 
Troy, which has yielded more elaborate earrings held by Childe and others to be 
the prototypes of our British type, than it  is to I reland. The Rusilow grave group 
belongs to the Southeast Polish Barrow grave culture. Its flint dagger and stne 
hammer suggest a dating comparable to Northern Late Neolithic A and Unetice ; 
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Fig. 4 1 .  Gold em-ring (one of a pair) from Orton, Morayshire, Scotlancl. Af ter Paton. 

the Wasosz hoard eontains a Unetiee-type low-flanged axe as its most readily 
datable objeet. 

The narrow Polish basket earrings (fig. 42 ; Butler, 1 958,  PI. VII-V1II ,  fig. 1 3 ,  1 5) ,  

may be made entirely of bent wire, or of  sheet eopper Ol' bronze; but  one example in 
sheet gold has been published (Knapowska-Mikolajezykowa, 1 957, 38-9, Ryc. 1 8) .  

This Polish type, known also as  willow-shaped loek rings (cf. Neustupny, 1 96 1 ,  
93-4, fig. 22b) is assoeiated espeeially with the Mierzanowiee eu lture in Poland, 
and appears also in the related N itra group in southwest Slovakia and eastern 
lVIoravia. It  is dated to an early phase of the Unetiee period. Yet the Sehi::infeld and 

Zedlitz hoards, with versions of these same eatTings (Butler, 1 956 ,  PI .  VII ,  VII I) 
shown by their axes to belong to a mature Unetiee phase, not readily separable in 
time from Wasosz and perhaps Migdale. It  is noteworthy that Zedlitz contains 
small metal eones of the type also found at Migdale. 

Tf  both ends of a length of eopper 01' bronze of gold wire be expanded into plates, 
instead of only one end as in the ease of the basket eatTings, we have a related type, 
the (ornaments with oar-shaped ends'. As with the basket earrings, we seen to have 
a distinetion between a western European type with short terminals and an Eastern 
type with long ones. The short-terminal VITestern type is somewhat rare, but is 
represented in eopper Ol' bronze by speeimens from Yarnton, Oxfordshire and 
Lumphanan, Aberdeenshire, and in presumably Irish gold by the Arlon speeimen 
from Belgian Namur (PI. XX). 
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An interesting hybrid is the specimen from Bennekom, neal' the lower Rhine in  

the Netherlands. Glasbergen ( 1 958) was able to  show that this neckring or  diadem 
was found in  a grave with a Bell Beaker of Veluwe type. The find-spot must have 
been within easy walking d istance of the site of deposit of the Early Bronze Age 
\Vageningen hoard (see pp. 1 8-9). From the form of its terminals the Bennekom 

Fig. 42. Earrings from Polish hom·ds. I and 2,  c. 4 : 5 ;  3, c .  I : 2. Af ter Antoniewicz. 

Fig. 43 .  Neckring Ol' diadem, Lumphanan, Aberdeenshire, Scotland. Af ter vVilson. 
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ornament must be assigned to our Eastern group;  yet the decoration on the termi
nals strikingly resembles in technique and style that found on the Orton earrings ; 
so that one must suppose that the Bennekom ornament was made by a basket 
earring maker of the British school. 

Related gold objects, decorated however in a style recalling not so much the 
basket earrings as the Scandinavian gold lunulae, occur in Denmark and southern 
Sweden (Butler, 1 958,  PI. XI) .  We have suggested the possibility that these Scan
dinavian ornaments with oar-shaped ends belong not to the I ron Age, to which 
they were hitherto assigned, but to the Northern Late Neolithic, and that they may 
be by the same makers as the Northern gold lunulae. These in turn are inspired 

partly by the vVestern European ' edge"grooved' lunulae (Chapter XVII) ,  but also 
by the Northern Unetice ornaments with oar-shaped ends. 

LIST OF BASKET EARRINGS OF WESTERN TYPE IN THE BRITISH ISLES 

AND NORTHERN EUROPE 

(cf. Map XV) 

helaIld 
J .  Co. Down. 'Dacolllet ' .  Pair, gold. Armstrong, 1 933 , 86, No. 348-9, Pl.XVI I I :  423-4. 
2. Find-spot 1IIdmown. Ex coll .  lVIr. V/alsh af DramOl·e. Gold; pointilie edging. Armstrang, 

1933 ,  86, No. 3 50, PI. XVI I I :  4 1 3 . 

Britaill 

J .  Sutherland. Nligdale. Hoard. Copper Ol' bronze. J .  Anderson, PSAS XXXV, 1 900/ 1 > 

266 ; S .  Piggott and lVI . Stewart, Inventaria G B .  26 : 60. 
2 .  EIgin/Moray. Ortoll. Pair, gold. In stone cist ; with ( ?) gold lunula. N. Paton, PASAS V I I I  

( 1 869), 28 ff. , fig. P. 30 ;  Evans, A B I  393 ,  fig. 492;  Butler, 1 958 ,  fig. 14 .  
3 .  Northumberland. Kirhhaugh . Grave, with cord-decorated Bell Beaker, etc. J .  D .  Cowen, 

Al'ch. Aet. X I I I  ( 1 936), 2 1 0 ;  cf. Childe, 1 949, 93,  n l 3a. 
4.  Yorkshire. eowlam. Greenwell's Barrow LVII I .  Grave with contraeted inhumation. Pair, 

copper ar bronze. Greenwell and Rolleston, 1 877, 233 ;  Evans, A B I  39 1-2, fig. 490. 
5. Berkshire. Radley. Barrow Hills Field, Ring-ditch 4, primary grave. Pair, gold.  A. \Vil

liams, O:\'olliensia X I I I , 1 948, 1-9 ;  C. F. C. Hawkes, Illvell/aria GB.  2: 2-3 . 

Belgiul/l 

J .  Provo Namur. SillSill . Cave 'Trou de Heuve'. lVIarien, 1 952,  1 86, 1 92,  480, fig. 1 73 .  ( Tot 
shown on Map XV). 

Polalld 

J .  Pow. Szubinski .  Wasosz. Hoard. Pair, gold. J .  Kostrewski, Przeglad Arch. I I  ( 1 922), 
pp. 1 6 1  ff. , fig. 29; lVIontelius, 1 900, 3 5 ,  Abb. 84-5 ; A. Knapowska-Mikolayczykowa, 
Fantes AnI!. POSllallsiensis V I I ,  1 957,  85-6, Ryc. 1 1 0-I I  I .  

2 .  Rusilow. Grave. Gold. PI .  X IXb;  T. Sulimirski, NIall 1 948, p .  1 24 ;  Butler, 1 958 ,  1 5 ,  PI .  X. 
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J. PRELUDE TO THE BRONZE AGE 

(Fig. 44 ; Map XVI ;  PI. XVII I) 

Gradually, in the Third and the first half of the Seeond Millenium B .C. ,  the flat
lands of Northern and Northwest Europe were oeeupied by farmers and stocl,
breeders, who attaeked the perimeter of its forests with fire and stone tools, began 

the eultivation of virgin lands, set eattle and sheep to graze 011 the grasslands, and 
laid the foundations of stable and permanent societies. Ol der Mesolithic inhabi
tants were partially replaced, partially absorbed, partly provided with new means 
of livelihood and cultural development .  

Competence upan the sea must have been a eharaeteristie of most of the Neo

lithic societies that peopled the perimeter of Europe. Of their seagoing vessels no 
evidence has survived, but they were able to occupy islands large and small, trans
porting their families, livestoek and seed over water. The Baltic Sea must have 
been as familiar with the boats of the Northerners as were the Atlantic routes with 
the vessels of Western Neolithie pioneers. 'Vell-known parallelisms in megalithie 

architecture in the Atlantie and Baltie zones, and Northern inRuenees deteetible in  
pottery in the British Isles, demonstrate at  least intermittent traffic across in the 
North Sea even in the Northern Early Neolithic. 

vVhile for many eenturies stone tools and weapons were the primary equipment 
of these societies, metals were aiready being worked in the Ol'e-rich mountains of 
Central and Eastern Europe. Much of the stone equipment of the Early Neolithie 
' First Northern' farmers reRects the influence of metallie forms ; actual copper 

ornaments have been found in one of their settlements (Barkaer) and in a con tem
porary grave (Salten) in Jutland :  the first trickle of what was later to beeome a 
Rood of metaiware from the south, dimly foreshadowing mighty developments of 
industry and trade. Geology had eheated the North European plain by depriving 
it of native metal resourees ; geography partially made amen ds by providing river 
routes - Vistula, Oder, Elbe, Weser, Rhine - down which by canoe Ol' raft the 
fruits of the mountains could descend conveniently to the plain. In the Northern 
Early Neolithie, the routes were aiready known and in use, although as yet only a 
few primitive metal objeets emne along them. 

vVith this earliest metal trade from south to north \ove have eonneeted the small 
golden sun dise from Kirk Andrews i n  the Isle of Man, with its simple pointille 
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decoration and marginal holes for use as a pendant. It is unique of its kind in  the 
British Isles, but has prototypES in Hungary and in the Stollhof hoard in Austria. 
Driehaus believes such discs were made in the workshop s of the Baden culture, of 
gold from Transylvania ; copper discs of similar character were traded north-ward 
to Jordanova (Jordansmuhl), Brescz Kujawski, and Salten. It  does not seem too 
far-fetched to suggest that the Kirk Andrews disc or its prototype (for it may be 
af ter all a local copy, in  which case it  would be, typologically at least, the oldest 
example of Irish goldwork) reached the Irish Sea by way of Northern Europe, 
brought by the people who introduced cord-ornamentation to Beacharra potters, 
and who perhaps brought back with them the inspiration to dolmen-building 
which according to Becker must come to Denmark from the west during Early 
Neolithic C .  

Possibly contemporaneously or slightly later, northern contacts are discernibie 
in  the south of England .  The thin-butted axe found in Julieberrie's Grave in Kent 
(Piggott, 1 939,  267 ff.) must be an import from Denmark; but such axes continued 
in use through the first half of the Middle Neolithic in  the North . As Childe sug
gests, the Julieberrie's Grave axe may have been brought by the builders of the 
Medvvay megalithie tombs, which in plan are very similar to Northern langdysser, 

and which imply some intrusion, possibly from Northwest Germany, i nto Kent. 
With this movement may be connected the sherds of Northern Early Middle Neo
lithic pottery from Orpington, and other finds of Tiefstich pottery from West Hart
lepool on the Durham coast belonging to the same phase. Although Piggott sus
pected that they are modern eolleetors' throw-outs, their eastern loeation, near 
suitable landfalls, argues somewhat in  their favour. 

Further evidence for eontact between Denmark and the British Isles in the 
second half of the Northern Middle Neolithic is provided by the clay 'pot lid' from 

Bognaesgaard in Zealand, the decoration of which is evidently eopied from a metal 
sun dise of the type represented in eopper at Nieder-Kriinig in Brandenburg and i n  
gold in  Ireland. The Bognaesgaard dise reproduees with astonishing fidelity, 

considering the difference in material, the pattern of the Irish discs from County 
Wexford, even to the imitation of the central perforations. The simplest explana
tion of this would be that the Zealand potter was eopying an Irish gold sun dise;  
but no aetual lrish gold has been found in  the North in thi s period, unless the 

gold braeelets from Schwesing and Himmelpforten be accepted as belonging to 
the 2nd half of the Northern Middle Neolithic. There are groll11ds for suspecting 
that the Irish sun discs are themselves derived from a fashion ah·eady widespread 
on the Continent. The prototypes, as has aiready been suggested, are the Stollhof
Jordansmuhl-Salten-Kirk Andrews dise-pendants appearing in the Early Neo
lithic, and the Niederkriinig type developing from them. The zigzag patterns whieh 
appear an the Bognaesgaard and Wexford discs are of course a charaeteristic motif 
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on the Northern Tiefstick pottet-y of the period. Cross-ornamented and perforated 
dises were also made in other materials - amber dises like DO II 405 are essen
tially an expression of the same idea, and metal-poor Corded Ware folk in Central 
Germany utilized similar buttons made of bone and shel!. From this i t  may be 
eoncluded that the 'sun dise idea' was common to several Early and Middle Neo

lithie eultures i n  Northern Europe, and need not be an Irish i nvention. The Irish 
dises are direetly inspired by the Continental fashion ;  the availability of gold in  
I reland enabled the type to  be  reprodueed in  preeious metal in  that country while 
the North European eultures usually had to make do with substitute materiais. 
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Fig. 44. Distribution of Grand Pressigny flint knives (black dots) and their imitations i n  
Northern flint (open dots). A f  ter Struve. 

The small gold sun dises from Mere Down in Wiltshire are a redueed version of 
the Wexford type ;  if their eontemporaneity with Bognaesgaard and \Vexford be 
assumed, a eorrelation is provided between Wessex B I  Beakers and the period of 
the deeorated potlids in  Denmark, MN IV. 

This period, Northern MN IV-V, is undoubtedly a ve ry important one for the 
spread of eopper metallurgy north of the Alps and the extended development of the 

trade in eopper produets on the North European plain and in the British ! sIes. Bell 
Beaker folk are generally held to have played a very important role in these pro
cesses ; other eultures and ageneies must also have made important contributions 
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(cf. Coghlan and Case, 1 957 ;  Junghans, Sangmeister and Schroder, 1 960). But 
characteristic products of thi s period, such as flat axes and tanged daggers, have not 
for the most part yet been shown to be readily assignable to particldar production 
centres on the basis of their form alone. The resources of spectrographic analysis 
are being brought to bear on this problem ; but at present writing it does not as yet 
appear to be possibie to give a clear answer to either of the two questions which 

ought to be posed i n  connection with this study : what precisely was the relation
ship between the Central European or Central German area and the British Isles 
in this period, and was there aiready an Irish axe trade to South Scandinavia in  
this period . One can hope that we shall have a t  our  disposal some day maps for the 
early copper trade i n  our area comparable i n  clarity to the map showing the con
temporary trade in Grand Pressigny flint knives and their imitations in other 
fl int (fig. 44) . 

The more or less general use of wheel ed vehicles is probably to be postulated from 

this time onvvard . Single-piece disc wheels seemingly belonging to PF Beaker 
(Corded W'are) culture, pollen and C 14 dated to this period, have been found in  
some numbers in  bogs in the northern part of  the Netherlands (Van der vVaals, in  
Palaeohistoria X, 1 964, 1 03 ff. ) ;  and  i t  would be  odd i f  such wheeIs, once known, 
went out of use entirely in  the subsequent Bronze Age, 

It  is clear that there were at least occasional exchanges of goods and ideas be
tween the British !sIes and both the Baltic region and the Netherlands dur ing the 
second half of the Northern Middle Neolithic, in which period the first Bell Bea

ker and Corded �Tare migrations are probably to be placed, and at least occasional 
contact between the British !sIes and Central Germany during thi s period, It is 
in this period, too, that the earliest significant trade in copper tools and weapons 
becomes discernible, and in  this period that the hish copper industry is likely to 
have taken root. 

I I .  THE EARL Y BRONZE AGE 

(Fig· 45 , 46) 

The true history of trade begins, as Childe has often emphasized, onlY with the 
emergence of a Bronze Age economy. Copper, and to an even greater degree tin, 
being rare substances, and a complicated technology being required to mine them 
and convert the raw material into usable implements, the crafts of miner and bronze 
smith could only be practiced by a l imited number of fu l l-time specialists. Trade 
was an essential mechanism in the transition from the Neolithic to the Bronze Age. 

"\iVithin the area of our study copper ores are found only on the periphery, in  
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Fig, 45 , Left : the So geler Kreis, as represented by Sogel-type daggers and nicked-Aanged axes, 
Right :  the Unetice trading area, represented by finds of laI'ger Unetice hom'ds and of 

triangular metal-hilted daggers, 
Af ter Struve, combining maps of Forssander, Uenze and Sprockhoff. 

the mountain areas of Saxony and Thuringia and in I reland and Highland Britain ;  

and just beyond its borders, in Bohemia and Brittany, vVhile copper implements 
were apparently produced in all these ore-bearing regions during thc period dis
cussed in the preceding section, the economy of our entire region remained essen

tiaIly Neolithic; copper tools and weapons were merely an occasional supplement 
to the overwhelmingly preponderant use of stone,  The spread of bronze-using 

was a long-protracted and uneven process, and many areas remained eolithic for 
centuries af ter others 'vvere enjoying a plentiful supply of metal goods, Each sepa
rate distl'ict has its own individual date for the beginning of 1tS Bronze Age ; for our 
area considered as a whole, however, we may date the beginning of the Bronze 
Age to the time of the development of the remarkable metal industry of Saxo
Thuringia and the spread of its influence through commerce over a large part of 
Northern Europe, 

Saxo-Thuringia was undoubtedly the first region in our area to acquire a full 
Bronze Age economy, The copper resources of Vogtland, the Harz, the Erzgebirge 
and the Thuringer vVald provided the basis for its development ; the Unetician 

P:llaeohistoria Vol . I X :  Butler. 1 4  
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farmers who migrated from Bohemia to the districts of the lower Unstrut and the 
middle Saale and to the U pper Lausitz were its primat'y local market, 

It appears from Mandera's account ( 1 953 , 1 77 ff. )  that none of this Saxo-Tlm
ringian development is to be ascribed to the phase conventionally described as 
'Early Unetice' ; the migration of his Slany group to the Saale did not take place 
until the close of the Bronze Age, and falls within the Hochalllljetitz period, with the 

Fig. 46. D istribution of lowflanged axes of Pile type. Af ter Forssander. 

Fiirstellgriiberzeit, the time of the princely barro"v graves and the great hoards, as 

its climax. Schmidt-Thielbeer ( 1 955 ,  I I I ff. ) nevertheless defends the existence 
of an Early Unetice phase in Saxo-Thuringia, assigning to it the cemetery at 
Nohra, Kr. Nordhausen in the Harz. Bell Beakers are con tempora ry with it ; 
three flint daggers imported from the North found in graves of the Nohra ceme
tery suggest its correlation with Northern Late Neolithic A Ol' even (if Struve's 
view of the flint dagger development is correct) with the Upper Grave phase, at 

the end of the Middle Neolithic. 
The difficulty of establishing chronological subdivisions within the Saxo-Tlm-
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ringian Early Bronze Age is emphasized by all recent writers. Yet it must rep re

sent a substantial per iod of time ; the considerable bronze industry could not have 
developed overnight. 

An important mercantile centre for its industrial products appears to have been 

situated near the junction of the Elster with the Saale River neal' Halle. Here, at 
the climax of the period (when some calamity caused its trading stocks and tre a
sures to be consigned to the earth for safety, never to be recovered) a remarkable 
concentration of merchants' hoards provides a good impression of the scale of the 
industrial activities of the Saxo-Thuringian producers. Half a dozen hoards found 
within a radius of a few miles of Dieskau - two from Dieskau itself, two others 

from nearby Halle-Kanena, one from Bennewitz, another from Schkopau - con

tained collectively more then 750 flange d axes, together with numerous halberds, 
narrow double-axes, ingot torques, armrings, spiral ornaments and other objects. 
Some 1 20 amber beads in one of the Dieskau hoards, and their frequent occur
rence in graves of the period \ illustrate one aspect of their trading activities, for 
the Halle district lies on the main Amber Route to the Mediterranean. Also from 
Dieskau comes a personal hoard of objects of precious metal - a golden flanged 
axe, ingot torque and bracelets, and a silver ring - perhaps the propert y of a priest, 
chief Ol' rich merchant, or a person combining all of these functions. Rich burials 
in great barrows in the same district, especially those at Leubingen and Helmsdorf, 

provided with lavish gifts of bronze and gold, are interpreted as the graves of 
powerful local chiefs who provided the shield of security which enabled the local 
industry and trade to develop, sharing the profits but monopolizing the honour and 

glory 2. 
Saale and Elbe carried the products of this industry northward to Brandenburg, 

lVlecklenburg, Pomerania and western Poland, and in smaller quantities to Den

mark and South Sweden . Eventually bronzesmiths thems elves ventured north
ward and set up workshop s in the North German provices, there developing local 
types of daggers and other weapons not produced in the original centre. 

While the Saxo-TImringian merchants systematically exploited the market 
to their north, they made no attempt to develop the territories to their west. 
Hoards of Saxo-Thuringian merchandise are very rare west of the Elbe and 

Saale valleys, and even stray finds of their products are not numerous in North
west Germany (cf. fig. 45b). Yet enough of their products must have come west-

l Not actually in the Halle district, however ;  though amber is found in contemporary 
Unetician graves in the Lausitz (a grave from Burk contained 3 1 2  amber beads). 

2 The most recent discussion of the Halle are a and its concentration of metal wealth is 
by Jahn, 1 950, 8 1  ff. , with full references. Cf. also lVlandera, 1953 ,  1 77 ff. Jahn doubts that 
the local salt resources were exploited commercially at this time. Von Bnmn ( 1 949/50) 
gives a list of Early Bronze Age hoards in Saxony and Thuringia. 
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ward to exert a powerful influence on the development of Vvestern European 
metal-work. 

The most important of these influences, as Nancy Sandars has shown ( 1 950, 54 
ff.) ,  is to be seen in the development f)f the dagger in Western Europe. The cha
racteristic straight-butte d tongued daggers of the Armorican Bronze Age are imi
tations of Uenze's Oder-Elbe type. The Breton daggers are tecl1l1ically simpier 
than the Oder-Elbe prototypes, lacking the metal hilt, the rivet in the tongue, and 

the elaborate geometrical decoration of the face ; but their form and rivet arrange
ment are othenvise similar. A sharply defined midrib is the only feature of the 
Breton daggers which is not found on the Oder-Elbe type, although midribs are 

found on other varieties of Italian and Central European metal-hilted daggers and 
halberds . In Britain, the daggers typical of Ap Simon's Bush Barrow stage, the 
earlier phase of the Vi'essex Culture, include examples that are identical with some 
Breton daggers, and may have been introduced to vVessex by Breton smiths. Their 
distribution, though mainly concentrated in vVessex, extends to Yorkshire ;  deriv
ative blades appear in Scotland and vVales, and in I reland l.  Unetician pins, and 
low-flanged axes imitating Unetician types, also occur in early vVessex graves ; 
while at St .  Fiacre in Brittany an imported metal-hilted dagger, not quite typical 

but which appears to resemble Uenze's ' Saxon' type more than any of his other 
varieties, was found in an Early Bronze Age grave. At Aylesford in Kent a knife
dagger with four small rivets, closely resembling Unetice daggers, occurs in a grave 
with a dagger of Breton-Bush Barrow type and an I rish narrovvbutted flat axe (Ap 
Simon, 1 954, fig. z). The bronze cones and tubular heads in the Migdale hoard, the 

Ford dagger and the wangford socketed axe likely to be direct importations from the 
Unetice sphere. 

If  the Breton and Armorican daggers are derived from the Oder-Elbe type, i t  
must follow that no part of the 'iVessex Culture is eat'lier than the quite advanced 
stage of the Unetice metal industry represented by its northern extension. 

The exact routes by which these Unetice metal influences first reached the West 
are not cleat'ly defined. Oder-Elbe daggers and their derivatives appear at Gau
bickelheim in the Rhine-Main region, Donauberg in Alsace, and the Seine at Paris ; 

a cross-France route is not clearly documented, and it is equally possibie that they 
came down the Rhine and reached Brittany and vVessex by sea . In the Netherlands, 

l In addition to the Killaha dagger, discussed by De NavalTo and Ap Simon, and the 
Tooped lVlountain Cairn specimen (found with a Type E Food Vessel), the National lVlu
seum in Dublin contains several other daggers belonging to the Unetice-Breton-W'essex 
family. Examples may be cited from Draperstown, Co. Derry (Languette, grooved, pro
minent narrow midrib, 3 rivets) ;  River Bann at Lochrans I sland (four small rivets, flat 
pointille-decorated midri b ;  VI' 1 90 (no locality), four small rivets, flat midri b ;  P .  263 (no 
locality), grooved, with flat midrib ,  small rivets (original number not ascertainable). 
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Saxo-Thuringian or Northern Unetice products are very rare ; but the recently 
found small four-riveted knife-dagger from Bargeroosterveld, with horn hilt studd
ed with t in nails (Glasbergen, 1956 ,  1 9 1  ff. ), has a blade of Unetice or  Adlerberg 
type which is virtuaIly identical with that from Aylesford, Kent aiready cited. 

Similar knife-daggers have even been found in I reland. 
We are inclined to believe that the introduction of the halberd Types 4 and 6 

to I reland is intimately connected with the events which brought the Oder-Elbe 

dagger influence to Brittany and \iVessex. Since a number of South British and 
I rish halberds sho,"" unmistakably Saxo-Thuringian features, and some may well 
be of Central German metal, there are good grounds for supposing the exportation 
of some Central German halberds to the British Isles, and their imitation by Welsh 

and I rish smiths ; while the Killaha hoard establishes the contemporaneity of at 
least one developed I rish halberd with a dagger related to the Bush Barrow type. 
No I rish halberds are demonstrably earlier. Since the origin of the Central Ger
man halberds can be explained by derivation from Central Europe, and many 
Un etician metal types are clearly related to these of North Italy, there is no com

pelling reason to believe in an I rish origin for the halberd. The idea of an I rish 
centre of diffusion of the hal berd rests principally on the presence in I reland of a 
small number of (undated) 'primitive' halberds ; but typologically it is by no means 
obvious that these are necessary links in the evolution of the Type 4 halberd. There 

is in fact a distinct break in tradition between the Irish halberds with a rectangular 
hilt-plate and the ' international' type;  which suggests that, whether or not the 
primitive Irish halberds have an older history, the Type 4 halberd represents a 
new type introduced to Ireland. vVhile Ap Simon would bring the new type di
rectly from Italy, we think it more likely that it  reached the British Isles by way 
of Saxo-Thuringia, along with the Oder-Elbe daggers and that the I rish smiths 
were more interested in the halberds. 

In any event, i t  is safe to say that the Irish as well as the Breton-vVessex industry 
received a considerable stimulus from its Central German contacts. lts expansion 
into overseas markets is securely attested only af ter such contacts had taken effect. 

In the phase of expanded overse as trade between the British Isles and Northem 
E urope, the traffic falls into two geographically separated patterns: one mainly be
tween orth I reland and North Britain and J utland and the Baltic area, the other 
between South Irt.!and and South Britain and the Low Countries, vVestphalia, 
South Hanover and the Saale Valley (the Wessex amber trade conforms to neither 
pattern and represents a special case). 

The first pattern of Anglo-Irish influence is that extending from South Britain 
to the Low Countries and inland by way of the Rhine and its tributaries. I rish axes 
and halberds are numerically the most important, together with a few examples of 
probably I rish goldwork and occasional other bronzes. 
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The Scheldte estuary provides one point of entry for Irish produets, as is sug
gested by the I rish axe found near Ghent and the halberd from Wichelen ;  the gold 
basket earrings from Sinsin and the diadem from Arlon, which compares in form 
w!th bronze ornaments from presumably Beaker graves in Britain, suggest that 
Irish gold produets reached East Belgium. The Rhine is a more important route, 
providing access to the important centres of population on the Veluwe and in the 
Nijmegen area. The hoat'd from vVageningen, in the Rhine Valley at the edge of 
the Veluwe, with its Ir ish flat axe and halberd, riveted dagger related to a S ingen 
type, tracer and other bronzes, may be interpreted as the propert y of an itinerant 
bronzesmith of I rish or Scottish extraction, and by itself is sufficient to suggest 

that such travelling bronzesmiths from the British !sIes provided the Netherlands 
with its earliest metal industry. Several lrish-type low-flanged axes, among them 
decorated specimens, have also been found in the central part of the Netherlands, 
in a region thickly settled by Veluwe Bell Beaker people. Low-flanged axes of 
Emmen type, which seem to be local derivatives of the I rish low-flanged axes, occur 
somewhat more widely in that country ; they are presumably the produets of a 
small local industry that to ok root in consequence of the activities of the Irish 
itinerant smiths. 

An important contribution toward providing a cultural background for the trade 
and bronzesmiths' activities in the Netherlands has been made by Glasbergen in 

showing the high probability that the gold ornament from Oostereng was found 
with a Veluwe Beaker. V-le have suggested that this ornament with oar-shaped 
terminals is a combination of Anglo-Irish workmanship (related to the basket
shaped earrings) and a Northern Unetice type of ornament, derived from the 
Polish basket eatTings of our For m  C. It  seems very likely, from the evidence 
cited above, that Vel uwe Beakers were flourishing at a time corresponding to 
Jorthern Unetice, the Fiirstellgrtiberztit in Saxo-Thuringia, and the Later Beaker 

and Wessex period in Britain ; which implies that in the Netherlands the makers 
of Late Beakers are likely to have been the people whom the Early Bronze Age 
smiths served, even if the bronzes are never found in their graves. 

Up the Rhine and through Westphalia and South Hanover extends the remark
able trail of Irish axes and halberds, first pointed out by O Riordain and confirmed 
and given greater precision by Sprockhoff 's publication of the Ronnenberg and 
Sassenberger Heide finds. The trail leads directly to the Saale Valley, where finds 
of I rish axes and a hal berd of Irish form (though apparently not of I rish metal) 
document the direct trade contacts between the British Isles and the Saxo-Thu
ringian Early Bronze Age. The Dieskau hoard provides the most useful chronolog
icai peg for this trade. Along this route, too, is found the Schulenburg gold lunula, 
which we believe is more likely to be of Breton than I r ish origin . Adjacent to this 
route is found the 'vVeser group' of copper or bronze lunulae, which appear to be 
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local imitations of the Western gold lunulae, but which, in the opinion of some 
continental authorities at least, owe something to Unetice traditions of workman

ship. 
While the extension of Anglo-Irish trade from the Netherlands up the Rhine 

would occasion no surprise, the use of the route from Westphalia to the Saale basin 
is by no means natura I and inevitable. There are formidable barriers of hill , forest 
and moor between ; the bulk of the Harz is interposed to cut off communications 
between east and west, and there is no through water route. Normally in the Neo
lith ic and Early Bronze Age the Harz serves as a dividing-line between cultures 

and puts a stop to east-west trade 1 .  Yet there is some evidence for Beaker and 
Corded Ware people having made use of the route ; there is a thin trail of Saxo
Thuringian faceted battle-axes along it, reaching to the Veluwe (Struve, 1 9 5 5 ,  Taj. 

27), and, even more remarkably, a similar trail of finds of Beakers with over-all 
cord ornamentation (see Struve's Taj. 3 6) ,  exactly paralleling our axe-and-halberd 

route. It is very striking that this particular variety of Beaker is the only pottery 
type which forms a continuous chain between Saxo-Thuringia and the British 
Isles ; and that it was a Beaker of just this type which Greenwell found in the Wil
lerby Wold barrow in Yorkshire under conditions which suggested that it  was con
temporary with an Irish axe which has a dose parallel in the Dieskau heard. 

One may suppose that there was a caravan route along this othenvise little-used 
trail, l inking the Saale with the Lippe and the Rhine, along which Beaker and 

perhaps Corded Ware herdsmen drove their beasts, some of the animaIs laden with 
trade goods. Finished metal goods need not have been the primary object of the 
trade ; i t  seems impossible to believe that Ireland was systematically supplying 
Saxo-Thuringia with axes and halberds, nor is there evidence for the wholesale 
exportation of bronzes westward from Saxo-Thuringia. Some bronzes did evi
dently go in both directions, but the main pur poses of the route must have been 
other than this. Several suggestions, apart from archaeological intangibles, may be 
made. It may, as De Navarro has suggested, have been the Amber Route by which 
Wessex was supplied;  the vVessex halberd pendants fit in well with this concept. 
It may have been the route by which the small Netherlands bronze industty, which 
we have suggested was established by Ir ish or Scottish smiths, ob tai ned its sup
plies of copper. Contacts between the Irish smiths in the Netherlands and the 
Saxo-Thuringian metal-merchants would adequately explain the apparent flovv of 
Central European raw metal to the lands on the periphery of the Jorth Sea and the 
English Channel ;  and it would scarcely have been more laborious to have brought 

1 TI1US, as has aIready been noted, Unetice hom'ds do not penetrate westward by thi s 
route ; Grand Pressigny flint daggers were traded eastward to vVestphalia but no farther 
(Struve, 1 9 5 5 ,  Taj. 3 3 ) ;  S .O .iVI .  cists reach vVestphalia but go no farther eastward. 
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copper to the Netherlands from Central Germany than from Ireland, Scotland or 
'i'iTales . Very hypothetically, it might be suggested that some Cornish tin was traded 
to Saxo-Thuringia by this route. The metal analyses of some of the great Saxo
Thuringian hoards show that even at the climax of the Early Bronze Age not only 
halberds but axes \overe often being made of copper, with little or no tin.  In the 
Dieskau hoard, for example, the implements vary in tin content from 8 % to none 
at all ; while the I rish axe in the hoard contains 14 % tin. From this we m ight con
clude that while the Ir ish smiths had access to ample tin supplies, the Saxo
Thuringian smiths sometimes found it in short supply. 'i'iTas there a tin trade from 
Cornwall to Saxo-Thuringia ? Apart from the tin beads from Sutton Veny and 
Exloo and the tin nails in the Bargeroosterveld dagger-hllt aIready mentioned there 
is remarkably little evidence for a tin trade, but most of the tin ingots must have 
disappeared into the melting-pots of the Em'ly Bronze Age smiths. 

The Scandinavian Tl'ade 

Our second pattern of Early Bronze Age trade across the North Sea l inks the 
British Isles with Denmark and South Sweden, with radiations extending as far 
as Central and South-east Poland. 

While in the period corresponding to the firs t half of the Northern Middle Neo
litllic we could point to only rare and occasional trade contacts between the British 
Isles and South Scandinavia, the se con d half of that period and the Northern Late 
Neolithic seem to display a certain regularity of trans-North Sea traffic. The best 
evidence for continuity of trade is provided by the finds of flint implements of South 
Scandinavian types in Britain. Piggott ( 1 938,  r o l -2) and Willett ( 1 9 52/3 ,  1 9 1  ff. ) 
have listed and mapped some 3 5  finds of Northern flint axes and daggers, eoneen
trated principally in Yorkshire and South-East England. While some of these may 
be losses by modern collectors, their consistent distribution and the faet that many 
are not of first-class workmanship argue (as Piggott has pointed out) for their 
acceptance as a group as gemlinely prehistorie importations. Although all except 
the hom'd of two axes and a dagger from Ramsgate are stray finds, they can be 
dated typologically, and the relative frequency may serve as a erude guide to the 
frequency of imports in each sub-period of the Danish chronology: 

Later lVliddle N eolithic (N orthern lVIN I I I  -V) :  thick-butted axes, gouges and ehisels 
with straight sides. Of the twelve finds liste d by Piggott and Willett, four are in 
Yorkshire, apparently ente ring at the Humber and going westward along the Aire 
route. Two finds a re in the Lower Thames region, two in the South-"Vest (Hants. 
and Dorset) and two in South 'Nales, suggesting trade along well-known routes. 
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Late Neolithic (not assignable to sub-periods) : thiclc-butted axes with splayed blade, 
imitating metal axes (like DO II 5 52-3) .  Seven finds, of which four are in Kent 
and the Thames Valley, and only isolated strays elsewhere (Cambridge, Manchester, 
Newport in Monmouths). An eighth example was allegedly found with another 
Northern flint axe and a dagger of Type V at Ramsgate and is accordingly assigned 
to L T B. 

Late Neolithic A :  Type I daggers. Six examples listed by Piggott, all in East Anglia 
Ol' the Thames Valley except one from Stenley near Wakefield in Yorks. We add 
a good example from Sussex (Springfield Clump, Parham) published by Curwen 
( 1 937,  fig· 35 : 2) . No examples of Types I I  or I I I  have been recorded in Britain. 

Late Neolithic B :  Type IV and V daggers. Only two examples are listed by Piggot, 
one from the Ramsgate hoard mentioned above, and one from Rushford in Tor-
folk which is very debased, atypical and dubious. 

Late Neolithic C: Type VI daggers. Four examples (two from Kent, one each from 
Cambridge and Suffolk) . 

I t  appears that there were some imports of Torthern flints to Britain in each phase, 
indicating that the trade went on over an extended period and do es not represent 
a single import horizon. But three-fourths of the dosely datable imports U.e . ,  ex
du ding the axes with splayed blade) occur in the Later Middle Neolithic and Late 
Neolithic A, which were evidently the peak periods. The finds in South Britain 
are four times as l1lllnerOUS as those in the North ; there are no finds in Yorkshire 
definitely attributable to LN B or C, but the trade to East Anglia and the Thames 
Valley contimled into these phases. 

The flint trade from South Scandinavia to Britain calls to mind the South Scan
dinavian flint export to northern Norway and Sweden during the same periods (cf. 
Clark, 1 948 , 2 1 9  ff. ; Becker, 1 952, 3 1  ff. )  but it is doubtful if the trade to Britain 
has the same significance. The Scandinavian flint trade represents well-organized 
commerce, attested by large merchants' hoards of flints, to areas without flint re
sources of their own ; while there are no comparable hoards of imported flints in 
Britain (except the Ramsgate hoard of three implements), and the strays are found 
in areas where there could have been no conceivable economic need for flint im
portations. The British finds are rather to be taken as flints individually brought 
by mariners engaged in employments other than flint trading, or perhaps brought 
along by Beaker immigrants from the N etherlands, where South Scandinavian 
flints are also fairly common. 

I t  might seem natural to connect the appearance in Britain of the products of the 
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South Scandinavian flint workshops and mines with the trade in the other Northern 
export to Britain which survives in substantial quantities, amber. 

The pattern of the amber trade is, however, quite different from that of the 
flints ; i t  clearly implies well-organized commerce, and proceeds directly to the best 
market, the vVessex Culture, which in turn may have traded occasional ornaments 
of the precious gum to such distant places as Tara and the Knowes of Trotty. A 
few examples of Northern amber appear, however, to have reaclled North-Eastern 
Britain independently of the vVessex amber trade as beads or buttons appearing in 
Beaker graves at  Ardiffery, Driffield, and Acklam Wold. Special interest is attache d 
to the Acklam vVold bead, as a virtuaIly unique example of a characteristic and 
data ble Scandinavian export found in a data ble grave in Britain .  It  suggests that 

British A Beakers run on into the period of the Northern Late Neolithic ;  Late Neo
lith ic A "vould be a probable date in view of the bead (paralleled at Skogsbo) and 
the leaf-shaped flint dagger. Imitations in jet, shale or bone of ortllern types of 
ornaments - studs like DO II  305 and the double-axe bead from �Tessex graves at 
Manton, and the ring-pendants from Stanton HarcoUl't (Grimes, 1 943/4, fig. 1 4d) 
Wessex and Yorkshire (Piggott, 1 938,  83 ff. ) support the case for direct trade be

tween Denmark and Britain across the North Sea, since the types are not known 
in the intervening areas of North-�Test Germany and the Netherlands. The ring 
pendants, a Late Neolithic type in Denmark, support the argument for Later Bri
tish Beakers overlap ping the Northern Late Neolithic. Whether the main Wessex 
amber trade was conducted through the medium of the Saxo-Thuringian mer
chants, or by overland route across Jorth-vVest Germany and the Netherlands, or  
directly by sea is  difficult to establish but the vVessex connections with Saxo
Thuringia are so much stronger than their direct links with South Scandinavia that 
there is perhaps a greater probability of the first alternative. There is, however, the 
Fjallerslev segmented faience bead in the amber territory, and the Virring axe 
which may be a local copy of a �Tessex export, to support direct vVessex connec
tions with North Jutland in vVessex I I ,  the peak time according to Ap Simon, of 
the vVessex amber imports. 

The return products from the British Isles to South Scandinavia are, however, 
overwhelmingly of I rish type, consisting of 1 5  halberds and an equal number of 
recognizably I rish axes. They are strikingly absent from North-West Germany and 
Schleswig-Holstein, and concentrated mainly in North Jutland, the Danish islands 
and Scania. Some I rish gold may aiso have been exported to these regions, although 
the gold objects found there cannot be claimed as of I rish workmanship ; yet I rish 
gold ornaments in the form of basket earrings have been found in Poland, and a 
bronze copy of an Anglo-Irish ( ?) basket earring appears in the Tinsdahl hoard in 
the Elbe mouth region (Montelius, 1 900, fig. 1 43) .  

The North Jutland group of Irish axes - the flat axe of lVIigdale type from Mors 
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In the Limfjord and the decorated axes from Gallemose and Ulstrup - toget her 
with the halberd from Skalsaadalen strengthen the probability that the principal 
route of importation 'Nas by way of the Limfjord route ; probably departing from 
Yorkshire 01' Scotland. A significant number of the axes are of North I rish work
manship, the recently published find from Ulstrup adding two excellent exam
ples to these of the Connor-Selchausdal type pointed out by Megaw and Hardy. 
Vie have suggested that a trading centre for imported metal-work, and probably 
also for the export of amber and flints, existed neal' the mouth of the Gudenaa 
in the Randers Fjord, which would account for the Gallemose, Ulstrup and 
Virring hoards concentrated in that area. Similal' trading centres may well have 

existed in the Danish islands 01' Scania. Glob postulates the existence of a spe
cialized class of merchants in Late Neolithic times, who conducted the trade in 
amber and flints and the metals acquired in exchange ; as with the amber in Bri
tain, the metals in Denmark gravitated to the best mat'kets, the rich farmlands of 
the Gudenaa Valley and the Islands and Scania which must then have been under 
cultivation by the people who built the Northern Stone Cists. 

The exact chronological limits of the axe-and-halberd trade have been difficult 
to determine because of the paucity of closed finds ; the halberds have been tra
ditionally assigned to the Northern Middle Neolithic and the decorated axes since 
Forssander to the Late Neolithic. vVe have assumed that the two types are in faet 
contemporary ; their distribution is virtuaIly identical, suggesting that they are part 

of the same trade pattern. Irish decorated axes and halberds are demonstrably con
temporal'y at Dieskau . The flat axes of Migdale type belong to the same phase, on 
the evidence of British hoat'ds and the 'iVageningen hoard in the Netherlands. The 
upper limits of the trade cannot be directly established by evidence on the Con
tinent, but a maximum date is suggested by the Willerby Wold find - which we 
believe cannot be older than Northern M IV-V. The Gallemose hoard esta

blished some decorated axes as contemporary with the time of the princely tombs 

in the Saale valley - conventionally equated with Northern Late Neolithic B, 
though the evidence is not unambiguous - and on typological grounds one might 

regard the Ulstrup double-Iooped decorated axe as no eat'lier than Wessex I I  and 
the Virring-Tinsdahl phase (VOl' f arste llldallwltllr). 

Whether the axes and halberds were direct imports from Ireland 01' were made 
by itinerant smiths who settled in South Scandinavia is a question which has been 
much discussed in the literature .  The idea of a colony of Irish smiths in the North 
was firs t suggested by O Riordain, endorsed by Megaw and Hardy, and fur ther 
developed by De Navarro, whe suggested that such itinerant Irish smiths taught 
the secrets of metallurgy to native apprentices in Scandinavia and thereby paved 
the: way for the development of the Nonhern Bronze Age. Sir Lindsay Scott be
lieved that the colonists came from Scotland rather than I reland, and emphasised 
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that in Vlew of the navigational difficulties involved in regular crossings of the 
North Sea the colony could not have maintained contact with the homeland. 

The colony idea is an attractive one, and we have suggested above that such a 
colony was actually established in  the Netherlands. But in  the case of Scandi
navia there is a difficulty: ean we really postulate a smith's colony una ble to main
tai n contact with the mother country ? The essential requirement for a bronze
smith's activity being an assured supply of raw materiais, i t  is difficult to visualize a 
group of craftsmen deliberately putting 300 miles of water between thems elves 
and their source of supply unless the maintenance af contact were feasible. Vie 
must assume that regular contact was maintained vvith Scotland or I reland - in 
which case the simple exportation of finishen bronzes from I reland becomes a 
more economical hypothesis - or else believe that the migrant smiths counted on 
securing supplies of copper or bronze in the North ; such supplies would in the 
nature of the case have been of Central European origin. lVletallurgical analysis 

of the Irish axes found in Scandinavia would, then, prove or disprove the colony 
hypothesis. Pending such a test, we are inclined to believe that the axes of purely 
I rish type found in the North were made in I reland itself. An argument for 
this is that axes of the Selchausdal-Ulstrup type are among the finest produets of 
the I rish industry - indeed, the looped Ulstrup axe is its masterpiece - and it  is 
difficult to imagine that the best smiths in Early Bronze Age Ireland would have 
set oH on so perilous and uncertain a venture .  

"Te have suggested above that Later Beaker people were still current and in 
occupation of substantial territories in Britain as well as on the opposite side of 
the North Sea during the period of the I rish axe-and-halberd trade with the Nether
Iands and Central Germany, and that some of these Beaker folk are l ikely to 
have played a role in the actual trade itself. The same ought to be true of the 
Northern trade. Indeed, much of the evidence for the contemporaneity of the 
Later Beakers with the axe-and-halberd trade COlnes from North Britain : the Wil
lerby vVold barrow, where Irish axes were apparently contemporary with a B3a  
Beaker ; the Collessie cairn, where C Beakers were contemporary with a dagger with 
a gold pommel mOlll1ting datable to 'i\Tessex I, and the evidence of the elon gate d 
V-bored buttons which suggests that C and A Beakers overlap with the Northern 
Late Neolithic. These, together with the increasing evidence for the existence of 
Late Beakers in I reland (O Riordain, 1 954) strengt hen the case for believing that 
the Beaker folk were a trading people and were present in the right place and at 
the right time to serve as intermediaries in the trade to Scandinavia. If our view 
of the chronology and course of the Beaker invasions is conet (below, p. 237-9) 
the North Sea must have been virtuaIly a Beaker lake during the Northern Upper 
Grave period and the earlier part of the Northern Late Neolithic. Close continental 
relatives of the British Later Beaker people were certainly present in the N ether-
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lands and North-West Germany during this time ; their colonies existed not only 
in Drenthe and the Veluwe but along the major rivers of North-vVest Germany 
and even in Schleswig-Holstein, as recent German research has increasingly em
phasised. According to Struve, 'Western' Bell Beakers may survive in Schleswig
Holstein (as in the as yet unpublished habitation site at Berlin, Kr. Segeberg) into 
the period of the Northern Type I and II daggers, and a number of examples 

have been cited of Beakers dosely related to Later Beakers of Britain which are 
deat'ly contemporary with the Upper Grave period through association with 
characteristic battleaxes. Since the Beaker folk had the habit of negotiating the 
seas and rivers along our principal trade routes, it migh be supposed that they had 

a substantial part of the carrying trade in their hands. While Beakers of specifi.

ca Ily vVestern origin, as opposed to North and Central German types, have not 
been found in Denmark itself, this in itself need not be a barrier to believing 
that South Scandinavian harbours were occasionally visi ted by Beaker folk from 
across the North Sea l. 

This view does not, of course, exdude the possibility that mariners from the 
Northern lands also sailed out into the North Sea and occasionally visited Britain. 
The maritime tradition in the Baltic is likely to be as ancient and as well-developed 

as that of the Atlantic route, and the people who brought South Scandinavian 

flints 1 500 miles or more up the coasts of Sweden and Nonvay could have been 
capable of crossing the North Sea too. In the traditional view the South Swedish 

Boat-axe people were responsibIe for the flint trade to Northern Scandinavia, but 
Becker ( 1 954) has recently argued that the Pitted Ware people were the principal 
mariners of the Baltic and SIlOUld be credited with this commercial enterprise. 
While Miss Isobel Smith has recently argued against the long-established view 

of Childe that Br itish Ebbsfleet and Peterborough pottery is to be attributed to 
an extension of the Baltic Dwelling Place-Pitted vVare folk to Britain, i t  may be 
that some of the parallels in cel atnic decoration which gave rise to the older view 

are the result of contacts of this sort. 
On the other hand, the Piued 'Vare culture is not known to have outlastcd the 

Middle Neolithic period in South Scandinavia (Becker, 1 954, 1 23 ff. ) ;  on present 

knowledge their possibie role in the Atlantic trade would therefore at most be con
fined to the pre-'Vessex contacts discussed above . In the Northern Late Neolithic 

1 In faet Struve shows on his map of Bell Beakers and Bell Beaker influenced Single 
Grave pottery ( I 955 ,  Tal 36) a number of finds of Beakers with features which he attributes 
to speeifically vVestern Beaker influence in Denmark ; a few of these are in the Limfjord 
area, and others along the Esbjerg-Fredericia route. Struve also suggests that the Northern 
flint daggers owe their origin to Beaker folk from Britai n ;  indeecl, the stray flint clagger 
from Brooklandsauthal, Kreis Norclerditmarschen (his Tal 9 :  I 3) coulcl be an exported 
British dagger. 
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there is considerable evidence for a "Vestern European influx into parts of South 
Scandinavia, as witnessed by the well-known resemblances between the South 

Swedish stone cists of Skogsbo type and those of the S .O .M.  Culture in France 
and "Vestphalia, reinforced by resemblances between Stone Cist and HOl'gen

S .O.M.  pottery (ef. Vogt, 1 938,  I ff. ; Childe and Sand ars, 1 950, I I  ff . ;  Piggott, 
1 954, 1 9) ,  despite the reservations of Becker ( 1 954, 1 50). There is, however, little 
to connect the S.O.M. culture with the metal trade. 

In summary, the cvidence suggests that there were two principal trade ro utes 

in use in our area dur ing the Early Bronze Age : one directly oversea between So uth 
Scandinavia and Britain ?nd I reland, the other between Ireland-South England 

and the Low Countries, 'Westphalia, South Hanover and Saxo-Thuringia. During 
the Northem Early Neolithic only rare and sporadie trade is detectible, alongside 
the evidl-nce for cultural contact between 'Vest and North adduced by Piggott ; but 
to t his period seems to belong the typologically earliest metal object in the British 

Isles, the Kirk Andrews sun disc-pendant. It is possibie that the em'liest types of 
copper objects - the tanged daggers and square-butted axes - came to the British 

Isles from Central Germany, coincidentally with the first Beakers, during the later 
Northem Middle Neolithic (MN IV-V). To this period seem also to belong the 
sun discs of Mere-"Vexford-Niederkranig-Bognaesgaard type, and possibly the 
gold bracelets found in megalithic contexts in N orth-"Vest Germany. Also in the 
later Northern Middle Neolithic, MN IV-V, traders Ol' migrants from the Lower 
Rhine may have brought with them the Central European halbercls and daggers 
which served as models for the Early Bronze Age industr ies of Brittany, "Vessex 
and I reland;  at the same time, 'iVestern flint daggers may possibly have serve d as 
a stimulus for the Northern flint dagger industry in Schleswig-Holstein , sprea

ding (in Struve's view) from there to South Scandinavia. By the Northern Late 
Neolithic the I rish industry had developed to a degree which enabled m.igratory 
smiths to set up shop in the Netherlands, exchange products with Saxo-Thu

ringia, and compete to a degree with the Saxo-TIlLlringian industry for the South 
Scandinavian market . The lunulae of our edge-grooved type appeal' to belong to 
this phase ; at the same time Scandinavian flints were coming to Eastern England. 

To what extent the trade pattern thus established persisted i nto the stage repre
sented by "Vessex II-Vor første metalkultur-Reinecke A2 is unclear. That "Vessex 
I I  contillLIed to receive important influences fl Om the Central European Unetice 
industry is certain, but only the halberd pendants have a specifically Saxo-Thu
ringian character, while the precise inspiration of the V,'essex cast-flanged axes is 
uncertain, and the pin imports and grooved ogival daggers evidently come from 

sources other than Saxo-Thuringia. The advanced character of the Ulstrup double
loope d I rish axe affords some gro und for supposing that the Irish trade extends 

down to Vor fonte metalhu/tur but closed finds to support this suggestion are 
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lacking. The Virring axe and the segmented faience bead from Fjallerslev point 
rather to the opening up of connections between the North and the English Chan

nel region, which is supported by the South English distribution of Danish amber 
and late Northern flint axes ; thus foreshadowing the dominant trade pattern of the 
Middle Bronze Age. It  appears that the end of the Early Bronze Age was one of 
cris is for the older, established bronze industries ; the Saxo-Thuringian industry 

disappears entirely from the record, and the I rish influence in Northern Europe 

is no longer detectible. The explanation for the change may be a purely economie 
one. During the classic period of the Early Bronze Age the bronze-smith's art was 

a relatively monopolistic one, centred in the primary metal-producing areas such 
as Hungary, Bohemia, Saxo-Thuringia, Ireland and Brittany. But in the course of 
the period migratory smiths began to set up workshop s in regions lacking in indi
genous metal resources, and to produce objects adapted to tastes of their local cus
tomers. The local industries represented by the Arreton Down industry in Wessex, 
VOT fonte metal/wlt1lT in Denmark, the Oder-Elbe and Malchin groups in North
East Germany and the Sagel and Luneburg groups in North-"West Germany are 
all i llustrations of this process. A similar process gave rise to the Adlerberg and 
Straubing industries in South Germany and then to the local groups within the 
Tumulus culture distinguished by Holste. The result of this increasing com
petition must have been a shift in emphasis on the part of the older industries, on 
the one han d to the exportation of ingot metal rather than finished objects, and 
on the other to the produetion of more specialized types which could not so easily 
be produced by small local workshops. The vast numbers of ingot hoards which 

characterize the closing phase of the Central European Early Bronze Age and the 
wide diffusion of some early sword types may be indications of tilis process. 

In any event, the NIiddle Bronze Age brings with it  a substantially different 
pattern of trade relationships. 

I I I .  THE MIDDLE AND LATE BRONZE AGE 

(Fig. 47-48) 

The exchanges between the British Isles and Jorthern Europe during the NIiddle 
and Late Bronze Age ean be grouped broadly in five successive trade phases. Cer
tain types will, of course, be common to two or more of these phases, and others 
are of uncertain life-time. The duration of a trade-phase need not correspond ex
actly with the duration of one of the Montelian periods of Northern Europe, nor 
with that of a sub-division of the relative chronology of the British Isles. With these 
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reservations, we outline the trade-phases and the chronological periods to which 
they broadly correspond as follows : 

I .  I/sllloor plwse. 
Broholm I ;  late vVohlde ; early Middle Bronze Age in Britain and I reland (Acton Park
Budey). 

2. Ostelljeld phase. 
Broholm I I  (M I Ibc, Kersten I I  AB), per haps extending into part of Monteli us I I  I ;  later 
Middle Bronze Age in Britain. 

3. Talllltoll phase. 
Later iVlontelius I I I , part of IV;  traditionally Late Bronze Age I in Britain ; OLlr Taun
ton-Barton Bendish (Glentrool, B ishopsland) horizon ; tim.e of the 'first swords' .  

4.  Bargeroosterveld phase. 
Advanced iVlontelius IV;  developed Late Bronze Age I ;  Nettleham-vVilburton phase. 

5. CO/'ps tOllglle - NI V ph ase. 
Montelius V; British LB 2 and 3 ;  I rish Late Bronze Age B .  

The Leitlllotiv running through all these phases i s  the trade in  bronze axes, which 
continued without interruption, and provides us with dated contact finds in each 
phase. Spearheads may well have been involved in the trade of all phases too, but 
the dating evidence is less secure, and the non-looped spearheads have been 
insufficiently studied. Very probably there was a trade in Northern amber and 

in I rish ingot gold at all periods. Short-lived types help to fil l out the detailed 
pattern in each of the individual phases to be discussed below. 

I .  The IlslIloor ph ase 

As shown in Chapter I I I , the British (ol' Britannico-Sequanian) palstave trade ex
tended over a long time ; it nlllS through our phases I to 4. I ts greatest bulk falls, 
hovvever, in phases I and z .  The distinction between phases l and z is not merely 
typological ; there is a marked difference in the character of the activities repre
sented in them. 

Phase I is defined by the hoat'ds of the ' I lsmoor horizon' in NOl'th Germany. 
The chronological position of these hoards has recently been reviewed by Hach
mann ( 1 957) ; he pia ces them late in his Wohlde phase in Northwest Germany, cor
responding with the time of the Valsømagle hoard in Denmark (Broholm's per
iod I) and with Tumulus Bz in South Germany. They coincide with his Horizon 
IV. The main types of palstaves exported from Britain at this time were the early 
shield-ornamented palstaves (our types lAl b-c), some Hanged-blade pals taves 
( IAz) and some plain palstaves ( IA4). All the palstaves of this phase are unlooped. 

There is no unambiguous evidence for the exportation of British spearheads 
dur ing the I lsmoor phase. Yet the Sporuplund spearhead (p. 96), which was not 
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deposited until Broholm I I ,  might have been made and exported during Phase I .  

The Liesbi.ittel and Skowarcz spearheads we assign to Phase 2 (see Chapter V);  
the Neuhaldensleben spearhead is not certainly of British manufacture. A relation
ship certainly exists between the Northern spearheads current in the Valsømagle
Wohlde phase and the British looped spearheads of Hawkes types C3 and D3 
(flattened basal loops, leaf-shaped blade), but the question of which way the in
fluence r an requires detailed study. 

The tanged razor from Drouwen, Drenthe, fou nd in a Sbgel grave (Fig. 3 3 :  I ;  

pp. I I 5 ff.) appears to the writer to be a British export or a Continental copy of a 
British Class I razor, and should belong to the beginning of Phase I ,  or even earlier. 

From the economic point of view the outstanding feature of Phase I is the re
markable distribution across Northern Europe of small merchants' and founder
merchants' hoards, sometimes containing nothing but British-Northwest French 

palstaves, sometimes a mixture of \�restern and local types. These hoards rarely 
contain as many as twenty axes. In some cases (e.g. Stade) it is clear that vVestern 
and local types were being cast by the same smith ; in these cases we can, as Sprock
hoff remarks, only guess at the ' nationality' of the smith. In the case of the Voor

hout hoard in  South Holland, it appears possible, however, to identify the smith 
as a visitor from North vVales. One hoard containing nothing but vVestern pal
staves actually lies east of the Oder, at Pyritz. 

The distribution of early shield palstaves (Map I I I )  suggests that as with axes and 
halberds in the Early Bronze Age, there was a route from the Old Rhine mouth 
(Voorhout) across Westphalia and through the POl'ta vVestfalica to Central Ger
many. The two finds (both hoards) in the Stade district emphasize the importance 
of the Elbe mouth as a point of entry. By which of these two routes the finds in 
the Oder region arrived is difficult to determine. A few finds occur also in I orth 
Jutland and the adjacent Gbteborg district in Sweden. The Habsheim hoard in 
Alsace shows that a similar trade went up the Rhine. 

The background of thi s curious penetration of North Germany by \�restern pal
staves, and perhaps by \Vestern smiths, is to be sought ultimately in the collapse 
of the once all-powerful U netice industry, leaving a gap to be filled by whoever had 

the means l. A great decentralization of production followed the U netice climax. 

1 Possibi)' this is  putting the eart before the horse ; i t  is eoneeivable that the Unetice 
giant with its highl)' eentralized produetion and distribution system broke down beeause 
of the inereasing competition of the loeal industries whieh were springing up everywhere 
in Late Unetice times. Possibly toa man)' Leubingen-Helmsdorf ehiefs were extraeting too 
mueh tribute from the Unetice trade ; loeal industries, importing onl)' the raw materiais, 
eould escape the extortions and at the same time provide bronzes to the loeal taste. In thi s 
view the Unetice hoard-horizon would represent not a political Ol' military eatastrophe but 
Europe's first crisis of over-produetion; the stoeks of unsaleable bronzes aeeumulating like 
motor-ears Ol' television sets in a trade slump of our own times. 

Palaeohistoria Vol. IX: Hutler. 1 S 
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In Central Europe, all of Holste's regional Tumulus groups appeared ;  111 South 
Scandinavia, VOT forste 1IletalhultuT ripened into the Valsømagle industry, Ol' what 
Hachmann ( 1 957) prefers to call the Mosbaek group. NorthwEst Germany, which 
had remained firmly stone-u sin g during classical Unetice t imes, developed the local 

industry characterized initially by 'nicked' fianged axes and Sagel daggers, dirks, 
or rapiers. For these, Sprockhoff ( 1 941 ,  34 ff. ) cautiously suggested a Vvestern 
European origin ; but Hachmann ( 1 957) has meanwhile argued in convincing detail 
for the derivation of the Sagel daggers, etc. from the Apa-type swords of Hun
gary, the gelmichte Randbeile from the vVest Alpine region, during Reinecke A2, 
and the trapeze-hilted rapiers of Wohlde type later (not before B I )  from Central 

Europe. These types clearly have nothing to do with the Atlantic ';Vest I .  
Probably the nevv Northern industries were short o f  both skille d craftsmen and 

raw materiais. They produced mainly weapons, and no very great quantity of these. 
The North European hom'ds of the I lsmoor horizon make i t  certain that at the 

t ime of Hachmann's vVohlde phase there must have been an industry in Britain 
capable of exporting not onl)' its palstaves but its merchant-smiths to the Con
tinent. Since the shield-palstaves of the types shown to be early by the Continental 
hoards ean in the British Isles be broken down into at least four more Ol' less con
temporary regional varieties (we have distinguished ' Irish' ,  'Welsh' ,  ' South English
Northwest French' and 'East Anglian' variants), it appears that there were at least 
four regional bronze industries in the British Isles at that time. Neither the hish 
nor the East Anglian industries contributed to the trade of the I lsmoor horizon ;  
the Northern finds of shield-palstaves all stem from the Welsh and South English
Northwest French groups. The Acton Park hoard in Denbighshire and the Burley 

hoard in Hampshire contain palstaves onl)' of types represented in the I lsmoor 
horizon abroad, and therefore ma)' be taken to typify an early phase of the Middle 
Bronze Age in Wales and South England respectivel)'; and it is from these indus-

l Derivatives Ol' relatives of the Siigel and Wohlde daggers and rapiers can be cited 
from Britain and Ireland, where they are not altogetller uncommon; but they have not yet 
been systematically studied, so it is difficult to say whether they represent an inAuence from 
NortInvest Germany Ol' a parallel derivation from Central Europe through France. Ex
amples (none with the capped rivets normal to the Siigel and vVohlde types, but having 
the thin midrib norma Ily found on these types) : Thames at Thames Ditton (B.lVI. BAG 
fig. 8), very Siigel-like; Chatham Dockyard, Kent (Jessup, 1 930, 1 02,  PI. V: 2; Sprockhoff, 
1 94 1 ,  Abb. 34), Siigel-like, but hi lt-plate damaged ; Quaveney, Cambs. (Fox, 1 923 ,  PI .  VI I :  
1 5) ,  "\"Iohlde-like ; also Teffont, "\�Iilts . ,  (Cat. Devizes Mus. I I ,  PI. XVI I :  l ;  Ashton Keynes, 
Wilts. (Ibid. 70, fig. 1 4) ;  Heyshott, Sussex (Curwen, 1 937,  fig. 44: 3) .  The 'Wohlde-like' 
blades here cited have two rivets, not four as is  characteristic of the ortlnvest German 
specimens. For the distinction of the \"Iohlde from the Siigel type see Hachmann, 1 957, 
and his numerous il lustrations. The small four-riveted dagger attributed to �lroxeter, and 
doubtfully associated with a hal berd (O'Riordain, 1 937,  200, fig. 5) is very similar to true 
Wohlde daggers in  its blade form. 
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tries that the merchant-adventurers set out to carve a sphere o f  influence o n  the 
Continent l. 

To what exten t this invasion of smiths might have been motivated or influenced 
by the existence of a common population on both sides of the North Sea at this 
time is a problem which we shall touch upon later. 

2 .  The Ostell/eld phase 

Phase 2 is defined by the developed Montelius I I  (Broholm I I, Kersten I lA-I IB) 
hoards and graves containing British and British-Northwest French exports. Pal
staves are the most common type ; some spearheads are also assignable to this phase. 

A gro up of rapiers not closely dated may belong to this phase or the next. 
The 'Vestern palstave repertoire involved in the export-trade now includes looped 

as well as unlooped palstaves, and narrowbladed types (our Class II) as well as 
broad-bladed palstaves of our Types IA2 (trident), IA3 (groups of short ribs), IA4 
(plain) and IB (side-flanged blade) 2. The Liesbiittel and Sporuplund spearheads 
(pp. 96-9) are datable to this phase by associations, and the Aasbiittel and Scowarcz 
specimens and one or two of the looped spearheads from Drenthe probably belong 
here too. The Nim and Ehestorf razors (p. I I  6) are dated to this phase. 

In phase 2 we no longer find in Northern Europe the merchants' Ol' founder
merchants' hoards consisting wholly or partially of vVestern types which were so 

typical in the preceding phase. The day of the journeyman smith from the 'Vest 
was over. The reason for this is plain enough ; South Scandinavia was now in its 
Stortid, with a great bronze industry producing 011 a massive scale ; to its south, 
the Ilmenau Culture satisfied its OWI1 needs Ol' secured bronzes by a considerable 
trade with the orth; and there was 110 market for any systematic importatiol1 of 

finished bronzes from the 'Vest .  This applies, however, only to the territories bey-

l The absence of lVIiddle Bronze Age mouIds in South England and Wales led Hodges 
( I 956,  66) to suggest that in the lVIiddle Bronze Age 'lowland England played no part in 
the actual production of the implements' .  But from the ''''essex period onwards South Eng
land has metal-types rare 01' absem in I reland ; and we were able to confirm in Dublin that 
the shield-palstave varieties here categorized as Welsh, South English-Northwest French 
and East Anglian are indeed rare in the Irish material. The typological evidence thus con
tradicts the mould-evidence. To the mouIds we shall return below. 

2 None of the shield-palstaves of the types represented in Phase I are clearly datable by 
associations to this phase, except possibly that in the Neuhaldensleben hoard, which is 
difficult to date closely; the second ''''estern palstave in  this hoard look s late, while the 
spearhead could be considered early, and the Bohemian pals tave is not closely datable. 
'Western hoards (Gloddaeth, lVlont St. Aignan) show that the early shield palstaves do not 
die out with the early phase of the lVIiddle Bronze Age in the "Vest, so some of the stray 
finds of 'early' shield palstaves in Northern Europe may conceivably belong to Phase 2.  
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ond the Weser;  in Northwest Germany and the Netheriands different conditions 
prevailed. 

First, we must notice the concentration, unparalleled in any other phase, of 
easily identifiable British exports found along the west coast of Jutland, from the 
Storaa to the Elbe : the palstave finds from Frøjk, Aadum Mose, Tim s . ,  Ostenfeld 
and Albersdorf, and the looped spearheads from Liesbuttel and Aasbuttel. These 
give a strong impression of a coast-wise trade;  which is fortified by the group of 
rapiers centring on the Elbe Mouth region, if these really belong to Phase 2. Down 
the "Test Jutland coast, 01' parallel to it along the various branches of the Ochseweg 

or Heerweg, an important amber route is said to have run (Brøndsted, 1 939,  94; 

Kersten, 1 95 1 ), connecting with the Elbe and 'Veser routes to the south. And apart 
from amber i t  is difficult to suggest any particular reason for a concentration of 
British-Northwest French trade with the barren heath-Iands oflVest Jutland, though 
the older moraines of "Test Holstein are more fertile, and strategically located for 

command of trade. Yet the period concerned sl10uld be too late for the main 'Ves
sex amber trade, and toa early for that of the Late Bronze Age. Perhaps the amber 

imported to Britain in the Middle Bronze Age mostly went up in the smoke of 
cremation fires l .  01' does the vVessex Culture really last as late as Broholm I I ,  
as would be  suggested by  the Sporuplund spearhead ? 

In  any event, the handful of vVestern palstaves and spearheads found along the 
Jutland coast must be interpreted as the surviving visible symptoms of more ex
tensive trade in something else, and not as the primary objects of trade in them
selves. Another possibility that suggests itself is that the 'Vest was delivering sup

plies of raw metal - copper, tin, gold - to the Northerners, who had a massive 
metal industry to maintain without an ounce of native ores. The North undoubt
edly imported metal from Central Europe, but this does not exclude the possibil

it y, which can only be suggested and hard ly proven as yet, that there were metal 
deliveries from the vVest too. There is a remarkable concentration of gold finds in 
Jutland in Montelius II and I I I ; mainly of wire spiral ornaments, certainly not 
made in I reland, and probably of local make from imported gold supplies. Some 

l Some amber finds with late \iVessex-Overhanging Rim Urn associations (for references 
see Fox, 1 943,  1 26) : Hengistbury, Hants. ; Upton Lovel, vVilts . ;  NormantoIl, \Vilts . ;  Blox
worth Down, Dorset; Oxsettle Bottom, Sussex; Easton Down, vVilts. V'le have elsewhere 
(Butler and Smith, 1 956) slIggested a iVIiddle Bronze Age date for vVinterslow, \Vilts. (Ibid. , 
3 I )  with urns, razor; B1ackheath Cross, Todmorton, Yorks. (Ibid., 3 2) ;  Chard, Somerset 
(Ibid., 35) .  lVIiddle Bronze Age amber finds in  the Netherlands include \Veerdinge, D renthe, 
Tumulus 2 (Van Giffen, 1 930, 76 ff. ) ;  Roswinkel, D renthe (Van Giffen, 1 943,  Ilfb. 42) Elp, 
Drenthe, Grave G (vVaterbolk, 1 96 1 ,  1 26 ff., fig. 2: 1 9) and, of course, the famous Exloo 
find, if segmented faience beads be allowed to survive to this time. vVe are not here eqllating 
all these finds \Vith BrOholm I I ,  but merely slIggesting there may be a continuity of amber 
imports to Britain from Late ViTessex times onward. 
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Continental authorities (e.g. Kimmig, 1 948/50, 9 1 ; Von Brunn, 1 95 5 ,  9 1 )  have 
thought that the Northern gold of the Middle Bronze Age is more likely to be of 

I rish than of Transylvanian origin ; and perhaps they are right. 
In Denmark, North Germany, and the etherlands, the imported Western pal

staves were widely imitated, giving rise to the entire series of Northern, North 
German and Dutch 'work palstaves' . The palstave apparently found in a grave at 
Driffield, Yorks. appears to be the only example of a Northern palstave exported 
to Britain, apart from the dealer's specimen attributed to \i'iTellington, Somerset 
(see p. 70). The metal-hilted dagger from Blackrock, Sussex (C.  M. Piggott, 1 949 , 
1 1 5  ff. , fig. I :  I ) appears also to be a Northern Period I I  export, though found in 
a hoard of later date. The Lansdown, Somerset gold sun disc (p. 1 74) suggests a 
Northern Period I I  contact, but is too uncertain as to its original form and its 
date and place of manufacture to be reliably identified as such. 

The Netherlands and Northwest Germany have, apart from the smal! number 
of ornamented \Vestern palstaves shown on our Map IV, a very large number of 
pia in palstaves of generally \Vestern form, which were mapped by Sprockhoff 
( 1 94. 1 ,  Abb . 3 5a). The formidable task of dividing these into actual imports, imita
tions and local variants has not yet been attempted. They become rare east of the 
\Veser basin, although a few examples reached the I lmenau. Apart from a fevv ex

amples in the hom'ds of the I lsmoor horizon, these plain pals taves are almost all 
stray finds, so their chronological subdivision among our phases would be pre
carious at best. Taken as a whole, they show that the Netherlands and the Ems
\Veser region were under \i'iTestern inftuence during the Middle Bronze Age as far 
as their axes were con cern ed ; although for other types they seem to have depended 
more on the South and "Vest German Tumulus Bronze Age. The absence of hoards 

makes it  impossible to tell whether the migrant-smith pattern of trade of Phase I 

continued into Phase 2 (Ol' into Phase 3 ,  for that matter) in this region. 
As Middle Bronze Age British exports, belonging either to Phase 2 or  3, we may 

claim the looped spearheads from Borger, Onstwedde, and ObergrLinhagen, and 
perhaps that from 's-Hertogenbosch, and the rapiers from Emmen and Nijmegen ? ;  
the rapiers from Maastricht, Lobith and Greffen perhaps being Continental imita
tions. (Chap. VI ; Map VI I I) .  These contribute to the pattern of British inftuence 
upon the I etherlands and Nortinvest Germany. 

At some time during the lVIiddle Bronze Age - certainly by Phase 3, probably 
earlier - Britain and Northern France may have acquired from Northern Europe 
the tecllllique of using mouIds of bronze for casting palstaves (Chap . I I I ;  pp. 66-7). 
The technique was in use in the North in Broholm I I ;  its practicability and advan
tages have recently been shown experimentally by Drescher ( 1 957) ; and where 
suitable stone for mouids was rare, as in lowland England, there would be every 
reason for i ts adoption. To traveIling bronze smiths of the sort implied by the 
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hoards of the I lsmoor horizon, it would have been invaluable. One would not ex
pect many bronze mouIds af the Middle Bronze Age to survive ; they would never 
have been in the possession of any one but a bronze smith, and the smith normally 
had a melting-pot ready for a worn-out specimen. The fact that only five bronze 
palstave-moulds are known from Britain, and a few from France, need not mean 
that the technique was not extensively used l. 

3. The Tawttoll ph ase 

Here for the first time we can record a marked Northern industrial influence on 

Britain . 
Most important are the socketed axes of Taunton type, which can be i dentified 

(Chap. IV ;  Map V) as imports and imitations of the Hademarschen type of 
Mecklenburg and adjacent districts. Then there are the twisted neckrings (Chap. 

X I ;  Map XI), a Scandinavian- Jorth German type likewise imported i nto and 

adopted in Britain. The Glentrool pins (p. 1 48 ff. , Map XII) ,  fOLll1d rarely in Scot
land and I reland, also derive from North Germany, apparently from the district 

neal' the Elbe-Havel junction, which is on the border of the region in which the 
Hademarschen axes occur. The Cothill, Berkshire, razor (Sprockhoff, 1 94 1 ,  Abb. 

69:  2), the Blackrock, Sussex decorated finger-ring (C . M. Piggott, 1 949, I I 6 ff. , 
fig. I :  3 )  perhaps the Ramsgate decorated bracelet (p .  1 5 5) and, rat her dubiously, 
the Spindlersfeld fibula in the Ixworth collection (which may be a modern collec
tor's import ; p. 1 47), also illustrate connections with North Germany. 

In addition, there are a number of new types which appeal' in Britain - like 
twisted bracelets, ribbed bracelets, knob bed sicldes - which might have reached 
Britain either from Central Europe and France Ol' from Northern Europe, their 
exact origin being difficult to localize. 

The Hademarschen axes, the Glentrool pins, and the Blackrock finger-ring, may 
come to Britain from a common source in East Germany ; the neckrings (both the 
hooked-terminal type which became the normal type in Britain and the M iddle 
Elbe type with plain terminals represented uniquely in Britain at Hollingbury Hill) 
are also represented in the Spindlersfeld-Weitgensdorf horizon in  East Germany, 
from vvhich the other types come ; so it  may be supposed that all these forms 
arrived in Britain as part of a single movement. It was more than a casu al importa
tion, since it resulted in socketed axes and twisted ornaments being manufactured 
for the first time in Britain ;  a transfer of techniques is involved. 

1 The bronze mou Id for a palstave af British type attributed to the LlIneburg region 
has been shawn by Dreseher ( I 957) to be a modem copy. The original from whieh it \Vas 
copied has not been iclentifiecl.  
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Fig. 47. Area of the I lmenau Culture of the Middle Bronze Age, as defined b y  the distribution 
of I lmenau bronze bracelets, lVlontelius Period I I I .  Af ter Sprockhoff. 

The dose dating of this 11l0vement from East Germany in Continental terms 
involves the assumption that several of the types did indeed arrive together. In
dividually, some of them had a rather long life ; but if they left at the same time, 
their departure mllst have occurred at a point which is com mon to the lifetimes 
of each of the types involved. Here we need merely summarize the dating evidence, 
which was considered in detail in the appropriate chapters. 

The Form II Ilechrillgs : l ifetime Broholm I I  to lVlontelius V, though really very com mon 
only in Montelius I I I ,  and rare after\Varcl ; 

The uechrillgs with plain ends (as Hollingbury) : mainly lVlontelius IV, though represented 
aiready in some East German finds of lVlontelius I I I ;  

The Hade/llarschen soche/ed a.yes : dated by only four finds, two of them i n  lVlontelius I I I , 
one in I V, one in a founders' hoard of V. lVlain lifetime presumed by Sprockhoff to be 
IVlontelius I I I - I V ;  othenvise they \Vould be better represented in Period V hoards. 

The Glen/rool piils : dated by three German finds : one in  Period I I , two in lVlontelius I I I . 
The decorated fillger-rillg (Blackrock) has its parallels in Montelius I I I .  

Montelius I I I  i s  the only point of time common to the life-time of all these types. 
This would be the time of the Marzahne grave, which has two of our types (neck
ring with plain ends, Glentrool pin) and of the Hademarschen grave, with the 
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westermost example outside Britain of the socketed axe type to which it gives its 
name ; it would also agree with the dating of the alleged I lmenau prototypes of the 
Ramsgate decorated bracelets, the I lmenau bracelets being a typically I lmenau 
lVIi ddle Bronze Age form. It would appeal' that the tum of Montelius I I I - IV would 
be the last possibie date that such an assemblage could have reached Britain as a 
unit. In Central European terms thi s might be at Ol' just af ter the tum of HaA I- ' 
HaA2 (Ameburg, see p. 1 48) .  

The contemporaneity of the types concerned seems from the British side to be 
well assured. They occur characteristically in finds of a group discussed rather 
considerably in recent literature (Fox, 1 94 1 ; Hawkes, 1 942, and also lnventaria 

GB, 5-7 ; C . M. Piggott, 1 949 ; Savory, 1 948 ; M. A. Smith, 1 959), which are united 
by the common possession of certain rather short-lived types, native and imported: 
Picardy Pins and their derivatives, Sussex Loops, twisted neckrings, spiral finger
rings, large ' loop-headed' or 'quoit-headed' pins, and others. VVe group the Somer
set hoards, the Picardy Pin and Blaclcrock find-groups, the Barton Bendish hom'd 
in NOl-folk, the Oxford hom'ds, and certain others (see list belO\.v) as a 'Taunton
Barton Bendish phase' in South England. 

The dating of this find-group, ar of its various individual components, has, how
ever, offered considerable difficulty ; the extremes have ranged from the Middle 
Bronze Age, before 1 000 B .C . ,  to the very end of the Bronze Age, c. 500 B .C .  lVlrs. 
Piggott ( 1 949) was troubled by the apparent occurrence in the Blacluock hom-d of 
Northem imports datable to Montelius I I ,  I I I  and IV ;  though the individual ob

jects concemed should not have had a long survival-value. She dated the Blaclc
rock hoard and the other finds of this horizon to the transition from LB 1 to LB 2,  
c .  750 B .C . ,  contemporary with late Montelius IV; but called particular attention 
to the discrepancy "vith the orth European chronology thereby created. Curwen 
( 1 954, 202-3 ), who had previously dated the Blaclcrock and related finds to the 
Middle Bronze Age, accepted Mrs. Piggott's dating with obvious reluctance, point
ing out that the Blackrock types af palstaves never occur in Sussex hom-ds of the 
Late Bronze Age, i.e. with socketed axes. Sussex is hardly likely to have been a 
retarded area in the period concerned. Recently, Hawkes (lll'vel/.taria GB 5-7) has 
assigned the Oxford hoards to LB l ,  but the Barton Bendish hoard to LB 2 ;  and 
Savory ( 1 958) has equated the Somerset hoards, and the vVelsh hoard from Ffynhon
nau, with ' Late Bronze Age I, c. 1 000-800 B .C . ' .  

'i\Tith Curwen, we  must emphasize that the native types in this horizon are, de

spite the occasional socketed axe (Taunton ; Oxford Leopold St .) ,  Middle Bronze 
Age types ; and add that imports from the Continent are also essen tia Ily of Middle 

Bronze Age character, with only a hesitant foot in the Late Bronze Age. Savory 
makes the same point ( 1 958, 5) .  

I n  any event, it is  clear that the Taunton-Barton Bendish phase is essentiaIly 
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earlier in origins than the typolically more advanced group of finds represented 
by hoat'ds of the Nettleham-VVilburton type ;  with no more continuity Ol' over
lapping between them than is to be expected in any two sucessive phases, If both 
these find-groups be assigned to LB I ,  then the Taunton-Barton Bendish indus
tries should represent an early horizon within LB I .  This will perhaps be clearer 
af ter we have discussed the North European connections of the Nettleham-\iVil
burton i ndustry. 

I n  considering what went back from Britain to Northern EurOpE during trade 
Phase 3, we are handicapped by the faet that no identifiable British export has 
com e to light in any grave Ol' hoard in Northern Europe accompanied by good 
Montelius I I I  objects. The only possibIe exception is the palstave in the Brand
strup grave (p. 68), 'vvhich is of Western type. The Wiesloch find in the Rhineland 
helps indirectly, since its Hallstatt AI date should equate with late Montelius I I I .  
I ts badly damaged large basal-looped speat'head o f  Hawkes D3 type (p. 1 02) sug
gests that the Obergri.inhagen speat'head in the I lmenau region might also be a 
British export of the same period. The Onstwedde spearhead in the provinee of 
Groningen is also a D3 , as are the still larger Belgian specimens from Duffel and 
vVichelen.  D3  spearheads occur in our Taunton-Barton Bendish phase (Sherford, 
Taunton, Brading ; see p. 1 00) , though it is not certain that they are strictly 
limited to this phase. 

I n  the Netherlands, a palstave ornamented with a thin midrib and short ribs 
flanking it, virtuaIly identical with one in the Blackrock hoard (C. M. Piggott, 1 949. 

fig. 2: 3) was found in a small personal hoard together with a siclde with two knobs 
(a variety othenvise known only in Tumulus Bronze Age contexts in Hungary and 
South Germany, and in the Somerset hoat'ds of our Taunton-Barton Bendish phase) 
and a flanged stopridge axe of Middle Bronze Age tradition at Epe, Gelderland l .  

O n  Cowen's dating, some British-exported swords would belong to this phase 
(see Chap. VI I ) ;  the present writer would rather group them with Phase 4. 

I reland and Scotland have a few connections of their own with Northern Europe 
during Phase 3. The Glentrool pins we have aiready discussed ; the Glentrool hoat'd 
also has amber beads, and a fragmentary twisted neckring which may be an import 
from Northern Europe Ol' from Somerset, one cannot tell which. In I reland, apart 

from the unlocalized Glentrool pin s, there are the St. J 01111' s, Co. Carlow twiStEd 
bracelets which seem to be direct imports, and the Northern influences on the I rish 
gorgets which Powell attributed to Montelius I I I ,  though this is really only a te/'

mimIS post quelJl (Powell, 1953) .  The connection between the I rish trumpets and 

l The Somerset two-Jmobbed sickJes, which are discllssed eJsewhere (Butler, 1 959) make 
this relative dating certain;  they are a Tumulus type which disappears in UrnfieJd times in 
South Germany. But one has turned up in a HaA hoard in Hurgary : see A7'ch. Ert. 1 963, 252 ff. 
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the 'pre-lur' horns of vVismar type from North Germany in Montelius I I I  or IV, 
seems too vague to evaluate positively ; probably they are both simply imitations 
of cows' horns, as suggested by Mac\iVhite. The Bishopsland hoard, with its local 
copy of a Taunton-type socketed axe and a siclde with elongated knob, seems to 
reflect indirect Northern influence by way of Somerset ;  along with which goes the 
Annesborough hoard ( ?) with its twisted neckrings (see pp. I 4 1 ,  I 43) .  

Lastly, mention must be made of the curious resemblance between I rish 'bowl' 
Food Vessels and the Northern gold bowls of Montelius I I I  first pointed out by 
Menghin ( 1 934) ;  with Powell we prefer to think of the clay vessels as having been 
influenced by the gold ones than the reverse. The ring-ornamented pots from 
Birchington, Kent and Leusden Heath, Provo Utrecht, are seemingly also clay imi
tations of the boss-and-ring ornamented gold vessels best known in Northern 
Europe. 

LIST OF FINDS ASSIGNABLE TO THE TAUNTON-BARTON BEND ISH PElUOD 

J .  Cambs. Eriswell, near lVIiidenhall. Sword related to Rixheim type; rapiers; fragment 
probably of 'fleshook' (goad) cf. Bishopsland ; awl or punch ; fragments of metal vessel. 
Antiq. J. XXXV, 1 955 ,  2 1 8-9, fig. J . 

2. Dorset. Blandford. lVIonkton Farm. Looped palstave, speat'head Hawkes D J .  B . lVI . 
92, 9 . 1 ,  299-Joo. 

J. Dot·set. Tan'ant Nlonkton. See p.  1 4 1 ,  no. 4. 
4.  Dot·set. HolYlOell, Evershot. See p.  14 1 , no. J .  
S .  Dot·set. Haselbury Bryan. See p.  1 4 1 ,  no. 2 .  
6 .  Essex. Southchurch, Southend-ol/.-Sea. Ballintober sword, frag. of seconcl sworcl-blade, 

palstave. I n dex of Bronzes. 
7. Nants. Brading, Isle of \Vight. Spearhead Hawkes DJ, I I penannular bracelets . Ardl . 

LXX I ,  I J8,  P I .  X.  
8 .  Hants.  Liss. Bracelets with incisecl clecoration . ABI  J8J,  fig .  475 ; BlVI BAG 52,  fig. 40. 
9 .  Hants. Plaitford. Bowers Farm. Two twistecl neekrings, side-looped pin ; possibly assoc. 

with loomweight, sherds of globular urn. Hawkes, PPS 1 942, PI .  VI ,  44 ff. 
I O .  Hants . Portsll/outh. Looped palstave, 2 bracelets with incised decoration, 2 plain bra

celets. ATCh. LXXI ,  I J9,  fig. 4. 
I I .  Kent. Birchingtol/.. 14 palstaves, pot with concentric circle ornament. Antiq.  J. I I I , 220. 
1 2 . Kent. Ral/lsgate. 2 bracelets with incisecl ornament, ribbed bracelet. Grave (inh.) .  C. iVr. 

Piggott, PPS 1 949, 1 1 8 ff. , fig.  S ,  6 .  
IJ .  Kent. Ral/lsgate. Storage pot, 3 Picardy Pins, animal bones. Hawkes, PPS 1 942, 26 ff. , 

fig. 1 , 2 :  1-3 .  
14 .  Norfolk. Bm·ton Bendish . See p .  1 42, no.  7 .  
I S .  Oxford. Bllrgesses NleadolO. Palstave I B2b, spearheacls Hawkes E3,  socketecl hammer, 

tanged chisel, frag. of knife blade, ingot. lnventarin GB.  6. 
16 .  O.\ford. Leopold St. Palstaves I B2b, loope d and unlooped;  looped pals tave with vest

igial trident ; socketed axe. IlIventaria GB. 5 .  
1 7 .  Somerset. Bathenstoll (Nlonkswood) . See p .  1 42, n o .  1 2 .  
1 8 . Somerset. EdilIgtOll BIll·tIe. See p .  142, no. I I .  
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1 9 . Samerset. ShElford. Spe31'head Hawkes D3, six palstaves. Pring, BritolIs alld ROII/a/ls 
on the Site of Tal/Iltoll, PI .  I I I . 

20. Samerset. Tallllton ( Union f,f10rhhol/se). PI. Xa. See p. 1 42,  no. 1 5 .  
2 1 .  Samerset. "fVedmore. See p .  142, no. 1 6 .  
22.  Sussex. Blachroch nr. Brighton. Palstaves, 3 Sussex Loops, bronze dagger hilt, dirk blade, 

decorated spiral finger ring, 2 bracelets with slightly expanded ends. C.  lVI . Piggott, 
PPS XV, 1 949, 1 07 ff. , figs. I ,  2. 

23 .  Sussex. East Dean (Peadown). 3 large quoit-headed pins, 2 Sussex Loops. Antiq. J. XVI, 
1 936, 46 1 -2, PI. LXXXV. 

24. Sussex. Hanley Cross Barrow, nr. Lewes. Grave (inh. ) .  Sussex loops, large quoit-headed 
pin, large pin with engraved side-plate. Curwen, Ard, .  SI/ssex, 1 937,  fig. 49. 

25. Sussex. Hollingbl/r)' Hill. See p.  1 42, no. 1 9 .  
26. Sussex. Parh Brow (Stump Bottom), nr .  Cissbury. Spearhead, Hawkes E4; 2 Sussex 

Loops ; 2 spiral rings ; amber bead on frag. of bronze wire. Antiq. J. VI, 1 926, 444 ff. 
27. Sussex. Pyec01l1be. Sussex Loops, large quoit-headed pin. SAC LXX I I ,  49. 
28. ';'lilts. Ebbesboume fVahe. Twisted neckring, 16 bracelets. iVIvVH L I l I ,  1 04 ff. 
29. ';\Tilts. Thom)' Down. Spearhead, Hawkes Eiv, ribbed bracelet. PPS VII ,  1 94 1 ,  1 28 ff. 
30. Pembrokes. NIollhton. Palstave (frag.), twisted bracelet, triangular chisel, saw. Grimes, 

1 95 1 ,  fig. 64 : 9-1 I .  
3 1 .  Glam. Penard . 2 Ballintober swords (frag.), spearhead, atypical socketed axe, bronze 

arrowheads. Grimes, 1 95 1 ,  fig. 7 1 : 8-1 2. 
32 .  Kirkcudbrights. Glentrool. See p. 1 43 ,  no. 23 .  
3 3 .  I reland. Co .  Kildare. Bishopslalld. Socketed axe af Taunton type, pals tave, lugged chisel, 

saw, anvil, socketed hammers, s iclde with elongatecl knob, ' Aesh-hook' or goad. O Rior
dain, PPS X I I ,  1 946, PI. X I I I .  

4 .  The Bargeroosterveld plIase 

This phase is defined by contacts between the British Isles and the characteristic 
Northern industries of Montelius IV. Typologically it  is easy to separate from phase 
3, but d i ffi CLd t to segregate from Phase 5. Yet there must be a chronological Phase 
4, into which must be put all standard Late Bronze Age produets em'lier than the 
Carps Tongue-Montelius V-Iate Hallstatt B period. The existence of Phase 4 de
pends on the assumption that no Montelius IV is as late as the second half of Hall
statt B. If this be true (and on contemporary theo ry Montelius IV corresponds 
mainly ,vith the second half of Hallstatt A) l then any British export found in an 
unequivocal Montelius IV context must be pre-carps, pre-LB 2. 

Appropriate contact-finds are rare, but not entirely absent. The two most im
portant are those from Bargeroosterveld and Barrien-Bi.i lten (p. 69) and that from 

1 vVhy vVest Alpine winged axes occur in Denmark only in iVIontelius IV, and in North 
Germany only in iVIontelius V, is a mystery awaiting clarification. Vogt ( 1 949/50, 229) 
assures us that the D anish winged axes are of Ha A, not Ha B type. 'Ve follow the Northern 
authorities as to what is iVI IV and what is iVI V, but take the li bert y af assuming some 
overlap between iVIontelius IV and early Hallstatt B, for reasons to be explained later. 
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Løvskai in  Viborg Amt, Jutland (p. 85) .  The shield-hoard from Elskilstrup (p. 130)  
is important, though i ts  attribution to Montelius IV wants confirmation ;  and the 
alleged grave find Ol' hoard from Hover, with a British sword (Chap. VII)  is a 

problematical one. The Gasteren grave (p. 1 1 7) contains a copy of a \,yestern bifid 
razor and the Helmsdorf grave perhaps an exported one (p. 1 1 8) .  

These finds provide a Montelius IV terminus ante quem or ad quem for palstaves 
of Curwen's Type C (Bargeroosterveld ; a la te variant of palstaves of our Type I IB 
(p. I 36 above) ; Yetholm-type shields (Chap. IX) ; f>ocketed axes (without ribbed 

wing ornament) of our Southeastern type (Chap. IV) ;  bifid razors (Chap. VID) ; 
and. (in late Montelius IV Ol' early V according to Cowen) a sword transitional 
between the British Wilburton and Ewart types (Hover) .  

The socketed axes, palstaves of Curwen's type C,  and vVilburton swords are 
types represented in the Wilburton hoard, and typical of the industry we describe 
by that name ; and which SavOl'y ( 1 958, 28 ff.) has also discussed under the name 
'\,yilburton complex' .  It is  certainly partially contemporary with the Carps-tongue 
industry ; but the Northern evidence her e cited establishes it  as having begun within 
a developed phase of Montelius IV. Whether the shield-makers were direct ly 
associated with the vVilburton industry, 01' operated independently, is difficult to 
say ; the distribution certainly does not support their attribution to the Carps in
dustry, nor to I rish manufacturel's. 

Hollow-bladed spearheads (above, pp. l O6 ff. ) constitute at least a significant 
parallelism between the Wilburton industry in South England and Montelius IV 
in the purely ' Nordic' area ; the origin of the type has not been determined, but 
the Scanian examples i l lustrated suggest that the British variety and the British
I rish spearhead type contemporary with it with lunate openings in the blade were 
imitated in Sweden. 

The British types exported to the North in Phase 4 continue into Phase 5, so 
their distribution is best discussed in connection with that phase. 

A curious connection between Scotland and Jutland in Montelius IV has been 
thought to be provided by the bone toggies (Piggott, 1 958,  227 ff. ; Childe, 1 935 :  
1 36 ;  Broholm 1 933 ,  1 09 ;  DB IV, 60 ff. ; DO IV 9 1 ) . The four Danish finds are 
all in um graves ; two are in Viborg, one in Aalborg, one in Vejle Amt. The toggie 
from Kennethmont, Aberdeens. (Callander, 1 922/3 , fig. I S :  7 ;  Piggott, 1 956 ,  fig. 6) 
is very similar in form to the Danish type;  others differ in varying degrees. The 
Scottish toggies are associated with a variety of Cinerary Urns. Childe ( 1 935 )  used 
these toggies to establish a synchronism between the Scottish and the Northern 
Bronze Age chronology, but Piggott now suggests that the Scottish toggies are un
related to the Danish ones. The exportation of metal goods from Denmark to 
Scotland is signified by the Dulduff tanged sword (found as an old p iece in a later 
hoard) and the Carse Loch socketed axe, both apparent!y imports of Montelius IV. 
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Fig. 48. The lVo/'{lischer KTeis in IVlontelius IV, as defined by the distribution of 'Nordic' 
bronze hoards. Af ter Sprockhoff, 1 937.  

Two other tanged swords of Northern ongll1 Ol' inspiration are recorded, the 
specimens from Coleraine, Co. Derry, and the Thames at Kingston (Chap. VII) .  
Some I rish and British socketed axes imitating features of tht: Northern Montelius 
IV Højby type have been cited (Chap . IV) ,  and we have suggested that the 'Welsh' 
type of socketed axe shows signs of having been derived from the Højby type. There 
is apparently a tendency for these Scandinavian Montelius IV influences to cluster 
round the periphery of the I rish Sea. 

From Central Germany, the Wilburton industry appears to have derived its 
bronze ferrules (Chap. X) ; the Ffynhonnau find in 'iVales constituting a contact-
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find. Of unknown origin are the spearheads of Bargfeld type (p. 1 08), the blade 
form of which resembles that on some British spearheads. 

vVe also assign to this phase, but admittedly more on grounds of general probabi

lit y than proof, and contra ry to the view of Cowen, the early British sword-exports 
(Badegow and the two ' North Brabant' swords), as well as the Hover specimen 
aiready mentioned. 

Developed looped spearheads are difficult to date precisely ; possibly belonging 
to this phase are the specimens found 'probably near Nijmegen' and at Oudenaarde, 
East Flanders (p. 1 02), both of Hawkes Type Eii. Whether the earliest ' faceted' 
socketed axes reached the British Isles in this phase is at present undetermined: 
we would like to believe that the narrow octagonal type reached the British Isles 
la te in Montelius IV, so that the hoard from Kish, Co. Wicklow (Raftery, 1 95 1 ,  

fig. 1 99) could be dated at about the transition of Montelius IV-V and stand for a 

developed phase of Irish LB A. 

5. The CO/ps tOllglle - jI/Jolltelius TI phase 

Although this phase takes its definition from the export products of the industries 
named in its title, it will of course include those of the Wilburton industry, which 
flourished on into Briti�h LB 2, and other British and Irish industries of the period. 

Socketed axes exported from the West are not uncommon in Northern Europe ; 
they include in this phase probably most examples of the Southeastern type (Map 
VI) ,  some narrow faceted axes (we regard as W'estern exports the examples with 
double socketed-mouth mou lding and with funnel-shaped socket-mouth moulding, 
and those with ribs on the angles) and the socketed axes with rib-and-pellet deco
ration. Probably most of these came from SOllth England and Northwest France. 

Western svvord-exports inclllde the Late Ewart type and the carps-tongue type, 

the former preslunably mainly from the British Isles, the latter main ly from North
west France (Map X). 

In addition there are rare examples of Thorndon knives and socketed gouges 
(assuming that the latter are all of vVestern origin) , a fe rr li le, an Irish cauldron, 
and I rish penannular bracelets 1 .  

No two of these types produce, when mapped, the striking identity of distribu
tion pattern which we found for Irish axes and halberds in the Early Bronze Age. 

Since the numbers of objects involved are in each case small, the differences in 

1 The gold bracelet from Lunteren, GelderIand (Butler and Van der \Vaals, 1 960), The 
gold bracelet from GahJstorf, neal' Bremen (Grohne, 1 939, 29 ff. ), found in a pot of Harp
stedt type, beJongs to Northern Period VI ; the copper braceJet from BaskemolJa, SCa!lia 
(Nerman, 1 944, 342-3 , fig, I )  Jooks strikingJy Jike a Vlest African II/al/illa! 
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distribution may in some cases be purely a matter of chance ; three or four new 
finds, or old finds brought to light, might alter the appearance of any of the maps 

considerably. 
The Netherlands shows a fair number of Southeastern socketed axes, one 'Vest

ern narrow faceted axe and a mouid, a rib-and-pellet axe, a Late Ewart and a 

carps<ongue svvord; the finds concentrate in the South of the country and the 
Nijmegen area. The Hunze-Ems-'Veser area has a few Southeastern axes (and the 
Gahlstorf ring) ; the foothills of South Hanover have a Western faceted axe, a rib
and-pellet axe, two Late Ewart swords, a carps-tongue sword. Central Germany 
has a vVestern socketed axe, two rib-and-pellet axes, a carps-t::mgue sword. The 
Lower Elbe region has a Southeastern axe, a vVestern faceted axe, a Late Ewart 
sword, a Thorndon knife. The Oder lVlouth region (broadly speaking) has a South
eas tern socketed axe, two rib-and-pellet axes, a Late Ewart sword, a carps-tongue 
sword, a Thorndon knife. Northwestern Poland has a Southeastern socketed axe, 
a British-Irish faceted axe ; farther south is a rib-an d-pellet axe and a carps-tongue 

sword . North Jutland has only the Abildholt cauldron (and the Løvskai South
eastern axes dated to Phase 4) ; South Jutland and the Danish islands, a South
eastern axe and a Late Ewart sword (with a fragment possibly of a seeond one, 
not mapped), a ferrule, and (presumably of Phase 4) the Elskilstrup shield. Scania 
has only a Southeastern socketed axe ; Vastergotland a rib-and-pellet axe ; and 
Gotland two rib-and-pellet axes. 

Of the nearly fifty Western l exports included in this tabulation, the N etherlands 
and Northwest Germany absorbed half (half of these in the Lower Rhine-lVlaas 
area, the other haH scattered) ; a third were taken up by the 'Nordic' area (ab out 
equally divided between South Scandinavia and Northeast Germany-Northwest 

Poland) ;  and the remaining sixth weht to Central Germany and Southwest Poland. 
Northwest Germany yields rather less than one might have expected ;  thc 'Nordic' 
area rather more. From the maps it appears that the Lower Rhine-vVestphalian 
trade route, used in the Early and Middle Bronze Age, was still going strong ; rib
and-pellet axes, Late Ewart swords, and carps-tongue swords seem to have gone 
that way. From Central Germany, the route fans out, leading on the one hand to 

Brandenburg and the Oder lVlouth, and on the other, less important, to Southwest 
Poland. In Phase 5 this river-and-overland route seems to have been much more 
importance than the direct sea-route to Scandinavia; only the Abildholt cauldron 
ean be cited as evidence for any interest in the Limfjord route, and the uniqueness 

1 'vVe have included her e British and Irish types and those which might be either of 
British Ol' Northwest French manufacture; but not purely French types, such as Breton 
axes of the large 'square-mouthed' and smal! 'votive' types. If carps-tongue swords be con
sidered as entirely of French manufacture, as has been thought by some authorities, they 
may be deducted from the totals ; the pattern is not significantly altered. 
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of this find IS emphasised by the faet that, apart from the Gahlstorf and Lun

teren braeelets, it is the only eertainly I rish produet of the entire lot. The Thorndon 
knives (Tostedt, Boek) and the Western narrow faceted axes are, of eourse, types 
common in I reland, but they are common in Eastern England too. It has yet to be 
shown whether I rish and English versions of these types ean be distinguished. A 

case eould be made out for importations to the North by way of the Elbe �'lIouth 
entry, supported by the Klint bei Heehthausen soeketed axe, the Tostedt knife, 
the hollow-bladed spearhead from Hat'burg, and the Kronshagen ferrule ; the 
Baltic imports might of eourse have eOlIle by this route as well as by the 
ro ute aeross Germany. Southeastern soeketed axes and Thorndon knives might 
have reaehed the Baltic region exclusively by this route, on the basis of the known 
distributions. 

Western types were oeeasionally imitated in the orth - some soeketed axes, 
some ferrules seem to fall into this eategory - but in general the significance of 
the 'iVestern exports for the development of the industries of Jorthern Europe 

was very slight in Phase 5. 'iVe have suggested hesitantly that the Northern 
twisted neekrings of erueiform eross-seetion might have been influeneed by the 
I rish type, whieh is eertainly of earlier origin ; but this is only a speeulation . North
ern Europe was, of eourse, under heavy Central European trade-influenee at this 
time (Sproekhoff, 1 950-1 ), and the East-'iVest trade was a merely peripheral pheno
n1enon. 

Jorth European trade objeets found in the British I sles attributable to Phase 5 

are extremely rare. The jangies from Pare-y-meireh and Lissanode (Chap. XIII )  

and the soeketed axe from Warminster, Wilts. (p .  94) may be aetllal imports. I f  
any of  the Northern-style pins (p .  1 50-1 )  are aetllal imports, they will be  mainly 
in Seotland and N orthern Ireland ; the majority are eertainly imitations. The only 
Northern pro duet known to have been exported to I reland on a considerable scale 
in the Late Bronze Age is amber (MaevVhite, 1 944a), whieh oeeurs quite eommonly 
in I rish hoards of the period ; otherwise, it appears that only oeeasional prototype
objeets were imported, to be imitated on a considerable seale by the native erafts
men . The Northern pins were closely eopied, but a distinetive Irish variants quiekly 

developed. Shields apparently stemming from the Leistellbuchel workshops of N orth 
Germany (Chap. IX) ,"vere imitated, but in wood and ieather rather than bronze. 
Seandinavian soeketed axes were at first closely imitated (p. 94-5) but soon trans
formed into purely Irish renderings. It  is not very clear whether the I rish gold 
versions of the Jorthern bronze ribbed eollars, the gorgets were based on 
Northern Late Bronze Age models or on older, Middle Bronze Age types ; and 
for the late Irish sun dises (p. 1 73 ff.) no Northern Late Bronze Age parallels are 
kllown. More ellIsive still are the I rish trumpets (MaevVhite, 1 945 ,  Heneken,  1 9 5  I ) ;  

they may have been inspired by the Nor th German Middle Bronze Age 'pre-lur '  
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trumpets, or  merely by a cow's horn, and only their ornamental cone-shaped studs 
are attributable to a Northern inspiration of Montelius V. 

While the I rish craftsmen and the population they served were evidently ex
tremely receptive to certain Northern influences and models, their receptivity was 
certainly highly selective. The transformation of bronze-types into gold 01' wood 
and leather, the alteration of forms to suit traditional native taste, the absolute 

rejection of the Jorthern curvilinear art in favour of old-fashioned geometry, all 
show that the Northern influence on Ireland was a superficial one. If the Northern 
influence upon Ireland appears strong, it is only by comparison with Britain, which, 
apart from a few imports to its Highland periphery (amber at Adabrock, Lewis, 
Childe, 1 946, Pi. 1 2 :  14, Balmashanner, Angus, PSAS XXVI, 1 82 ,  Llangwyllog, 
Anglesey ; the Parc-y-Meirch jangies, the Scottish sunflower and Orreck-Tarves pins, 
the cone-headed pin and amber bead from Heathery Burn) appears to have little to 

match. Yet, if we are COlTect in supposing a connection between the 'vVelsh' type of 
socketed axe and the Northern Højby type, and between the British and Northern 
hollowbladed spearheads, and those with the blade-form of Bargfeld type (pp . 9 1-3 ,  
106 ff. ) ,  then Britain in the Late Bronze Age had about as much connection with the 
North as did I reland. Admittedly, the specifically Montelius V derivations from 

the North are almost totally lacking in Britain ; which contrasts oddly with the fact 
that it appears to be Britain and not I reland that sent so many bronze-exports to 
the North . It is an almost exact reversal of the state of affairs which prevailed in 
the Early Bronze Age, when Ireland was exporting the metals and South England 
was getting all the amber, Scandinavian flints, and Unetice exports. An adequate 
explanation of this situation is not easy to find. 

MacWhite has suggested that in  the period of Scandinavian influence on I re
land, Denmark was losing its command of the amber trade to the south, the mar
kets being swamped by fresh sources of amber especially from East Prussia. He 
therefore suggests that Denmark, compelled to market its amber in order to pro
cure metals, turned to Ireland both as a market and as a source of supply. This 
explanation would suit the conditions of Montelius VI better than those of Mon
telius V, a time of prosperity in DenmarIe Bodges ( 1 956 , 49) has envisioned Scan
dinavian fishermen visiting the Irish and Scottish coasts, and bartering their per
sonal possessions for provisions. One can well imagine a great increase in traffic 
on the open sea in this period, when, as the Torthern razors and rock carvings 
show, the ship had become an object of adoration in the Baltic area. Sea voyagers 
of the Late Bronze Age would undoubtedly have been equally ready to conduct 
peaceful barter or to raid and loot as opportunity offered. But it is precisely evid
ence for this sort of activity that is lacking in the I rish finds; one would have sup
posed that orthern visitors to I reland would have left behind at least a few swords 
or spearheads. The maritime distribution of the Herzsprung shields could, how-

Palaeohistoria Vol. IX; Butler. 1 6  
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ever, argue for their diffusion by mariners. The jangies are more puzzling ; were 
horses carried on Bronze Age vessels ? The diffusion of Western weapons across 
Northern Europe might be used to argue that really it was the West that provided 
the voyageun and Vikings of the Late Bronze Age. 

The relations of Britain with the Netherlands and Northwest Germany are a 
special chapter still to be considered. Jow that the 'Dutch Deverel' urns have been 

removed from the period in question (Glasbergen, 1 954, 1 956,  1. F. Smith, 1 96 1 ) , 
there is no ground for supposing any major folk-movement between Britain and 
the Lower Rhine area during the Late Bronze Age ; all would have been quiet 011 
this front until the Hallstatt and Harpstedt incomings at or af ter its dose. Ardleigh
Gasteren type urns, however, suggest some sort of coast-wise movement connecting 
the North Frisian islands, the HOlldsrug of Drenthe, and the East Anglian coast in 
MIV-HaB I .  Evidence for trade betvveen the British Isles and the Hunze-Ems-\iVe
ser region is not as abundant as one might have expected in Montelius V; that 

region, as Sprockhoff has repeatedly emphasized ( 1 94 1 ; 1 952a), had a special in
sularity of its own. Britain appears to have obtained its narrow faceted socketed 

axes originally from this region (p. 86 ff. ) ,  and later to have sent a few back. The 
socketed axe mit profiliertelll Tiillenllul1ld in the Birchington, Kent board, and its 
derivatives in I reland and Scotland (P . 90-1 ff. ) show some Hunze-Ems-\Veser in
fluence upon the British Isles ; the plastic sawtooth motif on axes is an additional 
l inie. Further, the bronze half-mould for a socketed axe from Havelte, Drenthe 
(PI. XII bottom row; Butler, 1 9 6 1 , 200-7, fig. 1 0-12  for drawing) is surely of British 
or Northwest French manufacture. Axes of our Southeastern type and Ewart and 
Carps-tongue swords represent, however, the numerically most important groups 

of trade objects, and even these are not strikingly numerous in the Dutch and 
Northwest German area. Clearly, the pattern suggests contacts through trade and 
travel across the North Sea, but not a major migration of any sort. 
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CONTACT-FINDS, TRADE PHASES, 

AND COMPARATlVE CHRONOLOGY 

Since trade provides the essential raw material for comparative chronology, we may 
conclude our study with a list of the contact-finds which govern the comparative 
chronology of the British Isles and Northern Europe, and a chronological table. 

The list of contact-finds is selective rather than exhaustive ; it includes the most 

reliable finds available which ean be evaluated chronologically. It lists grave groups 
and hoards containing either actually imported objects or ve ry close imitations, 
found in association with datable native produets. A fevv finds not quite up to this 
standard have, however, been included for phases which would othervvise be devoid 
of contact-evidence. 

The Table of Comparative Chronology is divided into five lines representing 
the major regions of Northern Europe concerned in this study, two representing 
Lowland England-'�Tales and I reland-Scotland respectively, and lines for North

west France and Central Europe. The folIowing notes to the chronological table 
explain the terms used and the correlations offered where these differ from hitherto 
standard practice. 

1 .  NOTES TO THE CHRONOLOGICAL T AB LE (PI. XXI) 

Line I: Central EU1'Ope 

For the Urnfield period, we have follm.ved the chronology newly outlined by 
Mi.iller-Karpe ( 1 957, 1 958,  1 959), with Hallstatt A divided into two phases and 
Hallstatt B into three (see also Gersbach, 1 95 1 ;  Kimmig, RAE 1 95 1-4 ;  Mtiller
Karpe, 1 948, 1 952 ;  Sandars, 1 957, 1 1 6 ff. , tables ; M . A. Smith, 1 957, 1 95 ff. ,  table). 
It will apply only with modifications to some Urnfield areas ; here we employ it for 
comparison and to see how it works i n  relation to our Northern and Western 

regions. 
vVe also give for comparison Mtiller-Karpe's absolute dates, whereby Reinecke 

D occupies the thirteenth century, Ha B3 the eighth, and the remaining Urnfield 
phases a century each in between. 
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Fig. 49. Comparative chronology of the Neolithic in South Scandinavia, 
accorcling to Becker, 1 95 +  

Hachmann ( 1 957) has argued that Reinecke A2 should be contemporary with 
the Shaft Grave epoch of Mycenae, and therefore be current in the sixteenth cen
tury. This would leave only the fifteenth and fourteenth centuries for the 'pure' 
Tumulus Bronze Age (as defined by Holste, 1 953a), though its late survivals should 
run on past D and even part of Ha A. Tumulus Bz would then begin in the neigh
borhood of 1 450 independently of the amber spacer-bead question (Milojcic, 1 9 5 5 ,  
3 1 6  ff. ; Sandars, 1 957, I O  ff. , 77  n4 ;  Hachmann, 

Line II: Central Gemlany (East Germany, Poland) 

We utilize the subdivisions of the Neolithic and Early Bronze Age of Saxo-Thu
ringia proposed by Ulrich Fischer ( 1 952,  5 1  ff. , with chronological table ; 1 956) .  
NIiddle Bronze Age material is thin in Saxo-Thuringia, leaving op en the question 
of the length of survival of Late Unetice industries. Farther north, there is the 
much-discussed Middle Bronze Age hoardgroup with Regelsbrunn spirals, ribbed 
collars, etc. (Rillow, Babbin, Rossenthin, Stecklin , Krilssow, etc. ) ,  into which our 
vVestern shield palstaves were received. The exact dating of the individual hoards 

varies greatly from author to au thor (Forssander, 1 939 ; Von Brunn, 1 954b ; Sprock-
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hooff, 1 955 ,  34 ;  Hachmann, 1 957).  It is followed by the horizon with early Spind
lersfeld fibulae (Sprockhoff, 1 938b, z05 ff.) ,  equated with Montelius I I I  and main
ly early (pre-Jensovice) Ha A. The Lausitz culture is not, in the recent view (Mi
lojcic, 1 95z ;  cf. Von Brunn, 1 954b), indigenous, but a radiation of the Central 
European Frellldlwlturell, and begins not before Reinecke-Montelius I I I .  Von 
Brunn's Unstrut and Saale Mouth groups ( 1 954a) begin late in Ml)ntelius I I I  and 
run on through most of Montelius IV-Jensovice HaA. 

Line III: South Scalldinavia 

Here we use the terminology proposed for the Jeolithic by Becker ( 1954a), and 

the Bronze Age period-division of Broholm (DB ; OD I I I-IV) .  Neolithic-Early 
Bronze Age correlations are best discussed in connection with Lines IV-VI (below) . 
Broholm I I ,  the classical StoTtid (Montelius IIbc, Kersten's I IAB in Schleswig
Holstein) is now held, on the basis mainly of octagon-hilted swords (cf. Holste, 
1 953b) to run parallel with Bavarian Reinecke C (Holste's Late Tumulus), and 
even to oversail part of D (Sprockhoff, 1 950 ;  Hachmann, 1 956 ,  43 ff. ; Muller
Karpe, 1 958,  1 3  ff. ; cf. Von Brunn's remarks on the Spandau hoard, 1 958), and 
Montelius I I I  with part of D and early Ha A. The parallelism of Montelius IV 
with late Ha A (Zatec-Jensovice) was the main burden of Sprockhoff's Chrollolo

gische Shizze argument ( 1 950) ;  apparently leaving Montelius V to cOITelate with 
Hallstatt B (Hostomice, Pfahlhau) and (Cowen, 1 95z,  1 40 ff. ; Sprockhoff, 1 956) 
with part of Hallstatt C as well. 

Here Muller-Karpe's scheme of a three-century-Iong Hallstatt B creates a pro
blem; the equations M IV-Ha Az and M V-Ha B, part of C would imply a Mon
telius IV a century long, and a Montelius V stretching over something like three 
and a half centuries. But there is in fact evidence that Montelius IV runs parallel 
not only with Muller-Karpe Az but also with his B I .  Indeed, Baudou ( 1 960, 1 3z ff, 

table) parallels Ha B I  and Bz with Montelius IV (which thereby becomes two cen
turies long), leaving Az to run alongside I I I  (but without discussion or evidence) 
and I--faB3 to be parallel only with Montelius

·
V (thus reduced to only one century in  

length). This could obviously make good sense as  far as  correlations are concerned, 
although it leaves the relative length of the Northern periods different from what 
one might expect . 

Lilles IV-VI:  Schleswig-Holsteilt, Northwest GerlllallY, Netherlands 

These may be considered together in part, since a series of successive horizons cut 
across most of the entire area. In the Neolithic we have mostly migration-horizons. 
Lliudik-Kaelas ( 1 955 )  suggests that the Funnel-beaker culture reached Drenthe 
(and therefore presumably crossed the intervening terri tory) no later than Scan-
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dinavian EN C ;  there meeting the Western megalithic tradition and building the 
HUllebeddell. Next follows the international early Single Grave, A-Axe spread ;  
which is equated by Struve ( 1 955 )  with NMN II ,  though Becker ( 1 954a) would 
have it only in 1M 1 I I I .  Van der Waals and Glasbergen ( 1955 )  place the arrival 

of this wave in the Netherlands at c. Z 1 00 on the basis of C 1 4  determinations. A 
century or so later, in their scheme, come the earliest, international Bell B eakers. 
Next comes Van der 'iVaals' zII  series of Bell Beakers with Corded-ware influences, 
including the all-over corded type. These were, according to Struve, current at the 
time of the Grand Pressigny flint importation and the K-axe, late Ground Grave
early Upper Grave phase, which he equates with JM J IV. In  the Netherlands, 
Bell Beakers of Type zIc (the nearest relatives of British C Beakers, and the pro
decessers of the Veluwe Bell Beakers) should also belong to thi s time. 

The Late Jeolithic brings Veluwe Bell Beakers ; Kii1ll1llerheralllih coming pro
sumably from Western Europe, along with the Paris Basin stone cists that reached 
Westphalia and Sweden ; and the fusion and decay of the Neolithic pottery tradi

tions. 
The Early Bronze Age chronology of the South Scandinavian-North German 

area has now been reviewed in great detail by Hachmann ( 1 957), who provides 
closely argued correlations with Central Europe. He distinguishes four successive 

horizons in the North; each horizon representing the beginning of an import-wave 
from Central and Eastern Europe. His Horizon I comprises the exports of the 
Saxo-TllUringian Fiirstellgriiberzeit and its contemporaries ( 'A IJAz'), which pro
duce the Pile-Gallemose phase (conventionally NLN B in Scandinavia, the 'fish

tail' flint daggers being considered as imitations of the triangular metal-hilted 
ones). Horizon II comprises exports from the Apa-Hajdu Samson phase in South
east Europe (which he equates with the Shaft Grave epoch and with Reinecke Az) 
and from Swiss-South German Az. These give rise to two different groups in the 
North : the Sagel group in Northwest Germany and most of Jutland, and the 'Mos
baek group' in South Sweden, the Danish islands, and part of North Jutland. The 
distinction between the Sagel and Mosback areas persists into later phases. Typo
logicaIly, Hachmann's early phase of the Mosbaek group corresponds to Broholm's 
VOT forste JVletallwltuT af ter the subtraction of the 'Sagel' elements and certain 
types which he dates to different horizons. 

Then comes Horizon I I I ,  vvhich is characterized by exports from Tumulus B I ;  
i t  brings with it the daggers and rapiers of Wohlde type, which he holds are later 
than the Sagel type. Horizon I I I  introduces the Wohlde phase of the Sagel group . 

1 Junghans and Sangmeister ( 1 957) report that the tanged dagger and axe associated 
with the typologi ca Ily em'ly Dromven Bell Beaker are of Adlerberg and Alpine copper. The 
chronological implications are a Reinecke A l date for this grave. 
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The '�Tohlde phase persists through Horizon IV, which is characterized by Tu
mulus B2 exports. To this phase belong the hoards of what we have described 
above as the ' I lsmoor horizon' ; this is where the Western shield palstaves come in .  

Horizon IV in the Mosbaek area brings in the assemblage typified by the Val

sømagle hoard - broadly, Broholm I, with differences of detail .  
Hachmann's four horizons have been indicated on the chronological table by 

'HH' .  The relation of the West to this scheme we shall discuss below. 
Af ter the Wohlde phase, the Middle Bronze Age of the area we are now discuss

ing breaks up into three different regions : the Northern culture occupying Schles
wig-Holstein and the Stade district acrose the Elbe as well as Scandinavia, the 
I lmenau Culture occupying the Luneburg Heath and adjacent districts, and a 
nameless tumulus culture using Kiimlllerheralllih, Tumulus-type ornaments, and 
�Testern or '�Testern-derived palstaves in the Hunze-Ems-'�eser area (Sprockhoff, 
1 94 1 ) . The exact date at which the Northwest German Urnfields emerge is diffi
cult to establish; Tackenberg ( 1 939) suggested Montelius IV, Van Giffen ( 1 943) 
Montelius V.  Recent evidence suggests that an Urnfield immigration reached 
Drenthe in HaA2-M I V  (Waterbolk, 1 962). A regional 'Hunze-Ems' metal indu
stry existed in M V (Butler, 1 96 1 b) .  

Li1les VII-IX: The West 

Now we can consider the relation of the Atlantic Jorthwest to the Northern areas. 
Contact-finds in our list, pp.  242 ff. , are referred to as 'CF' .  

A. Funnel-beaker influences upon the Windmill I-Iill culture have been weighed 
by Piggott ( 1 954, 3 1 2  ff. ; 1 955 ,  96 ff. ) .  Datable contacts in the early phases are 
difficult to find. We would like to think that the Kirk Andrews gold pendant or sun 
disc (p. 1 69), with its Stollhoff-Brzesc Kujawski-Salten affinities, will eventually 
find its place in a pattern of Em'ly Neolithic contacts between North and �Test .  

B .  The early Single Grave-Beaker with Protruding Foot wave did not reach Bri
tain, though it got as far as the adjacent coast of Holland. We assume that the ear
lies t Bell Beakers in Britain must be contemporary or nearly so with the similar 
Beakers in the etherlands. The Mere Down-vVexford-Bognaesgaard sun disc 
contact (CF I ) permits a tentative equation of the early British Bell Beakers with 
NMN I V. Piggott ( 1 954) pia ces the arrival of the Bell Beakers in Britain in the 
middle of his Middle Neolithic. 

About this time, Ireland seems aiready to have been exporting gold bracelets to 
Schleswig-Holstein (CF 2, 3 ) .  
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C. A later wave of Beaker migration from the Lower Rhine, bringing the proto
types of British B3 and C Beakers, 'barbed wire' ornamented Beakers, and other 
eoarse varieties, seems likely to eorrespond ehronologieally with the K axe-Grand 
Pressigny Imife-Early Upper Grave phase (p. 29 ff. ) .  1 . F. Smith ( 1 955 ,  I ff. )  has 
called attention to the barbed-wire and other Beakers from the Lyonnesse eoast, 
deposited before the transgression whieh Piggott ( 1 954) had used to mark the 
boundary between his Middle and Late Jeolithie. Miss Smith equates the Lyon
nesse transgression with the Boberg transgression on the Lower Elbe, whieh 
took plaee early in the Northern LN, and drowned Unetice imports as well as 
late and debased Single Grave and barbed-wire pottery. These inundations are 
presumably to be equated with the iiVest Frisian II transgression of the Duteh 
eoastal area, whieh began e .  1 700 on the basis of C 14 datings (Altena et al. , 

Hehlliu1Il 1962) . 

D .  The iiVestern European gold basket earring exportation and the related Ooster

eng ornament (Chap. XVIII) provide a ehronologieal l ink between some British 
Beaker types, Veluwe Beakers in the Netherlands (CF 8), Northern Unetiee (CF 7) 
and the Southeast Polish Barrow Grave Culture (CF 6) .  The Aeklam iiVold Beaker 
grave (CF 4) ean be no em'lier than NLN on the basis of its irnported amber bead . 
As far as the Continental eontaet-finds go, it is diffieult to draw any distinetion 
between the period of the basket-earring ex pert anel the period of the Irish axe-anel
halberd trade to the North (CF 9-14), whieh is eontemporary with Haehmann's 
Horizon 1. Within Britain, the vVillerby Wold find (see pp. 23, 34) tells the same 
stOf y; as do Sangmeister's arguments for a ' reflux h01'1zon' in Reineeke A r .  

vVessex I and the Armoriean Early Bronze Age begin within the lifetime of the 
ortllern Unetiee phase, their typieal daggers being provineial imitations of Uenzes 

Oder-Elbe type (Sandars, 1 950 ;  Ap Simon, 1 954) ; the Killaha find extends this 
horizon to I reland . Both vVessex I and vVessex I I  have Shaft Grave eontaets, so 
the transition between them should fal l  within the sixteenth eenlury ; vVessex I I  
has its eontaets i n  Central Europe with Reineeke A2, whieh i s  also sixteenth een
tury on Haehmann's dating. The halberd-pendants and the gold-bound amber 
dises should plaee the end of Wessex and of the Northern Unetiee phase af ter 1400 
if De Navarro ( 1 95 1 )  is right about the lVIediterranean origin of the dises ; this 
would agree with the views of Stone and Thomas ( 1 956) about the dating of the 
normal segmented faienee bead importation to Britain .  

An important eontaet-find apparently dating from Wessex times is the tanged 
razor from Dromven in Drenthe, whieh we suggest is an export from Britain Ol' 
an imitation of a British Class I razor (CF 19) ' The Plymstoek flanged axe of North 
German type (CF 1 8) may be of the same period. 
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E .  A terminus ante qllem for the beginning af the Middle Bronze Age in Britain, 
I reland and Northwest France is provided by the hoards af the I lsmoor horizon 
(Hachmann's Horizon IV). The contact-finds provide direct links with the Nether

lands-Northwest Germany (CF 20-22), the Tumulus Bronze Age (CF 25 ; CF 26, 
Habsheim, is not a typical 'Tul1lu lus' find, the Rhone-type axes being a surviving 
Early Bronze Age form), and the East German Middle Bronze Age (CF 23-4). The 
sword-chronology af Holste ( I 953b) would have required the I lsmoor horizon to 
be parallel with Tun1Ulus B I ;  Hachmann has shawn that it canna t be befare B2, 

which is more credible. The British Middle Bronze Age would then begin c. 1 450 
with the Acton Park-Budey phase, overlapping somewhat the end af "Vessex. In 
I reland the Omagh mould-hoard (pp.  96-7) would be af this time. 

F .  A more developed Middle Bronze Age phase, represented by 'Atlantic' hoards 
like Mont St. Aignan and Baux-Sainte-Croix (see pp. 65 ff.) and numerous equiva
lent British hoards, is date d to the time corresponding to Broholm II by its exports 
in the Frøjk and Ostenfeld hoards (CF 27-8) .  The Liesbiittel (CF 29) and Sporup
lund (CF 30) fi nds also belong to this time, though the Sporuplund spearhead 
seems archaic here. 

G. Next comes our Taunton-Barton Bendish phase (pp. 2 1 9  ff. ), with palstaves and 
spearheads in the native tradition and a variety af novelties - Central European, 
Northern, and lo ca Ily devised - representing the culmination af our lVIiddle Bronze 
Age industries and the beginning af certain phenomena traditionally associated 
with the Late Bronze Age. Its Northern connections appeal' to be af late Montelius 
I I I  and early IV. During this phase the first British swords ought to be appearing -
the importations from Central Europe, and the Ballintober swords. To this phase 
,"ve assign CF 3 I-40. The Glentrool and Bishopsland hoards provide a link with 

the industries af the Highland zone and Ireland. 

H .  The Wilburton industry is the standard Late Bronze Age industry af Britain, 
beginning em'lier than, but persisting alongside, the carps-tongue industry. I ts 
Continental contacts are dem'ly with a developed phase af Montelius IV. Barger
oosterveld (CF 42) and Løvskai (CF 44) display its exports in that period; the 
Hover sword (CF 45) represents the transition between this and the next phase. 
The Bargeroosterveld and Barrien-Biilten (CF43) hoards provide a link between the 
Wilburton industry and the early (still Montelius IV) phase af Sprockhoff's 
E1I1s- H!eser KTeis, best represented by the hom'd from Rethwisch (lVIartin, NJaulllls 

IV, 2 1 9  ff. ; Sprockhoff, 1 95°, 234 ff. ) .  The Retlnvisch hoard is an important ane, 
containing Northern and Northwest German products, a Hallstatt A winged axe, 
an Urnfield pot af Central European origin, and a razor af the type which occurs in 
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the earliest stage of the Northwest German Urnfields. The \Vest Central European 
contacts of the Vlilburton industry are with the phase represented by the Larnaud 
hoard which Muller-Karpe equates with his HaB I .  

I .  The carps-tongue industry, which traditionally defined Late Bronze Age 2 in 
South England, derives its starting-date from Central Europe ; i ts winged axes, 
bracelets, etc. are of the types current in the Rhenish hoards of late Hallstatt B .  
Since carps-tongue exports (carps-tongue swords, Southeastern socketed axes with 
ribbed wing decoration ; see pp .  227 ff.) also occur in late Hallstatt B hoards, there 
is an effectual cross-dating, even if the carps-tongue phase go es on to overlap with 
Hallstatt C (Hawkes and Smith, 1 957, with detailed datings). In Northern Europe, 
products of the carps-tongue indust;·y appear in Montelius V contexts (swords, p .  
240). Other British products of the time, like socketed axes and knives and a Late 

Ewart sword, have a lso been found in Montelius V contexts (CF 47-5 I ) , the Krons
hagen ferrule being probably an imitation.  Montelius V j angies occur in the Parc
y-meirch hoard (CF 54) and in French carps-tongue hoards (Chap. XI I I ) ;  a 
probably very old Northern tanged sword of Montelius IV  type was found in a 
Scottish hoard at Dulduff (CF 53) .  

On the basis of the Muller-Karpe chronology and the Northern correlations 
based on it, our Taunton-Barton Bendish phase, or at least the purely native ele
ments in it, would run from about the middle of the twelfth century, the Con
tinental novelties and their British imitations probably being mostly eleventh cen
tury (as against Mrs. Piggott's eighth century for Blackrock), the Wilburton in
dustry would begin in the tenth century (subject to adjustment when we know 
more of the relations of Muller-Karpe's B I  to its neighbors), and the carps-tongue 
industry from early in the eighth centut')'-

J. Lastly, we have evidence of Montelius VI incomings in the form of late sun
flower-swans neck pins (p. 1 50 ;  CF 54; to which should be added the Orrock and 
Tarves finds) .  These could be late seventh or sixth century. 

Here we have been endeavouring to give dates to the Bronze Age metal industries 
in the first instance ; the dating of cultures is to some extent a separate problem. 
The Beaker cultures can be fairly dosely dated on the basis of their Continental 
links with the Ftmnel-beaker and Single Grave sequences ; the insular Food Vessel 
cultures begin according to Piggott ( 1 954) in his Late Neolithic ;  the Wessex Cul
ture is dosely dated by its extensive trade contacts. The British Cinerary Urn cul
tures have links in their early phase with the Wessex Culture ; with Isobel Smith 
( 1 956,  1 9) ,  we have suggested that a wider variety of British (and Irish) cine
rary Urn types must have been current in Late Wessex and Middle Bronze Age 
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times than had formerly been supposed. I t  is clear that some things traditionally 

linked with the Deverel-Rimbury culture and assigned to LB 2 must reaUy be 
older. The types of objects deri ved from the primary silting of the ditches of the 
vVessex Deverel-Rimbury settlements - Class I razors, ribbed bracelets, a pal

stave - are types appropriate to our Taunton-Barton Bendish phase ; the Ebbes
bourne Wake hoard (p. 1 42) was buried in the lynchet of a Celtic Field system; 
the Plaitford hoard (p. 1 4 1 )  may have been associated with Deverel-Rimbury glob
ular urns. These suggest the possibility that the Deverel-Rimbury culture may 

have its origins about the time suggested by Hawkes in 1 942, rather than at the 
la ter t ime subsequently favoured. No specific name has yet been suggested for the 

pre-Deverel Rimbury urn culture Ol' cultures which represent the British source 
of the Hilversum Urn culture of the Netherlands. Finds such as Ramsgate (Chap. 
XIV), where ribbed bracelets were found in an inhumation ( ! ) grave, and Picardy 

Pins in a storage pit with a pot analogous to the Dutch Drakenstein Urns, and 
B irchington, Kent, where a palstave hoard was found in a pot ornamented with 
rings analogous to one in the Netherlands (p. 21 I ) , \-vill have to be taken into ac

eount in evaluating the complicated cultural pattern at the time of the Taunton
Barton Bendish industry. The find from Hanley Cross, Sussex (pp. 1 97-8) also 
shows that inhumation burial was not entirely out of vogue in thi s phase. 

I I .  LIST OF CONTACT FINDS, BRITISH ISLES 

NORTHERN EUROPE 

This list includes grave groups and hoards in the British Isles containing datable 
Northern exports ; grave groups and hoards in Northern Europe containing British 

and Irish exports ; and a few contact-finds from other areas (in brackets) which help 
fill gaps in the record. Unless otherwise noted, the trade-objects a re actual imports 

or very close imitations which a re indistinguishable, or nearly so, from actual im
ports. Finds of questionable value for cross-dating have as a rule been omitted. 

Abbl'eviatiolls ,' 

G grave ; H hoard ;  HH Hachmann Horizon ; NMN Northern lVIiddle Neolithic ; 
NLN Northern Late Neolithic ;  M Montelius ; TBB Taunton-Barton Berdish. 

1 .  Bogllaesgaard. G. Clay 'pot lid' with pattern closely imitating I rish gold sun 

dise of Wexford type. From megalithic tomb ; typologically datable not later 
than NlVIN IV. PI .  XVI I I .  Pp. 1 7 1 -3 

2. Hi1lZ1Ilelpforten. G.  Gold penannular r ing of I rish type;  in Funnel-beaker flat 
grave, with beaker, flint axe. NMN. P. 1 7 5  ff. 
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3 .  Sehzvesillg. Similar gold ring, at margin of NMN megalithie tomb, but strati
fication uncertain. Probably NMN. P .  1 75 .  

4.  Aeklalll Wold. G.  Amber bead o f  NLN type. Beaker, flint dagger, etc. P .  1 62.  

5 .  Aylesford. G.  Four-riveted dagger, cf. Bargeroosterveld and smaIl Unetice dag
gers. 'i\Tith dagger reIated to Breton-'Vessex type, I rish flat axe. HH I .  P. 200. 

6. Rusilozv. G. Western gold basket earring; in grave of Southeast Polish Barrow 
Grave culture, "vith Northern LN types. PI. XIXb. Pp. 1 87-9°. 

7. Wasosz. H. vVestern gold basket earring, Northern Unetice bronzes. HH I .  
Pp .  1 87-9°. 

8. BenuelwlIl. G. Gold ornament with oar-shapecl terminals, related to Unetice 

and Northern forms, with ornamentation recaIling 'Vestern gold basket ear
rings ; probably with Veluwe Beaker, amber bead. Pp. 1 89-9°. 

9. Pile. H. I rish flat ax�, with Unetice bronzes, Pile axes. HH I .  P. 46, No. 6 .  
I O. GalleIllose. H.  I rish Class I clecorated axe, with Unetice bronzes, Pile axes. HH 

I .  P .  46, No .  7 .  

I L  Lumby Taal'up . H.  I rish Class I decorated axe, Pile axes. HH I .  PI .  I Ib .  P . 46. 
1 2. Shivaip. H.  I rish Class I axe, Pile axes. HH I .  PI .  VI I I :  26. P. 46, No. 14 .  
1 3 .  Dieshatt. H.  I rish Class I decoratecl axe, hal berds of  I rish form, Saxo-TllU

ringian bronzes, amber. HH I .  P I .  Ib-e.  Pp. 20 ff. , 34 ff. , 46, No. 1 7. 

1 4. Wage1lillgell .  H. Irish flat axe, halberd Type 4, other bronzes. HH I .  Fig. I .  

Pp. 1 7  ff. , 45 no. ! .  
1 5 . l\/figdale. H .  Bronze cones of Unetice-Tumulus type, \Vith British-Irish bron

zes. EBA. Pp. 1 87 ff. 

1 6. VinilIg. H. Cast-flanged axe of non- Irish form but with I rish-style cabling on 
sides ; grooved ogival dagger; North German cast-flanged axe ; spearheads. 
VFM-HH I I .  Pp. 44, I I 1-2 .  

1 7. Ti1lSdahl. H. Bronze basket eatTings related to  Cowlam-Migdale type ; A2 bron
zes. HH I I .  P .  206 . 

1 8 . PlYlllstoeh. H.  Flanged axe of North German type (probably copy) ; 'Vessex I I  
bronzes. Pp.  44, 238. 

1 9 .  Dl'o1tZven . G. Class I razor, British or imitation thereof; Sogel assemblage. HH 
I I .  Fig. 3 3 :  I ;  pp. 1 1 5 ff. 

20. Ifsllloor. H. Shield palstaves, NvV European stopridge axe, Northern bronze 
battIeaxe, Northwest German palstaves. HH IV. PI. Ve; fig. r o ;  Chap . I I I .  

2 1 .  Stade. H .  (Unfinished castings). Shield palstaves, Jorthwest German palstaves, 
cakes of metal . HH IV. Chap. I I I .  

22. Voorhout .  H.  Shield palstaves, plain palstaves, NvV European stopridge axe, a 
typical flanged axe cf. Acton Park, lugged chiseI .  HH IV.  Fig. I I ;  Chap. I I I .  

23 . Riilozv. H.  Shield, plain and midrib palstaves; Tumulus bronzes. H H  I V .  P I .  
VIa ; Chap. I I I .  
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24. Babbin. H. NW European stopridge axes, Bagterp spearheads, Tumulus bron
zes. Chap. I I I .  

2 5 .  Hausberge. H. Shield palstave, Tumttlus dagger, flanged axe. H H  IV. PI. Vb ; 

Chap. I I I .  
(26. Habsheilll .  H. Shield palstaves, Rhone-type flanged axes. HH IV .  Chap . I I I . )  
27. Frøjh. H .  Atlantic palstaves, Broholm I I  bronzes. PI. Vlb ; Fig. 1 6 :  1 -3 ;  

Chap. I I I .  
2 8 .  Osten/eId. H. Atlantic palstaves, Kersten I lA bronzes. Fig. 1 6 :  6-7 ; Chap. I I I .  
29. Liesbiittel. G.  Looped spearhead Havvkes C3 , bronze-hilted dagger Kersten 

I lA, Type VI flint dagger. PI . Xl I I c ;  pp. 98 ff. 
30. Sporuplul/d. G.  'Dagger-bladecl ' speat'head of Wessex I I  or Irish (Omagh) 01'

igin ;  Broholm I I  sword, chape. Fig. 27 ; pp. 96-8. 
(3 1 .  Wiesloch. G. Looped spearl1eacl Hawkes D3 ; Rixheim sword ; Urnfield pottery. 

Ha A I .  PI . XIVa ; pp. I 02 ff. ) 
32 .  Glel/troot. H.  Glentrool pin, twisted neckring, amber beads, British-Irish rapier, 

spearhead, palstave, etc. TBB.  P. 1 43 ,  nO. 23 .  
3 3 .  Blachroch. H .  Bronze dagger-hi lt of Northern type, decorated spiral finger-ring 

of North German type, Sussex Loops, native palstaves, etc. TBB.  P . 223 , 
no. 22. 

3+ Talll/tol/. (Union vVorkhouse) . H .  Socketed axe of Taunton-Hademarschen 
type;  TBB.  PI. Xo ; pp. 75 ff. ; p. 1 42, no. I S .  

3 5 .  Bartol/ Bel/disl! . I-I. Doublecl-wire twisted bracelet, twisted neckrings, large 
quoit-headed pin, etc. TBB .  P. 1 42, No.  7. 

36 .  Hollingbllry Hill. H. Twisted neclcring with plain ends, palstave, Sussex Loops, 
spiral finger-rings . TBB. Pp. 1 38  ff. , p .  1 42, No. 1 9 .  

3 7 .  St . JoI1lt's. H.  Gold twisted bracelets o f  Kersten 's Type E9 (lVI I I I) ,  with other 
gold objects. Pp. 1 45-6 . 

38 .  PortslIlouth. H.  Bracelet with incised ornament, cf. Steenodcle and B ignan; plain 
bracelets, l oopecl palstave. TBB .  P. 1 57-8, 222- I O. 

39 .  R01l/sgate. G.  Bracelets with incised decoration recalling that of I lmenau brace
lets ; ribbed bracelet. TBB .  P. 1 59 ff. , 222 no. 1 2 . 

40. Epe. H. Palstave cf. Blackrock, two-knobbed siclde, stopriclge axe. PI .  VI l Ia ; 
fig. 1 7 ;  pp. 68-9, 73 no. 17 ·  

4 1 .  F/Yl/hol/lIall . H. Ferrules with pointed end of  Central German lVI IV type;  de
veloped Ha A Urnfield knife ; sworcl fragment ; palstave. Pp. 1 3 3 , 225 . 

42. Ba7geroosterveld. H. Palstaves of Curwen's Type C ;  NortInvest German Nierell

Til/ge M IV;  debased Ha A Urnfield knife .  Fig. 1 8 ;  p. 69, 73 no. 1 8 . 
43 . Barriel/-Biilten . H. Palstave of Curwen's Type C ;  knife with 'double T' handle, 

M IV . P .  70, 73 ,  no .  1 9· 
44. Els!?ilstl'1lp. H.  Yetholm shielcl, Sørup shielcl . PI .  XVa ; p. 1 30. 
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45 . Løvshal. H. Southeastern socketed axes, lYI IV bronzes, winged axes. PI. XI I Ib ;  

pp. 8S-6. 
46. H6ver. G or H ?  Transitional vVilburton-Ewart sword, svvOl·d with narrow tang, 

etc. Problematical find. P. I I 9 .  
47. PlestlilL H.  Southeastern socketed axes, lVI V and Ha B bronzes. Pp .  85-6. 
48. Te1/lpelbmg . H .  Southeastern socketed axe, lVI V bronzes. P .  85, no. 8 .  
49. Gurhi. H.  British-I rish octagonal narrow faceted axe, M V bronzes. P .  87. 

50 .  B6ch. H.  Thorndon knife, lVI V bronzes. P .  I I S .  
5 1 .  KTOllshagell. Fernde resembling British type ;  lVI V bronzes. P .  1 3 3 .  
5 2 .  Kir/w Søby. Late Ewart sword, spearhead with ornament o f  HaB derivation, 

punch. lVI V. Pp. 1 1 9-2 1 .  

5 3 .  Dltldl�ff. Northern tanged sword, cauldron, socketed axes, etc. Fig. 34 ;  pp. 
1 2 1-2. 

54. Parc-y-1/leirch (Abergele) . Northern jangies, M V, with horse-gear, etc. Pp. 
1 52-4. 

5 5 .  EdillbltJgh . Sunflower pin resembling M VI East Swedish type;  swords, looped 
half-ring. Pp. I SO-I .  

56 .  Ommerschalls. Fragment of uncompleted ribbed bracelet of Ramsgate type;  
razor of Pantalica (Sicily) Type A ;  Plougrescant sword, other bronzes and stone 
tools. TBB-Pantalica I. P .  1 57. 

57 .  GahlstOlj. Irish gold penannular ring with trumpet-shaped ends . In Harpstedt 

pot, M VI .  P. 4. 
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Map 1.  Halberds of Irish Type IV in Northern Europe (Chapter I; l istecl p. 26). 

€J hoard ; • stray find ; O find-spot approximate. 

Map I I .  I rish flat and lowflangecl axes in Northern Europe (Chapter I I ;  listed p. 45) . 

.. flat axe ; • lowAanged axe ; €J @ in hoard. 



lVIap I I I .  'Shield' palstaves of the I lsmoor horizon in Northem Europe 
(Chapter I I I ;  listed p. 7 1  under Types IAlb ·  c, no. 1-20). 

@ hoat'd ; • stray find. 

lVIap IV. ';Vestern pals taves of Period I I  (Broholm) in Northem Europe 

(Chapter I I I ;  listed pp. 7 1-2, no. 22, 24, 26, 27, 30, 3 1 , 33-5, 38 , 4°-2, 44, 47, 48, 5 1 , 5 3 ) .  

+ narrow-bladed; • broad-bladed; 8 in  hoard. 
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Map V. Socketed axes of Taunton-Hademarschen type. (Chapter IV; listed pp. 79-80). 

Map V I .  Socketed axes of 'Southeastern' type in Jorthern Europe. (Chapter I V ;  listed p. 85) .  

® hoard; • stray; O find-spot appl'oximate. 



Map V I I .  Looped spearheads in Northern Europe. (Chapter V ;  listed p. 1 09-10) . 

• with loops at base of blade; + socket-looped. 
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I Oudenaarde ; 2 Vlichelen ; 3 's-Hertogenbosch ; 4 Papenvoort ; 5 Onstwedde ; 6 Exlooer
mond;  7 Bargeroosterveld ;  8 Obergrunhagen;  9 Aasbi.itte l ;  IO LiesbiHtel; I I Skowarcz 

Map V I I I .  Rapiers of British- Irish forms in Northern Europe (Chapter V I ;  listed pp. 1 1 4-5) . 

• probable exports ; O hybrid. 
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Map I X .  \Vestern Class I razors in Northern Europe. (Chaptcr V I ;  see pp.  I I  5-7). 

® grave find;  • stray) 

I Drouwen ; z Cloppenburg; 3 Ehestorf; 4-5 Amrum ; 6 Nim. 

Map X .  \Vestern f1ange-hilted swords in Northern Europe. (Chapter VI I ;  listed p .  I ZO) . 

• Late Ewart type ;  + carps tongue. O hoard. 



JVIap X I .  Bronze twisted bar neck-rings in the British Isles. (Chapter X I ;  listed p. 1 4 1-3).  

JVIap X I I .  Pins af Glentraal type (Chapter X I I ;  listed p .  1 48) .  
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lVIap X I I I .  Jangies of North European type. (Chapter X I I I ;  listed p. 1 54) . 

+ Form I ;  • Form I I .  

lVlap XIV.  Lunulae o f  gold ( 'edge-grooved' type only) and copper o r  bronze l unulae i n  
Northern Europe. (Chapter XVI I ;  listed p p .  1 85-6) . 

• gold edge-grooved ;  • copper or bronze; 1::,. ditto, find-spot approximate. 

I Coulter; 2 Harlyn Bay; 3 Skovshøjrup ; 4 Grevinge ; 5 Fredensborg; 6 Schulenburg; 
7 Bodenwerder; 8 Giittingen ; 9 Oegeln;  IO 'Altmark' .  



NIap XV. Basket-shaped eaI'fings of vVestern type in Northern Europe. 
(Chapter XVI I I ;  listecl p.  1 90). 

NIap XVI. Certain early sun dises of eopper, gold 01' bakecl clay. Loeation map. 
(Chapter XVI ) .  
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l Co. \Vexford ; 2 Kirk Andrews ; 3 Huntisearthe ; 4 NIere Down;  5 lVIonkton Farleigh ; 
6 Salten;  7 Bognaesgaard ; 8 Niederkranig; 9 Brzese Kujawski .  
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PL.  I 
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(I. Halberd from \iVichelen, Provo Antwerp, Belgium. Af ter De Laet and Glasbergen. 
b. Decorated axe from Dieskau Hom'd I I , Saalkreis, Saxony. Af ter Fortsch. 

C. The I rish-type halberd from Dieskau Hoard I I .  Af ter Fortsch. 



PL. I I  

a 

a. Copper Rat axe from Fredsø, 
Mors ( Limfjord, N. J utland). Photo 
National lVluseum, Copenhagen. 

b .  Hoard from Lumby Ta�\I'up, 
Fyn . Photo National lVluseum, 
Copenhagen. 

c. Decorated axes from Knockaun, 
Co. vVaterford, I reland.  Photo Na
tional lVluseum of Ireland, Dublin. 

b 

c 



PL. I I I  

Decorated axes from Ulstrup, Jutland. Photos Forhistorisk Museum, Aarhus. (Cf. fig.4). 



PL. IV 

Lowflanged axes from the Netherlands. Upper row : I Emmen, Drenthe ; 2 Kam collection, 
Nijmegen;  3 Valthe, Drenthe. Lower row: 4 's-Heerenberg, GelderIand ;  S SlIawollcle, 
Frieslancl ; 6 Donkerbroek, Frieslancl.  I, 3 iVIlIs. Assen; 2 Rijksmllsellm Kam, Nijmegen ; 

4 RMO Leiclen ; S ,  6 iVlus. Leeuwarclen. Photos CFD Groningen ancl RMO Leiden. 



a 
l O  
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Il 

b 

a .  Hoard from Neuhaldensleben, Saxony. 
b. Hoard from Hausberge, Kr. Minden, West
phalia. 
c. Hoard from Ilsmoor, Kr. Stade (Iower Elbe 
area). Af ter Sprockhoff, 1 94 1 .  (= Fig. IO). 
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-< 



PL. V I  

G .  Hoard from Rlilow, iVlecldenburg. A f  ter Sprockhoff. 

b. Palstaves from (left) Tim and (centre) unknown Danish find-spot ;  (right) the Frøjk 
hoard, N'�' Jutland. Af ter Broholm. 



PL.  V I I  

Palstaves and Aanged axes from the Netherlands. Upper row : I Emmercompascuum, 
Drenthe ; 2 Aijen, Limburg ;  3 Rijsbergen, North Brabant. Lower row : 4 Gem. Norg, 
Drenthe ; 5 Kam col! . ,  Nijmegen ; 6 between Wijchen and Nijmegen, GeIderIand. Mus. 

Assen, Leiden and Nijmegen. Photos CFD Groningen and RMO Leiden. 



PL. VI I I  

a .  Hoard from Epe, GelderIand. = Fig. 1 7 . Photo RJVIO Leiden. 

b. Palstaves from Jutland. 1 Lindeballe, 2 True, 3 Viby near Aarhus. Photo Aarhus lVIuseum. 



PL. I X  

a .  Pals tave hom'd from Pamhule, S E  Jutland. Photo iVlus. Haderslev. 

b. Alleged hoard from Scowarz (Schonwarling) near Danzig. Af ter Sturms. 
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a .  From the Taunton (Union Workhouse) hoard, Somerset, England. Af ter Pring. 
b .  Grave find from Hademarschen, Kr. Rendsburg, Schleswig-Holstein. Af ter Sprockhoff, 1 94 1 .  
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PL. X I  

From rhe Valsømagle hoard. Af ter Forssander. 



PL. XII  

Socketed axes and a bronze mould from the Netherlands. Upper and centre rows : 'South
eastern' socketed axes from I near Helmond, Brabant ; 2,  3 Kam col l . ,  Nijmegen; 4, 5 
Heppenert, iVlaaseyck, Limburg. 'Faceted' axe (Iower ro"" centre) :  from the vVaal at 
N ijmegen . Bronze mould (bottom row, left and right) :  Havelte, Drenthe. Museums : RiVIO 

Leiden and Assen. Photos CFD Groningen and RiVIO Leiclen. 



PL.  X I I I  

-
a b 

a. Razor from grave at Nim, NE JlItland. Photo courtesy Dr. B .  Sylvest. ( =  Fig. 33 : 2). 
b .  Hoard from LøvskaI, Amt Viborg, J lItland. Viborg iVIlIsellm. AlIthor's photo. 

c. Grave grollp from Liesbl"ittel, Kr. Rendsburg, Schleswig-Holstein. Af ter Kersten. 



PL. X I V  

a.  The bllrnt and distorted fragment of a basal-Iooped speat'head from an  Urnficld grave, 
'-\'iesloch neal' Heidelberg, Germany. Photo B. Hellkemes. 

h. Looped spearheads from Olldenaarde and '-\'ichelen, Belgillm. 
Af ter De Laet and Glasbergen.  



PL. XV 

{I. Shields from Elskilstt'lIp ( Sørllp Mose), Falster, DenmarIe Af ter eoles. 

b.  Shield from Lommelev iVlose, Falster. Af ter Broholm. 



PL. XVI 

a .  Handle and attachment from cauldron found at Abildholt, NW' Jutland. Af  ter Becker. 

b. Shields from ( r )  Clonbrin and (2) Lough Gur , I reland . Photo NiVI I reland. 



PL. XVI I 

a. Gold twisted bracelet of Kersten Type E9 from Denmar!<. Af ter Broholm. 

b.  J angles from the hoard of Holsteinborg, Zealand, Denmarl<. 
Photo National iVIlIsellm, Copenhagen. 



PL. XV T I I  

Clay disc from Bognaesgaard, Zealand. Photo ational iVluseum, Copenhagen. Scale l : J .  



PL. X IX 

a .  Gold bracelet , Lunteren, Gelderlancl. Af ter Butler and Van der 'Vaals. Photo RiVIO Leiclen. 

b. Grave group from Rusilow, Polancl.  Courtesy Prof. T. Sulimirski . 



PL. XX 

Gold diadem or neckring from Arlon, Provo Namur, Belgium. Photo ACL, Brussels. 
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